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Meeting of the Cabinet to be held at N o 1 0 Downing 
o
 

Street, S.W.I., on WEDNESDAY, 15th JUNE, 1938, 

at lloO aoiru 


AGENDA. 


1. FOREIGN AFFAIRS. 


2. MALTA. 


(Reference Cabinet 28 (36) Conclusion 13) 


Memorandum by the Secretary of State for the Colonies. 

CoPo 157 (38) - already circulated. 


3* WEST INDIES; PROPOSED ROYAL COMMISSION TO ENQUIRE INTO 

THE SITUATION - ay.) 
r o a 
  

(Reference Cabinet 26 (38) Conclusion 3) 


Momoravjtluift by the Secretary of State for the Colonies. 

C P . 138 (5fi) 1 "feo-bo e,igoul&4M)cL. 


4. BUILDING SOCIETIES. 


Memorandum by the Chancellor of the Exchequer. 

' CcPo 141 (38) - already circulated. 


5. WORKMENjS COMPENSATION. 


(Reference Cabinet 46 (37) Conclusion 14) 


Memorandum by the Home Secretary. 

CoPo 140 (38) - already circulated. 
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6. DIVORCE AMD NULLITY OF MARRIAGE (SCOTLAND) BILL. 


(Reference Cabinet 49 (37) Conclusion 4) 


Memorandum by the Secretary of State for Scotland. 

CoPo 156 (38) - already circulated. 


7. THE MILK ACTS. 1934-57i EXTENSION OF, 


(Reference Cabinet 32 (37) Conclusion 10) 


Joint Memorandum by the Minister of Agriculture and 

Fisheries and the Secretary of State for Scotland.. 
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8. CONCLUSIONS OF HOME AFFAIRS COMMITTEE, 


10th Conclusions (38) of Committee of Home Affairs 
to be circulatedo 


(i) Supreme Court of Judicature CAmemdment) Bill * 


(Reference Cabinet 17 (38) Conclusion 9) 


Memorandum by the Lord Chancellor covering 

draft Billo 


HcAo 19 (38) - already circulated. 


(ii) Anglo-Turk.Lsh (Armaments Credit) Agreement Bill. 


(Reference Cabinet 23 (38) Conclusion 4) 


Memorandum by the Secretary of State for 

Foreign Affairs covering draft Billo 


H-,Ao 20 (38) - already circulated. 


(Signed) M.P.A. HANKEY 


Secretary to the Cabinet. 
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CONCLUSIONS of a Meeting of the Cabinet held 

at 10 Downing Street, S.W.I., on WEDNESDAY, 


the 15th June, 1938, at 11.0 a.ra
s 


PRESENT: 


The Right Hon. Neville Chamberlain, M.P., 

Prime Minister, 


he Right Hon. 

Sir John Simon, G.C.S.I., 

G.C.V.O., O.B.E., K.C., M.P., 

Chancellor of the Exchequer,. 


he Right Hon. 
Lord Maugham, 

1 Lord Chancellor. 

he Right Hon. 


The Viscount Halifax, K.G., 


G.C.S.I., G.C.I.E., Secretary 


of State for Foreign Affairs, 
I
̂e Right Hon. 

Lord Stanley, M.C., M.P. , 

Secretary of State for Dominion 

Affairs. 


le Right Hon. 

Malcolm MacDonald, M. P., 

Secretary of State for the 

Colonies. 


le Right Hon. 

A- Duff Cooler, D.S.O., M.P. 

First Lord of the Admiralty. 


ie Right Hon. 

Sir Kingsley Wood, M. P. , 

Secretary of State for Air. 


ie Right Hon. 

Oliver Stanley, M.C., M.P., 

President of the Board of Trade. 


ie Right Hon. 

The Earl Stanhope, K.G., D.S.O.. 

M.C., President of the Board of 

Education. 


JffcRight Hon. 

E.L. Burgin, M. P. ,

Minister of Transport. 


(In the Chair , i . 

The Right Hon. 

The Viscount Hails ham, 

Lord President of the Council. 


The Right Hon. 

Sir Samuel Hoare, Bt., G.C.S.I., 

G.B.E., C.M.G., M.P. , Secretary 

of State for Home Affaire. 


The Right Hon. 

The Earl De La Warr, 

Lord Privy Seal. 


The Most Hon. 

The Marquess of Zetland, 

G.C.S.I., G.C^I.E., 

Secretary of State for India. 


The Right Hon. 

Sir Thomas Insicip, C.B.E., K.C., 

M.P., Minister for Co-ordination 

of Defence^ 


The Right Hon. 

L. Hore-Belisha, M. P., 

Secretary of State for War. 


The Right Hon. 

J. Colville, M.P., 

Secretary of State for Scotland. 


The Right Hon. 

W. S. Morrison, M.C., K.C., M.P., 

Minister of Agriculture and 

Fisheries. 


The Right Hon. 

Walter Elliot, M.C., M.P., 

Minister of Health. 


The Right Hon. 

The Earl Winterton, M-P., 

Chancellor of the Duchy of 

Lancaster. 


onel Sir M.P.A. Hankey, G.C.B., G.C.M.G., G.C.V.0 Secretary. 




CENTRAL AND 1. The Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs 

SOUTH-EASTERN 

EUROPE. recalled that at the Meeting referred to in the margin 


British the Cabinet had had before them a Memorandum by himself 

Influence 

in. suggesting the desirability of action on the part 


of His Majesty's Government to counteract the efforts 

(Previous 

Reference: of the German Government to extend their political, 

Cabinet 27 

(38), Con- economic and commercial influence in Central and 

elusion 6*) 


South-Eastern Europe. The Cabinet had decided to 


refer the question to the Cabinet Committee on Foreign 


' SO 1**)] 
Policy. That Committee had met and had decided to 


set up an Inter-Departmental Committee under the 


Chairmanship of Sir Frederick Leith-Ross, who had 


accepted, the position.  m h e Secretary of State added 


that on the previous day he had seen Sir Percy Loraine, 


His Majesty's Ambassador at Angora, who had reported 


that the effect of the recent decision to foster trade 


FR. 55" (33)3. -with Turkey had been electric in that country. The 


ree.etion in Greece had been electric — by anticipa

tion. 




CENTRAL EUROPE.


Czechoslovakia .


(*

fPrevious 

Reference:

Cabinet 27 

(38), Gon-i


clusion 2.) 


 2, The Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs said. 


 that the Cabinet had been kept fully informed, of the 


 Czechoslovak situation in the telegrams that had been 


 circulated. The Czechoslovak Government had accepted 


 Herr Henlein's Carlsbad programme as a basis of dis

cuss ion. Eusiness negotiations had. begun on the 


previous day. Dr. Hodza. had informed the British 


Minister at Prague that he intended to get through 


these discussions in the present week and to submit 


the agreement to Parliament next week.  m h e Czecho

slovak Minister had. returned to London from Prague in 


an optimistic frame of mind. In the meanwhile we had. 


to prepare ourselves against the risk of incidents by 


making available Observers whose presence might either 


avert trouble or have the effect of abating it. They 


consisted of a Military Officer and the British Consul 


at Innsbruck. Meantime the German Press, wireless 


and Statesmen, such as Dr. Goebbels and Dr.Hess , 


had been doing their worst. He was making representa

tions through His Majesty's Ambassador in Berlin. 


Connected with that matter was a difference of opinion 


that, had arisen between His Majesty's Ambassador in 


Berlin and the -ritish Minister in Prague on the 


question of further military precautions contemplated 


by the Czechoslovak Government, and. more particularly 


the raising of the period of military service from 


two to three years . The Minister at Prague thought 


this measure desirable from the point of view of 


security and the maintenance of order.  m h e Ambassador 


in Berlin thought it provocative and calculated to 

had 


precipitate action by Germany. He himself/considered 


the balance of advantage. At first he had examined 


the desirability of telling Germany that we could not 




press the Czechoslovaks to drop the proposal at the 


present moment, but that if the German Government would 


moderate its views we could do so. He had rejected 


this idea first because he had no reason to suppose 


that the Germans would keep their bargain, and second 


because he did not think the Czechs would be willing 


to take our advice. On the whole he thought that the 


balance of ri?ht lay with the Czechs. He proposed, 


therefore, to tell His Majesty'? Ambassador in Eerlin 


to inform Herr Rib^entrop that, we could not put 


pressure on the Czechs to ahandon the plane The 


Ambassador would be told to say that, we had. put pressure 


on them some weeks ago and had hoped therefrom to obtain 


8 reduction of the tension between the two countries, 


but, so far as Germany was concerned, there had been 


no result. Consequently we could not take the responsi
not 


bility now of advising the Czechs/ to take action which 


they thought necessary for their security. He would 


point out that the Czechoslovak intentions involved no 


risk to Germany. 


The Secretary of St*te then recalled that the British 


Minister at Prague had told. Mr Strang, of the Foreign 


Office, that, even if the Sudeten-Heuts ch question was 


settled, the foreign policy issue was likely to be 


raised by Germany. He himself had prepared, a short 


Paper on the subject which he proposed should be 


considered first by the Cabinet Committee on Foreign 


Policy, ""he Paper contained suggestions as to the 


means by which we should endeavour to meet the 


feeling of resentment in Germany against Czechoslovak 


policy. The first move in this direction would merely 


consist of an approach to the French Government as to 


how the policy of the two nations towards Czechoslovakia 


should be re-modelled. 




SPAIN. 3. The Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs 


/Indiscriminate reported that a statement on bombing in the Spanish 

Bomb ing. 

^ hostilities had been made in both Houses of Parliament 


(Previous on the previous day, Probably everyone felt that the 

Reference: 

Cabinet 27 only effective remedy in this matter was to bring the 

(38), Con
clusion 4.) war to an end. No-one under-estimated the difficulties, 


F/?.2^3 ) 6.  ^  thought a.11 his colleagues agreed that the possie


bilities of giving an impetus in favour of a settlement 


ought to be exploreds, Consequently he had instructed 


Sir "ilric Phipps to approach the French Government with 


a. view to their helping us in trying to obtain an 


armistice.  m h e idea was that we should try and obtain 


the co-operation of the Italian Government. It was 


anticipate-1 that they would ask what the position was 


to be on the French frontier. Nothing more than an 


interim reply of a favourable character had been 

from Paris. 


received^/ We had. asked for a full answer, but it had. 


not yet arrived, and if it was not received within 


twenty-four hours he proposed, to send, a strong reminder. 


ITALY. Meanwhile Signor Mussolini was pressing us to bring 


Relations with, the Anglo-Italian Agreement into force, and the French 

(Previous were asking us to hold it up until they themselves had. 

Reference: 

Cabinet 22 reached agreement with Italy, On the first point we 

(38), Con
clusion 6.) could not bring the Anglo-Italian Agreement into force 


1
 until there was a "settlement of the Spanish question"0 


FRANCO-ITALIAN 

R'5LAmlONS . On the second point he had. had. to inform, the French 


(Previous Government that we could not agree to hold, up the Anglo
deference: 

. Cabinet 24 Italian Agreement, for the reason that it was impossible 

1(58), Con-

Iclusion 5.) now to impose any new pre-conditions. He was seeking 


BP.2^(ii)i4-. 
a solution of both questions on the line of getting 


the French to promise to close their frontier during an 


armistice, and. on the strength of this promise ( if we 


got it) persuading Signor Mussolini (if he really wanted 


- 4 



THE FAR EAST . 

China and 

Japan0 


(Previous 

Reference: 

Cabinet 87 

(38), Con
clusion 5 o) 


/T/?.3o (3tf)3. 


an Agreement) to press General Franco to agree to an 


armistice. Once the French frontier was closed, the 


Franco-Italian Conversations mipht re-commence, but this 


all depended on good will and decent relationso 


Reverting to the question of bombing, the Secretary 


of State for Foreign Affairs said that progress had 


been made with the Commission for investigating bombing 


incidents. The Norwegian and Swedish Governments had. 


agreed to appoint representatives. No answer had been 


received from the United States of America, but it was 


anticipated that they would refuse and that we should 


have to take their place. 


In the Far East he had done what he could to protest 


against the bombine of Canton. If the proposed. 


Commission on Spain was appointed, it was possible 


that the Chinese might ask for a corresponding Commis

sion in China. He himself saw no objection. 




SPAIN.


Non-intervention

Committee . 


(Previous 

Reference:

Cabinet 27 

(38), Con
elusion 3 .) 


s 


 4. In reply to a question, the Secretary of Sta.te 


 **or Foreign Affairs sai^ that the Earl of Plymouth 


was seeking a compromise between the Russian Soviet 


 proposal that there should he Observers on land in all 


 ports used by foreign shipping and. the French proposal 


that there should he Observers in some ports only. 




THE AUSTRIAN 

LOAN. 


(Previous 

Inference: 

Cabinet 27 

(58), Con
clusion 12.)


5. The Chancellor of the Exchequer, who was requested 


by the Prime Minister to report on the position of the 


Austrian Loan, recalled that at the conclusion of the 


last Meeting of the Cabinet information had been 


 received, which indicated an inclination on the part of 


Germany to climb down from the position she had taken. 


The situation now was that it had been agreed that we 


should not announce our intention to crive notice to 


terminate payments under the Payments Agreement of 


1934, as the Germans had given us the right to termina.te 


if we so desired. On the previous day, however, he had 


made clear in the T:Touse of Commons that rjCis Majesty's 


Government were free to terminate the present Agreement 


on the 30th June without notice. The Germans were now 


adopting a stif^er attitude. A Note had been received, 


on the previous day stating that they did not recognise 


any obligation to pay the interest on the Austrian debt, 


but that as the Pritish Government had been called on 


to make good their guarantee they would reimburse them. 


This offer, however, was conditional only on a drastic 


reduction of the interest on the whole of the Dawes 


an'' Young Loans. A reply was being sent today that 


this position was not satisfa.ctory. The situation was 


a. somewhat anxious one. If we were to set. up a Clearing 


Agreement the results would be very serious to Germany, 


who would lose all trade with this country. Put it would 


also be very inconvenient to us. All his experts, 


however, were agreed that a stiff front ought to be 


maintained. 


The Prime Minister agreed, that there was no alterna

tive to maintaining a firm front. It was necessary to 


bear in mind the attitude the German Government had. 


taken up towards their own people about, the Austrian 




adventure, namely, that the whole country had heen 


intensely desirous of the "Anschluss" and were only 


held down ^y their former enemies, whose loans had 


heen made for political purposes. 


The Chancellor of the Exchequer, in reply to a 


question, said that at present the matter was heing 


dealt with hy correspondence between Sir Frederick 


Leith-Ross an^ thfl corresponding official in Germany. 


It was rather interesting to note, he added, that some 


o^ the most important German financial authorities, 


including Dr. Schacht, were keeping clear o^ this 


controversy. 




D^F^NCS LOANS.


(Previous 

Reference:

Cabinet 7 

(37), Con
elus ion 13 .) 


 6. The Chancellor of the Exchequer informed the 


Cabinet, in strict confidence, that the Defence Loan 


 had ha* a pood Pr^ss and had heen well received. 


f
 The terms o  the Loan were very favourable to the 


public, the issue beine at 98 with 3 per cent, interest. 


These figures had been adopted on very strong expert 


advice. The lists would not close until 3.30 p.m., 


in accordance with the prospectus, but the applications 


which had been received up to 11.30 were quite satis
fa ctory. 




7. The Cabinet had before them a Memorandum by 


the Secretary of State for the Colonies (C.P.-137 


(38)) informing his colleagues of the constitutional 


position that might arise in Malta as a result of an 


action recently broueht in the Malta Courts by Lord 


Strickland, in which the Court of Appeal in Malta 


had held that the Malta Letters Patent of the 12th 


August, 193 6., issued in pursuance of the Malta (Letters 


Patent) Act, 1936, were issued ultra vires, and that 


in consequence all Ordinances passed under them were 


invalid. The hearing of the Malta. Governments appeal 


by the Judicial Committee of the Privy Council was 


fixed for the 20th June. The Secretary of State also 


informed his colleagues that his predecessor and. 


himself ha^ been considering, in consultation with the 


Governor, proposals for a revised Constitution for 


Malta including provision for some measure of popular 


representation., In summing up his proposals on these 


two matters the Secretary of State sought Cabinet 


authority 

(a) in the event of the dismissal o^ the Malta 

Governments appeal now pending before the 

Privy Council to make an immediate announce
ment that His Majesty's Government will ask 

Parliament to validate retrospectively the 

Letters Patent of the 12th August, 1936, 

which govern the present Malta constitution 

and the Ordinances enacted thereunder; 


(b) -yo proceed with consideration of a. revised 

and morp liberal constitution for Malta; 


(c) to make an^announcement	 of His Majesty's 

Governments intention to introduce a new 

constitut.ion either 

(i) in the event o^ the Privy	 Council 

upholding the Malta Governments 

appeal, immediately following that 

decision, or 


(ii) in the event of the dismissal of the 

appeal, at the time o^ the introduction 


f
in Parliament o  the legislation neces
sary to safeguard the position in Malta, 


-10



After hearing a statement by the Secretary of 


State for the Colonies% supplemented by the Lord 


Chancellor -


The Cabinet approved the proposals 

of the Secretary o** State for the 

Colonies as set forth in CP.-IS7 

(^8) and quoted above. 


-11



8. The Secretary of State for the Colonies said 


that after careful consideration he had reached the 


decision th*t a Royal Commission ought to be appointed 


to examine the whole situation in the West Indies. 


He had been preparing a Memorandum for the Cabinet 


setting forth the reasons for and against, a Royal 


Commission and asking for permission to announce it 


within a week or two. Action had been precipitated, 


however, by an announcement thai the question was to 


be raised in Parliament. Consequently, a-fter discus

sion with *he Prime Minister and the Chancellor of 


the Exchequer, he had found it necessary on the 


previous day to announce the intention of the Govern

ment to recommend a Royal Commission. He thought it 


necessary, however, to warn the Cabinet, thai the 


Government would have to be ready to spend more money 


on the West Indies than at present. The Royal Commis

sion was likely to report that the present position 


was rather discreditable, and its recommendations were 


almost, certain to involve more expenditure. Some of 


this might perhaps be obtained from the^West Indies 


themselves, as in some of the Islands^ taxation, wws

very low. But part would have to b^ found from the 


Mother Country. It would be disastrous to send a 


Royal Commission and then reject its proposals purely 


on financial grounds. ^he Chancellor of the Exchequer 


had agreed that, notwithstanding this latter consider

ation, a. Royal Commission was the proper course, ^he 


announcement had been well received in the House of 


Commons . In reply to a. question, he said that a 


recent statement made by Mr Lloyd George that the 


only telephone service in the Island was owned by an 


American Banana Company had. been true a. ye^r ago 


but he thought it was probably not true today. 




The Chancellor of the Exchequer agreed that, 


notwithstanding the probability that a Royal Commis

sion woul^ result in proposals involving increased 


expenditure, the course proposed by. the Colonial 


Secretary was the right one. He hoperi that the Royal 


Commission would ascertain why it was that Cuba could 


produce sugar profitably without any subsidy, whereas 


the British "Vest Indian Isla.nds were struggling in 


spite of a. heavy preference. He woul^ like to put on 


record that it would not be sufficient for the Royal 


Commission to recommend a. larger subsidy for the 


Islands without full explanation. 


The Lord President of the Council said that the 


United States of /merica provided an unlimited market 


-for Cuban sugar, to which a large preference was 


granted. 


?he Secretary of State for the Colonies added that 


the best Sugar Companies in the -Vest Indies were able 


to show a profit , Perhaps the Royal Commission would 


^e able to show how that profit could be extended to 


other Companies. 


The Chancellor of the Exchequer hoped that the 


Royal Commission would discover how efficiency could 


be achieved and the precise action that ought to be 


taken. It was not much use transmitting general 


recommendations to relatively inefficient ad^inistra

tions. 


The Prime Minister recalled that the Royal Commis

sion would be concerned not with Jamaica, alone but with 


the whole West Indies. He had been into the question 


and it seemed to him that there was no short cut to 


the rehabilitation of the Islands * "Tiere were only 


a limited, number of industries in the West. Indies, 




and all were of an agricultura.1 nature.  m h e market 


for their products was limited, and, so far as sugar 


was concerned, was decreasing. It might be possible 


to make the sugar industry more efficient, hut the 


probable consequence would be to increase unemploy

ment, for example, by the adoption of labour-saving 


machinery. It might "be necessary to take steps to 


enable the natives to obtain subsistence from the 


land without exporting the product of their labour. 


For that, more finance would be necessary, and. he did 


not think that further expenditure could be avoided.. 


The Cabinet 8greed. — 


To approve the announcement made by 

the Secretary of State for the 

Colonies on the previous day in 

Parliament that a Royal Commission 

on the West Indies was to be 

appointed. 




JXLDING

I^TIES.


F*-i ,^ 3 g) , r 2"-attention to the serious financial and political 


9- The Cabinet had before them a Memorandum by the 

, ,  x , 


Chancellor of the Exchequer (C .P.-141 (38)) drawing 


reactions of the probable decision in an action now 


being heard in the Chancery Court, relating to the 


conditions under which Building Societies advanced 


money on the security of freehold or leasehold pro

perty. ""he common arrangement in roughly 70 per cent, 


of the current "business of the Societies was that the 


Society advanced 75 per cent, of the value of the 


house, with an additional 1^ per cent, on security 


furnished by the builder. In the present action the 


borrower claimed that the Building Society was acting 


ultra vires in taking collateral security, and the 


Societies feare^ that the decision would go a.gainst 


them. Such a decision would mean that an immense 


number of operations by all the big Societies would be 


declared invalid - They had therefore insisted on the 


passage of a Bill relieving the-s retrospectively from 


the results of an adverse decision o^ principle. In 


this event it seemed to the Chancellor of the Exchequer 


that legislation was inescapable. He therefore proposed 


to tell the representatives of the Building Societies 


immediately that it was impossible to legislate before 


the result, of the Chancery Court case was announced, 


but that the Government Bill, besides containing pro

visions defining "collateral", must include other safe

guards described j.  his Memorandum. If time afforded 
n


no opportunity to submit a draft Bill to the Committee 


of Home Affairs the Chancellor asked authority for a 


small hody consisting of the Prime Minister, the Home 


Secretary, the Minister of Health, the Secretary of 


State for Scotland, and. himself, to decide on the course 


to be adopted, 




After a statement of the position by the 


Chancellor of the Exchequer on the lines of his memorandum, a 


discussion took place in the course of which the Lord 


Chancellor reported that this was a matter which had come 


"before him on more than one occasion,, One feature was 


that the builders employed the Building Societies to do 


their financings First they would obtain an advance of 


75 per cent, or sometimes more 0 The builder advanced 


the balance possibly on an inflated value. If an 


unfortunate purchaser could not continue to pay his 


instalments, for example, owing to unemployment, the 


Societies would foreclose, obtain possession of the 


property and sell the house, They claimed that the 


purchaser did not appear in the transaction, This was 


the case because the purchaser was out of work and all his 


instalments had been confiscated. The position was 


similar to what had arisen over Hire Purchase and ought to 


be dealt with on similar lines 0 


The Chancellor of the Duchy of Lancaster reported 


that in the Southern Counties the position had almost 


reached one of a public scandal 
s 


The Secretary of State for Scotland said that 


the Scottish law was somewhat different and the^Advocate-


Oeuaoral wanted time to consider the matter and discuss it 


with the Department concerned,, 


The Home Secretary suggested that the Chancellor 


of the Exchequer should take charge of this matter. 


The Chancellor of the Exchequer consented. 


The Lord President of the Council suggested that 


advantage should be taken of the short delay before the 


case was dealt with in the Courts of Justice to investigate 


the factso. If they were as stated by the Lord Chancellor 




it appeared doubtful as to whether the Government ought to 


validate the past actions of the Societies.. 


The Secretary of State for Scotland suggested that 


it might be advantageous to wait for an appeal in the event 


of a judgment adverse to the Societies,. 


The Minister of Health said that from the point of 


view of housing, it was risky to delay action on the lines 


proposed by the Chancellor of the Exchequer until after an 


appeal. An adverse judgment, even in the event of an appeal, 


might easily have a very serious effect on the building of 


houses, which was already tending to fall off. This 


involved a danger of increased unemployment. 


The Secretary of State for Air reminded the Cabinet 


that the Building Societies held a very important place in 


the life of the country so far as building was concerned. 


The President of the Board of Trade drew attention 


to the danger of using the occasion for an emergency Bill 


to lay down a new code for the Building Societies without 


adequate prior enquiry. 


The Prime Minister pointed out that in the course 


of the judgment, some harsh observations might be made which 


might compel the Government to do more than was contemplated 


by the Chancellor of the Exchequer. In these circumstances, 


he thought an immediate enquiry into the facts would be 


useful. 


The Cabinet agreed: 


That a Cabinet Committee composed as follows 


The Lord Chancellor (In the Chair) 

The Chancellor of the Exchequer 

The Secretary of State for Scotland 

The Minister of Health 

The Chancellor of the Duchy of Lancaster 

The Attorney-General 


should be appointed to examine the question 

raised in C.P, 141 (38),and more particularly to 

enquire into the facts on which the policy of 

the Government would have to be based* 




)R7M"5N' S 

iMPENSA01 TON. 


Previous 

tef erence: 

labinet 46 

37), Con
jlus ion 14.) 


10. The Cabinet had before them a Memorandum by 


the Home Secretary ' CP.-140 (38)) on the subject of 


Workmen'? Compensation. He was constantly being 


pressed in the House of Commons and elsewhere to 


introduce amending legislation, and there was no 


doubt that many fes.tures of the Workmen's Compensation 


Acts called for careful re-examination in the light of 


modern ideas and developments. He had come to the 


conclusion that the questions at issue were of such 


magnitude and complexity that it woul^ be practically 


impossible to frame any satisfactory legislation 


wi+hout the ba.sis of some comprehensive inquiry. 


He therefore suggested that the best course would be 


to appoint a Royal Commission on the subject, which 


should be given very wide terms of reference enabling 


it to review the whole working of the present system 


and to consider proposals such as had been made by 


the Labour Party for the substitution of a State system 


an^ generally to overhaul the working o-f the Act, 


together with the question of the modification of 


the employer's liability at common law in relation to 


any developments proposed in workmen's compensation. 


Pending the results of this inquiry, further legisla

tion would be postponed. The Home Secretary wished t 


however, to reserve the rirtit. to raise the question 


of a small Bill next Session to give effect to the 


recommendations of the Stewart Committee on the 


special problem of compensation for cases of miner's 


nystagmus, which were agreed, to by the representa

tives of the coal-owners an$ the miners on the 


Committee0 




After a statement of the position by the Home 


Secretary on the lines of his memorandum, a discussion 


took place in the course of which the Minister for 


Co-ordination of Defence recalled the difficulties that 


had arisen through the Government not taking action 


on the Report of the Holman Gregory Committee. To appoint 


a Royal Commission to go into the whole matter when a 


number of the recommendations of the previous Committee 


had not been acted on might be considered awkward. He 


suggested that some of these recommendations might be 


carried out without awaiting the result of the Royal 


Commission, Private Bills were frequently introduced 


on details of workmen's compensation and perhaps it 


might be arranged that some of them should give effect 


to recommendations of the Holman Gregory Committee that 


were acceptable to the Government0 


The Home Secretary agreed that this possibility 


should be considered, but insisted that he would be in a 


better position to deal with the Question if there were a 


comprehensive enquiry. In reply to a question by the 


Chancellor of the Exchequer, he said that he did not 


propose to include expressly in the Terms of Reference to 


the Royal Commission the question of whether a State 


system should be substituted for the present system, but the 


Reference would be so framed that the point would not be 


excluded,, 


The Cabinet agreed: 


(a)	 To approve the proposal of the Home 

Secretary in C P  . 140 (38) for the 

appointment of a Royal Commission on 

the subject of workmen's compensation 

with very wide Terms of Reference 

enabling it to review the working of 

the present system, and to consider 

proposals such as had been made by the 

Labour Party for the substitution of 

a State system,and3 generally, to 

overhaul the working of the Act, 

together with the question of the 




modification of the employer's 

liability of common law in relation 

to any developments proposed in 

workmen^ compensation. 


That the possibility of legislation 

without waiting for the Report of the 

Royal Commission on narrower points 

connected with workmen ?s 

compensation which could be isolated, 

should not be excludedo 




DIVORCE AND 

NULLITY OP 

MARRIAGE 

(SCOTLAND) 

BILL. 


(Previous 

Reference' 

Cabinet 49 

(37), Con
olusion 4.) 


11. The Cabinet had under consideration a Memo

randum by the Secretary of State for Scotland (C.P.

136 (38)) repeating the request of his predecessor 


for authority to facilitate the remaining stages of 


the Divorce and Nullity of Marriage (Scotland) Bill 


by the grant of a small amount of Government time if 


this should prove necessary. The Bill had now passed 


through all its stages in the House of Lo^ds, had 


received an unopposed Second Reading in the House of 


Commons, and had been dealt with by the Scottish Grand 


Committee. It incorporated the best features of the 


English Matrimonial Causes Act, and certain features 


of the Scottish Bill of last Session which seemed to 


present difficulty had been discarded. In its present 


form the Secretary of State believed the Bill to be 


acceptable to all sections of moderate opinion, and 


the Church of Scotland offeree! no opposition to it. 


After a short discussion, the Cabinet 


agreed: 


That subject to the agreement of the 

Parliamentary Secretary to the Treasury 

the Secretary of State for Scotland 

should have authority to facilitate 

the remaining stages of the Divorce and 

Nullity of Marriage (Scotland) Bill by 

the grant of a small amount of Government 

time if this should prove necessary. 


- SI 



12. The Cabinet had before them a Joint Memorandum 


by the Minister of Agriculture an^ Fisheries and the 


Secretary of State for Scotland ' CP.-139 (38)) 


relating to an extension of the Milk Acts, 1934-37, 


in which they pointed out that there will not now be 


time this Session for the passage of the necessary 


2 - 

legislation to give effect to the proposal? of the 


White Paper on Milk Policy of July, 193 7 (Cmd.5533) 


and recommended that the introduction of the Bill 


should be deferred until the autumn; sought authority 


for the preparation of a Bill, for passage into law 


before the Summer Recess, to extend for a further 


year those provisions of the Acts which would other

wise expire on the 30th September next; and propose" 


that the opportunity should be taken to implement the 


promise made in the White Paper that the Milk Market

ing Boards (an^ the Government of Northern Ireland) 


should, be released f^om any liability accruing after 


the 30th September, 1937, for the repayment of 


advances under the Milk Acts; and that during the 


yea.r by which the period, for Exchequer grants for 


schemes for increasing the demand for milk is to be 


extended 
(i) the sum of £7^0,000 should be provided 


for the purpose of Exchequer grants on 

approved schemes; 


(ii) the schemes	 to be approved should he 

confined to those for the sale of milk 

at reduced prices for consumption by 

school children, and by nursing and. 

expectant mothers, and children under 

school age. 




After a statement "by the Minister of Agriculture and 


Fisheries on the lines of the above memorandum, a discussion 


took place mainly on the question of whether a definite sum such 


as the £750,000 proposed in the memorandum or, alternatively, 


£800,000 as proposed by the President of the Board of 


Education should be provided or not. 


The President of the Board of Education pointed 


out that the provision of milk was a Social Service and that 


in order to carry out the policy of the Government whatever 


milk was required for the schools had to be found. He was 


advised that the sum of £750,000 was likely to prove 


inadequateo The consumption of milk in schools had 


increase! as a result of the National Health Campaign 


initiated by the late Minister of Health and himself, and the 


increasing tendency for children to take two bottles a day 


must be taken into consideration. It was also necessary 


to provide for an increased distribution allowance in rural 


areas where the cost of distribution exceeded the amount 


allowed under the present scheme0 If this were not provided 


not only would they be unable to get milk supplied in rural 


areas where this was at present not being done, but they would 


fail to hold the position which they had won 0 It must "be 


remembered that the increased figure of £750,000 would have to 


cover not only the I"ilk in Schools Scheme in England and 


Wales but also the similar scheme in Scotland and the whole of 


the expenditure on the Ministry of Health scheme for cheap milk 


for mothers and pre-school children. 


The Minister of Health thought it would be a mistake to 


include a fixed sum in the Bill, though it might be mentioned in 


the financial resolution,, A difficult situation would arise if 


the campaign in favour of milk consumption went well and then the 


Government had to impose a restriction for financial reasons. He 


thought it would be administratively possible to keep down the 


cost somewhere near to the present limits, but it might be very 


inconvenient to be bound by a fixed sum. 


- 23 



The Chancellor of the Exchequer urged that the 


Cabinet should accept the proposal of the Minister of 


Agriculture and Fisheries and the Secretary of State for 


Scotland,, He pointed out that this was a temporary 


Bill. The present position was that £500,000 was provided 


for this Service. As it was not possible to produce a 


permanent measure before the Summer Recess, it was 


necessary to prolong the present position for a time. He 


was prepared to agree to raising the £500,000 to £750,000. 


He did not think that the Government would be exposed to 


political attack if they proposed that sum in substitution. Even 


if the Departments had a free hand, he thought it would be 


difficult for them to spend more than this, more 


especially as the permanent scheme would probably be in 


operation in less than 12 months. It was important 


to have a proper arrangement with the Milk Boards in regard 


to the scheme. He had one observation to make on 


paragraph 9 of C P . 139 (38)* That paragraph correctly 


stated that existing legislation authorised payment from 


public funds of up to half of the expense incurred by 


Milk Marketing Boards in giving effect to approved schemes 


for increasing the demand for milk. The principal 


illustration was, of course, the milk in schools scheme whioh. 


began in 1934 and under which children get milk to drink 


at the exceptionally low price of l/- a gallon - one-third 


of a pint for -g-do The formula under which the expense 


incurred by the Milk Marketing Boards in supplying this 


milk at this cheap price was calculated assumed that if 


it was not so supplied the milk would nearly all be sold 


at the full price as liquid milk. There was every 


reason to believe that this assumption was not at all 


justified but the point had only recently come to the 


clear notice of the Treasury, The truth was that a large 




part of this milk amounting to some 23,000.000 gallons 


would otherwise have to be sold as milk for manufacture 


at a much lower price and the effect was that the taxpayer 


instead of hearing half the expense was hearing nearly 


all of it. This did not affect the contents of the 


proposed temporary Bill which would preserve the 50 per 


cent, formula; but he would ask the particular attention 


of the Minister of Agriculture to the point as he was 


charged with negotiations with the Milk Marketing Boards 


in the future. 


The Minister of Agriculture and Fisheries said 


he had received the comments of the Chancellor of the 


Exchequer in writing and he was not in entire agreement 


with them,, To ascertain the effect of the scheme on 


the Milk Boards was a very complicated matter. His own 


belief was that the Milk Boards lost on the transactions 


He would, however, prefer to discuss this question with 


the Treasury at a later stage. The real question was as 


to whether the sum of £750 000 should be included in the 


Bill or not. 


The Prime Minister pointed out that this was only 


temporary legislation. He did not think that that was 


the right moment to make a change involving an alteration 


of principle. There might be a case for such a change in 


permanent legislation but a temporary Bill was not the 


right occasion for including it. 


The Minister of Health accepted the Prime 


Minister's proposal on the understanding that the details 


would be swept up in the Bill providing for a permanent 


policy. 


The President of the Board of Education made an 


appeal to raise the £750,000 limit to £800,000. 


The Chancellor of the Exchequer urged the 


Cabinet to adhere to the figure which he had already agreed 


to 0 




The Cabinet agreed: 


(a)	 To approve the proposals of the Minister 

of Agriculture and Fisheries and the 

Secretary of State for Scotland as set 

forth in C P . 139 (38) and summarised at 

the head of this conclusion including the 

recommendation that during the year "by 

which the period for Exchequer grants for 

Bchemes for increasing the demand for 

milk was to "be extended the sum of £750,000 

should be provided for the purpose of 

Exchequer G-rants on approved schemes.! 


(b)	 That the various questions of important 

detail raised during the meeting should 

be dealt with in connection with the 

permanent legislation to be introduced 

later. 




JpREME C0UR m 


JUDICATURE 

AMENDMENT) 


JILL. 


fprevious 

iReference: 

jCabinet 17 

(38), Con
clusion 9 ,) 


13. The Cabinet had under consideration a Memo

rand um by the Lord Chancellor (H.A.-19 (38)) cover

ing the draft Supreme Court of Judicature (Amendment) 


Bill, in which provision W A S made relating to the 


number of Judges of the Court of Appeal, the 


performance by such Judges of the functions of 


Judges o^ the "Jigh Court, and the filling of 


vacancies among Judges of the Chancery Division: 


together with the following recommendation thereon 


f
by the Committee o  Home Affairs (H.A.C, 10th 


Conclusions (38) Minute l) 


m
" o authorise the introduction in the 

House of Commons of the Supreme Court 

of Judicature (Amendment) Bill in the 

form of the draft annexed to H.A.-19 (38), 

subject to the amendment mentioned above , 

and to any other drafting or other minor 

alterations that may be found necessary 

or desirable." 


(i.e.,deletion of the words "or more" 

in line 28 of page 2 of the 

Bill.) 


The Lord Chancellor said that the last report 


he had had from the Parliamentary Secretary to the 


Treasury was that he thought it might be possible 


to find parliamentary time for this Bill. 


The Cabinet agreed:-


To approve the recommendation of the 

Committee of Home Affairs as set 

forth above. 




14o The Cabinet had under consideration a Memo
) 


randum by the Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs 


(H.A.-20 (38)) covering the draft Anglo-Turkish 


(Armaments Credit) Agreement Eill, designed to 


confirm and give effect to the Agreement in the 


Schedule, in which His Majesty's Government undertook 


to advance by way of loan to the Government of the 


Turkish Republic sums not exceeding £6,000,000 for 


the purchase of armaments in the United Kingdom. 


The Conclusions of the Committee of Home Affairs 

thereon 'H.A.C. 10th Conclusions (38), Minute 2) 


were as follows:

"(l) To reserve for determination by the 

Cabinet the question of the Minister 

by whom the Pill will be introduced: 


(2) To recommend, the Cabinet to authorise 

the introduction forthwith in the House 

of Commons of the Anglo-Turkish (Armaments 

Credit) Agreement Bill in the form of the 

draft annexed to H.A.-20 (38), subject 

to any drafting or other minor altera
tions that may bp foun^. necessary or 

desirable." 


A short discussion took place on the 


quest ir.n of which Minister should be responsible for 


the Bill. 


The Prime Minister said that it was clear 


that the Bill must be intended either as a commercial 


or a political arrangement - in fact, it was mainly 


political. What was more doubtful was whether it 


was desirable to emphasise this. That was a question 


for the Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs. In 


any event, he thought that a member of the Cabinet 


ought to be responsible for the Bill in the House of 


Commons. Consequently it would lie between the 


President of the Board of Trade and someone 


representing the Foreign Office. 




The Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs said 


that in that event the choice appeared to lie between the 


President of the Board of Trade and the Prime Minister as 


representing the Foreign Office. If the Prime Minister 


were to take it up, the Bill would be considered by the 


House to involve a matter of very high uolicy. He did not 


want that, especially as he was hopeful that similar 


legislation might be introduced later. He suggested that 


it might be treated as a matter for the Treasury. 


The President of the Board of Trade pointed out 


that neither in the Bill nor in its schedules was there 


any suggestion that it was intended to further the 


interests of normal trade. It would be seen that the Bill 


required the Treasury to make advances. It provided that 


sums certified by the Treasury should be paid by way of 


such advances out of the Consolidated Fund of the United 


Kingdom. Frequent references were made to the responsibilities 


to be placed upon the Treasury both in the Bill and in the 


schedules. He had no objection to taking the Bill, but he 


apprehended that Parliament itself might insist that it 


had little relation to the Board of Trade and might demand 


explanations from the Treasury. 


The Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs said that 


the Minister for Co-ordination of Defence had questioned 


the desirability of including the words in brackets 


"(Armaments Credit)" in the title of the Bill. He under

took to look into the question. 


After some further discussion, the Cabinet agreed:

(a) To leave to the decision of the Prime	 Minister 

the determination of the question of the 

Minister by whom the Bill should be introduced. 




(b)	 To authorise the introduction forthwith 

in the House of Commons of the Anglo-Turkish 

(Armaments Credit) Agreement Bill in the form 

of the draft annexed to H.A- 20(38) subject 

to any drafting or other minor alterations 

that may be found necessary or desirable. 


(c)	 That the Secretary of State for Foreign 

Affairs should look into the question of 

the title of the Bill, and more particularly 

the inclusion therein of the words 

"(Armaments Credit)". 




15. The Minister of Transport said that the following 


question had been put down for him to answer in the House 


of Commons the same afternoon 


"To aslc the Minister of Transport when 

representatives of the Trade Unions 

concerned are to be invited to become 

members, as was the case during the war, 

of the Port and Transit Committee. " 


Some time ago a similar question had been raised, 


and the Man Power Committee had recommended that labour 


should not be included in the Port and Transit Committee. 


The Minister for Co-ordination of Defence had thought this 


advice unfortunate, and he agreed. The Minister of Labour 


also agreed with that. Consequently he would like to give 


a reply to the effect that he was taking steps to secure 


the representation of Labour on the Committee. 


The Minister for Co-ordination of Defence said that 


the reason for the recommendation of the Man Power 


Committee had been that a good many enquiries of one kind 


and another were on foot, and they had thought that if 


Labour was included in one, they would insist on being 


included in all. He had not agreed with the Man Power 


Committee, as he wanted to establish this link with 


Labour. 


The Prime Minister agreed with his colleagues. 


He thought a little attention to the Trade Unionists in 


this matter might prove very useful. 


The Cabinet agreed:-


To approve the proposal of the Minister of 

Transport that he should reply to the 

question on the following lines:

"The Port and Transit Advisory Committee 

has so far dealt with very general 

aspects of the questions before them, 

but I am now taking steps to secure 

representation of Labour on this 

Committee." 




ELECTRICITY 16. The President of the Board of Education recalled 

DISTRIBUTION 

BILL, the decision of the Cabinet at the meeting referred to in 


the margin to refer to a Cabinet Committee under his 


previous Chairmanship the Question of whether the Electricity 
Reference * " 


r^lln\ /, * Distribution Bill should be proceeded with in the 
] 27(38) Con, 

[elusion 9 ) . forthcoming Session of Parliament. The Committee had 


agreed unanimously (subject to the absence in Geneva of 


the Minister of Labour who was a member) that the Bill was 


not a suitable one for introduction in the year before a 


General Election, but would be more suitably introduced 


in the first year of a new Parliament. They thought that 


this &otMi&;Lon should be kept secret for the present in.view 


of the Prime Minister's announcement that tho Dill migh£ 


&o ouitablo for introduction in tibn n n Y t Sann^on 


2, Whitehall Gardens, S-W. 1. 


15th June, 1938. 
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Meeting of the Cabinet to he held at No. 10, Downing 

Street, S.W.I., on WEDNESDAY, 22nd JUNE, 1938, 


at 11.0 a.m. 


AGENDA. 


1, FOREIGN AFFAIRS. 


2. CORPORAL PUNISHMENT. 


Joint Memorandum by the Home Secretary and the 

Secretary of State for Scotland, 


C P . 14S (38) - circulated herewith. 


3. PROVISION OF FACILITIES FOR SPORT IN THE CIVIL SERVICE. 


Memorandum by the Minister of Health. 

C P . 135 (38) - circulated herewith. 


4. RELAY SERVICES AND WIRE BROADCASTING. 


(Reference Cabinet 32 (36) Conclusion 4) 


Memorandum by the Postmaster General. 

C P . 132 (38) - already circulated. 


5. ADVERTISEMENT BROADCASTING. 


(Reference Cabinet 34 (36) Conclusion 13) 


Memorandum by the Postmaster General. 

C P . 133 (38) - already circulated. 


5 ' CONCLUSIONS OF HOME AFFAIRS COMMITTEE. 


11th Conclusions (38) of Committee of Home Affaire 
to be circulated. 


MILK (EXTENSION AND AMENDMENT) BILL. 


(Reference Cabinet 28 (38) Conclusion 12) 


Memorandum by the Minister of Agriculture 

and Fisheries covering draft Bill. 


H.A. 21 (38) - to be circulated. 


(Signed) M.P.A. HANKEY. 


Secretary to the Cabinet, 


f Whitehall Gardens, S.W.I., 


17th June, 1938. 




E C R E T. C A B I N E T 29(38). COPY No. 


CONCLUSIONS of a Meeting of the Cabinet held 

at 10 Downing Street, S.W.I., on WEDNESDAY, 


the 22nd June, 1938, at 11.0 a.m. 


PRESENT; 


The Right Hon. Neville Chamberlain, M.P. ,

Prime Minister. 


jlhe Right Hon. 

Sir John Simon, G.C.S.I., 

G.C.V.O., O.B.E., K.C., M.P., 

Chancellor of the Exchequer. 


Ifhe Right Hon. 

Lord Maugham, 

Lord Chancellor. 


fche Right Hon. 

The Viscount Halifax, K. G. ,

G.C.S.I., G.CI.E. , Secretary 

of State for Foreign Affairs. 


ghe Right Hon. 

Lord Stanley, M.C., M.P., 

Secretary of State for 

Dominion Affairs. 


phe Right Hon. 

Malcolm MacDonald, M.P. ,

Secretary of State for the 

Colonies. 


ie Right Hon. 

L. Hore-Belisha, M.P. ,

Secretary of State for War. 


Ihe Right Hon. 
John Colville, M. P. , 
Secretary of State for Scotland. 

lie Right Hon. 
W.S. Morrison, M.C., K.C., M.P. ,

Minister of Agriculture and 

Fisheries. 


lie Right Hon. 

Walter Elliot, M . C , M.P. ,

Minister of Health. . 


IE Right Hon. 

E. L. Burgin, M.P. . 

Minister of Transport. 


(in the Chair). 


The Right Hon. 

The Viscount Hailsham, 

Lord President of the Council. 


The Right Hon. 

Sir Samuel Hoare, Bt., G.C.S.I., 

G.B.E., C.M.G., M.P., Secretary 

of State for Home Affairs. 


The Right Hon. 

The Earl De La Warr, 

Lord Privy Seal. 


The Most Hon. 

The Marquess of Zetland, 

GoC.S.I., G.C.I.E., 

Secretary of State for India. 


The Right Hon. 

Sir Thomas Inskip, C.B.E., K.C.j 

Mo P., Minister for Co-ordination 

of Defence. 


The Right Hon. 

Sir Kingsley Wood, M.P. * 

Secretary of State for Air. 


The Right Hon. 

Oliver Stanley, M.C., M.P., 

President of the Board of Trade. 


The Right Hon. 

The Earl Stanhope, K.G., D.S.O., 

M.C., President of the Board 

of Education. 


The Right Hon. 

Ernest Brown, M.C., M.P. ,

Minister of Labour, 


The Right Hon. 

The Earl Winter-ton, M.P. * 

Chancellor of the Duchy of 

Lancaster. 


THE FOLLOWING WERE ALSO PRESENT; 


Sir Walter J. Womersley, M.P., 

Assistant Postmaster General. 

(For Conclusions 10 and 11.) 


flonel Sir M.P.A. Hankey, G.CB., G.C.M.G., G.C.V.0 Secretary. 




THE CABINET. 1. The Prime Minister informed the Cabinet that 


the First Lord of the Admiralty was absent in attend
w
 ance on the King with the Fleet at Portland. 
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THS LORD MAYOR'S

ANNUAL DINNER. 


(Previous

Reference: 

Cabinet 3

(38), Con
clusion 1.)


 2. The Prime Minister informed the Cabinet that 


he had been in communication with the Lord Mayor of 


 London, who had now decided that for the Dinner he 


 was giving to the Cabinet on the following day, evening 


 dress with decorations should be worn. The Lord Mayor 


had told him that members of the Cabinet would not be 


detained, very late. The dinner itself would take 


about an hour and a quarter, after which there would 


be chamber music for twenty minutes . The Lord. Mayor 


hoped that any members of the Cabinet who could do so 


would stay a little longer after that for purposes of 


conversation. 




ATTENDANCE 

OP MINISTERS 

AT DIVISIONS 


(Previous 

Reference: 

Cabinet 28 

(36), Con
clus ion 1.) 


3. The Prime Minister said that on the previous 


Friday the Division on the Supply Vote of the Ministry 


of Transport had not been very favourable to the 


Government, namely, 117 to 95. Next Friday the Vote 


for the Ministry of Labour was to be taken, and. he 


hoped, that all Ministers of the Crown would be present, 


if possible, and that if for any reason this was 


impossible they would obtain a "pair". 


(NOTE BY THE SECRETARY: It is usual, in cases 

such as the above, for Cabinet Ministers 

to communicate the Prime Minister's 

wishes to their Under-Secretaries.) 
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ITALY.—  4. The Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs 

gelations reported that he had made it clear to the French 
Government that we could not hold up the Anglo-Italian 

fRANCO-ITALIAN
ILLATIONS. %  : 

 Agreement until a Franco-Italian Agreement was brought 

about. He was, however, doing his best in Rome to 

iPr evious 
3Reference: 

bring about a renewal of Franco-Italian conversations . 

I Cabinet 28 
1(38), Con
1 elusion 3 .) 

Unfortunately the latest telegrams from Rome went to 

show that he was not likely to be successful in this. 

He had also made it clear to Italy that, the Prime 

Minister's condition about a "settlement of the Spanish 

SPAIN. question" must be maintained. His efforts to enlist 

Proposed 
[ Armistice. 
(Previous 
Reference: 
Cabinet 28 

Italy's support in urging an armistice on General 

Franco had met with a complete check at the hands of 

Count Ciano. He had not yet received Signor Mussolini's 
(38), Con
clusion 3 .) 

considered reply, but Count Ciano had. spoken in a manner 

so emphatic as to make it fairly clear that he must 

have known the Duce's mind. 



SPAIN.


jj -Tntervenon 


tio^i. 


(previous

Reference: 

Cabinet 28

(38), Con
clusion 4.)


/3g ^


 5. The Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs 


 reported that agreement had been reached in substance 


on the British scheme for the withdrawal of volunteers' 


 in Spain except for the question of finance. 


 It was hoped to get that point settled at a Meeting 


 of the Non-intervention Committee on Friday next, the 


 \ . 24 th Instant. The British, French, German and Italian 


Governments were ready to pay their respective shares 


of the cost, but the Russian Soviet representaiive 


was making difficulties. He thought it possible 


that if Soviet Russia refused to co-operate, the 


four Governments might agree to share the whole cost, 


including the Russian Soviet share, When the 


financial question was settled the main Non

intervention Committee would, have to give their 


approval and the scheme would then be submitted, to 


both sides in the conflicto The Earl of Plymouth 


anticipated, more difficulty on this with the Barcelona 


Government than with General Franco. The Secretary 


of State, however, entered a caveat against too much 


optimism on this question, as there were many 


difficulties still to be overcome. 




A3 


SPAIN. 6. The Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs 


find is criminate reported that on the previous day the French Ambassador 

bonjMng. 


— had called upon- him and had. told, him that the Spanish 

Threatened 

iReprisals . (Barcelona) Government were so annoyed at the indis

criminate bombing carried out by General Franco's 

i( Previous 

I Reference: forces that they were contemplating reprisals — e.g., 

1 Cabinet 28 

j (38), Con- against towns in Northern Italy.  m h e French Govern
elusion 3 .) 


ment was very disturbed about this and had. asked if 


we could help to stop this insensate idea. He had 


already instructed the British diplomatic representa

tive with the Barcelona Government to try and dissu8.de 


them from taking action, especially now that progress 


was being made on the Non-intervention Committee. 


In addition, he had seen Sir Walter Citrine, and 


had given instructions that the Belgian Government, 


whose Prime Minister happened to be a Socialist, 


should be notified of the French Government's news. 


The Secretary of State then informed his colleagues 


that, owing to the lukewarm attitude of the United 


States of America, the Swedish Government were rather 


inclined to run out of the International Commission 


to verify the facts of bombing in Spain. He hoped, 


however, that they would be willing to join in the 


plan if a Belgian, Dutch or Swiss representative could 


be added in place of the United States member. 


http://dissu8.de


CENTRAL EUROPE. 7. The Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs 


Czechoslovakia, reported that conversations were proceeding between 


S
(Previous 
Reference:

 the Government of Czechoslovakia and the representa

 tives of the Sudeten-Deutsch. The Prime Minister of 
Cabinet 28 
(38), Con
el us ion 2 .) 

 Czechoslovakia had, on the 18th June, informed, the 

British Minister that his Government intended in any 
ease to introduce the Governments concessions and 
reforms by July 12th, when Parliament would meet. 
Meanwhile he had received rather less reassuring 
impressions from a secret source to the effect that 
Dr. Benes was holding back and. that Dr. Hodza was 
rather disappointed, with the Presidents attitude, so 
he intended to keep on putting pressure on Dr. Benes. 
The Secretary of State proposed to see the Czecho
slovak Minister the same day and to tell him that 
these reports had. reached him. 

As he had already informed the Cabinet Committee on 
Foreign Policy, in case the conversations broke down 
he proposed to have a wise British subject available 
to slip off quickly to Central Europe to try and get 
the parties together again. 

The. Secretary State alsq gaye. a ahgrt apppunt 
of a conversation between Mr Gqnwell Ivafis, the 
Secretary o^ the A nglo-German Fellowship, and Herr 
von^ Ribbentrop, in which the former had tried to get 
the idea to the German Foreign Minister that even if 
the conversation between the Czechoslovak Government 
and Herr Henlein did not succeed, efforts should be 
fjaade to continue by negotiation, Mr Oonwell Evans 
had also said that Herr von Ribbentrop had asHed him. 
why the United Kingdom were so bent on whipping ^p 
the war mind in Europe? Mr Conwell Evans had replied 
that we were in search of "Gleiohbereehtigung" si^pe 
Germany had. increased her armaments beyond ours. 



On the question of Czechoslovakia calling up 


troops, the Foreign Secretary reported that the 


demilitarisation of the Class called up on May 31st 


W8.3 now practically completed. The Czechoslovak 


Government were believed to be considering the 


extension of the present military service from two 


to three years, but this would require legislation, 


which could not be introduced until the Chamber met, 


namely, about the middle of July. 




CORPORAL 8. The Cabinet had before them a Joint Memorandum 

PUNISHMENT . 


by the Home Secretary and. the Secretary of State for 


stating that the Report of 


the Departmental Committee on Corporal Punishment 


( Cmd. .5684), presented, to Parliament on the 17th March 


last, contained, the following unanimous conclusions 


(i) That, for children brought before	 Juvenile 

Courts corporal punishment is an ineffective 

method; 


(ii) That as regards adults	 corporal punishment 

cannot be defended as a penalty for offend
ers who can be dealt with by imprisonment; 


(iii) That it is only for gross violence	 against 

their custodians by persons who are already 

serving sentences of imprisonment that resort 

to this other method of punishment is justi
f iable * 


The authors of the Memorandum were satisfied, that the 


great body of enlightened public opinion endorsed, the 


above recommendations , and accordingly B.C-J:1SB6 the 


Cabinet to accept them and to authorise the prepara

tion of legislation for the purpose of giving effect

to them. They suggested that the provisions of such 


legislation should be included in the Criminal Justice 


Bill, where they would, fall into proper perspective in 


a wider measure of penal reform, rather than in a Bill 


confined, to the question of corporal punishment, which 


would, concentrate attention on one controversial aspect. 


The Home Secretary made a. statement bringing out 


the main points in the Memorandum. 


The Secretary of State for Scotland, expressed 


agreement with the Home Secretary0 In 


Scotland, the abolition of corporal punishment would 


involve a greater renunciation than in England, as tt 


was used, more freely there, more especially in the 


case of juveniles. Prom the point of view of Scottish 


experience, however, the recommendations were wise, 




bearing in mind the numbers of juveniles who were 


brought beck to the Courts notwithstanding the 


infliction of corporal punishment for an earlier 


offence. He agreed in the abolition of corporal 


punishment both for juveniles and adults. So far as 


the use of corporal punishment as a penalty in 


prisons was concerned, the only prison where the 


powers existed today was Peterhead., and he would like 


to have the powers extended to other prisons. 


Some doubts were expressed as to whether the 


abolition of corporal punishment would be acceptable 


to public opinion, and it was recalled, that two years 


ago a Priva.te Bill on the subject, had been rejected, 


largely owing to opposition from the Governments 


supporters . Moreover, it seemed probable that the 


House of Lords might still be hostile. 


A suggestion was made also that public opinion 


held that this punishment should, be retained, as a 


deterrent to sexual offences against young girls. 


The Prime Minister pointed, out that there were two 

rejection of the Private 


new factors since the^/Bill. First, the Report of the 


authoritative Committee now before the Cabinet, and, 


second, the "Mayfair case" in which corporal punish

ment had. been inflicted on certain young men convicted 


of crime, and. which had. led to a wave of disgust 


throughout the count ry . 


The President of the Board of Education, as Leader 


of the House o^ Lords, thought it probable that the 


House of Lords would take the same line as on the 


previous occasion. Bioy would, differentiate between 
sntie.,. . 


P^nn^hme^n^by the Courts and at school. The aggumonfe 


would he uo-od that s choolmastens^ Jfro stood in the 


place of the parents, olieiulfl liorwa the right to 


administ er corpor al punishment. 




The Cabinet agreed — 


(a) To approve the recommendations of the 

Home Secretary (CP.-142 (38)) in 

favour of accepting the Report of the 

Departmental Committee on Corporal 

Punishment ( Cmd. 5684): 


(b) That the provisions of the necessary 

legislation should be included in 

the Criminal Justice Bill: 


( c) That the Home Secretary should	 do 

his best to hold the position without 

making any announcement in Parliament 

until the Criminal Justice Bill was 

ready. 




9 0 The Cabinet had before them a Memorandum, by the 


Minister of Health ( CP.-135 (38)) pointing out that 


so far as the Civil Service was concerned, the whole 


cost of any facilities for sport and. recreation was 


met by the employees, and that, the position of Parlia

ment as a large employer of labour compared unfavour

ably with that of the better employers generally. 


The Civil Service Sports Council, a voluntary organisa

tion of Civil Servants, had succeeded with great

difficulty in making grounds available at certain 


centres. Even so, the facilities were inadequate, 


and. the financial position was such that unless the 


whole movement could, be put on a firmer footing it 


would, have to be wound up. In these circumstances 


the Minister proposed, with the concurrence of the 


Prime Minister and the Chancellor of the Exchequer, 


that for the time being an annual grant of £20,000 


should be made in respect of sport and. recreational 


facilities in the Civil Service, and asked authority 


to make a statement in the House of Commons at Question 


time. He added that the money would be borne on the 


Ministry of Health Vote, and a Supplementary Estimate 


would be necessa.ry. 


After some discussion the Cabinet agreed: 


(a)	 To approve the proposal of the 

Minister of Health that an annual 

grant of £80,000 should be made for 

sport and recreational facilities in 

the Civil Service; 


(b)	 That the Chancellor of the Exchequer 

and the Minister of Health should look 

into the question of the legal 

powers under which this action could 

be taken, and as to which Minister 

ought to make "the announcement in 

Parliament. 


- IS 




(The Assistant Postmaster General entered at this 

point.) 


ROADCASTTNG. 10.The Cabinet had before them a Memorandum by the 


Selay Ser- Postmaster-General (CP.-132 (38)) relating to the opera
yiees and 

V^re Broad- tion of Relay Services and Wire Broadcasting. After 

ousting. 


describing the developments that had taken place since 


j(Previous the Government's decision on this subject (Cmd.5207 of 
Reference: 
Cabinet 32 June, 1936, item 16)' that the existing syistem of licensing 
(36), Con
clusion 4.) private relay exchanges should be extended, for three 


L
 years (up to 31st December, 1939), during which time 


"the Post Office should undertake technical research and 


practical experimenta-1 work in distributing broadcast 


programmes by wire" (e 0g., over the electricity supply 


network, over telephone subscribers' wires, and. over a 


separate wire-network similar to those used, by the exist
ing Relay Companies), the Postma.ster-General desired a 


decision by the Cabinet on the following points:
(a) Whether in the circumstances which have now 


developed. — and. having regard, to the Govern
ment's intentions concerning wireless broadcast
ing in time of war — the Post Office should 

undertake a commercial trial of wire broad
casting: 


(b) Tf so, whether such a trial might be undertaken, 

if need be, at a town where the Council has a 

Labour majority; 


(c) Whether the existing system of licensing 

Company-owned Relay Services should, be extended, 

for a. further period, of years — say to the 

31st December, 1942. 


If the Government was not prepared, to authorise a trial 


such as was referred to in (a), and. considered, that the 


question of taking over the operation t-f the Relay 


Services should not be further pursued, the question 


arose — 


(d.) Whether the Government ia^pxepared to consider 

the provision by the Post Office of a carrier 

frequency service to telephone subscribers. 


At the request of the Prime Minister, the 


Assistant Postmaster General informed the Cabinet that 


the Postmaster General, who had had a serious illness, was 


making steady and sure progress and might be back before 


the Parliamentary Recess  He had had an opportunity to 
a




discuss the matter with the Postmaster General,, On 


question (a) above, the Postmaster General's view was that 


the Government should first decide whether, if the 


experiment was successful, it intended to adopt the 


Ullswater Committee's recommendation that the Post Office 


should take over the ownership and operation of relay 


exchanges,, On this question, the Postmaster General 


inclined to the view that, if it was decided to maintain 


wireless broadcasting in time of war, the case for the 


Post Office taking over the operation of relay exchanges 


was a weak one having regard to the political issues 


involved^ If, on the other hand, it was decided to 


discontinue wireless broadcasting in time of war, the 


Postmaster General was much impressed by the importance 


of having a really efficient system of wire broadcasting 


immediately available, and would be prepared to meet the 


political objections in the national interests, 


On question (b), the Postmaster General 


recognised that there were political objections to 


selecting a town with a Labour Council for an experiment, 


but would be prepared to face these objections in the 


national interesto 


On question (c), the Postmaster General agreed 


that if there was any possibility of the Post Office 


taking over the operation of the relay exchanges, the 


existing licensing system should be extended, as 


suggested, to the 31st December, 1942 0 


On question (d), the Postmaster General was 


inclined to favour having an experimental service by means 


of carrier frequency to telephone subscribers if the 


question of taking over the operation of the relay services 


was not to be further pursued,, 




The Chancellor of the Exchequer pointed out 


that the difficulty was that broadcasting in time of war 


would provide enemy aircraft with the means of verifying 


their position - acting virtually as a direction finder. 


He recalled, for example, that the airship R.101 had been 


receiving messages every few minutes during its final 


voyage which ended in disastero The argument in favour 


of some relay system was that we ought to have an 


alternative method of sending messages to the civil 


population over wires. The difficulty, however, was that 


at the present time the number of wires available for the 


purpose was extremely limited. If some alternative method 


to wireless broadcast was to be established, an immense 


amount of work would have to be done on it. 


The Assistant Postmaster General pointed out 


that the proposed Southampton experiment would cost 


£2^0,000 which bore out what the Chancellor of the 


Exchequer had saido 


The Prime Minister pointed out that the question 


turned to a considerable extent on the aspects of national 


defence and whether, in time of war, an alternative to urtXeJ^s 


broadcasting was necessary. If it should turn out that 


this was the case, it would dispose of the argument that 


the establishment of a service by the State involved 


Socialism0 He thought, therefore, the question should 


go, in the first instance, to the Committee of Imperial 


Defence. The Assistant postmaster General should be 


included on any Sub-Committee that might be set up. 


The Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs said 


that he had received observations from his Department which 


seemed to indicate that this question was rather closely 


bound up with the next item on the Agenda Paper and that 


it might be advisable for the two subjects to be dealt with 


by the same body (but see conclusions on following item), 


- 15 



The Cabinet agreed; 


(a)	 That the memorandum by the Postmaster 

General (CoPu 132 (38)) relating to 

the operation of Relay Services and 

Wire Broadcasting should be referred, 

in the first instance, to the Committee 

of Imperial Defence in order to 

ascertain to what extent it was safe 

to utilise wireless broadcasting in 

time of war, or whether, from the 

point of view of national defence, it 

was necessary or desirable to establish 

some form of wire relay service: 


(b)	 That the Minister for Co-ordination of 

Defence should be responsible for 

settling the most convenient form 

of inquiry taking into account the 

Prime Ministerfs undertaking that the 

Postmaster General should be represented 

by the Assistant Postmaster General: 


(c)	 That the Committee of Imperial Defence 

should be asked to report as soon as 

possible and, in any event, before the 

Parliamentary Recess 0 




BROADCAST TNG-. 

"Sponsored" 

Programmes. 


(previous 

Inference: 

Cabinet 34 

(36), Con
elusion 13 .) 


11.The Cabinet had before them a Memorandum by the 


Postmaster-General ^C^Po-133 (38)) reviewing compre

hensively developments thai had taken place on the 


subject of Advertisement Broadcasting since the 


Cabinets decision (referred to in the margin) that 


"sponsored" items should not be included in the 


broadcasting service.-, At the end of his Memorandum 


the Postmaster-General summed up as follows the policy 


he recommended the Cabinet to approve:

(a) That the practice of excluding advertise
ments from the broadcasting service in 

this country should for the present be 

maintained: 


(b) That the scheme submitted, by Mr Boothby ,M.P., 

and. any similar proposals which necessitate 

the approval of HoM. Government of the 

pra.ctice of broadcasting advertisements 

in English from foreign stations, should 

be rejected: 


( c) That a suitable opportunity should, be 

taken to make a public statement that 

the Government is opposed, to the broad
casting of advertisements in English from 

Continental stations, and. that if and. when 

a sponsored broadcasting service is eon
ceived to be in the public interest the 

British Broadcasting Corporation will be 

requested, to undertake such a service. 


In reply to the Prime Minister, the Assistant 


Postmaster General stated that the term "Sponsored 


Programmes" signified programmes by advertisers who 


had paid for the use of a broadcast service0 


The Secretary of State for Air demurred to 


the following sentence at the end of (c) above:

"and that if and when a sponsored broadcasting 

service is conceived to be in the public 

interest the British Broadcasting Corporation 

will be requested to undertake such a service." 


The Chancellor of the Exchequer also demurred 


to so definite a statement,. The Governments line 


ought to be that if it was necessary to produce such a 


service, they could do it 0 




The Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs 


said that the "broad assumptions made by experts in his 


office were that it was impossible for the British 


Government effectively to control what was launched in 


English from foreign stations and that the 1933 convention 


had turned out a dead letter. In those circumstances, his 


advisers felt that it would be valuable to have in existence 


a station abroad which could be controlled by the British 


Government and which would be very useful for putting out 


their point of view in strained relations. They had urged 


that the strategic importance of this aspect of the question 


should be examined. That was why, in discussing the 


previous item, he had suggested that the two questions were 


linked together. He did not know whether this question also 


would be appropriate to the Committee of Imperial Defence. 


The Assistant Postmaster General said that the 


Postmaster General had hoped to have a Cabinet Committee on 


the subject. 


The Prime Minister said that the best plan would be 


to treat the previous item as recorded in the Cabinet con

clusion thereon and to send the Report now under 


consideration to the Cabinet Committee on Overseas Broadcasting. 


In view of the preoccupations of Sir Kingsley Wood with his 


new office, he proposed to appoint the Minister for Co

ordination of Defence as Chairman - Sir Kingsley Wood 


remaining a member. 


The Cabinet agreeds 


That the Postmaster General's memorandum on 

Sponsored Programmes ( C P . 133 (38)) should 

be referred for consideration by the Cabinet 

Committee on Overseas Broadcasting', which 

should be reconstituted as follows:



The Minister for Co-ordination of Defence 

(Chairman), 


The Lord Privy Seal, 

The Secretary of State for Air, and 

A representative (Cabinet Minister or Under-


Secretary) of the Treasury, Foreign 

Office, Dominions Office, India Office, 

Colonial Office and Post Office. 


(The Assistant Postmaster- General withdrew at this 

point. ) 




C

MILK (EXTENSION 12. The Cabinet had under consideration a Joint 

AND AMENDMENT) 

pjTjL. Memorandum by the Minister of Agriculture and Fisher

 ies and the Secretary of State for Scotland. (H.A.-21 

(Previous . . , . 

Reference: (38)) coverxng the draft Milk. (Extension and Amendment) 

Cabinet 28 

(38), Con- Bill, among the principal objects of which was the 
elusion 12.) 


extension for 12 months of the period for Exchequer 


payments both in connection with milk sold, or used, for 


manufacture and with schemes for increasing the demand 


for milk: together with the following recommendation 


of the Committee of Home Affairs thereon (H.A.C. 11th 


Conclusions (38)):

"To recommend the Cabinet to authorise 

the introduction forthwith in the House 

of Commons, with a view to its passage 

into law before the Summer Recess, of 

the Milk (Extension and Amendment) Bill 

in the form of the draft annexed to 

H.A.-21 (38). subject to the deletion 

of Clause 1 (2) and to any drafting or 

other minor alterations that may be 

found necessary or desirable." 


The Cabinet agreed: 


To approve the recommendation of the 

Committee of Home Affairs as set forth 

above. 


2, Whitehall Gardens, S.W.1. 


22nd June, 1938 0 
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C A B I N E T 30 (58) 


Meeting of the Cabinet to be held at No. 10 Downing 

Street, S.W.I., on WEDNESDAY, 29th JUNE, 1938, 


at lloO a.m. 


AGENDA. 


1. FOREIGN AFFAIRS. 


2.	 AIR MISSION TO UNITED STATES AND CANADA: CREATION OF 

A WAR POTENTIAL FOR AIRCRAFT PRODUCTION IN CANADA. 


(Reference Cabinet 26 (38) Conclusion 6) 


Memorandum by the Secretary of State for Air. 

C P  , 143 (38) - circulated herewith. 


Draft Conclusions of a Meeting of Ministers. 

C P . 148 (38) - to be circulated. 


3.	 DEFENCE OF INDIA: CONVERSATIONS BETWEEN THE WAR OFFICE 

AND THE INDIA OFFICE. 


(Reference Cabinet 5 (38) Conclusion 11 ( b ) ) 


Statement by the Prime Minister. 


4.	 TRING MUSEUMa 


(Reference Cabinet 26 (38) Conclusion 8) 


Memorandum by the Chancellor of the Exchequer, 

covering draft Billo 


C.P. 144 (38) - already circulated. 


5,	 THE POULTRY INDUSTRY0 


(Reference Cabinet 44 (37) Conclusion 1) 


Joint Memorand-um by the Minister of Agriculture and 

Fisheries and the Secretary of State for Scotland. 


C P . 146 (38) - circulated herewith. 




60 SARAWAK AND BRUNEI: DEFENCE OF MIRI AND SERIA 

OILFIELDS: DENIAL SCHEME. 


Note by the Minister for Co-ordination of Defence, 

covering extract from draft Minutes of the 327th 

Meeting of the Committee of Imperial Defence, 

together with Memorandum by the Oversea Defence 

Sub-Committee. 


C P . 145 (38) - circulated herewith. 


(Signed) M.P.A. HANKEY 


Secretary to the Cabinet. 


Whitehall Gardens, S.W.I. 


24th June, 1938. 




60 SARAWAK AND BRUNEI: DEFENCE OF MIRI AND SERIA 

OILFIELDS: DENIAL SCHEME. 


Note by the Minister for Co-ordination of Defence, 

covering extract from draft Minutes of the 327th 

Meeting of the Committee of Imperial Defence, 

together with Memorandum by the Oversea Defence 

Sub-Committee. 


C P . 145 (38) - circulated herewith. 


(Signed) M.P.A. HANKEY 


Secretary to the Cabinet. 


Whitehall Gardens, S.W.I. 


24th June, 1938. 




C A B I N E T 30(53). COPY No. 


CONCLUSIONS of a meeting of the Cabinejt held 

at 10 Downing Street, S.-W.1. , on WEDNESDAY, 


the 29th JUNE, 1938, at 11.0 a.m. 


PRESENT: 


The Right Hon. Neville Chamberlain, M-P. 

Prime Minister. 


le Right Hon. 

Sir John Simon, C C S . I . , 

G.C.V.O., O.B.E., K.C., M.P. ,

Ohancellor of the Exchequer. 


.e Right Hon. 

Lord Maugham, 

Lord Chancellor. 


e Right Hon. 

The Viscount Halifax, K . C , 

C C S . I . , G-.C.I.E., Secretary 

of State for Foreign Affairs. 


.e Right Hon. 

Lord Stanley, M.C., M.P. , 

Secretary of State for 

Dominion Affairso 


.e Right Hon. 

Malcolm MacDonald, M*P. ,

Secretary of State for the 

Colonies. 


e Right Hon. 

A. Buff Cooper, D.S.O., M.P. ,

First Lord of the Admiralty. 


e Right Hon. 

Sir Kingsley Wood, M.P. ,

Secretary of State for Air* 


e Right Hon. 

Oliver Stanley, M.C., M.P. , 

President of the Board of Trade. 


e Right Hon. - n a n 
The Earl Stanhope, K.G., D.b.u., 
M.C., President of the Board ol 
Education. 

.e Right Hon. 

Ernest Brown, M* C J M.P* t 

Minister of Labour, 


The Right Hon. 


(in the Chair.) 


The Right Hon. 

The Viscount Hailsham, 

Lord President of the Council. 


The Right Hon. 

Sir Samuel Hoare, Bt. , C C S . I . , 

C B . E . , CM.G-. , M.P. , Secretary 

of State for Home Affairs. 


The Right Hon. 

The Earl De La Warr, 

Lord Privy Seal. 


The Most Hon. 

The Marquess of Zetland, 

CO.S.Io, G".CcIflE., 

Secretary of State for India. 


The Right Hon. 

Sir Thomas Inskip, C.B.E., K . C , 

M.P., Minister for Co-ordination 

of Defence. 


The Right Hon. 

L. Hore-Belisha, M. P., 

Secretary of State for War. 


The Right Hon. 

John Colville, M.P., 

Secretary of State for Scotland. 


The Right Hon. 

WoSo Morrison, M.C., K.C., M.P., 

Minister of Agriculture and 

Fisheriesc 


The Right Hon. 

Walter Elliot, M. C , M. P. , 

Minister of Health. 


The Right Hon. 

E.L. Burgin, M.P*. 

Minister of Transport. 


The Earl Winterton, M.P., 

Chancellor of the Duchy of Lancaster. 


lonel Sir M.P.A. Hankey, G.C.B., G. C M. C , G.C.V.O. Secretary. 




 T h e
SPAIN. ^'  Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs 


Tnd is criminate reported that Sir R 0 Hodgson, His Majesty's Diplomatic 

Bombing- ,

^ -I Representative with General Franco s Government, was on 

Neutral Corn
mission, his way home with a reply on the question of indiscrimm

ate bombing. He was due to arrive the following after
(Previous 

Reference: noon. He himself had sent a telegram to His Majesty's 

Cabinet 29 

(38), Con- Ambassador in Rome giving him instructions to see the 

elusion 6.) 


Italian Foreign Minister and to make certain representa

tions with a view to inducing Signor Mussolini to use 


his influence with General Franco to stop the bombing. 


Later on in the Meeting the Secretary of State read 


the Earl of Perth's reply. 


The Secretary of State then read a telegram 


received by the Admiralty from the Rear-Admiral Commanding 


Third Cruiser Squadron stating that Admiral Moreno 


(General Franco's Governor at Palma.) had informed him 


of orders he had received f^om General Franco in person 


imperatively forbidding attacks on British merchant ships, 


and stating that all bombing was to cea.se for four days 


from the 28th June. 


As to the proposed Neutral Commission, the Secretary 


of State for Foreign Affairs recalled that the original 


proposal had been that it should include representatives 


of the United Sta.tes of America, Norway and. Sweden. 


Owing to the hesitating attitude of the United States 


Government the Swedish Government had threatened to 


withdrew. With a view to avoiding this, he (the Secretary 


of State) had persuaded, the Dutch Government to join in 


the Commission. The Dutch and. Swedish Governments had. 


insisted, as a condition, upon the approval of both 


parties to the Spanish conflict being obtained. The 


Barcelona Government had accepted, but General-Franco's 


Government was objecting to either a Swede or a Norwegian 


http://cea.se


being included. The alternatives appeared to be either 


to drop the proposal and put. the onus on General Franco, 

/o GO on 


^ w i t h a Norwegian, if possible, or with the addition of 


representatives of other nations, such as Switzerland 


or Poland: if those were not acceptable, the United 


Kingdom Government should go on with the proposal by 


itself. It. was possible, however, that. General Franco 


might accept a Swiss representative- What the Secretary 


of State proposed to do, therefore, was to try and secure 


a Swiss/member of the Commission, though he would like 


authority from the Cabinet, in the last resort, to form 


the Commission with British representatives only. 


This was agreed to. 


In reply to a question about General Franco's 


suggestion that some port in the part of Spain occupied 


by the Government should be set aside for the importation 


and. exportation of certa.in commodities, which by agree

ment would be exempt from the risk of bombing, the 


Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs pointed out that 


the suggestion raised the question of belligerent rights. 


The President of the Board of Trade said he hoped 


that no decision would be taken by the Foreign Secretary 


on this subject without considering the views of the 


Board of Trade, which were being forwarded. 


The Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs agreed 


to this. The proposal had originally covered various 


commodities, including food. He gathered now that it 


was rather more restricted, including such items as 


medicaments. He understood also that part of the 


proposal was that there should be international observers . 


arrived at the port having on board other^eflSmodities 


besides the res trie tedjJJ^feC^^Would it not be possible 


f o  r
 usjjjs^flly^^tot-ake note of the arrangement, if it 




S 3 


The President of the Board of Trade suggested that 


the proposal might be brousht before the Cabinet Committee 


on Foreign Policy before it was decided. He did not 


think that the Board of Tra.de could agree to any list of 


commodities less than those included in the list applied, 


for non-intervention purposes. Some of the ports that 


had been suggested would, be useless, because they were 


not equipped with sufficient facilities to deal with the 


volume of goods involved -


The Prime Minister suggested that the proposal was 


not necessarily useless because the port would not 


provide a complete substitute for the facilities o^ the 


ports now used. 


The Cabinet agreed — 


(a.) That as regards the proposed Neutral 

Commission to report on the cireum
stances of indiscriminate bombing in 

Spain, the proposals of the Secretary 

of State for Foreign Affairs as set 

forth above should be approved: that 

is to say, he should proceed, with his 

proposals for forming a Commission to 

include representatives of countries 

such as Norway^ Sweden, Holland, 

Switzerland and Poland, but in the 

last resort, if he could not obtain 

acceptance of representatives of these 

countries, he should form a Commission 

to include British representatives only, 

if that should prove acceptable: 


(b) That before a decision was taken on 

General Franco's proposal for the 

selection of a port in territory of 

the Barcelona Government which would 

be exempt from bombing, the Secretary 

of State for Foreign Affairs should 

discuss the question with Sir R, Hodgson, 

and to take note that he would not take 

any action in the matter without cons ider
ation of the views of the President of 

the Board of Trade. 


http://Tra.de


CENTRAL. EUROPE. 2. The Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs 


Czechoslovakia, reported that the negotiations between the Government 


of Czechoslovakia, and the Sudeten Deutseh were proceed
(previous 
Reference:
Cabinet 29 

 ing and. he himself was keeping up pressure on the 

(38), Con
elusion 7*) 

 former. The latest news from Herr Henlein was not too 

discouraging", first, because he reported, that Herr 

Hitler would not upset any settlement he might reach, 

nor demand a plebiscite: and, second^ owing to M. 

Frank's interview \?ith the British Minister at Prague. 

His own vie^, however, was that they were not likely 

to reach an agreement. He thought it probable that at 

some point we should have to try and persuade both sides 

to accept the view that they had. obtained a good, deal 

and should be content. He himself, on the previous day, 

had seen the German Ambassador, who had said that the 

German Government had. 100$ confidence in Dr. Hodza, 

but less in Dr. Benes. 

The Lord President of the Council said that Lord 

Londonderry, who h8.d. just returned from Berlin, had 

found Field-Marshal Goering somewhat worried about the 

position in Germany, as well as about the Austrian 

situation, and. did not want the inclusion of a Czeeho-

Slovak population in the German Reich. 

The Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs said 

he had. made representations to the German Ambassador 

about certain high officials of the former Austrian 

Foreign Office who were reported to be in internment 

gamps and euhjJeQtgd. to ill-treatment. The Ambassador 

M ?$pliM that Pietatorg also had the i r publio 
opinions to esnsiUert 



THB PAR EAST.  3 . The Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs 


elusion 3.) before them next week certain large issues involved 


China and
japan. 

 said that he had heard from His Majesty's Ambassador 

in Tokyo two days ago that the Japanese Government had 
(previous
Reference

 no intention of invading South China. 

Cabinet 23
(38), Con

 He warned the Cabinet of his intention to bring 

t h e  F a r E a S t 
*Sl(5k)/.ln * 


On the previous afternoon the Chinese Government 


had decided to declare a moratorium on loans payable 


from June 30th. 




0

IT4LY. 4. The Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs 


iInternal reported that he was about to circulate a Despatch from 
Situation 
r. Rome which showed that the bread, situation was very bad. 


Some time ago Signor Mussolini had. had. to decree a 20% 

(Previous 

Reference: admixture in the bread. The result had. been riots in 

Cabinet 46 

(57), Con- various towns. Now the Duce had had. to rescind the 
elusion 2.) 


Order, - which was not the custom of Dictators. 




AIR PROGRAMME. 


Air Mission to 

the United 

states of 

America and 

Canada. 


Creation of a 

War Potential 

or Aircraft 

Production in 

Canada. 


(Previous 

Reference: 

Cabinet 26 

(38), Con
elusion 6.) 


5., The Cabinet had before them the following 


documents:-


A Memorandum by the Secretary of State 

for Air (CoP,-14-3 (33)) on the subject 

of the Air Mission to the United. States 

and. Canada, and the creation of a. War 

Potential for Aircraft Production in 

Canada, in which he suggested, inter 

alia, the despatch of a Special Mission 

to Canada for the purpose of negotiating 

ad referendum a considered scheme: 


The draft Conclusions of a Conference 

of Ministers (C,P.-148 (38)), who had 

met to consider the proposals contained 

in CoP^-143 (38).. The recommendations 

made to the Cabinet in these draft 

Conclusions are reproduced as an 

Appendix to these Minutes * 


In the course of a discussion the Secretary of 


State for dominion Affairs laid stress on the real 


political value of these proposals.- If the Canadian 


industry could, be linked to the British Defence Pro

grammes in the manner suggestedy/further valuable 


results might follow. He urged that the Mission must 


be purely technical in character and must avoid touch

ing in any way on politics: otherwise the Prime 


Minister of Canada, who had. already adopted an attitude 


of antagonism towards proposals for a Tre.ining Estab

lishment in GanadaH might easily turn against the 


proposal. 


The Minister for Co-ordination of Defence thought 


that the Canadian Minister of Defence was playing a 


somewhat lone hand in this matter in Canada. He had 


received a letter only that, day from the Minister 


asking him to see certain Canadian manufacturers. 


The Prime Minister, as Chs.irman of the Conference 


of Ministers, asked the Cabinet to realise that this 


was not a proposal for an increase in the strength of 


the Royal Air Force, but for increasing its war 


potential. Some time must elapse before the scheme 




P o 
0 0 

could come into operation, and. it was contemplated that 


the orders given should be the minimum to keep the war 


potential effective. Tn these circumstances, if the 


Air industry in this country were to oppose this plan 


they would, be in a weak position. He admitted, that 


rather a heavy price would have to be paid, to bring tte 


scheme to fruition. The cost of the large bombers, 


machine for machine, would be from 2 5 ^ to 'SZ\% greater 


than at home, and there were likely to be a good, many 


delays and. difficulties. If the only object were to get 


aircraft quicker, the money could be spent more 


effectively. "Tie Conference of Ministers, however, had 


taken a wider view. First, there was the insurance 


value of the scheme in the event of the prospective 


damage in time of war to our own factories. It would 


be o^ immense importance to have manufacturing i'esources 


in operation beyond the range of enemy aircraft. Another 


of these wider points wa.s that if Canada, could become 


interested in the provision of aircraft to this country 


the aloofness of thai Dominion from Imperial defence 


and its dissociation from the problems of the United. 


Kingdom might be reduced. It was not inconceivable that 


the whole attitude of Canada towards the^Empire might 


be changed.. Alrea.dy there had been some instances of 


interest in Imperial defence in the case of the Navy. 


Another point was the deterrent to our possible enemies 


of this vague anr" incalculable potential existing over

seas. Those were the reasons for the recommendation 


of the Conference of Ministers, notwithstanding the 


difficulties s.nd objections to the plan-


Coming to detail, the Prime Minister pointed out 


that there were two propositions. The first consisted 


in the setting up of a factory capable of producing 
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very large bomber aircraft. He wished to impress upon 


the Cabinet that if they decided, to send a Mission, 


unless that Mission were to report that the proposition 


was hopeless or there were to be a complete change in 


the situation in Europe, the Government would be practic

ally committed to going on with the scheme.  m h e second 


proposition contemplated, alliances between British and 


Canadian firms for producing smaller aircraft. He 


understood that the Secretary of State for Air did not 


attach quite the same importance to this proposal, which 


would have to be fully explored, by the proposed. Mission. 


By adopting this proposal the Cabinet would not be 


committed to carrying it through. 


The Chancellor of the Exchequer supported the Prime 


Minister's statement, and, in addition, pointed out that 


the manufacture of very large bomber aircraft would, be a 


very difficult task for a small industry lacking experi

enee. Would it not be rather risky, he asked, to give the 


order unless we were sure that it could be carried out? 


He asked whether the type of aeroplane was finally 


decided. 


The Secretary of State for Air said that he would be 


willing to re-examine the question of the type. The 


reason for the adoption of so large an aeroplane was that, 


it would have to be able to fly the Atlantic, ""he effect 


of the scheme abroad, would, be largely weakened if smaller 


machines were adopted which had. to be transported, across 


the Atlantic on board, ship. The idea of the "marriage" 


of British and Canadian firms was to build up an aeroplane 


industry in Canada. He admitted, that the Canadian industry 


was not in a position to build the engines for the large 


aeroplanes, and that these would, have to be sent from 


England, it was true (as suggested by the Lord President) 
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that that would detract from the production in Canada 


of aeroplanes which could fly the Atlantic- m h e diffi

culty could be surmounted, however, even in time of war, 


by sending over a reserve of aeroplane engines from 


this country. 


TheJPrime Minister suggested that the possibility 


should also be considered of/oending the large bombers/ 


by sea and fitting the engines^/here, to save the double 


journey across the Atlantic. 


The Secretary of State ^or Foreign Affairs 


reinforced the Prime Minister's view as to the valuable 


effect in foreign countries of this proposa.1. He had. 


reason to believe that the Germans were already impress

ed by the order for 400 aeroplanes placed in the United 


States of America. This new proposa.1 should increase 


that effect. 


The First Lord of the Admiralty said that, as 


mention had. been made of the Navy, he would, report that 


a. Canadian manufacturer had suggested, to the Controller 


of the Admiralty that the Government of the United 


f
^ingriom should give an order or the construction of 


a Destroyer in Canada, and had. expressed the view that 


when it was completed, the Canadian Government would 


want to buy it . The Controller had suggested that it 


would be a better plan if the Canadian Government were 


to place the order and. to return to the Admiralty one 


of the Destroyers that had been provided for them. 


He hoped the Cabinet would approve his giving every 


encouragement in this direction.. 


The Secretary of State for Air said that the survey 


of war potential, which formed the subject, of Conclusion 


(5) of the Conference of Ministers, was now in hand. 




He regarded the Canadian project as a long-range one, 


but he felt much concern with our lack of war potential 


compared with Germany, He d.id not' think that the people 


of this country woul^ accept a pos ition of great inferiority 


in this respect o He took the view thai finance ought 


not to become a limiting factor in this matter, 


^he Cabinet agreed." — 


(a) To approve the.recommendations	 of the 

Conference of Ministers (AppendixJ' 


(b)  m o take note that the Secretary of 

State for Air was willing to re-examine, 

in the light of the discussion, the 

type of very la.rge bomber that had 

been selected for manufacture in 

Canada. 
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3FENCE OF 

)IA. 


Conversations 

getween the War 

[office and the 

India Office. 


((ire vious 

Eeference: 

fgabinet 5 (38) 

Conclusion 11(b).) 


6. The Prime Minister recalled that, arising 


out of the discussions of the Cabinet on the Role 


of the Army, he had authorised the initiation of 


conversations between the India Offf ,e and the War 


Office on certain questions relating to the defence 


of India (see Conclusion referred to in the margin). 


The results of those conversations had now been 


communicated to him and raised issues of a general, 


political and financial character. He thought the 


best plan would be to refer it to a Cabinet 


Committee which would have technical advisers in 


attendance. 


The Minister for Co-ordination of Defence 


reminded the Cabinet that in the case of the 


Committee of Imperial Defence or any of its Sub-


Committees, technical advisers had a duty to express 


their opinion not only when it was asked for but 


also"to give it freely and spontaneously as members 


of the Committee. The Chiefs of Staff had always 


maintained that their position at a Cabinet 


Committee was not quite the same. 


The Prime Minister thought that the Chiefs 


of Staff were right and that there was a distinction of 


that kind. He was quite prepared, however, to 


dispense with it on the occasion of the Cabinet 


Committee. 


Tap Secretary of State for War pointed out 


that for this subject the Service Ministers might 


wish to bring particular experts and not necessarily 


their Chiefs of Staff. 


The Secretary of State for India said that 


he would wish to be accompanied by technical experts.



The Minister for Co-ordination of Defence 


suggested the dispensation should apply to any experts 


present0 


The Cabinet agreed; 


(a)	 That a Cabinet Committee composed as 

follows 


The Minister for Co-ordination of 

Defence (in the Chair) 


The Chancellor of the Exchequer 

The Secretary of State for India 

The First Lord of the Admiralty 

The Secretary of State for War 

The Secretary of State for Air 

With such technical advisers as they 


might deem necessary 


should consider and report on the 

results of the conversations between 

the War Office and the India Office 

on the subject of the defence of India? 


(b)	 That for the purposes of this Cabinet 

Committee, the technical experts 

attending the Committee should have the 

same duty as have the Chiefs of Staff 

in the Service Departments at meetings 

of the Committee of Imperial Defence 

to express their opinions freely 

whether asked for them or not. 




7. In pursuance of the Conclusion mentioned in the 


margin, the Cabinet had before them a Memorandum by 


the Chancellor of the Exchequer ( CP.-144 (38)) 


covering a draft Bill to enable the Trustees of the 


British Museum to accept the bequest of the late 


Lord Rothschild of his museum and collections at 


Tring. The Chancellor stated in his Memorandum that 


it was desirable th8t the Bill, which was suitable 


for introduction in the House of Lords^ should be 


available as soon as possible in order that any 


suitable opportunity of making progress with it might 


be taken. As there was no Meeting of the Committee 


of Home Affairs in the immediate future he asked that 


the Cabinet should authorise the introduction of the 


Bill without reference to that Committee. 


The Chancellor of the Exchequer was asked 


to send a copy of the draft Bill in advance to the 


Archbishop of Canterbury. 


The Cabinet agreed: 


To approve the proposals of the 

Chancellor of the Exchequer as set 

forth in C P . 144 (38) and summarised 

above. 




AGRICULTURAL 
POLICY. 

The Poultry 

Industry. 


(previous 

Reference: 

Cabinet 44 

(37) , Con
clus ion 1 o) 


8. The Cabinet had before them a Joint Memorandum by 


the Minister of Agriculture and Fisheries and the 


Secretary of State for Scotland (C.P.-146 (38))stating 


that the problems of the Poultry Industry had. now 


reached, a stage when it was urgently necessary to 


define the Governments policy towards them, and 


proposing that legislation should be introduced as 


soon as convenient to provide for the following matters 


(l) The establishment of an independent Poultry 

Commission with powers 

(a) to control the distribution of breeding 

stock, hatching eggs, and day-old. chicks; 


(b) to regulate the marketing of eggs and. 

poultry by the standardisation of 

grading, packing, etc., up to the point 

of final sale to the consumer; 


(c) to deal with matters of detail ancillary 

to the above functions0 


(S) ^he quantitative regulation of imports	 of 

egge (and other poultry products) where 

necessary — 


(a) to safeguard the home industry against 

unstable market conditions resulting 

from excessive arrivals from overseas; 


(b) to safeguard, any operations	 that may be 

undertaken by the home industry, by 

storage during the spring flush, with a 

view to modifying the extreme seasonal 

v8.riat.ions of supplies and prices . 


(3) Financial provision for 

(a) a progeny-testing station, additional 

research into problems of poultry 

mortality and additional educational 

and. advisory work amongst poultry-keepers ; 


(b) loans to assist egg packing	 3ta.tions 

set up by producers1 co-operative 

societies and grants to demonstration 

poultry packing stations. 


After setting out estimates of cost, the authors of 


the Memorandum commended, the above proposals to their 


colleagues as the least that could, reasonably be 


proposed, to meet the industry1 s difficulties, and 


sought authority to make an early statement of the 


Government's policy , 
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The Prime Minister thought that the two 


Ministers were to be congratulated on a scheme which 


provided an inexpensive solution of a difficult problem. 


The Minister of Agriculture and Fisheries, in 


reply to a question as to how and by whom the 


quantitative regulation of imports of eggs and other 


poultry produce(referred to in (2) above) was to be 


carried out, said that the idea was to put it in the hands 


of the Board of Trade. The object c? this proposal was 


to regulate the imports in cases where an abnormal supply 


was received, for example, in an exceptionally warm winter 


as had occurred during the winter of 1936-37. 


The President of the Board of Trade said that 


our Trade Treaties with various countries provided for 


the regulation of imports,, but only on the understanding that 


the regulation was applied here also 0 He was prepared, 


therefore, to regulate the importation of eggs in the 


circumstances mentioned by the Minister of Agriculture and 


Fisheries, but only on the condition that the proposed 


Poultry Commission not only had the powers to regulate 


eggs in this country but exercised them. Otherwise we 


would be acting contrary to the Treaty, 


The Minister of Agriculture and Fisheries 


mentioned certain precedents which led him to think that 


there was nothing in the proposal contrary to the Treaty. 


The President of the Board of Trade thought it 


would be possible for the Poultry Commission to take 


action under the powers with which it was proposed to 


provide it "to regulate the marketing of eggs and poultry 


by the standardisation of grading, packing, etc., up to 


the point of final sale to the consumer". He again 


insisted, however, that the Commission must exercise those 




powers if the Board of Trade were to control importation. 


The Minister of Agriculture and Fisheries 


suggested that two Ministers should discuss the point. 


TEhe Prime Minister agreed-. He thought it 


essential that the Board of Trade should have the power 


to regulate importation. 


The Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs 


asked that the Foreign Office should be consulted 


whenever it was proposed to use th.0̂ .3 powers partly 


from the point of view of the trade position, but partly 


also from that of the political position at the time. 


Eggs came largely from countries which were subjected to 


German trade pressure and it was important for the 


Foreign Office to know if their trade was affected. 


The Minister of Agriculture ant Fisheries 


undertook that the Foreign Office should always be 


consulted. 


The Secretary of State for Scotland pointed 


out that this applied to all countries equally under our 


most favoured nation treatment Treaties0 


The Minister of Agriculture and Fisheries, in 


reply to a question,said that the proposals would not 


apply to people who kept chickens in a small way but only 


to those engaged in the industry, 


The Chancellor of the Exchequer said there was 


one point in the proposals that he must reserve, namely, 


that the cost of the Poultry Commission was to be a c*harge 


on the Exchequer without any provisions being made for 


recovering the cost from the industry. That wae a 


point of principle with the Treasury, They had always 


insisted in similar cases that the industry concerned 


should pay 0 In the present case, the Commission was to 


be an integral part of the Poultry Industry and could, in 




no way, be described as a national necessity,, The cost, 


therefore, ought to be borne by the industry. 


The Minister of Agriculture and Fisheries agreed 


to reserve the point, but explained that in an industry 


which included all sizes of concerns to very small 


producers, it would be administratively impossible to 


raise the funds to pay the expenses of the Commission,, 


He thought it would be wise, therefore, for the 


Exchequer to make the payment0 


The Cabinet agreed; 


(a)	 To approve the proposals of the 

Minister of Agriculture and Fisheries 

as set forth in C P , 146 (38) and 

summarised above: 


(b)	 To take note that the Minister of 

Agriculture and Fisheries would confer 

with the President of the Board of 

Trade in order to complete the 

arrangements for the quantitative 

regulation of imports of eggs and 

other poultry products where 

necessary: 


(c)	 That the Ministry of Agriculture and 

Fisheries should consult the Foreign 

Office in all cases where the 

regulation of imports was deemed 

desirable: 


(d)	 That the Foreign Office should not 

overlook the bearing of any decision 

taken on countries with which we 

have most-favoured nation Treaties: 


(e)	 To take note of the reservation 

entered by the Chancellor of the 

Exchequer against the cost of the 

Poultry Commission being made a 

charge on the Exchequer. 




9. The Cabinet had before them a Memorandum by the 


Minister for Co-ordination of Defence (C.P.-145 (38)) 


on the subject of the Defence of the Miri and Seria 


Oilfields, circulating for the information of his 


colleagues an Extract from the Draft Minutes of the 


32?th Meeting of the Committee of Imperial Defence 


(Minute 8 ) , together with a Memorandum by the Oversea 


Defence Committee ( C I . D . Paper No. 469-C). The 


Conclusions reached by the Committee of Imperial 


Defence were as follows 


"(a) To recommend the approval of the 

proposals of the Oversea. Defence 

Committee relating to the Denial 

Scheme for the Miri and Seria 

Oilfields, as contained in 0.I.D, 

Paper No. 469-C: 


(b) That, in view of the fact that 

these involved the acceptance of 

a contingent liability for com
pensation by the United. Kingdom 

Government, the covering approval 

of the Cabinet should be obtained." 


The Cabinet approved recommendation (a) 

of the Committee- of. Bxper-ial...Deiiencja. as 

set forth above. 




LEAGUE OP 

NATIONS. 


1—

Council 

Meeting. 


(Previous 

Reference: 

Cabinet 24 (38) 

Conclusion 8) 


10o The Cabinet took jaote-tJiat-the-^-cj?e-hary of 


State for Foreign Affairs, after consultation with 


the Prime Minister, had arranged that the Delegation 


to the forthcoming meeting of the Assembly of the 


League of Nations would be as follows:-


Delegates. 


The Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs. 

The Lord Privy Seal. 

Captain The Right Hon. Euan Wallace, M.P., 

, Financial Secretary to the Treasury. 


Substitute Delegates. 


Mr. R.Ao Butler, M.p. 

Mr. R.H. Bernays, M 0 P . , 


Parliamentary Secretary to the Ministry 

of Healtho 


Miss Irene Ward, MoP. 

Sir William Malkin, 


Legal Adviser to the Foreign Office. 




MFFICIAL 

jpCRETS ACT. 


Reference: 

jfabinet 22 (38) 

Conclusion 13) 


PRIVILEGES OP 

ifflfBERS OP 

ffARLLAMEWT. 


previous 

Reference: 

£Cabinet 24 (34) 

^Conclusion 3) 


11* The Prime Minister brought up as a matter 


of urgency a question that had come prominently 


before Parliament in the last day or two regarding 


the position of Members of Parliament under the 


Official Secrets Act. The Prime Minister said that 


two points were involved 

(1)	 The elucidation of facts as to the action 

of Mr. Sandys, MoP., and 


(2)	 The general question as to what was the 

position of Members of Parliament under 

the Official Secrets Act. 


Was a Member of Parliament entitled to go to an 


officer in the Services and to obtain information from 


him on the ground that he occupied a position of 


privilege? That would give Members of Parliament 


a strong lever against any Government and there would 


be no safety for the secrets of the country if 


Members of parliament had such powers. He himself 


could not subscribe to such an interpretation. 


Certain newspapers were taking rather a strong line 


against the Government in this matter but he did not 


think that the Government ought to be influenced by 


that. He recalled that the Leader of the Labour 


Opposition Party had suggested that in the discussion 


on the Motion on the following day, the Prime Minister 


should make a statement as to what the attitude of the 


Government was with regard to the Official Secrets 


Act and Members of the House of Commons. For the 


reason that the question was being referred to a 


Select Committee, he would propose to say that 


the right time for the Government to express their 


view was after the Report of the Select Committee was 


received. He would be willing to add that if he 


were asked to give evidence before the Committee he 


would be prepared to do so, although in that event it 




would be personal evidence and not given on behalf of the 


Government. He asked if the Cabinet were willing that he 


should make a statement on those lines on behalf of the 


Government. 


In the course of a discussion which followed, the 


Home Secretary pointed out that in the Debate on the 


following day one speaker after another was likely to demand 


special rights for Members of Parliaments He was most 


anxious not to stir up a controversy on the Official Secrets 


Act. The Press were already making difficulties and a 


Debate was likely to increase them, He hoped, therefore, 


that the Prime Minister would at the outset state the 


position in such terms as to make clear that the question 


was sub judice and that some Back Bench supporter of the 


Government might state the position from the point of view 


of the Governmento 


The Minister of Agriculture and Fisheries thought 


that the matter should be treated as a House of Commons 


question. 


The Secretary of State for Air thought that this 


might result in very serious consequences0 He supported 


the view of the Home Secretary that the case in favour of 


the Governments point of view should be stated by a Back 


Bencher. 


The Minister for Co-ordination of Defence pointed 


out that it was notorious that information had been leaking 


to Members of Parliament in this matter for some time, 


particularly from the Air Forceo 


The First Lord of the Admiralty recalled a pre-war 


case which he was having investigated where the First Lord 


of the Admiralty (Mr. Churchill) had indignantly repudiated 


information obtained from a member of the Service. 




The Chancellor of the Exchequer pointed out the 


undesirability of this Debate, particularly as the 


question was to be referred to a Select Committee and 


asked what v/as the attitude of the Speaker of the House 


of Commonso 


The Prime Minister said that the Speaker of 


the House of Commons, while agreeing that the proprieties 


rendered a Debate undesirable, was not prepared to stop 


it o 


The Chancellor of the Exchequer pointed out 


that all kinds of questions would be raised in the Debate. 


First, there was the question of the officer who had 


given the information to Mr, Sandys2 second, that cf the 


Member of Parliament and whether he was justified in 


using information given in this way? third, whether 


the Government had been justified in pressing the Member 


of Pa??liament to reveal the source of his information. 


The Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs 


suggested that the Prime Minister might put pressure on 


the Speaker to change his view 0 


The Prime Minister doubted whether this would 


be su.Jessfulo He pointed out that the line of the 


Opposition was likely to be that the Government had been 


guilty of ineptitude which had resulted in grave weaknesses 


and were now anxious to take refuge from the criticism 


of the House under the Official Secrets Act 0 He thought 


the Home Secretary's plan was a good one,, 


The Home Secretary said the difficult point was 


the third of those mentioned by the Chancellor of the 




Exchequer, namely, the interrogation of the Member 


of Parliaments It v/as difficult to defend but an 


essential point. He promised to send the prime 


Minister a note on this point. 


The President of the Board of Trade thought 


that the feeling in the House was going to be very 


strong in this Debate. It. would be difficult to 


maintain that Members of Parliament were to be put 


on the same footing as the general public in this 


matter. One suggestion he had heard was that if 


Members of Parliament were not to be dealt with under 


the Official Secrets Act, the House of Commons itself 


should have powers to deal with any Member who abused 


his privilege0 


The Home Secretary thought that to get away 


from the Official Secrets Act would be a slippery 


slope9 If Members of Parliament were exempt, the 


Press would insist on exemption and the Act would 


soon become a dead letter0 


The Chancellor of the Exchequer said the 


Act applied to Members of Parliament as much as to 


anyone else0 The question of privilege was rather a 


difficult one. No one could forecast, however, what 


view the House of Commons might takeP 


The prime Minister said it was not clear 


what privilege could be claimed by Members of 


Parliamento 




The Secretary of State for War said, that if, as the 


prime Minister said, the proper time for the Government's 


views to be expressed was after the inquiry, he ought not to 


speak in the Debate on the following day. 


The Prime Minister said he would s,ay in his speech 


that the Secretary of State for War would be willing to give 


evidence before the Select Committee if they so desired, but 


as the question was sub judice, wo-gld not speak in the Debate. 


The Minister of Health said it was very difficult to 


forecast what course the Debate would take and suggested that 


no hard and fast decisions ought to be taken. 


The Lord Chancellor said that the Cabinet should leave 


full discretion to the House of Commons Members as to the line 


to be taken in the Debate. (This was agreed to. ) 


In the course of the discussion the Secretary of State 


for War mentioned a Private Notice Question which had been 


addressed to him by the Leader of the Labour Opposition 


Party as to the Court of Inquiry v/hich had been announced. 


He himself had not been present at the meeting of the Army 


Council at which the inquiry had been decided on. He 


presumed that the proper answer was that this was purely a 


matter of military discipline. 


The Prime Minister pointed out that Members of 


Parliament might say that this was a matter sub judice to 


the Select Committee. 


The Chancellor of the Exchequer said that the 


answer to the question was quite plain. The discipline of 


the army required that persons who have broken certain 




regulations must be subjected to a certain procedure. That 


did not appear to touch the question of Mr. Sandys or of 


Members of Parliament generally. 


The Secretary of State for War then gave details 


of the episode in which Mr. Sandys had been concerned. 


After some further discussion, the Cabinet agreed 


(a) To approve the line which the Prime	 Minister 

proposed, as summarised above, namely -


That in the Debate on the following day 

he should refuse to state the views of 

the Government on the grounds that the 

matter was to be referred to a Select 

Committee of the House of Commons. He 

should further have discretion to 

intimate his own willingness to assist 

the Committee by giving personal evidence. 


(b) To take note that the Home Secretary would 

send the Prime Minister a note on the Power 

of Interrogation under Section VI of the 

Official Secrets Act, 


(c) That the Secretary of'State for War should 

not speak in the Debate on Thursday, 30th 

June, for the reasons given above in (a). 


(d) That the Prime Minister and his Cabinet 

colleagues in the House of Commons should 

be given full discretion to vary the above 

decisions and to take the course that they 

considered best adapted to the circumstances 

of the Debate. 


Whitehall Gardens, S.W.I., 


29th June, 1938. 




A P P E N D I X . 


AIR MISSION TO UNITED STATES AND CANADA. 


Conclusions of a Conference of Ministers 

held in the Prime Minister's Room, House 

of Commons, S.W.1. , on Friday, 24th June, 


1938, at 3ol5 r̂ m., 


(l)	 That the Secretary of State for Air should 

he authorised to send immediately a 

special Mission to Canada for the purpose 

of negotiating ad referendum a considered 

scheme (afber close local investigations 

and discussions with all parties concerned 

including financial and commercial 

interests whose hacking is essential to 

the success of such a plan) for the 

production of large "bomber aircraft on the 

general lines indicated in ( b ) , (c). ( d ) , 

and (e) of paragraph 7 of C P . 143 (38), 

and subject to the conditions and 

qualifications set out in paragraph 8 of 

that Paper, and subject also to the 

Mission's being able to secure reasonably 

satisfactory financial terms from the 

Canadian manufacturers

( 2)	 That it must be recognised that it would be 

extremely difficult for His Majesty's 

Government in the United Kingdom to refu.se 

endorsement of a satisfactory scheme so 

negotiated by the Mission unless inter
national problems changed appreciably in 

the interval, Accordingly it will be 

understood that if the Mission are able 

to negotiate a scheme satisfactory in all 

respects, including the financial terms 

to be arranged v/ith the Canadian 

manufacturers, the Government will confirm 

that scheme in the absence in the interval 

of any appreciable alteration in the 

international situation. 


(3)	 That the Mission should be authorised to 

explore v/ith the Canadian interests 

concerned the proposal in (a) of paragraph 7 

of C P , 143 (38) for the alliance of 

individual Canadian firms with United 

Kingdom firms, with a view to the production 

under licence in Canada of an allocated 

portion of orders for specified types of 

aircraft (other than the large bomber class 

covered by (l) and (2) above) placed by the 

Air Ministry with the United Kingdom firms. 

It being clearly understood that His 

Majesty rs Government in the United Kingdom 

are in no way committed in principle or 

otherwise at the present stage to the 

adoption of this part of the proposals of 

the Secretary of State for Air. 
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(4)	 That the Secretary of State for Dominion 

Affairs and the Secretary of State for Air 

should he invited to settle in consultation 

with the Chancellor of the Exchequer, the 

terms of a telegram to he sent to the 

Canadian Government in the event of the 

Cabinet approving the recommendations set 

out in (1; , (S) and (3) above. 


(5)	 To take note that the Secretary of State 

for Air has agreed to circulate to the 

Cabinet in due course the results of a 

comprehensive survey now being undertaken 

by the Air Ministry of the whole position 

relating to war potential, for aircraft 

production from all sources. The 

information in question will summarise all 

the different war potential schemes, and 

will indicate in each case what each scheme 

will provide and how much it is estimated 

to cost. 


( 6)	 To take note that the Secretary of State for 

Air has undertaken to furnish the Chancellor 

of the Exchequer as soon as he can possibly 

do so with the supplementary estimate for the 

current financial year in respect of the 

expenditure in 1938-39 on the Air Ministry's 

approved programme for the production of 

12,000 aircraft by March, 1940j with the 

estimate for the expenditure on this 

particular service in the financial year 

1939-40, and with the estimate of the cost 

of the service to be met after 1939-40. 


( 7)	 To take note that in the view of the Chancellor 

of the Exchequer it was imperative that 

normal Treasury financial control and 

responsibility in regard to the numerous 

and growing activities of the Air Ministry 

should be re-established without delay in 

order that the relations between the 

Treasury and the Air Ministry in regard to 

the financial control of the Treasury over 

expenditure by the Air Ministry should be 

assimilated to the arrangements in force in 

regard to other spending Departments. 
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C A B I N E T 31 ( 38 ). 


Meeting of the Cabinet to be held at No. 10 

Downing Street, S.W.1., on WEDNESDAY, 6th 


JULY, 1938, at 11.0 a-m. 


AGENDA. 


1. FOREIGN AFFAIRS. 


China: Assistance to. 


 (Reference Cabinet 30 (38) Conclusion 3 ) . 


Memorandum by the Secretary of State for Foreign 

Affairs. 


C P . 152 (38) - circulated herewith. 


Memorandum by the Chancellor of the Exchequer. 

C P . 157 (38) - circulated herewith. 


2. CONVERSATIONS WITH REPRESENTATIVES OF THE FRENCH GOVERNMENT. 


(Reference Cabinet 27 (33) Conclusion 10). 


Memorandum by the Minister for Co-ordination of 

Defence. 


C P . 153 (38) - to be circulated. 


3. PORTUGAL: MILITARY MISSION TO. 


(Reference Cabinet 23 (38) Conclusion 5 ) . 


Memorandum by the Minister for Co-ordination of Defence, 

covering extract from draft Minutes of the 323th Meeting 

of the Committee of Imperial Defence, together with copy 

of a letter from the Foreign Office to the Secretary, 

Committee of Imperial Defence. 


C P . 156 (38) - circulated herewith. 


4. MAINTENANCE OF THE ADVANCED AIR STRIKING FORCE ON THE CONTINENT. 


(Reference Cabinet 26 (38) Conclusion 4 ) . 


Memorandum by the Minister for Co-ordination of Defence, 

covering extract from draft Minutes of the 328th Meeting 

of the Committee of Imperial Defence, together with 

Report by the Chiefs of Staff Sub-Committee. 


C P . 154 (38) - circulated herewith. 


[Fitional Item. BUPIPING SOCIETIES. 


(Reference Cabinet 28 (38) Conclusion 9) 


Statement by the Lord Chancellor. 




(  % Memorandum by the Minister of Agriculture and 

Fisheries. 


C P . 147 (33) - circulated herewith. 


6. REPLACEMENT OF H.M. YACHT VICTORIA AND ALBERT. 


Memorandum by the First Lord of the Admiralty. 

C P . 155 (33) - already circulated. 


7.	 ELECTRICITY DISTRIBUTION BILL. 


(Reference Cabinet 28 (38) Conclusion 16). 


Memorandum by the Minister of Transport. 

C P . 125 (33) - already circulated. 


Report of Cabinet Committee, 

C P . 151 (38) already circulated. 


3. CONCLUSIONS OF HOME AFFAIRS COMMITTEE. 


12th Conclusions (38) of Committee of Home Affairs - to 

be circulated. 


(i) Rating and Valuation (Air Raid Works) Bill. 


Memorandum by the Minister of Health, 

covering draft Bill. 


H-A. 23 (33) - circulated herewith. 


Memorandum by the Secretary of State for 

Scotland. 


H-A. 24 (38) - circulated herewith. 


(ii) Workers' Holidays Bill. 


(Reference Cabinet 27 (33) Conclusion 11). 


Memorandum by the Minister of Labour, 

covering draft Bill-


Ho A. 22 (33) - circulated herewith. 


(Signed) M.P-A. HANKEY, 


Secretary to the Cabinet. 


2, Whitehall Gardens, S.W.I. 


1st July, 1938. 
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CONCLUSIONS of a Meeting of the Cabinet held 

at 10 Downing Street, S.W.1., on WEDNESDAY, 


the 6th JULY, 1938, at 11.0 a.m. 


PRESENT: 


The Right Hon. Neville Chamberlain, M. P. , 

Prime Minister.


She Right Hon. 

Sir John Simon, C C S . I . , 

G.CV.0., O.B.E., K.C., M.P., 


I Chancellor of the Exchequer. 


(he Right Hon. 

Lord Maugham, 

Lord Chancellor. 


he Right Hon. 

The Viscount Halifax, K . C , 

C C S . I . , G.C.I.E., Secretary 

of State for Foreign Affairs. 


[he Right Hon. 

Lord Stanley, M.C. , M.P. , 

Secretary of State for 

Dominion Affairs. 


he Right Hon. 

Malcolm MacDonald, M. P. ,

Secretary of State for the 

Colonies. 


he Right Hon. 

A. Duff Cooper, D.S.O., M.P. ,

First Lord of the Admiralty. 


'he Right Hon. 

Sir Kingsley Wood, M. F., 

Secretary of State for Air. 


'he Right Hon. 

Oliver Stanley, M.C., M.P., 

President of the Board of Trade. 


*e Right Hon.
 n Q n 


The Earl Stanhope, K.G., -D.b.u., 

M . C , President of the Board of 

Education. 


Right Hon. 

Ernest Brown, M.C., M.P.-

Minister of Labour. 


 (In the Chair). 


The Right Hon. 

The Viscount Hailsham, 

Lord President of the Council. 


The Right Hon. 

Sir Samuel Hoare, Bt. , C C S . I . , 

C B . E . , C.M.G., M.P., Secretary 

of State for Home Affairs. 


The Right Hon. 

The Earl De La Warr, 

Lord Privy Seal. 


The Most Hon. 

The Marquess of Zetland, 

G.C.S.I., G.C.I.E., 

Secretary of State for India. 


The Right Hon. 

Sir Thomas Inskip, C.B.E., K.C., 

M.P., Minister for Co-ordination 

of Defence. 


The Right Hon. 

L. Hore-Belisha, M.P., 

Secretary of State for War. 


The Right Hon. 

John Colville, M.P. ,

Secretary of State for Scotland. 


The Right Hon. 

W.S- Morrison, M . C , K.C., M.P. , 

Minister of Agriculture and 

Fisher ies. 


The Right Hon. 

Walter Elliot, M . C , M.P. , 

Minister of Health. 


The Right Hon. 

E.L. Burgin, M. P. * 

Minister of Transport. 


Secretary 




SPAIN. 1. The Secretary of State for Foreign-Affair a 

Non-Inter
vent ion. 

 reported that by means of an effort the Non-Tnterven

tion Committee had reached agreement on the previous 

^Previous
Reference: 

 day and that the British., French, German and. Italian 
Cabinet 29
(38), Con

 Governments had each contributed a cheque for 

clusion 5.) £12.500 towards the preliminary expenses. The repre

. sentative of Soviet Russia had made one difficulty, 

but this had been met by a. small alteration in the 

Draft Report that had '.proved acceptable to the 

other Powers . ^he next stage was that the plan was 

on its way to the two Governments in Spain. His 

experience at the Non-Intervention Committee on the 

previous day di^ not inspire him with much confidence 

in rapid progress . As Italy and. Germany had both 

accepted the Agreement, however * it seemed possible 

that General Franco's Government might not make much 

difficulty about it. ""he agreement o^ the Barcelona. 

Government was likely to depend unon the 

advice o-e Soviet Russia. He x̂ arnert the Cabinet that 

the document offered every facility for any party 

-seeking to make trouble. As soon as it ha.d been 

handed to the two Governments in Spain the Report 

would be published. If both should a.ccept, some 

further formal stage was necessary in London, and a 

further fifteen ^ays would be required before the 

machinery got into working order on the frontier 

and in the ports, and two or three months was the 

shortest estimate the time required before the 

first volunteer to be repatriated, boarded a ship. 

He understood that the principal delay was involved, 

in getting the volunteers first into camps. He 

would do everything possible to expedite it. He 

added that the Italie.n Ambassador had been very 

helpful on the previous day. 



SPAIN. 2. The Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs 


Indiscriminate said that, on the previous day he had seen Sir R. 

Bombing. 


— Hodgson. He had circulated General Franco's Note 

*General Franco's 

Note. about indiscriminate bombing to the Cabinet. A 


possible point o^ confusion arose out o^ the following 

(Previous 

Reference: phrase in paragraph 2 of General Franco's Note:-

Cabinet 30 

(38), Con- "It has never entered into plans of 

elusion 1.) National Air Force to single out 


, \ ships of British nationality as 

2
Fl?.32(-5v-- objectives of its bombardments." 


It was not clear whether this meant that British 


ships had not been singled, out as distinct from 


ships of other nationa.lities . or whether it meant 


that British ships had not been singled out as 


distinct from military objectives on land, in proximity 


to which they are lying. A telegram had been sent to 


clear- up this point (Foreign Office ""elegram No. 206 


to Burgos, July 5, 1938). He feared that the answer 


would be that General Franco did not deliberately 


select. British, ships for bombing but that he. claimed 


the right to bomb any ship in port. 


Proposed The Secretary of State, continuing, said that the 

Neutral 


Port. shippers did not like General Franco's proposal of a 


single port in Spanish Government territory where 


goods could be unloaded free from bombing. Their 


reason was that all other ports would, in effect be 


labelled as open to bombing. Another objection to 


the proposal was that in the northern part of the 


Government territory there was no suitable port other 


than Barcelona. * - Almeria was quite unsuitable. 


He proposed to take up the solutions which General 


Franco was prepare* to offer about aerial warfare. 


He also had it in mind to send a private warning to 


General Franco in which he would, make clear that we 


could not accept his views on international law, and. 


would warn him that his present action was calculated 




Possible 

Med iation. 


to drive us into violent measures. He was, however, 


anxious to avoid taking such measures, as they would 


involve us in formidable consequences with other 


countries besides Spa.in. 


Sir R. Hodgson had said that there was no prospect 


of getting, any result from mediation at the present 


time. He had reported, however, that General Franco's 


Government was concerned about the extent of German 


commercial activity in Frankist territory. They had 


therefore passed a law providing that future commercial 


Companies must always have 60 per cent, of Spanish 


capital. British concerns, such as the Rio  m into 


Company, would not be affected, as the law was not 


retrospective. Tt was aimed at the Germans. 


He had reason to believe that bombing of ports had 


been temporarily suspended. 


The Prime Minister, referring to the proposed 


warning to General Franco, said ths* j l tb-̂ iiph he had. 


favoured it of QU(? timc^ ho did. not contemplate &Q*h&%* 


What he had in mind was a. verbal eommuni cat ion intimat

ing to General Franco that if he must bomb the Spanish 


Government's ports he must use discretion and. that 


otherwise he might arouse a feeling in this country 


which would force the Government to ta.ke action. 


Such a situation was by no means beyond, the bounds of 


possibility if the sinkings were to reach, say, one 


ship a day. 


The President of the Board of Tra.de said that a 
week ago the number of British ships calling at ports 
under the control of the Spanish Government was very 
few. Tf, however, General Franco goroaiotod iw. bombing, 
B^BW*wy* they were likely to return to the trade, ^he 
Almeria project was of no value. 
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SPAIN. 3. The Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs 


Proposed expressed the view that it would be necessary to make 

0 Statement 

in Parlia- some sort, of statement in Parliament on Thursday, 

ment. 


July 7th. He did not think much could, be said pending 


the elucidation of the meaning of the phrase in 


General Franco's Note on indiscriminate bombing 


quoted in Conclusion 2. He thought that the idea of 


selecting Aimeria or some other single port should, be 


re jected. 




CENTRAL EUROPE, 


Cz e chos 1ova kia. 


(Previous 

Reference: 

Cabinet 30 

(38), Con
elus ion 2 .) 


4. The Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs 


said the.t the conversations vere proceeding in C-secho 


Slovakia. The whole atmosphere in that, country, 


however, was probably slightly vitiated by Sokol. 


An exchange of telegrams had taken pls.ce with the 


British Minister in Prague as to the Comprehensive 


Statute to be introduce^ into the Czechoslovak 


Parliament,  m h e Fcreicn Office view was thst this 


was undesirable unless the Comprehensive Statute was 


s.ccepted by the Sudeten Deutsch. Their idea, was that 


the Statute should consist only of points which had 


already been agreed, and that other points should be 


left over for subsequent s e t t l e m e n t m h e r e had been 


an idea of holding in readiness a British mediator 


who coul^ go to Czechoslovakia and get in touch with 


both parties in the event of a breakdown. Mr Uewton 


reported his own view that the Czechoslovaks might 


reject the proposal if we made it plain, as we should 


ha.ve to do, that tfoo mediator wao not committod.. 
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ITALY. 5. ""he Secretary State for Foreign Affairs 

Relations
with. 

 drew attention to a telegram from His Majesty's 
Ambassador in Rome (Wo .133 of July 2nd) containing 

* (Previous
Reference: 

 a memorandum, written by Signor Mussolini himself, 

Cabinet 29
(38), Con

 complaining that,whereas the Italian Government had 

clusion 4.) carried out the Anglo-Italian Agreement, there had 

been no corresponding contribution on the part of 

Great Britain: objecting to the idea of proposing 

ah armistice to General Franco; refusing a uni

lateral withdrawal of Italian volunteers: and 

admitting that for the application of the Agreement 

there was nothing else but to await the development of 

events in Spain, though this delay, in the view of 

the Fascist Government, risked compromising the 

moral effects of the Agreement.  m h e memorandum 

further repudiated any connection between the 

eventual Italo-Freneh Agreements or the resumption 

of Ttalo-Frenoh Conversations and. the application of 

Anglo-Italian Agreements. In communicating the 

memorandum to the "Sari of Perth, Count. Ciano had. 

said that Signor Mussolini desired publicity to the 

Notes that had been interchanged, including his own 

memorandum. The Foreign Secretary said, that the view 

of the Foreign Office was that Signor Mussolini was 

annoyed at events in Spain and at General Franco's 

slow progress : that he was animated, by anti-French 

sentiments; was upset by the references in the 

British and French Press to the grain restrictions 

in Italy and their subsequent cancellation, as well 

as by our recent policy in ^urkey and Bulgaria. 

There was probably force in the suggestion that 

was made at the Cabinet that an attempt to separate 

* Great Britain from France was In Signor Mussolini's 

mind. We had, however, always made it plain that 



while we were anxious that the Franco-Italian 


Conversations should he maintained, we did not insist 


on their success as a condition of the Anglo-Italian 


Agreement: in other words, that we desired to see 


the Anglo-Italian Conversations completed, by Franco-


Italian Conversations, but not as a condition of the 


ratification of the former, 


In the course of the discussion it was pointed out 


that Signor Mussolini WAS completely wrong in suggest

ing that he had fulfilled his contract but we had not 


fulfilled ours, 


Some emphasis was placed on the danger of publica

tion of" Signor Mussolini's memorandum, the political 


effects of which might mean an end. to the Anglo-Italian 


Agreement. It was suggested that an answer should be 


drafted, which it would be difficult for Signor Mussolini 


to publish-


The Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs read the 


heads of a draft- answer as follows :-

We should recognise that Italy had been 

helpful at the Non-intervention Committee. 


We should make clear that we had never 

made any secret of our condition that 

the Spanish situation must be cleared up. 


We should express our inability to accept 

the imputation that we had of.one nothing 

in return for the withdrawal of troops 

from. Libya and the stopping of the Bari 

broa.dcasts ̂  


We should, point out that we had. already 

informed the Italian Government that the 

coming into force of our Agreement, was 

not dependent on the Franco-Italian 

Conversations, though we regretted that 

he refused, to continue those until our 

own Agreement wa.s in force. 


Failing his acceptance of our suggestions 

or his making suggestions himself,, we 

could only agree with him that we must, 

wait to ratify the Agreement, meanwhile 

pushing on with *he British plan. 


We should hope also that neither Government 

would do anything to render the situation 

more d if fi cult. 




We should express the hope that delay 

would not annul the Agreementao-thij 

mou2H hn held t," juntify thr nttitmdr 

of- the- -late Foroign -Soorgt-a/ry- . 


In addition, he would mention that we deprecated, 


publication df the memorandum. Generally speaking, 


our attitude should be one of frankness and good. will. 


The Prime Minister hoped that Signor Mussolini's 


memorandum would not be taken too seriously. Experi

ence showed that dictators were liable to gusts of ill 


temper, ^he arguments mentioned, by the Foreign 


Secretary did not meet Signor Mussolini's real point, 


which was that Italy desired above all things British 


recognition of her position in Abyssinia. Unfortunatel 


this could not be given because the Spanish war still 


continued . Added, to this , General Franco had not 


succeeded in winning! the bread supply of Italy had 


failed: the orders issued, had. had to be rescinded; 


and Signor Mussolini had got in a temper. He (the 


Prime Minster), however, felt that we ought to be able 


to get round this point, if only for the reason that 


the Italian people were well satisfied, with the Anglo-


Italian Agreement, a rupture of which would be no 


advantage to the Duce. He agreed that it was very 


important that the memorandum should not be published. 




CHINA. 6. The Cabinet had. before them tfce following Most 


Assistance Secret documents on the subject of Assistance to 

tb. 


China:
(Previous A Memorandum by the Secretary of State 

Reference: for Foreign Affairs (CP.-152 (38)) 

Cabinet 30 posing the question whether His Majesty's 

(38), Con- Government should provide financial 

elusion 3.) support to China to the extent of 


/ . w £20,000,000, and adducing arguments 

frR
-3
 L J ' which led him to the conclusion that 


the necessity and the possibility of 

doing something to protect British 

interests and prestige in China and 

in Asia should, on balance, outweigh 

the risk and consequences of Japanese 

resentment: 


A Memorandum by the Chancellor of the 

Exchequer ( CP.-157 (38)) putting 

forward considerations of the utmost
gravity on the other side, and drawing 

his colleagues' special attention to 

the possible consequences to ourselves 

of intervening in the Sino-Japanese 

conflict, having regard, to the dangerous 

state of Europe. 


The discussion showed that the arguments for and. 


against the provision of financial support to China 


were very nicely balanced. The Chinese, with their 


backs to the wall against a peculiarly brutal aggression 


by Japan, were fighting the battle of Western Nations 


in the Far East. If Japan obtained, control of a large 


part of China, British trade would gradually be frozen 


out, as had already happened in Manchukuo. A Deputa

tion which the Foreign Office had received, on the 


previous day from the China Association ha.d been 


unanimous on this subject, though some members of it 


had not been favourable to the proposed, financial 


support owing to the hostility that, it would provoke 


in Japan. The proposal was consistent with the 


Resolutions adopted at Geneva, which so far it had 


been found impossible to implement. Most of the 


experts on China, were reported to agree that great 


danger to that country arose from the collapse of the 




currency. While the propos-al oould- be -"̂ jr̂ ê ertt-en 


and supported a.s a British interest, the loan could 


not be tied, up by conditions which would prevent the 


Chinese Government from a.pplying it to var purposes . 


It was admitted, therefore, that the loan would, 


amount to intervention on behalf o^ China. Attention 


was drawn, however, to the following telegram that 


had been received from His Majesty's Ambassador in 


Japan:

"I have received hints from fairly 

responsible quarters that Anglo-

Japanese a.ction (to be taken with 

the assent a.nd. co-operation of 

Chinese Government) for preventing 

collapse of Chinese national currency 

would, if obtainable, be agreeable 

to Japanese Government...........11 


(mokyo telegram No.815, of 

5th July .) 


The Foreign Secretary had already sent a telegram 


asking for the precise meaning of this passage. 


The Cabinet were informed that India was watching 


the struggle between China, and. Japan with the utmost 


interest, with a strong bias in favour of China. 


Something was being done in Burma, to improve 


communications with China. If nothing was done by 


this country it. would give the impression that we 


were afraid to act or were unable to do anything. 


The a-dmission that the proposal amounted to 


intervention in China was used, as a. powerful argu

ment. against its adoption. In this connection 


attention was drawn to the earlier warnings of His 


Majesty's Ambassador in Tokyo as to the effect it 


would, have in the alienation of Japanese opinion from 


this country. It was suggested that the real 


ground for the proposal was to secure China from 


defeat. £SO millions, however, was not likely to 


prove sufficient for this. What was to happen at 




the end of the year if this proved, to be the case? 


Were we to find another £20 millions? As to the 


views of the China Association, they would naturally 


want a backing for China, and it was particularly 


significant that some members of it did not. want it. 


The passage quoted above from Sir bes-Iie- Cragie' s 


telegram showed, that what the Japanese had in mind 


was Anglo-Japanese action, and did not detract from 


the gravity of the Ambassador' s warning against 


purely British action. It. was sta.ted that some of 


the experts did. not consider that the collapse of 


the currency would have such critically serious 


consequences -̂ s had been suggested. China had great 


powers of resilience. The first effect of a collapse 


would probably be the suspension of payment of 


interest on Bonds which had hitherto been paid. 


The effect on British banks would, of course, be 


serious, but, in the view of some experts, not 


catastrophic. Whatever financial resources were 


left, after colla.pse of the currency would, be used for 


financing the war instead of for paying the interest 


on debts . One suggestion was that if the £20 millions 


were forthcoming it. would involve us in doing every

thing we could to help China to win the war. We 


could, not stop at that point, 


It was stated that a somewhat similar proposal 


had been made at Geneva a year ago by Dr. Kung, who 


had openly admitted that his object, was political 


in order to bring out the fact that the United 


Kingdom was on the side of China. While the latest 


proposal was in line with the Resolution taken at 


the League of Nations, it. was stated that it went 


beyond what had. then been visualised. 




Another reason given against the proposed financial 


support to China was that, as constantly urged by the 


Chiefs of Staff Sub-Committee, it was very important 


to avoid, simultaneous war with Germany, Italy and 


Japan. At the present moment, when our relations with 


Italy threatened, to deteriorate, it would be a great 


mistake to antagonise Japan. Failure to support 


China might involve loss of prestige in the Far East, 


but this would be inconsiderable compared with the 


consequences of an unsuccessful war. 


Two suggestions were made for easing our position 


in relation to Japan if the loan was made to China., 


viz. 

(l) That we should ask other Powers	 interested, 

including especially the United States of 

America, to co-operate in the loan'. 


(2) That we should follow up the idea of 

Anglo-Japanese co-operation contained 

in the Tokyo telegram referred, to above. 


Another suggestion was that Australia, and New 


Zealand ought to "He consulted before a decision was 


taken. 


The Cabinet were reminded o^ a proposal that had. 


been ma^e two months ago for a commercial loan to 


China on the security of the deposits of antimony and 


wolfram in that country. That proposal had been 


rejected by the City of London on commercial grounds. 


It was suggested, however, that, in the event of His 


Ma. jesty's Government providing financial support to 


China, they might secure part of it at any rate on 


these deposits. This would also h8.ve the advantage 


of preventing Germany from acquiring these important 


metals . A variant of this proposal was that we should, 


purchase the whole of these deposits, ^he objection 


to this proposal, however, was that the deposits v-ere 


still in the ground. To pay for them as and when 




they were received would not help China; hut to pay 


for them in advance would he as irritating to Japan 


as a mere loan. 


Another sugges+ion was that in return for a loan 


we should obtain an extension of the leased ' 


territory at ^owloon. In this connection the- Cabinet 


we^e informed that an extension of the leased territory 


was being examined, but this was not considered a 


favourable moment for opening the question. 


The Prime Minister, summing up the discussion, said 


that the arguments were very nicely balanced. The 


Foreign Secretary had put both sides fairly in his 


Memorandum, and when he found his colleague, after 


considering both sides of the question, still urging 


action, he himself found it difficult to oppose. 


Nevertheless he could only agree to the proposal with 


grave misgiving. It was not disputed that the object 


of the proposal went beyond mere support to the Chinese 


currency in the interests of British banks. Serious 


as the failure of the currency would be, the attempt 


was made to justify the proposal on the ground that we 


must support China in the war. In fact, the proposal 


amounted, to intervention. The more effective that 


intervention was, the more disagreeable it would be to 


the Japanese. We had no guarantee that after a year 


Japan would be reduced to such a state of exhaustion 


aa to agree to terms which would be fair to China and. 


leave us a proper share of the trade of that country. 


We should then be told that another £SO millions was 


necessary. He felt that this was rather a long vista 


and that we were being committed to a policy based on 


the supposition that our interests were against a 


Japanese victory and that we must d 0 all we could to 


prevent it. He himself was not prepared to dispute 




: io5 

that a Japanese triumph might result in a situation in 


Northern China, resembling that in Manehukuo. He was 


not certain, however, that China would collapse. 


China, had. always shown great powers of recuperation. 


The Japanese operations might he less successful in the 


future than in the past.  m h e Chinese had received a 


good deal of munitions from Soviet Russia, which had 


not yet, he believed, been paid for, except to some 


extent by barter. It was by no means unlikely that 


the Soviet might continue to furnish support. Our 


money might well go to Russia instea-d. of to the 


Bondholders. The result, therefore, of a loan might 


be bad. The situation would, be different if we only 


had. to consider Japan and ourselves, when the present 


proposal might be faced. But we could not limit the 


question to these two nations. In Spain we had 


adopted a policy of non-intervention so as to avoid 


spreading the conflict. Were we certain that to 


adopt an opposite policy in China would not have that 


very effect? In this connection it was interesting to 


note tha.t the Germans had just withdrawn all their 


Generals, although they had very large interests in 


China. He did not see how any device, such as purchases 


of wolfram, could hide the real object of a loan. 


Was it not, probable that Signor Mussolini, who wa.s in 


a captious mood, might stigmatise our action as 


directed, against the Dictator Countries in genera-l? 


The Prime Minister then recalled, the repeated warnings 


of the Chiefs of Staff Sub-Committee a.s to the necessity 


of avoiding a war with three nations at once. If we 


were to become embroiled in the Par East, Germany might 


seize the opportunity to do something in Czechoslovakia, 


or Italy in Libya. He agreed that the situation would 




be much improver" if the United States of America could 


join us, as suggested in paragraph 11 o^ C.P.-l?i2 (38) 


and in the draft telegram attached thereto. He had, 


however, been opposed to sending the telegram until 


the Cabinet had made up its mind. There was always a. 


danger that Washington might announce that they had 


f
refused a British suggestion o  the kind. On the 


previous day, however, he had. seen the American 


Ambassador, who had just returned from Washington, 


and who had given a very favourable account, from 


our point of view, of President Roosevelt's attitude 


towards, an̂ i desire to co-operate with, His Majesty's 


Government, ^he Ambassador had a.lso been reassuring 


as to the Presidents intentions over the application 


0^ the Neutrality Law if we became engaged, in war. 


The Ambassador had also shown himself very desirous 


to help. This led him to suggest that the American 


Ambassador might be a better, as well as a. slightly 


less formal, channel for taking soundings as to the 


possibility of American co-operation in the proposal 


before the Cabinet than His Majesty's Ambassador in 


Washington. He suggested, therefore, that the 


decision should be left over while a little fresh 


light on certain aspects of the problem, was obtained 


from s/s.shington and Tokyo. 


^he Foreign Secretary agreed that a. delay in making 


so grave a decision was reasonable, He did not under

rate the objections to his proposal. He agreed that 


it would be easier to apply it if other nations would, 


join. He had. to see the American Ambassador the same 


day, and he would sound him on the question and 


ascertain if he was willing to sounr1 the American 


Governmentt / 0 H e agreed also that it was desirable to 


await Sir too lie Craigie's reply to his latest 


telegram to clear up the point quoted earlier in this 




summary . He raised the question as to whether the 


Governments of Australia and New Zealand should he 


consulted . 


The Prime Minister thought it would be premature to 


consult the dominions and that it would he better to 


wait until the Cabinet had had a further discussion. 


The Cabinet agreed — 


(a) To postpone the question of whether 

financial support should be provided, 

to China until the next regular 

weekly Meeting of the Cabinet: 


(b) That in the meanwhile	 the Secretary 

of State for Foreign Affa.irs should 

(i) obtain from Sir t̂ e-fHrer Craigie 

the further information he had 

already asked for as to the 

meaning of the proposal con
tained in Tokyo telegram. No .815 

of the 5th July, quoted, in the 

above summary: and 


(ii) take discreet soundings with the 

American Ambassador as to whether 

he thought it would be advisable 

to ascertain whether the Government 

of the United States of America 

would be willing to co-operate in 

financial support to China, and 

whether His Excellency would 

himself be prepared, to take 

soundings in Washington: 


(e) That	 consultation with the Governments 

of the Dominions should be postponed 

until the Cabinet had had a further 

discussion on the subject. 




summary. He raised the question as to whether the 


Governments of Australia and New Zealand should be 


consulted. 


The Prime Minister thought it would he premature to 


consult the dominions and that it would be better to 


wait until the Cabinet had had a. further discussion. 


The Cabinet agreed — 


(a) To postpone the question of whether 

financial support should be provided 

to China until the next regular 

weekly Meeting of the Cabinet: 


(b) That in the meanwhile the	 Secretary 

of State for Foreign Affairs should 
(i) obtain from Sirfc**erfcrer Craigie 


the further information he had 

already asked for as to the 

meaning of the proposal con
tained in Tokyo telegram. No.815 

of the 5th July, quoted in the 

above summary: and 


(ii) take discreet soundings with the 

American Ambassador as to whether 

he thought it would be advisable 

to ascertain whether the Government 

of the United States of America 

would be willing to co-operate in 

financial support to China, and. 

whether His Excellency would 

himself be prepared to take 

soundings in Washington: 


(c) That	 consultation with the Governments 

of the Dominions should, be postponed 

until the Cabinet had ha'3 a. further 

discussion on the subject. 
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REPLACEMENT OP 7. The Cabinet had before them a Memorandum by the 

H.M. YACHT 
VICTORIA AND
ALBERT. 

 First Lord of the Admiralty (C-P.-155 (38)) seeking 

the views of his colleagues on the question of replacing 

[p.zn..) H o M . Y a c h t VICTORIA AND ALBERT, which was launched in 

1899 and. was now not only quite out of date but would 

also require extensive and costly repairs if she were 

to be retained, in commission. Plans had already been 

drawn up for the construction of a suitable vessel, 

which in war could be transformed into a hospital ship. 

It would, be necessary to include the ship in next 

year's Navy Estimates, but in the meanwhile, if the 

Cabinet approved the proposal, steps could be taken 

between now and next Spring in order that, when 

Parliament agreed, there might be as little delay as 

possible in construction and delivery. 

The First Lord of the Admiralty made a short 


statement in amplification of his memorandum, in the 


course of which he referred to the political value of 


Royal Visits for which the Royal Yacht was very useful. 


He pointed out that the proposed Royal Yacht could be 


used in war as a hospital ship. The estimated cost 


was £900,000o This was a good deal less than the 


cost of a hospital ship which had to be dropped out of 


the estimates. Moreover,- he hoped it might be 


possible to reduce the estimate very considerably. 


It was proposed that the Yacht should be built by a 


yacht builder0 


In the course of the discussion, the 


importance was emphasised of avoiding any possibility 


that the King might be exposed to criticism by the 


construction of the Yacht 0 The kind of argument that 


might be used in political discussions was that money 


was not available for the unemployed, but could be found 


for a Rtiyal Yachts 




The First Lord of the Admiralty said that His 


Majesty, while interested in the proposal, did not want to 


press it if there was any risk of interrupting progress 


with rearmament thereby. As a matter of fact, however, 


the construction of the Yacht v/ould not interfere with 


rearmament, the limiting factor of which was not 


shipbuilding but armaments, The construction of the 


Yacht would relieve unemployment which existed in ship

building. If a new Yacht was not built, the present 


Royal Yacht would have to be repaired at considerable 


expense before long. Politically it was unlikely that 


a more favourable moment than the present would occur. 


An important point that was made in the course of 


the discussion was that the present Royal Yacht was very 


expensive to maintain and requires a very large crew. 


From the maintenance point of view, the new Yacht would 


provide a large saving. 


The Cabinet agreed: 


To approve the proposal of the First 

Lord of the Admiralty as set forth in 

C.Pc 155 (38) and summarised above for 

the provision of a new Royal Yacht to 

replace His Majesty's Yacht Victoria 

and Albert. 


(The Lord Chancellor and the Chancellor of the 

Exchequer withdrew at this point.) 




PALESTINE.


(Previous 

Reference:

Cabinet 19 (38) 


Conclusion l)


 8 0 The Secretary.0 restate fog? the OoJLcoajLes 


informed the Cabinet that thera^b^d^Jbeen an increase 


 in violence in Palestine during the last few days 


 including violence perpetrated by Jews  The 
e


reason for this he thought was that a short tjjne-. 


ago a young Jew of 23 years of age had been hanged 


for an attack on a motor-buso Two Jews arrested 


at the same time had escaped the death sentence: 


one owing to insanity and the other because he was 


only 17 years of age. The decision had been most 


carefully considered both in Palestine and at home 


and there had been no escape from a capital sentence. 


The effect on opinion in Palestine, however, had 


been considerable. Moderate Jews had thrown the 


weight of their influence on the side of restraint 


but the extremists had urged that this was an 


occasion for violence and martyrdom0 It was very 


important to reduce this terrorism if only 


temporarilyj, but he feared it would break out again 


O*l*-Xj- k "hut. 

when the Commission's Report wa £^published., He 


was in continuous consultation with the High 


Commissioner and the War Office as to the adequacy 


of the present Forces, and they were considering 


whether the arrival of the extra Brigade in 


September would be soon enough,, He was proceeding 


with the recruitment of 100 extra British Ex-


Servicemen to the Palestine police Force and the 


other approved measures. In addition to the 


above, representations had been made to France as 


to the activities of the ex-Mufti directed from 


Syria against Palestine. 




Ill 

 The Cabinet had before them a Memorandum by 


the Minister for Co-ordination of Defence ( C P . 153 


(38)) drawing the attention of his colleagues, at the 


request of the Committee of Imperial Defence (328th 


Meeting, Minute 1 - Appendix III to the Memorandum) 


to two matters raised in the course of a discussion 


on the Conversations between representatives of the 


' Board of Trade and the French Government on the supply 


in time of war of food, other raw materials and 


tonnage, namely, (l) the scope of these Conversations, 


and (II) the Naval Conversationso 


As to (i) the Minister stated that he had 


felt that his colleagues as a whole should now receive 


the information prepared for the Committee of Imperial 


Defence so as to enable them to appreciate the range 


already covered by the food conversations, which, by 


the Cabinet decision of June 1st, was to be extended 


to other commoditieso Whilst he did not accept the 


view that conversations restricted to a general survey 


of joint requirements would be of negligible value, 


he did not object to a continuance of the conversations 


on the proposed footing, provided that his colleagues 


were aware of what was taking place 0 He added that 


the Committee of Imperial Defence felt that the basis 


on which these talks were to be conducted should be 


laid down more precisely than hitherto0 The Minister 


therefore suggested that formal authority should be 


given for the continuation of the Conversations on 


food, oil, coal, non-ferrous metals and minerals, 


textile and raw materials, and tonnage, to be under

taken with representatives of the French Government 


on a basis which, slightly amended, is set forth in 


conclusion I (iii) below0 


9 0




As to (II) , in the course of the discussion at the 


Committee of Imperial Defence the Naval Conversations were 


mentioned as an illustration of the danger that provisional 


and non-committal arrangements might be interpreted and 


treated as definite undertakings., For example, the French 


Naval authorities might redistribute their Fleet on the 


strength of the war dispositions of the British Fleet as 


disclosed to them in the course of the Conversations, and in 


the event of a war in which we did not take part they might 


find themselves at a serious disadvantage by reason of 


redistribution. The Minister submitted that the subject of 


Naval Staff Conversations should be reconsidered. He felt 


it desirable to avoid any step v/hich might lend support 


to the idea that moves of French Naval units made on our 


suggestion involved any obligations on our part, and 


recommended that the Cabinet should record a decision to the 


effect that it should be left to the French to make any 


suggestions for further redistribution of the Naval units of 


either country,, 


The President of the Board of Trade asked for a 


slight amendment of paragraph (iii) of the basis proposed by 


the Minister for Co-ordination of Defence: his object being 


to enable minor departures from this item in the basis to be 


made by approval of the Committee of Imperial Defence instead 


of by the Cabinet. 


This was agreed.Jbo^(see words underlined in 

conclusion I CiJ-i") below0 


The First Lord of the Admiralty thought it was 


necessary to make the situation clear with the French 


Government. We ought to point out to them that the dangers 


to which they were exposed could be divided into (l) war 


without the support of the United Kingdom and (2) war with 


the support of the United Kingdom. Of these, the former 




was the me**e-iiiteeiy and, therefore, it would be 


desirable for them to make their normal arrangements on 


that basis. If the United Kingdom were also in the 


war,	 however, they would ask for a redistribution of the 


French Fleet and the French should be advised to make 


the necessary administrative arrangements to render 


such redistribution practicable in the oase of 


necessityo 


The Minister for Go-ordination of Defence was 


prepared to accept this proposal provided it was made 


quite clear that wo were not committed to give support, 


This was .agr egd to0 


The Cabinet agreed; 


(i)	 To authorise the continuation of the 

Conversations with the French 

Government on food, oil, coal, non
ferrous metals and.minerals., textile 

and raw materials and tonnage on the 

following basis:

(i)	 That the conversations are 

designed to meet a purely 

hypothetical contingency, that 

no commitments or agreements 

should be entered into, and 

that no question arises of taking 

a final decision now on action 

to be takenf if the contingency 

materialises, which remains a 

matter solely for the Government 

of the day; 


(ii)	 That conversations should begin 

with an exchange of information 

on estimated requirements and 

discussions regarding the basis 

on which estimates have been 

framed; 


e

(iii) That where no question arises 

of overlapping requirements, 


0 g o , in the oase of ccal, the 

conversations should not be 

carried any further without 

the upyr-pval of the Committee of 

Imperial Defence; 




Hi 

(iv)	 That, in cases where requirements 

may overlap, conversations should be 

continued to cover the preparation 

of an outline of contingent 

arrangements to secure the necessary 

co-ordination; 


(v)	 That the Foreign Office should be 

associated with the conversations 

at all stages; 


(vi)	 That steps should be taken, by 

consultation with the Treasury, to 

ensure that the financial position 

is properly safeguarded; 


(vii ] That reports should be submitted 

periodically by the Department 

concerned to the Committee of 

Imperial Defence regarding the state 

of the various conversations,and in 

the event of any question of 

principle arisingo 


(II)	 That, in order to avoid any step which 

might lend support to the idea that moves 

of French Naval units made on our 

suggestion involve any obligations on our 

part, the French Ministry of Marine should 

be reminded that war without British 


atA^t^	 support is for them the/moro probable 

sojaiiaageftey and that the normal 

distribution of their Fleet had better be 

made on that basis. if the United Kingdom 

participated in the war, however, v/e should 

ask for a redistribution of their Fleet 

and it would, therefore, be advisable 

for the French Government to make the 

administrative arrangements required to 

enable this to take placeB It should 

be made plain that His Majesty^s Government 

in the United Kingdom were undertaking no 

commitment in the matter. 




PORTUGAL * 


Military 

Mission to. 


(Previous 

Reference: 

Cabinet 23 

(38), Con
clusion 5 .) 


10.	 The Cabinet had before them a Memorandum by the 


Minister for Co-ordination of Defence (C.P,-156 (38)) 


circulating, for the information of his colleagues, 


copies of a Foreign Office Memorandum on the subject 


of the British Military Mission to Portugal (C.T.D. 


Paper No. 1440-B) together with the relevant extract 


from the draft Minutes of the 328th Meeting of the 


Committee of Imperial Defence (Minute 3) at. which the 


following Conclusions were reached:

"(a) That no further concessions with regard 

to the supply of armaments to Portugal, 

over and above those already approved, by 

the Cabinet  could, be recommended, 
s


(b) That in any further negotiations	 on the 

subject of Portuguese armament orders, 

nothing should be said which might tend, 

to alienate Dr .Salazar1s good will 

towards us. 


( c) That if Portugal	 cannot wait for British 

armaments it would be preferable, from an 

international point of view, that she 

should, place her orders with Italy rather 

than Germany, and that she should be 

encouraged to do so, 


(d) To invite the Secretary of State for 

Foreign Affairs to satisfy himself that 

every possible argument has been used to 

convince Dr. Salazar of the improbability 

of any attack on Portugal, and of the 

overwhelming support which he would receive 

as the result of the Anglo-Portuguese 

Allia-nce, particularly by virtue of British 

sea-power; and to explain the unenviable 

position in which he would, find, himself if, 

having re-armed with German weapons, he 

were to be attacked by a. German-supported 

Spain. 


(e) That, subject to obtaining satisfaction on 

the above points, nothing further was to be 

gained by the Mission remaining in Portugal, 

and that the Ambassador at Lisbon should, be 

instructed to consult with the head of the 

Mission and. advise as to the date of the 

Mission's departure, 


(f) Tb^I it is important that Attaches from 

the three Service Departments should, be 

aj-pointed to Lisbon before the Mission 

leave, in order to deal with any outstanding 

points, 


(g) To record their appreciation of the work 

of the Mission in the face of adverse 

circumstances. 




(h) To invite the Secretary of State	 to 

communicate the sense of the above 

conclusions to His Majesty's Ambassador 

in Lisbon, 


(i) m hat CoIoD. Paper No,1440-B, together 

with the above Minutes of the discus
sion, should be submitted to the 

Cabinet " 
a
 

The Cabinet were informed that the Defence 


Departments had been rather disturbed by the report of 


a speech made by General von Reichenau to the National 


Socialist Leaders at Leipzig which had been communicated 


by the Foreign Secretary to Service Ministerso It 


was suggested that this document which had a bearing on 


the subject under consideration should, be circulated to 


the Cabinet before a decision was taken0 


The Cabinet agreed; 


(a)	 To postpone further consideration of 

C P o 155 (38) -until the next rogular 

weekly meeting of the Cabinet: 


(b)	 That the Secretary of State for 

Foreign Affairs should circulate to 

the Cabinet copies of the statement 

made by General von Reichenau to the 

National Socialist Leaders at 

Leipzig5 


(c)	 That the Minister for Co-ordination 

of Defence should, in the meanwhile, 

arrange for a re-examination of the 

Report by the appropriate Sub-

Committee of the Committee of 

Imperial Defence in the light of 

General von Reichenau's statement: 


(d)	 That conclusion (c) of the Committee 

of Imperial Defence should be amended 

to read as follows:

"That if Portugal cannot wait for 

British armaments, it would be 

preferable, from an 

international point of view, that 

she should place her orders 

with some country other than 

Germany such as, for example, 

Sweden or Italy and that she 

should be encouraged to do so 0" 




MAINTENANCE OP 

THE ADVANCED 


-AIR STRIKING 

FORCE ON THE 

CONTINENT. 


(Previous 

Reference: 

Cabinet 26 

(38), Con
clusion 4.) 


11. The Cabinet had before them a Memorandum by tie 


Minister for Co-ordination of Defence (CP.-154 (38)) 


circulating, for the information of his colleagues, 


copies of a Report by the Chiefs of Staff Sub-Committee 


on the subject of the Maintenance of the Advanced Air 


Striking Force on the Continent (Paper No. D.P.(P) 3 0 ) , 


together with the relevant extract from the draft 


Minutes of the 328th Meeting of the Committee of 


Imperial Defence (Minute 4) , a.t which the following 


Conclusions were reached:

"(a) To approve the Report by the Chiefs of 

Staff Sub-Committee on the Maintenance 

of the Advanced Air Striking Force on 

the Continent (Paper No. D.P.(P) 3 0 ) . 


(b) That the Report by the Chiefs of Staff, 

together with the above conclusion thereon, 

should, be submitted, to the Cabinet." 


The Cabinet agreed: 


To approve the conclusions of the 

Committee of Imperial Defence as 

set forth above 
a 




m 

BUILDING
SOCIETIES. 

 12. The subject of Building Societies, which 

was included in the Agenda Paper as an additional 

(previous
Reference: 

 item, was postponed until the next regular weekly 

Cabinet 28 (38) meeting of the Cabinet as the Lord ChancelLor and 

Conclusion 9) 


the Chancellor of the Exchequer, both of whom were 


concerned in that question, had to leave the meeting 


to keep public engagements. 




THE BRITISH 

EMPIRE PRO-

DUCERS' 


& CONFERENCE 

(SYDNEY,1938) 


(Previous 

Reference: 

Cabinet 27 

(37), Con
elusion 4 .) 


13. The Cabinet had before them-a MeraararKhim b?,. the 


Minister of Agriculture and. Fisheries ( C .P .-147M.38)) 


commenting upon a series of Resolutions adopted by the 


British Empire Producers' Conference Iheld. in Sydney, 


New South Wales, from March 28th to April 7th of this 


year (Attached, as Appendix I to the Memorandum), 


relating to the orderly marketing of primary products . 


The main constructive proposal was that Empire Pro

ducers' Organisations should co-operate to establish 


Commodity Councils, producer-controlled and financed, 


on the lines of the Empire Beef Council and the 


International Beef Conference, in order to regulate 


the flow of-supplies of primary products as might be 


necessary. In the Minister's view, if full advantage 


were taken of them, the Sydney Resolutions would 


provide us with an invaluable opportunity of bringing 


to a head and solving the problem of supply control 


for agricultural products. He therefore suggested that 


a clear ind.ics.tion of the Government's attitude towards 


them should, be given forthwith, on the lines of the 


draft attached as Appendix II to his Memorandum, and 


that appropriate communications should be sent to the 


Governments of the Dominions in the form outlined at 


the end of his Memorandum. 


The Cabinet also had before them a Memorandum by 


the President of the Board of Trade (CP.-158 (38)) 


pointing out that the draft Statement appended to 


C.P.-147 (38) was open to misinterpretation in 


certain respects, and. suggesting that further con

sideration should be given to its precise terms. 


http://ind.ics.tion


ISO 


After a short discussion, the Cabinet agreed: 


(a)	 To approve, in principle, the proposals 

contained in the memorandum by the 

Minister of Agriculture and Fisheries 

(CoPc 147 (38)) and summarised above: 


(b)	 That the wording of the announcement 

and the arrangements for communication 

with the Governments of the Dominions 

should be remitted to the following 

Minister-s :-


The Secretary of State for Dominion 

Affairs. 


The Secretary of State for Scotland. 

The President of the Board of Trade. 

The Minister of Agriculture and 


Pisheries0 




T3CTRICITY 
TS^RTBUTION 
ILL. 


TV-evious 

Reference: 

Cabinet 28 

(38) Con
clusion 16.) 


eport of 

abinet 

ommittee. 


1 4 0 The Cabinet had before them the Report of the 


Cabinet Committee on the Electricity Distribution Bill 


(CP.-151 (38)), appointed at the Meeting on 1st June, 


1938 (Cabinet 27 (38), Conclusion 9) to consider a 


Memorandum by the Minister of Transport (C.P.-125 (38)) 


"and. advise the Cabinet as to whether the Bill should. 


be proceeded with in the forthcoming Session of Parlia

ment, giving special consideration to the advantages 


and disadvantages of this course from a political point 


of view". At the end. of their Report the Cabinet 


Committee summarised, their Conclusions and. Recommenda
tions as follows :

"(a) In spite of the need, for the reorganisation 

of electricity distribution, the proposed 

Bill should not be introduced, in the last 

year of the present Parliament: 


(b) Any interim measure to prevent the worsening 

of the present position of the electricity 

distribution industry would, be open to many 

of the same objections as a major Bill for 

the reorganisation of the industry, and to 

some of them in a more acute form; 


( c) Ne further statement should be made for the 

present as to the Government's intentions 

in regard, to legislation, but the matter 

should be left in abeyance until the autumn." 


The Cabinet approved the conclusions and 

yecommendations of the Cabinet Committee 

as set forth in C,P. 151 (38) and 

summarised above 0 




RATING AND

VALUATION 

(AIR RAID

WORKS) BILL. 


 15, The Cabinet had under consideration the following 


 documents relating to the Rating and Valuation (Air 


Raid Works) Bill:-


A Memorandum by the Minister of Health 

(H.A.-23 (38)) covering a draft of the 

Bill, the object of which was to provide 

for relief from rates in respect of air 

raid, precautions works. 


A Memorandum by the Secretary of State 

for Scotland (H.A.-24 (38)), in which 

it was explained that it was not 

practicable to deal with the position 

in Scotland by means of an application 

clause in the Bill, In view of the 

urgency of the matter the Secretary of 

State asked, for authority to prepare 

and introduce a separate Scottish Bill 

without prior submission to the Home 

Affairs Committee and. the Cabinet. 


The following recommends-tions of the 

Committee of Home Affairs (H.A.C. 12th 

Conclusions (38), Minute l ) : 

"(l) To authorise the introduction forth
with in the House of Commons of the 

Rating and Valuation (Air Raid Works) 

Bill, in the form of the draft annexed 

to H3A.-23 (38), subject to any draft
ing or other minor alterations that 

may be found necessary or desirable; 


(2) To authorise the Secretary of State 

for Scotland, to prepa.re and introduce 

a sepa.rate Scottish Bill to the same 

effect as the English measure now 

under consideration, without further 

reference to the Home Affairs Committee 

and the Cabinet." 


The Cabinet agreed; 


To approve the recommendations of the 

Committee of Home Affairs as set forth 

aboveo 
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16. The Cabinet had under consideration a Memorandum 


b y the Minister of Labour (H.A.-22 (38)) covering the 


draft Workers7 Holidays Bill, the object of which was 


to enable wage regulating authorities to make provision 


for holidays and holiday remuneration for workers whose 


wages they regulate, and to enable the Minister of 


Labour to assist voluntary schemes for securing holidays 


with pay for workers in any industry: together with 


the following conclusions rea.ched thereon by the 


f
Committee o  Home Affairs (H.A.C. 12th Conclusions (38), 


Minute 2) :

"(l) That the question of the continued, payment 

of contributions under the insurance schemes 

during holiday periods under the Bill should, 

be further examined, on the following day 

by the Departments principally concerned, 

with a view to agreement being reached, on 

the text of provisions requiring 

such continuance to be included in the Bill. 


(2) That the Ministry	 of Labour should arrange 

for representatives of the Confederation of 

Employers5 Associations and of the T.UVC, to 

be informed, forthwith of whatever agreement
was reached under (l) above. 


(3) Provided that a. satisfactory solution is 

found, of the question in (l) above, to 

recommend the Cabinet (without further 

reference to the Home Affairs Committee 

or to the Cabinet) to authorise the intro
duetion forthwith in the House of Commons 

of the Workers7 Holidays Bill in the form 

of the draft annexed to H.A.-22 (38), 

subject to the insertion of a provision 

for the continued payment during holiday 

periods under the Bill of contributions 

under the two insurance schemes,, and subject 

also to any drafting or other minor altera
tions that may be found necessary or 

desirable. 


(4) To take note that the Lord Chancellor would 

report the position to the Cabinet at their 

Meeting on Wednesday, July Sth, 1938o" 




With reference to conclusion (l) above, the 


Minister of Labour informed the Cabinet that the 


question referred to therein had been examined by 


officials of the Departments principally concerned 


who had reached agreement on the text of provisions 


to be included in the Bill 0 


The Secretary of State for Scotland agreed 


that this was the case but said that, as he had been 


absent on a public engagement on the previous day, he 


would like an opportunity to examine the proposals of 


the officials before agreeing. 


The Cabinet agreed: 


To approve the recommendations of 

the Committee of Home Affairs as 

set forth above subject to 

agreement by the Ministers 

concerned on the point dealt with 

in conclusion (i) above of the 

Committee of Home Affairs, 




jOAL BILL. 17. It had been intended that the President of 


the Board of Trade should make a statement as to the 

"revious 

leference: amendments to the Coal Bill inserted by the House of 

j£oinet 41 (37) 


inclusion 8) Lords. Owing to the lateness of the hour, it was 


found impossible for this to take place and the 


President of the Board of Trade was asked to deal 


with this subject. 


2, Whitehall Gardens, S.W.I. 


6th July, 1938. 
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C A B I N E T 52 (38) 


Meeting of the Cabinet to be held at No. 10 Downing 

Street, S.W.I., on WEDNESDAY, 13th JULY, 1938, 


at 11,0 a.m. 


AGENDA. 


1. FOREIGN AFFAIRS. 


China; Assistance to, 


(Reference Cabinet 31 (38) Conclusion 6) 


Memorandum by the Secretary of State for Foreign 

Affairs. 


C*P. 152 (38) - already circulated. 


Memorandum by the Chancellor of the Exchequer. 

C P . 157 (38) - already circulated. 


2. PORTUGAL: MILITARY MISSION TO. 


(Reference Cabinet 31 (38) Conclusion 10) 


Memorandum by the Minister for Co-ordination of 

Defence, covering extract from draft Minutes of the 

328th Meeting of the Committee of Imperial Defence, 

together with copy of a letter from the Foreign 

Office to the Secretary, Committee of Imperial 

Defence. 


C.P0 156 (38) - already circulated. 


Memorandum by the Secretary of State for Foreign 

Affairs covering copy of statement by General von 

ReichenaUo 


C P . 163 (38) - circulated herewith. 


Memorandum by the Minister for Co-ordination of 

Defence, covering Report by the Chiefs of Staff Sub-

Committee. 


C P . 164 (38) - to be circulated,, 


3. THE VAN ZEELAND REPORT. 


(Reference Cabinet 3 (38) Conclusion 6(c)) 


Note by the Secretary covering Report of an Inter-

Departmental Committee. 


C P o 167 (38) - already circulated. 




4.	 QUESTION OF THE TRANSFER TO THE UNION OF THE GOVERNMENT 

OF THE HIGH COMMISSION TERRITORIES IN SOUTH AFRICA. 


(Reference Cabinet 14 (38) Conclusion 8) 


Meraoranduin by the Secretary of State for Dominion 

Affairs. 


C P . 160 (38) - circulated herewith. 


5, DISCUSSIONS WITH THE AUSTRALIAN DELEGATION. 


Memorandum by the Secretary of State for Dominion 

Affairs, 


C P . 162 (38) - circulated herewith. 


6.	 BUILDING SOCIETIES, 


(Reference Cabinet 31 (38) Conclusion 12) 


Statement by the Lord Chancellor. 


7.	 PENSIONS FOR MEMBERS OF THE HOUSE OF COMMONS. 


(Reference Cabinet 47 (37) Conclusion 8) 


Memorandum by the Chancellor of the Exchequer. 

C P , 165 (38) - circulated herewith. 


8.	 ISLE OF MAN (CUSTOMS) BILL. 


(Reference Cabinet 29 (37) Conclusion 9) 


Memorandum by the Chancellor of the Exchequer, 

covering draft Bill 
e 


C P . 166 (38) - already circulated. 


TO TAKE NOTE OFS

9.	 UNITED STATES: ECONOMIC SITUATION IN. 


Memorandum by the Secretary of State for Foreign 

Affairs, 


C P . 161 (38) - already circulated. 


(Signed) M.P.A. HANKEY 


Secretary to the Cabinet. 


2, Whitehall Gardens, S.W.I. 


8th July, 1938, 
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C A B I N E T 52(58). COPY No. 


CONCLUSIONS of a Meeting of the Cabinet held 

at 10 Downing Street, S.W.I., on WEDNESDAY, 


the 13th JULY, 1938, at 11.0 a.m. 


The Right Hon. Neville Chamberlain, M.P. , 

Prime Minister. 


The Right Hon. 

Sir John Simon, G.C.S.I., 

G.G.V.O., O.B.E., K.C., M.P., 

Chancellor of the Exchequer. 


The Right Hon. 

Lord Maugham, 

Lord Chancellor. 


[The Right Hon. 

The Viscount Halifax, K.G., 

G.C.S.I., G.C.I.E., Secretary 

cf State for Foreign Affairs. 


iThe Right Hon. 

Lord Stanley, M.C., MoP*, 

Secretary of State for 

Dominion Affairs. 


The Right Hon. 

Malcolm MacDonald, M.P., 

Seoretary of State for the 

Colonies. 


iThe Right Hon. 

A. Duff Cooper, D.S.O., M.P., 

First Lord of the Admiralty. 


Ihe Right Hon. 

Sir Kingsley Wood, M.P., 

Secretary of State for Air. 


fee Right Hon. 

Oliver Stanley, M.C., M.P., 

President of the Board of Trade. 


foie Right Hon. 

The Earl Stanhope, K.G., D.S.O., 

M.C., President of the Board of 

Education. 


P̂ e Right Hen. 

Ernest Brown, M.C., M.P., 

Minister of Labour. 


(in the Chair). 


The Right Hon. 

The Viscount Hail sham, 

Lord President of the Council. 


The Right Hon. 

Sir Samuel Hoare, Bt., G.C.S.I., 

G.B.E., C M . G . , M.P., Secretary 

of State for Home Affairs. 


The Right Hon. 

The Earl De La Warr* 

Lord Privy Seal. 


The Most Hon. 

The Marquess of Zetland, 

G.C.S.I., G.C.I.E., 

Secretary of State for India. 


The Right Hon. 

Sir Thomas Inskip, G.B.E., K.C., 

M.P., Minister for Co-ordination 

of Defence. 


The Right Hon. 

L. Hore-Belisha, M.P., 

Secretary of State for War. 


The Right Hon. 

John Colville, M.P., 

Secretary of State for Scotland. 


The Right Hon. 

W.S. Morrison, M.O., K . C , M.P., 

Minister of Agriculture and 

Fisheries. 


The Right Hon. 

Walter Elliot, M.C., M.P., 

Minister of Health. 


The Sight Hon. 

E.L, Burgin, M.P., 

Minister of Transport, 


Lionel Sir M.P.A. Hankey, G.C.B., G.C.M.G., G.C.V.0, Secretary. 




m H E LATE EARL

OP OXFORD AND 

ACQJXITH.


(previous 

Reference:

Cabinet 22 (33) 


Conclusion 7)


 1. The Prime Minister said that he had received an 


 influential Deputation, which included representatives 


of the Opposition Parties and other distinguished 


 people,, urging that a Memorial should he erected to 


 the late Earl of Oxford and Asquith within the 


precincts of the House of Commons. In view of the 


time that had passed since the death o^ the Earl of 


Oxford and Asquith he thought that, no opposition was 


likely to be raised. He read to his colleagues the 


draft of a Resolution which, subject to their approval, 


he proposed to move in the House of Commons. 


In reply to the Lord President of the Council he 


said that no action was required by the Mouse of Lords 


in this matter. 


m h e Cabinet agreed — 

To approve the draft of a Resolution 

to be moved, by the Prime Minister in 

the House of Commons in favour of a 

Memorial to the late Earl of Oxford 

and Asquith, to be provided at the 

public expense, within the precincts 

of Parliament, 




2 . The Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs 


said that further enquiry was necessary to clear up 


certain points arising out of General Franco1s Note 


about indiscriminate bombing. In these circumstances 


he proposed that an interim statement should be made 


in Parliament the seme day clearing up certain points 


and saying, that we were still awaiting a reply from 


General Franco1s Government on others. He would have 


the draft o^ a. st.Ptem.ent ready for the Prime Minister's 


consideration a^ter the Cabinet. 


The Cabinet approved, this course. 


http://st.Ptem.ent


ITALY. 3. The Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs 


Relations celled, attention to a telegram that had arrived from 

tith. ,


the Earl of Perth on the previous evening (Rome tele
(Previous gram No. 141 Saving, of 12th July) giving an account 

Reference: 

Cabinet 31 of an interview he had had with the Italian Foreign 

(38) , Con
clusion 5.) Minister, at which he had communicated the gist of 


F/R.4^(3tf)k (the Foreign Secretary's) telegram No. 48 Saving, 


of the 9th July, sent as the result of the discussion 


at the Cabinet referred to in the margin, commenting 


on the memorandum in which Sign or Mussolini had 


expressed dissatisfaction with our inability to ratify 


the Anglo-Italian Agreement. Count Ciano's observations 


had been brief and not of a very helpful character, and he 


had indicated that the British comments were not likely to 


create a pleasant effect on Signor Mussolini. There 


was nothing to be done in this matter except to await 


Signor Mussolini's reactions. 


The Foreign Secretary also drew attention to a 


telegram he had sent to the Earl of Perth (No.370 of 


the 12th July) informing him that the Nationalist 


Government in Spain were satisfied that the French had 


loyally closed their frontier with Barcelona, and asking 


the Ambassador to inform Count Ciano accordingly and 


to suggest to him that care should be taken to see 


that no action was taken on the Italian side which 


might force the French Government to relax their 


vigilance on the frontier. He had sent this telegram 


because he had received information that the Italians 


had sent some supplies to Spain, though not on a very 


large scale, and he did not want the French Government, 


who haif probably also received the same information, 


to think that we were behaving, differently towards 


Italy than towards France in this matter. French 




public opinion at the present time had. b-e^rn-T^ritecL:up 

to a state of rather strained nerves. There was a 


tendency in Prance to suggest that this country was 


turning from Prance towards Italy, ^he only thing to 


he done was to send, a reply of a sedative nature to 


any representations on the subject, one of his objects 


being to avert the risk tha.t the French Government 


might reopen the Spanish frontier,. 




SPAIN. 


^he Non
intervention 


$ Agreement. 


(Previous 

Reference: 

Cabinet 31 

(38), Con
clusion 1.) 


F-R-35C$4)


4. In reply to a question, the Secretary of State 


for Foreign Affairs sai^ that he had been discussing 


with the Earl of Plymouth how soon it would be possible 


to press the contending Governments in Spain for their 


reply about the ^on-Tntervention Agreement for the 


withdrawal of foreign volunt eers . He thought it would, 


be necessary to give them about a week in which to 


 study the document. 


^he President of the Poard of Education said that 


the Spanish translation was due to reach the two 


Governments the same day 




SPAIN.


Possible Appeal

for an Armis
tiee,


(Previous 

Reference:

Cabinet 29 

(38), Con
elusion 4.) 


 5. The Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs said 


 that he ha.^ been considering whether it was worth 


 while to draft an appeal to the contending sides in 


Spain to stop the war. Such an appeal would, of 


 course, be based on grounds of humanity, Christianity, 


 the peace of the world, and so forth. He fearer" that 


it would not. be likely to succeed, but it would 


strengthen the mor^l position of His Majesty's 


Government and might put them in a position to take 


helpful action later on. He did not ask for a decision 


by the Cabinet now, All he wanted, was that his 


colleagues should turn the idea over in their minds 


so thet they would be prepared to discuss the matter 


if he should raise it before the Recess. 


/ 




I SPAIN. 6. The Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs read 


.LhP Attitude to the Cabinet extracts from a letter received by 

towards the 

tinited Kingdom Sir Alexander Cadogan from Mr E*A, Keeling, the British 

in Frankist 

Spain, Consul-Genera 1 at Tangier, on a recent trip he had had. 


through Spain. After a reference to a book on the 


Spanish War, Mr x"eeling's letter continued, as follows 


"On one point the author is wrong — his 

reference to the general anti-British 

feeling. It existed to some extent 

during the period of Bilbao and Santander, 

but during all our journey our experience 

was quite"the contrary. From beginning 

to end. the Nationalist Authorities went 

out of their way to show us every courtesy 

and. kindness " 


"At Algeciras we were met by the Military 

Governor, with a bouquet for my wife (this 

happened wherever we went!) who arranged 

our landing and transit. At Seville the 

best rooms in the hotel were requisitioned 

for us by the authorities, who would, not 

hear of any payment " 


"During all our stay in Andalusia we harf a 

Major (and well-known journalist) of the 

African Bureau attached to us as cicerone. 

At Granada the General in charge of the 

front and the Governor immediately 

expressed, their regret that owing to the 

fact that our visit was informal they 

could, not give us a. banquet, so they 

arranger! a party of 'gitanas' and supper 

at which all the notabilities of the town 

assisted. A very 'tough' Italian Fascist 

mission arrived, the same evening for an 

official visit to begin the following day 

and wanted, to join our party. The General 

flatly refused and sent back word that the 

party was a private one for the British 


m
Minister in angier, and ad^ed. to me that 

he was delighted to have an opportunity 

of showing the Italians they could not go 

about giving orders . At Anteguera, on 

the way to Granada, the General commanding 

the Foreign Legion on that front apologised 

for not being able to have a review of the 

Legion for us, but stopped their Sunday 

football match and. made them march past 

and sing the songs of the f:Tercio' . The 

only blot on the proceedings was that the 

band, played. ' Giovinezza' for us when we 

left, being the only foreign march they 

knew and. which they were rehearsing for 

the visit of the same Fascist mission. 

Tf we had had. time to extend, our visit to 

other towns, at least in the south, I 

have no doubt we should have had the same 




reception, which was quite spontaneous 

and genuine. I was surprised myself. 

T expected to find them merely polite. 

Spaniards are naturally disposed to 

like English people, and. I am quite 

sure our policy of neutrality, though 

at moments it has infuriated both sides, 

can be turned to our advantage in the 

end, though I can already see signs of 

opposition and jealousy from the 

Italians " 




CENTRAL EUROPE. 


Czechoslovakia. 


(previous 

Reference: 

Cabinet 31 

(58), Con
elusion 4.) 


7 . The Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs 


said that information as to the progress of negptia

tions in Czechoslovakia, was somewhat conflicting. 


On the previous day he had seen a report received 


by Sir Robert Vansittart indicating that Herr Henlein 


was rather discouraged at the lack of progress. On 


the other hand., the latest reports from the British 


Ministerat Prague were of rather a more Lcpefal character. 


He expected, to see the Czechoslovak Minister the 


same afternoon in order to obtain further information, 


He felt that the only thing to be done was to continue 

to maintain pressure on Dr. Benes, both directly and. 


through the French Government. 


He had also hesrd disquieting hints to the effect 


that Germany was working up for a rapid coup at the 


end of August, and that Herr von Ribbentrop was in an 


aggressive mood.. 


The Prime Minister uttered a ca.vea t agains t giving 


too much credence to unchecked reports from non

official sources,- He himself had seen His Ma.jesty's 


Ambassador in Berlin, who gave an a.ccount of the 


attitude of the German Government that was not 


discouraging. Apparently Field-Marshal Goering was 


in a more chastened mood and wa.s inclined to complain 


that our attitude was too bellicose. 




8. In accordance with the Conclusion mentioned 


in the margin, the Cabinet resumed their discussion of 


the question whether financial support should be 


provided to China, and again had before them the 


following documents:-


A memorandum by the Secretary of State for 

Foreign Affairs ( C P o 152 (38)): 


A memorandum by the Chancellor of the 

Exchequer ( C P . 157 (38)). 


The Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs 


reported that, as requested at the meeting of the 


Cabinet referred to in the margin, he had seen the 


American Ambassador who had not adopted an encouraging 


attitude on the prospects of collaboration by his 


Government in giving financial assistance to China, 


although he had been generous in his expressions of 


sympathy with our attitude. Both he and the Secretary 


of State for Dominion Affairs, he thought, had sounded 


the Australian High Commissioner (Mr. Bruce) who 


had expressed the clear opinion that Australian public 


opinion would be in favour of a loan to China if this 


were practicable, but not if it would involve risk of 


trouble with Japan. He himself had replied that this 


was exactly our own attitude. He had had examined the 


suggestion for an advance based on a purchase of 


wolfram. He thought this project could be dressed up 


to a certain extent, but he could not escape the 


conclusion that if anything effective was to be done, it 


must be by means of a direct loan. The real difficulty 


was the uncertainty firstly, as to whether the proposed 


loan would prove sufficient; secondly, as to how far we 


should be committing ourselves by a loan; thirdly, 


whether a collapse in China would of certainty take place if we 


did not make a loan, and fourthly, as to what would be 




the Japanese reactions. In all this uncertainty, he 


could quite understand that opinion was likely to he 


divided on this matter. He himself was not much 


impressed by Sir Robert Craigie's recent telegrams as to 


the improved attitude of the Japanese Government towards 


this country, which was not likely to affect the long-range 


policy of Japan,, He did recognise, however, the danger 


that would arise if the Japanese Government reacted 


badly to a loan to China, more particularly if they took 


some action , for example, against Hong Kong, to which we 


could make no effective reply. He was given to understand 


that some time ago when a question had arisen of sending a 


fleet to China, ten or twelve capital ships had been 


deemed necessary. That would be a grave risk to take in 


the present European situation with Signor Mussolini in a 


curious and somewhat inexplicable frame of mind and with 


a somewhat critical situation in Central Europe. In 


these circumstances, he was rather impressed by the 


American Ambassador's comment "that the British Empire 


had enough trouble on its hands at the moment without 


If he had to give his own 


opinion, which he did with great reluctance, he would 


have to say that his mind was very much influenced by 


the Italian situation and he would advise against taking 


the risk of an adverse reaction in Japan. He had 


considered the possibility of a tentative approach to the 


Japanese Government in order to ascertain what their 


reaction was likely to be. He thought, however, that no 


result was likely to ensue except discredit. If the 


Japanese reacted badly, we should be in a worse position 


than before. 


If the Cabinet decided not to make the loan, the 


Foreign Secretary suggested that he should not make any 


approach to the Japanese Government, but that he should 




inform the Chinese Ambassador that he had examined the 


question of a possible advance; that he had ascertained that 


the Chinese had no satisfactory commercial security to offer 


and that any plan that might be dressed up to meet the 


difficulty would be seen through,, He thought that was a 


better course than to adopt a stiff line with the Japanese. 


He was informed that if he were to convey a decision of 


this kind to the Chinese, they would probably default on 


their foreign loans, but he did not know how much free 


money this would put at their disposal: he believed that 


the amount would not be large. If China defaulted, it was 


anticipated that the Japanese would denounce the customs 


agreement. If the Cabinet decided not to assist the Chinese 


and they were to default, he hoped that we should not be 


too harsh with them on that account. 


The President of the Board of Trade said that 


on the previous evening he had been visited by a Member of 


Parliament, who was the Director of a British firm concerned 


in Chinese business. The Member had reported to him that 


Mr. Wellington Koo had asked if his firm would co-ordinate 


all their purchases in different parts of the world. In 


doing so, Mr. Koo had impressed him with the strength of 


the Chinese financial position and their ability to pay 


for purchases in all parts of the world. 


The Chancellor of the Exchequer supported the 


view of the Foreign Secretary. The great difficulty in 


reaching a decision was the number of unpredictable factors 


in the situation, But for that very reason, he thought 


the Cabinet ought not to be too despondent of the prospects. 


It was by no means certain that Japan, even if successful 


in the war, could thereafter deal with so vast an area of 


territory as was involved,to our exclusion. Neither was 


it certain that China could be forced to collapse. In 




addition, all his information was to the effect that a 


loan of £20 millions would not prove sufficient. He 


supported his remarks by summarising memoranda he had 


received both from Sir Charles Addis, who had very long 


experience of China, and from the Bank of England. He 


shared the disappointment and distress of the Foreign 


Secretary in this matter and agreed in the course he 


proposed,, 


The Secretary of State for India recalled that, 


at the meeting of the Cabinet referred to in the margin, he 


had given some reasons in favour of the proposal. While 


he did not feel it possible to dissent from the Foreign 


Secretary's deductions, he felt bound to point out that 


continued inaction was not increasing our prestige in the 


world at large. In support of this, he quoted an opinion

he had received as to the danger that Siam, though still 


friendly to this country, would in the event of a war 


between Japan and ourselves "sit on the fence" and only 


come down on the side of the winner: also from pandit Nehru 


who had told him that he had found people on the continent 


of Europe expressing doubt as to whether we were in a 


position to take a strong line, though he had noticed that 


on two occasions when we had done so, the results had be 


satisfactory, namely, in the case of the -Nyon Agreement 


and the recent threat to Czecho-Slovakia. 


The Prime Minister recalled that, at the previous 


discussion on this question, he had expressed doubts 


rather similar to those of Sir Charles Addis. He was even 


more strongly impressed by the considerations arising out 


of the state of Europe0 It was his conviction that this 


was not the moment to embark on a policy calculated to 


produce reactions in Germany and Italy which would force us 


to face the dilemma of choosing between the risks of conflict 




ana.	 inaction. Consequently, he welcomed the 


advice of the Foreign Secretary. Referring to the remarks 


of the Secretary of State for India, he agreed that Siam 


was likely, in the event of an Anglo-Japanese conflict, to 


"sit on the fence" and only to come down on the side of the 


winner. That, however, only showed the danger of a 


challenge to Japan, which might not produce the desired 


effect. He agreed also with what Pandit Nehru had said. 


It was, however, wrong to draw the conclusion that, because 


on certain carefully selected occasions we had adopted a 


firm attitude, we should necessarily repeat it on 


occasions that were less suitable. It was necessary to 


bear in mind in these matters that our defensive arrangements 


were still far from complete. 


The Secretary of State for the Colonies supported the 


views of the Foreign Secretary and the Prime Minister and the 


grounds on which they were advocated. He thought that our prestige 


in the world, though not high, was rising and in support of 


this he instanced the confidence of the Government of the 


United States of America in our foreign policy. 


The Cabinet agreed: 


(a)	 That, in view of the serious international 

situation and the reactions that might 

be caused first on Japan and subsequently 

in Europe by the adoption of the 

proposals in CoPc 152 (38) for giving 

financial support to China, those 

proposals should not be adopted: 


(b)	 That the Secretary of State for Foreign 

Affairs should make an appropriate 

communication to the Chinese Ambassador 

on the lines suggested by him in the 

discussion summarised above. 




PALESTINE. 9. The Secretary of State for the Colonies said 


(Previous that reports from Palestine of terrorism on the 

Ref erenc e: 

Cabinet . previous day were rather less/than on recent occasions. 

31(38), Con- ^ 


elusion 8.) Without building on this, he hoped that it might be 


FR.$3(3%)s: the beginning of a new situation. Reinforcements, 


of which he gave some particulars,. were steadily 


coming into Palestine. . In addition, arrangements -ha4. 


been. ma-de for recruiting 200 to 250 new police. With 


these reinforcements of troops and police, he hoped 


that it would be possible to check terrorism. Sir 


Charles Teggart, with whom he had had a long talk, 


thought that with these reinforcements the authorities 


would be able to accomplish this task. Consequentlya 


while by no means confident that terrorism would be 


overcome in the early future, he hoped it would be 


possible gradually to reduce it. He was in touch with 


all kinds of people about the future of. Palestine, 


including Dr. Weizmann and Dr. Tannus, the principal 


Arab Representative in London. The moment had not-oo-m& 


to consider the Government1s permanent policy in 


Palestine. This would have to await the return of the 

lA Cr9-tLkjLtX.cC-


Soyal Commission early in August. He himself proposed 


to remain near London during August in order to keep 


in touch ^^t& with the -Royal Commission and -febe 


Chi of o of Q-oaf^ He thought it would hardly be 


possible for the Cabinet to settle their permanent 


policy before the Autumn 


http://Cr9-tLkjLtX.cC-


10. In accordance with the Conclusion mentioned in 


the margin, the Cabinet resumed their discussion on 


the subject of the Military Mission to Portugal, and 


had before them the following documents 


A Memorandum by the Minister for 

Co-ordination of Defence (C-P. 156 

(38)) circulating copies of a Foreign 

Office Memorandum (C-I.D. Paper No. 1440-B) 

together v/ith the relevant extract from 

the draft Minutes of the 328th Meeting of 

the Committee of Imperial Defence 

(Minute 3 ) : 


A Memorandum by the Secretary of State 

for Foreign Affairs ( C P . 163 (38)) 

circulating copies of a translation 

of a lecture given by General von 

Reichenau, Commander of the 4th Army 

Group at Leipzig, to National Socialist 

leaders at Leipzig, on the subject of the 

German attitude towards events in Spain 

and Portugal: 


A Memorandum by the Minister for 

Co-ordination of Defence (C.P. 164 (38)) 

reporting the results of a discussion of 

the above documents with the Chiefs of 

Staff Sub-Committee and the Permanent 

Under Secretary of State, Foreign Office 

(in conformity with Conclusion 10 (c) of 

the previous Meeting) and containing 

rec ommendat ions. 


The Minister for Co-ordination of Defence gave 


the Cabinet a summary of his proposals. In the 


discussion which ensued certain verbal amendments 


were proposed and adopted as shown in the Conclusions 


set forth below. The Minister explained that 


it had only been possible to assemble the Chiefs o f 

Staff Committee two days before, and there had not been 


time to give great precision to the wording. Some 


latitude might be required in this respect if and 


when the proposals were put into effect. 


The Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs 


pointed out that the Conclusion of the Committee of 


Imperial Defence in favour of the early withdrawal 


of the Mission (328th Meeting, Conclusion (e)) would 


require some modification. 




The Secretary of State for War felt some doubt as 


to the desirability of the proposal to make earlier 


dehvery of the 4 3, 7-inch training equipments included 


in the token offer already made to Dr. Salazar. He 


agreed with an observation made by the Secretary of 


State for Foreign Affairs that so small an offer was 


not likely to have much effect with Dr. Salazar. It 


would, however, be criticised in Parliament, where the 


export of aeroplanes had already been the subject of 


adverse c ommento 


On the whole, however, the view of the Cabinet 


was that the proposal for earlier delivery of the 4 


3.7-inch equipments should stand. 


The Chancellor of the Exchequer, referring to a 


proposal in Co P. 164(38) that if necessary some 


financial concession such as deferred payments might be 


made to Portugal if this was likely to tip the scale 


between keeping that country within our orbit and the 


partial surrender of our position to Germany, warned the 


Cabinet that if tbis meant doing the same for Portugal 

-


as had already beun done for Turkey, an Act of Parliament 


would be necessaryo 


The Prime Minister said that if legislation was 


involved, this concession would probably prove 


impracticable.) 


A suggestion -vas made that it would be better to 


postpone the decision on this point until it was known 


whether thf question had been raised in the conversations 


and, if so, what it involved. His Majesty's Ambassador 


should be instructed, if Dr. Salazar raised this matter, 


to pass it on. 




The Cabinet agreed:

(a) To approve	 in principle the proposals 

in C.p. 164(38), subject to such verbal 

amendments as might be found necessary, 

including those incorporated in 


;
Conclusion (b).


(b) That His Majesty's Ambassador	 at Lisbon 

should be instructed to approach 

Dr. Salazar, as already proposed by 

the Committee of Imperial Defence, and 

should be authorised to propose the 

giving by His Majesty's Government in 

the United Kingdom of an assurance that, 

provided the circumstances of our own 

defensive situation-^- permit, we should 

be prepared to assist Portugal in ^ ^ Jr^xs 

fulfilment of our Treaty obligations^. 


(c) That if Dr.	 Salazar's reactions to the 

proposal in (b) are favourable, His 

Majesty's Ambassador should suggest 

that the question should form the 

subject of discussion by the British 

Military Mission, who should concert 

their views with the Portuguese 

Authorities as to the possible scale 

of attack on Portugal, and the air 

forces required to meet it, together 

with aerodrome and other necessary 

facilities. 


(d) That the Military Mission	 should be 

instructed, in carrying out this proposal, 

to take into account the point raised 

in paragraph 12 of C.P. 164 (38), namely, 

the importance of a base in Portugal 

from which our own Air Forces could 

operate as a counter to activities of 

possible enemy Air Forces operating 

from bases in Spanish territory against 

the interests of ourselves, e. g. 

Gibraltar, or shipping, or our allies. 


(e) That if the contingent offer to be made 

by His Majesty's Ambassador under (b) 

above of an assurance of assistance 

by Air Forces in addition to Naval Forces 

in fulfilment of our Treaty obligations 

fails to influence Dr. Salazar in a 

favourable direction, our Ambassador 

should be authorised to throw out a 


'	 suggestion, as from himself, that His 

Majesty's Government might possibly be 

prepared to make earlier delivery of the 


The words underlined take the place of the 

words "at home". 


The words underlined take the place of the 

words "in time of war". 




4 3.7-inch training equipments included 

in a token offer already made to Dr. Salazar, 

to which no reply has yet been received. 


(f) That the recommendation of the Committee	 of 

Imperial Defence as to the early withdrawal 

of the Mission (Conclusion (e) of the 

328th Meeting) should be cancelled, and 

that instructions should be sent to the 

Mission to remain in Lisbon to carry out 

the policy set forth in the above 

decisions. 


(g) That His Majesty's Ambassador	 at Lisbon 

should be instructed that if Dr. Salazar 

should raise the question of some 

financial concession such as deferred 

payments, he should undertake to refer 

it to London. 


(h) That the Secretary of State for	 Foreign 

Affairs should issue the necessary 

instructions both to His Majesty's 

Ambassador in Portugal and to the 

Military Mission, with full latitude 

to vary as necessary the language 

adopted in C P . 164 (38) and the above 

Conclusions. 




THE VAN ZEELAND 11-The Cabinet had before them the Report (CP-r-167 

REPORT . 


(38)) of an Inter-Departmental Committee on M. van 

Report of 

later- Zeeland.'s Report (Cmd.5648), circulated for their 

Departmental 

Committee. information on the instructions of the Prime Minister. 


The attention of the Cabinet was drawn to the 

(Previous 

Reference: following passages in the Report:-

Cabinet 3 

(28), Con- "4 The fundamental difficulty 

elusion 6(c) .) in the way of securing closer inter

national collaboration on economic and 

financial questions is that the totali
tarian States have deliberately adopted 

a policy of s elf --sufficiency for political 

and military as much as for economic 

reasons, and. they will not easily be 

deflected from this policy unless 

the democratic countries are prepared, 

to offer the"1 very substantial induce
rDents . In any case, these latter 

countries cannot do so without adequate 

guarantees that the assistance thus 

provided will not be used, by the totali
tarian States mainly to strengthen their 

military position. At the present moment 

neither of these conditions appears 

capable of fulfilment. 


5.	 We are bound to recognise that, in these 

circumstances, progress on the lines of 

the Van Zeeland. Report may not be prac
ticable, at any rate in the immediate 

future It. will be for Ministers 

to determine whether or not progress 

can be made under existing conditions." 


"112. Our general conclusions on this section 

of the Report as summarised in paragraph 

85 are — 


(b) that if no further major	 political 

disturbances oscur and if the present 

financia.1 and economic negotiations 

with Germany lead to a satisfactory 

agreement, His Majesty's Government 

should consider afresh with the 

French Government whether it is 

advisable to invite M. van Zeeland 

to pursue his enquiries as to the 

attitude of Germany, Italy, and the 

united States of America, to his 

Report." 


In the circumstances it was felt that, no useful 


action could be taken at the moment . 

m h e Cabinet took note of the Report 

attached to CP.-167 (38). 




12.The Cabinet had before them a Memorandum by the 


Secretary of State for Dominion Affairs ( CP.-160 (38)) 


on the Question of the Transfer to the Union of the 


Government of the High Commission Territories in 


South Africa, in which he sought his colleagues' 


approval to the draft instructions to Resident Com

missloners (Appendix B) and to the line which it was 


suggested Sir William Clark should take with General 


Hertzog as to the inclusion of Document "E" , relating 


to the Union Government's Native Policy as a whole, 


among the other documents to be communicated to the 


inhabitants of the territories . 


The Secretary of State for Dominion Affairs gave 


the Cabinet a. summary of his proposals. Referring to 


Appendix "B" he said that, this might appear somewhat 


cold in tone, but the intention was to supplement it 


by means of a. private letter from the High Commissioner 


The Secretary of State for the Colonies expressed, 


agreement in the proposals of the Secretary of State 


for Dominion Affairs. He hoped that it would be 


possible to obtain withdrawal of Document "E", but 


agreed that if this should be impossible the proposal 


in paragraph 6 of CP.-150 (38) was an ingenious 


alternative which would make clear that the officers 


of the Administration of the Territories were not 


themselves associated with memorandum "E". 


The Chancellor of the Exchequer drew attention 


to the following phrase at the end of paragraph 3 of 


Appendix "B" 


"namely, that transfer should, not take 

pla.ce until, the wishes of the natives 

of the Territories had been most care
fully considered an^ that before such 

transfer the United, kingdom Parliament 

should be given the fullest opportunity 

of expressing its views," 




He asked If this was couched in the terms of the pledges 


given during the passage of the South Africa Bill to 


the United Kingdom Parliament of 1909. 


The Secretary of State for Dominion Affairs said 


that he was almost certain that this was the phraseology 


then used, but he would check the wording. 


The Cabinet agreed — 


m
(a.) o approve the proposals of the Secretary 

of State for Dominion Affairs as set forth 

in C.P.-150 (38) : 


(b) That	 the Secretary of State for Dominion 
Affairs should assure himself that the 
wording of the last sentence of para
graph 3 of Appendix "B", quoted above, 
was in exact concord with the pledges 
given during the passage of the South. 
Africa. Bill to the U n i t e s Virvaaom 
Parliament of 190-9. 



INITSD KINGDON
ffjSTRALTA TRADE 

AGREEMENTo


l  &ision of.

lis cuss ions with

Australian Dele
lation.


fle. 33/38)7. 

'


 IS^The Cabinet had under consideration a Memorandum 


 by the Secretary of State for Dominion Affairs ( C P . 

 162 (38)) containing a summary of the recent difficult 


 but friendly preliminary and exploratory discussions 


 with the Delegation from the Commonwealth of Australia 


 on the question of the possible revision of the 


United Kingdom-Australia Trade Agreement concluded at 


Ottawa, in 1932. As a result of private conversations , 


however, matters had now advanced, to a position where 


the Commonwealth Delegation realised the difficulties 


in the way of any alternative arrangement and. had 


themselves proposed that the existing Ottawa Agreement 


should continue in operation for the time being. 


Accordingly there was now in preparation a joint

statement^, drafted, on a broa.d basis and couched in 


most friendly terms, indicating how this conclusion 


arises from a review of the respective interests 


involved iwhich include other than purely commercial 


considerations) and. the factors underlying the 


position, It was hoped, that this statement would 


(l) emphasise the importance of co-operation 

between the United Kingdom and Australia, 


(2) recognise the need, on the one hand, for 

the progressive development of Australia, 

and, on the other hand, for the full 

maintenance of United Kingdom export trade, 


(3) contain an undertaking on the part of the 

Commonwealth Government to examine the 

possibility of granting us a. suitable list 

of maximum duties. 


The Secretary of State for Dominion Affairs 


reported that developments daring the past week had 


not been quite so satisfactory. On Thursday the 


proposed, draft statement had. been discussed, with 


Sir Earle Page and Mr Menzies, ^he latter had 


suggested, various amendments of detail which had 


given the impression that the fl^f* was accepted in 
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principle. On Monday Sir Earle Page had begun by 


a tat Ing that the 64.f fdcult ieet had been narrowed down^ 


and it had. been left to the President of the Board of 


Trade and Mr Menzies to/̂ ce^le-te-t-he-d-ra.f-t. At the 


end of that Meeting Mr Menzies had suddenly announced 


that he disagreed with the document as a whole. 


Subsequently he had. sent a fresh draft which was a 


purely ex parte statement of the Australian case, 


ignoring and leaving out- of account our own difficul

ties . The only thing to be done xvas for himself 


to see Sir Earle Page and to try and get back to the 


original draft. 


The Prime Minister suggested that the Secretary 


of State for Dominion Affairs should report at the 


next regular weekly Meeting of the Cabinet . 




BTTTLDING 14. The Lord Chancellor recalled that when the 
SOCIETIES , 

matter of Building Societies had last been discussed 

(previous
Reference: 

 by the Cabinet it had been assumed that Judgment was 

Cabinet 31
f38), Con

 likely to be Given in the Chancery Court before the 

clusion 12.) end of the present Session. Amendments to the Pleadings, 

5^3^/0. however, had been found necessary, and in all probability 


the case could not come up during the present Sittings. 


This change in the situation was not entirely satis

factory, because it meant that the case might be taken 


before Parliament met again. If, as was by no means 


a. certainty, Judgment was given against the Building 


Societies, this would, involve a panic both among the 


Building Societies and those financially interested. 


Tha.t would be detrimental to the public interest, 


because it would lead to a cessation of the important 


building operations carried out by the Societies. Up 


to now it had been proposed to deal with this situation 


by means of, first, a skeleton Bill to enable the 


Building Societies to continue temporarily, and, 


second, more comprehensive legislation which could 


only be undertaken after full enquiry. The present

dang^rw-TT8^--th^tt---J^d-gment. might be delivered while 


Parliament was not sitting, in which case the skeleton 


Bill could not immediately be introduced. He was 


inclined to think that in that event the best plan 


would be to make an announcement that legislation 


would be introduced as soon as Parliament met. 


A suggestion was made that the difficulty might be 


surmounted by an Appeal. 


The Lor^ Chancellor said that this was a possibility, 


but an Appeal would not prevent panic. The Judgment 


by the Chancery Court might be sufficient to stop money 


being lent to the Societies. 




The Chancellor of the Exchequer said the real 


difficulty was the uncertainty as to what would be the 


nature of the Judgment, since the character of the 


Bill would have to depend, to a certain extent upon 


that. He suggested that at the moment no decision 


should be taken in favour of two Bills. He thought 


that it was worth while exploring the possibility of 


taking action by means of a. single Bill in October or 


November in the event of 8. Judgment, against the 


Building Societies. This might be considered by the 


Cabinet Committee. 


The Lor^ Chancellor said that the Government Depart

ments had explored, the kind of Bill that would be 


required . He understood, that they had found, the 


matter so complex and difficult that it was doubtful 


if a single Bill could be prepared in the time, or 


whether it would be possible to get it through the 


House of Commons sufficiently rapidly. He a.greed, 


however, that the Cabinet Committee might consider 


the question. 


The Cabinet agreed. — 


(a) That if Judgment should be	 delivered 

before the Cabinet was in regular 

session, the Prime Minister should, 

have authority to issue a. statement 

to the effect that the subject would, 

be dealt with as soon as Parliament 

met: 


(b) ^hat in the meanwhile the Cabinet 

Committee should consider the question 

of whether, in the event of Judgment 

being postponed until the autumn, it 

would be possible to meet the situation 

resulting from a Judgment adverse to the 

Building Societies by mea.ns of a single 

Bill instead of the two Bills hitherto 

contemplated . *n 




15. Tn pursuance of the Conclusion mentioned in the 


margin, the Cabinet had before them a Memorandum by 


the Chancellor of the Exchequer (C.P.-165 (38)) 


reporting to his colleagues the result of soundings 


he had made in the House of Commons, on behalf of the 


Prime Minister, on the subject of Pensions for Members. 


So far as the Opposition Parties were concerned, 


acquiescence if not full support for the scheme pro

posed by the Departmental Committee in Cmd.5624 could 


be counted on, although from the Government side some 


measure of opposition might be expected. The Chief 


Whip, however, did not anticipate serious vocal opposi

tion to the proposal, and advised that the legislation 


(which was required in view of the need for authority 


to deduct from every Member £12 a year) should be 


submitted to a free vote. The alternative of dispens

ing with legislation and introducing a voluntary 


pensions scheme was impracticable for several reasor*&-* 


The Chancellor then drew attention to the following 


points in the draft Bill:

(a) The persons	 to whom payments may be made 

are restricted to present and future Members 

of Parliament (when they cease to be Members) 

and. their widows : 


(b) Provision for Trustees	 to be appointed by 

the House of Commons: 


(c) The limitations	 on the powers of trustees, 

set out in the First Schedule. 


He asked if the Bill should, be introduced, and proceeded 


with, and whether the dra.ft was appropriate for the 


purpose. He did not think a reference to the Committee 


of Home Affairs was necessary. 




The Prime Minister said that the Labour 


Opposition Party was so anxious to obtain this legislation 


that they had approached the Parliamentary Secretary to 


the Treasury. At one time it had seemed possible that 


arrangements might be made for an adjustment of the 


Parliamentary Programme to enable their wishes to be met. 


It had then been found that among some of the Government 


supporters there was a strong feeling against the proposal. 


In the circumstances, he felt that there could be no question 


of introducing the necessary legislation before the Recess. 


The Cabinet agreed: 


That the Prime Minister, in reply to a 

question that had been put down, should 

give a non-committal answer indicating 

that the matter was under consideration 

and that an announcement would be made 

in the Autumn0 




ISLE OP MAN

(CUSTOMS) BILL, 

1938. 


(Previous 

Reference: 

Cabinet 29 

(37). Con
clus ion 9.) 


 16. The Cabinet had before them a Memorandum by 


the Chancellor of the Exchequer (CP.-166 (38)) 


covering a draft Tsle of Man 'Customs) Bill, 1938, 


the object of which was to confirm the Customs Resolu

tions of the Manx Legislature. After explaining the 


effect of the Resolutions the Chancellor stated in 


his Memorandum that there vas no reason to anticipate 


any discussion on the Bill, which should be passed 


into law before the House rose for the Summer Recess. 


As there was no convenient Meeting of the Committee of 


Home Affairs he sought authority to introduce the Bill 


immediately and to proceed with it at once, subject to 


any drafting or other minor amendments that might be 


fo und ne o es s a ry. 


The Cabinet agreed: 


To approve the proposals of the 

Chancellor of the Exchequer as set 

forth in C P  . 166 (38) and summarised 

above. 




JNITED STATES IV, The Cabinet took note of a Memorandum by the 
OF AMERICA. 

Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs (CP.-161 (38)) 


flponomie 

with which he circulated a Paper on the Economic Situa-
Situation 
tion in the United States of America, prepared by the 


Head of the Economic Relations Section of the Foreign 


Office, who had recently returned from a six weeks' 


visit to that country. 


f, Whitehall Gardens, S.W.I. 


13th July, 1938. 




171 The Cabinet took note of a Memorandum by the 
fUNITED STATES 

OP AMERICA. 


Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs (CP.-161 (38)) 

-^ponomic 

Situation 	 with which he circulated a Paper on the Economic Situa
in. 	 tion in the United States of America, prepared by the 


Head of the Economic Relations Section of the Foreign 


Office, who had. recently returned, from a six weeks' 


vis it to thai.- country . 


2, Whitehall Gardens, S.W.I. 


13th July, 1938. 
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Meeting of the Cabinet to be held at No. 10 Downing 

Street, S.W.1,, on WEDNESDAY, 20th JULY, 1938, 


at 11.0 a.m. 


AGENDA. 


1.	 FOREIGN AFFAIRS. 


2.	 UNITED KINGDOM - AUSTRALIA TRADE AGREEMENTi REVISION 

OF: DISCUSSIONS WITH THE AUSTRALIAN DELEGATION. 


(Reference Cabinet 32 (38) Conclusion 13) 


Statement by the Secretary of State for Dominion 

Affairs. 


NAVAL EXPENDITURE, 


(Reference Cabinet 19 (38) Conclusion 7) 


Memorandum by the Minister for Co-ordination of 

Defence. 


CoPo 170 (38) already circulated. 


INDIA: DEFENCE QUESTIONS. 


(Reference Cabinet 30 (38) Conclusion 6) 


Interim Report of Cabinet Committee. 

C.P0 174 (38) - to be circulated. 


5 * BRITISH NATIONALITY AND STATUS OF ALIENS BILL. (PRIVATL 

MEMBER VS BILL IN THE^foijCE OF LORDS (LORD "ALNESS) . 


Memorandum by the Home Secretary. 

C P o 159 (38) - already circulated. 


COAL PRICES: CO-ORDINATION OF INTERNAL DISTRIBUTION: 

THE COAL EXPORT" TRADE. 


(Reference Cabinet 14 (38) Conclusion 11) 


Memorandum by the president of the Board of Trade. 

C P o 173 (58) - circulated herewith. 


M  M
I




THE PATENTS AND DESIGNS ACT: AMENDMENT OF. 


(Reference Cabinet 44 (37) Conclusion 3) 


Memorandum by the president of the Board of Trade. 

C P . 172 (38) - already circulated. 


8* CONCLUSIONS OF HOME AFFAIRS COMMITTEE. 


13th Conclusions (38) of Committee of Home Affairs - to 

be circulated. 


Prevention of Fraud (Investments) Bill. 


(Reference Cabinet 49 (37) Conclusion 3) 


Memorandum by the President of the Board of 

Trade, covering draft Bill. 


H.A. 25 (38) - circulated herewith. 


TO TAKE NOTE OF:

9.	 GERMANY: ATTITUDE TOWARDS EVENTS IN SPAIN AND PORTUGAL? 

GENERAL VON REICHENAU 'S LECTURE,. 


(Reference Cabinet 32 (38) Conclusion 10) 


v
Memorandum by t e Secretary of State for Foreign 

Affairs. 


C P , 171 (38) - circulated herewith. 


(Signed) M.P.A. HANKEY 


Secretary to the Cabinet. 


Whitehall Gardens, S.W.I. 


15th July, 1938. 




C A B I N E T 53(38). COPY No. 


CONCLUSIONS of a Meeting of the Cabinet held 

at 10 Downing Street, S.W.I., on WEDNESDAY, 


the 20th JULY, 1938, at 11.0 a. m. 


PRESENT: 


The Right Hon. Neville Chamberlain, M.P. , 

Prime Minister. (In the Chair). 


le Right Hon. 

Sir John Simon, G.C.S.I., 

G.C.V.O., O.B.E., K.C., M.P., 

Chancellor of the Exchequer. 


le Right Hon. 

Lord Maugham, 

Lord Chancellor. 


He Right Hon. 

The Earl De La Warr, 

Lord Privy Seal. 


Be MOST HON. 

The Marquess of Zetland, 

G.C.S.I., G.C.I.E., 

Secretary of State for India, 


le Right Hon. 

Sir Thomas Inskip, C.B.E., K.C., 

M.P., Minister for Co-ordination 

of Defence. 


le Right Hon. 

L. Hore-Belisha, M.P. ,

Secretary of State for War. 


Je Right Hon. 

John Colville, M.P., 

Secretary of State for Scotland. 


m Right Hon. 

The Earl Stanhope, K.G. , D.S.O. ,

M.C., President of the Board of 

Education. 


Right Hon. 

J*L. Burgin, M. P., 

Minister of Transport. 


The Right Hon. 

The Viscount Hailsham, 

Lord President of the Council. 


The Right Hon. 

Sir Samuel Hoare, Bt., C C S  . I., 

G.B.E., C.M.G., M.P., Secretary 

of State for Home Affairs. 


The Right Hon. 

Lord Stanley, M.C., M.P., 

Secretary of State for Dominion 

Affairs. 


The Right Hon. 

Malcolm MacDonald, M. P. ,

Secretary of State for the 

Colonies. 


The Right Hon. 

A. Duff Cooper, D.S.O., M.P. ,

First Lord of the Admiralty. 


The Right Hon. 

Sir Kingsley Wood, M.P., 

Secretary of State for Air. 


The Right Hon. 

Oliver Stanley, M. C , M. P. ,

President of the Board of Trade. 


The Right Hon. 

Ernest Brown, M.C., M. P. ,

Minister of Labour. 


The Right HONE. 

The Earl Winterton, M.P., 

Chancellor of the Duchy of 

Laneaster9 


-onel Sir M.P.A. Hankey, G.C.B., G.C.M.G., G.C.V.C Secretary. 


'E-E.Bridges, M.C. , Secretary (designate). 




THE CABINET. 1. The Prime Minister said that the Secretary of 


State for Foreign Affairs was absent with the King in 


Q France, and that the Minister of Health and the 


Minister of Agriculture and Fisheries were absent to 


receive Honorary Degrees at Edinburgh. 


In view of the fact that Mr E.E. Bridges was to 


repla.ee the present Secretary within the next fortnight 


he asked the Cabinet to agree that he should be present 


with a view to ensuring continuity of practice in the 


Secretarial arrangements. 


This was agreed to. 


(Mr Bridges entered, the Cabinet Room.) 


http://repla.ee


GERMANY". 2. The Prime Minister, in the absence of the 


Future Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs, gave the 

Relations 

with. Cabinet particulars as to the visit of Captain 


Captain Wiedemann to the Secretary of State for Foreign 

Wied emann' s 

Visit c Affairs in his private house, some of which, mainly in 


form, 

an erroneous/ had appeared in the Press. Some time 


(Previous 

Reference: before, he and. the Foreign Secretary had. heard. that-

Cabinet 22 

(38) , Oon- Herr Hitler would like to send one of his principal 
elusion y,*) 

Ministers to engage in confidential talks in London. 
Tt had been understood that the Fuhrer had in mind 

said to have 
Field-Marshal Goering, The suggestion w^ty come from 

Captain Wiedemann, who was a confidant of Herr Hitler, 

who sometimes used him for personal missions of various 

kinds. The Prime Minister continued that he and the 

Foreign Secretary had agreed that the opportunity of 

such a visit ought not to be missed, provided they 

were satisfied that it was genuine. They had made 

enquiries artd had. hcar-s1 thai Captain Wiedemann was 

comings/to this country, On alighting at the aerodrome 

Captain Wiedemann had been recognised by * newspaper 

correspondent, but th^t particular newspaper had. not 

thought it worth while to keep in touch with him. 

Another newspaper (the ""Daily Herald") had done so 

and had published the fact that he had visited the 

house of the Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs. 

The accounts th*t had been published, were so mislead

ing that he had thought it right to give his colleagues 

the facts . 


The Prime Minister then read, to the Cabinet 


f
extracts from a. note made by the Secretary o  State 


for Foreign Affairs of his conversation. Although 


the Prime Minister condensed some parts of the note, 


the whole of it. is attached, for convenience of 


reference, in the Appendix, 




""he Prime Minister, referring to the "most "binding 


assurance" which Captain Wiedemann had been authorised 


to give that in present circumstances the German 


Government were planning no kind of forcible action 


and that "his Government might be able to give an 


assurance of the kind suggested limited to a definite 


period", said that, though it was not in the Foreign 


Secretary's note, he gathered that the period contem

plated. might be one of a year. He said that the 


proposed visit ^y Field-Marshal Goering was not likely 


to take pie re before the autumn. In reply to a question 


he said that the propose^ subject of the conversations 

outstanding ... ,
was to be all questxons/between the two countries, 


which, of course, would include colonies. 


In the course of a short discussion the comment was 


made that anything which made for delay in the risk of 


an outbreak of war was valuable, and. that the present 


move might provide a reinsurance of the situation in 


Europe during the next few weeks . 


The suggestion was made that, it should not be 


necessary for the Press Department of the Foreign Office 


to issue very much information on these matters. The 


comment was also made that although probably the 


majority of sensible people in this country would, be 


glad of any ac^ion taken to improve relations with 


Germany, the danger could not be excluded of a hostile 


attitude towards Field-Marshal Goering by groups of 


extremists. 


The Prime Minister said that he had. been shown and. 


had cordially approved what the Press Department 


proposed to issue the previous evening. He added that 


f
the Secretary o  State for Foreign Affairs had given 


Captain Viedemann a message of a strictly non-commit&al 


character in the course of which he had referred, to the 




desirability of an undertaking by both Governments to 


co-operate in promoting the achievement of a peaceful 


settlement in Czecho-Slovakia as not only valuable but 


calculated to offer a better prospect of a successful 


issue to any conversations than might otherwise be 


expected in the state of uncertainty which necessarily 


prevailed at present. 


- 4 
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CENTRAL EUROPE. 


Czechoslovakia. 


(Previous 

Reference: 

Cabinet 32 

(38), Cdn
clusion 7.) 


3. The Prime Minister, in reply to a question, said 


that he had nothing to add to the information contained 


in the telegrams that had been circulated to members 


of the Cabinet. At present the negotiations between 


the Czechoslovak Government and the representatives of 


the Sudeten-Deutsch appeared to be approaching a 


deadlock. Probably His Majesty's Government would 


have to intervene in some way. If Germany was in the 


mood depicted in the Appendix to these Minutes it was 


possible that/their Government might a-occpt. ' 




REFUGEES. 4, The Chancellor of the Duchy of Lancaster, at 


The Evian the request of the Prime Minister, gave the Cabinet 

Conference. 


an account of the recent Meeting at Evian to consider 


(Previous the problem of emigration from Germany and Austria,

Reference: 

Cabinet 14 which had lasted from July 6th to July l^th. His 

(38). Con
clusion 6.) Majesty's Government had been represented, there by 


FR.^(3^)^ himself and. 


,,  S R (3*v5.S i Michael Paluiret, An Official Report would
r


shortly be circulated, but the Cabinet would probably 


be interested to hear certain confidential informa

tion which it had not been thought appropriate to 


include in the Official Report. 


The Meeting had been called by the Government of 


the United States of America., who had originally 


wanted to extend the scope of the Meeting to deal 


with potential refugees from other countries. His 


Majesty's Government in the United. Kingdom had 


thought it inadvisable to do this and had eventually 


succeeded in securing agreement that it should be 


confined to the problem of emigration from Germany 


and. Austria. . The American representative, Mr Myron 


Taylor, was a. friend and trusted political supporter 


of President Roosevelt, He had proved, an admirable 


Chairman.  m h e French representative, Senator 


Bdvsehger, the Chairman of the Foreign Affairs Com

mittee, had proved an easy colleague to work with, 


and Mr Makins, of the Foreign Office, had been an 


invaluable adviser. One of the difficulties 


experienced was over the relationship of the new 


organisation proposed to the Director of the League 


Refugee Organisations, ^he United States representa

tive was known to hold, the view that the League was 




a dyine concern. Eventually, however, an understand

ing had. been reached, and the United States Government 


now admitted the principle of close collaboration 


between the two bodies , 


Another o^ the difficulties of the new organisation 


proposed, was that the United States of America were on 


bad terms with the German Government, ^his, perhaps, 


was not unconnected with the fact that the Jewish vote 


in the U N I T E D States was a large one. The American 


representative had wanted, some clause of a denunciatory 


character towards the German Government, but the 


British Delegation, under instructions from the 


Secretary o^ State for Foreign Affairs, had resisted. 


this successfully. 


T!HTRD SPATES On a private occasion Mr Myron Taylor had ma.de 

i? AMERICA . 


— statements that were almost of a historic character, 

elations with. 


He had said, that President Roosevelt was deeply con-

Previous 

Reference: cerned at the present international situation and felt 

Cabinet 31 

(38), Con- that, if ever war came the idea, that any single country 

elusion 6.) 


could escape from its effects was a delusion. 


Mr Myron Taylor further suggested that the co-operation 


of the United States Government at Evian was by no 


means the last one. The conclusions would be set 


forth in the Official Report.  m h e first point was 


that the majority of the Delegates ha.d shown great 


good-will and. a disposition to modify their emigration 


practice so as to admit a greater number of emigrants 


from Austria and Germany. The second point, was that 


an Tnter-Governmental Committee was to meet in London 


to continue and develop the work of the Evian Meeting. 


The Colonial Secretary, the Chancellor of the Duchy of 


Lancaster continued, had. helped him very much by 


enabling him to make a statement about the possibility 


http://ma.de


of a small-scale settlement in Kenya. The American 


Government also was willing to open their quotas of 


immigrants to Jews from the two countries mentioned. 


Another importa.nt point was that he had reason to 


believe that the German Government were not undisposed 


to come to some arrangement under which they might 


allow Jewish emigrants to take out more money, This 


was of the first importance in connection with the 


financing of the scheme. 


In London it was proposed that the permanent 


organisation should consist of a single Director, who 


would he an American citizen, For this post the 


American Government had already selected. Mr George 


Rublee, a lawyer and a close friend, and associate of 


the late Mr Dwight. Morrow. The proposed Inter-


Governmental Commi+tee would consist of representa

tives of the T'nited Kingdom, the United States of 


America, France,, a Scand.ina.vian and a Latin-American 


country. The Foreign Secretary had proposed, and. 


the Prime Minister had approved, that the Chancellor 


of the Duchy of Lancaster himself should be the 


Eritish representative and Vioa-Chairman. He would 


have the part-time assistance of Mr Makins, of the 


Foreign Office, ^he main object of the Committee 


would be, with the help of the Director, to try and. 


get in touch with the German Government in order to 


promote and. regulate the emigration of Jews from Germany. 


Incidentally, however, this ought to promote Anglo-


American co-operation and assist oppressed peoples. 


The Secretary of State for the Colonies, after 


thanking the Chancellor of the Duchy of Lancaster for 


the skill with which he had. looked. e.fter the colonial 


interests involved at Evian, gave a summary of the 


http://Scand.ina.vian


prospects of Jewish settlement in the Colonial Empire. 


Palestine, of course, stood by itself. Apart from that, 


the Colonial Office had made a careful examination of 


the situation in oLlm African colonies. In Kenya it 


had been found, possible to admit of a certain amount of 


land settlement, though the numbers would be in hundreds 


rather than thousands. Northern Rhodesia was another 


possible field of colonisation, but at the present time 


it was strongly opposed by the Non-Official element in 


the Legislative Council. It was hoped, however, to 


explain the matter more fully to the Non-Official 


members, with a viev.- to inducing a change of attitude. 


A.part f^om these field? there was not much prospect of 


helping the refugee problem in the Colonies, 


The Home Secretary sa.id that the Refugee Committees 


were rather wisely concentrating on the emigration of 


young people, leaving the older ones to look after them
selves. He warned the Cabinet that, while he wa.s anxious 


to do his best, there wa.s a good deal of feeling growing 


up in this country — a. feeling which was reflected, in 


Parliament — against the admission of Jews to British 


territory. He hoped, however, to go on quietly 


considering individual cases on their merits-


The Chancellor of the Duchy of Lancaster said that 


the total cost of the Evian scheme was only £6,000 a 


year, of which the British share would, be only .£400. 


The Prime Minister thanked the Chancellor of the 


Duchy of La.nca.ster, and said that the Cabinet, were glad 


to welcome his report * 


http://La.nca.ster


PALESTINE. 5. The Secretary of State for the Colonies said 


that there had. been a. considerable improvement in the 

(Previous 

Reference: situation in Palestine during the last few days. The 

Cabinet 32 

(38), Con- arrival of military reinforcements was producing an 

elusion 9 r) 


effect, and this be increased as s,oon as the 


forces could begin to take the offensive. ^(236 addi

tional policemen -in the United 


Kingdom and^would. be leaving for Palestine 


The High Commissioner was gradually making 


more use of the armed Jewish supernumerary police, 


who were an efficient body. He hoped., therefore, 


that the situation would shortly improve- He referred 


to a tribute paid by Sir Charles Tegart to the General 


Officer Commanding in Palestine., 
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FINANCIAL
SITUATION. 

 60 The Prime Minister suggested that it 

would he convenient if the Chancellor of the 

CIVIL
EXPENDITURE. 

 Exchequer were to make a statement at this point 

(previous 
Reference

in regard to Civil Expenditure. 

 The Chancellor of the Exchequer said that 
Cabinet 


5(38),  wished to invite the attention of his colleagues 
Conclusion 9.) n e


to the course of Civil Expenditure. The last 


Budget and Finance Bill had gone through so 


smoothly, that there was a real danger that the 


alarming prospect before the country would not be 


appreciated. 


The expenditure of the country in the current 


year could be divided into three main heads 


(l) Debt charges	 £230 millions. 


(2)	 Defence £343 millions plus 

a substantial sum 

for supplementary 

estimates. 


(3) Civil Expenditure	 £439 millions. 


Speaking broadly, it was impossible to 


foresee any reduction under ( l ) ; indeed we were 


adding to our debt at the present time. 


As regards ( 2 ) , he saw no prospect that 


defence expenditure would fall in the immediate 


future. 


It was clear that we could not continue 


indefinitely to borrow for defence. It followed 


that we could maintain our financial stability only 


in one or other of the following wayss-


First, that we should obtain an increase in 


the yield from taxation on the existing basis, 


and no one could reckon on this happening. 


Secondly, that we should obtain additional 


revenue by an.increase in the rate of taxation, or 




by putting on new taxesc 


Thirdly, that we should reduce Civil 


Expenditure. 


He was deeply concerned lest our finances 


should become unmanageable as a result of the growth 


of expenditure. 


He suggested that, when proposals for new 


expenditure were submitted, they should be considered 


from the point of view that another £25 millions 


represented 6du on the income tax. 


Already there were signs that, apart from 


any new services* and omitting any demands likely 


to result from, e£g* Jamaica or a possible award 


of improved conditions to Post Office workers 

there would be a further increase in Civil Expenditure 


in 1939-40 of the order of £20 millions, 


The Chancellor of the Exchequer referred 


to the statement made by the Prime Minister at 


Scarborough on 8th October, 1937, to the effect that 


in present circumstances it was impossible for us 


to introduce reforms which would add substantially 


to the present enormous annual expenditure of the 


country. He felt bound to draw the attention of 


his colleagues to the gravity of the situation, 


and to ask them to ensure that Departments 


investigated every detail of proposals for expenditure, 


in order to ensure that all' avoidable expense was 


cut out. It had been found necessary to impose a 


ration on the Defence Departments. Notwithstanding 


the difficulties, it might be necessary to take a 


similar step in regard to Civil Expenditure. 




Finally, he emphasised that he was raising this 


matter not in any narrow spirit, hut in order to 


bring home to his colleagues the heavy responsibility 


which they all shared in this matter. 


The Prime Minister said that he entirely 


supported the Chancellor of the Exchequer in the 


action which he had taken in bringing this matter 


before the Cabinet. As an illustration of the 


attitude of the House and of public opinion in the 


country at large he cited two matters on which he 


had recently been asked to receive deputations; 


namely, a proposed addition nf ^/ n vrrrrrk. to Old 


Age Pensions, and a proposal that back service 


should count for pension. It did not seem to be 


generally recognised that the present was not a 


time at which to add to the burden of expenditure, 


lie felt sure that this was a problem of great 


importance, and that its gravity would be felt with 


increased force as time passed. Indeed, he 


wondered whether concrete steps should not be taken 


before long to effect a reduction in Civil 


Expenditure. 


The Prime Minister suggested to his colleagues 


that in any speeches which they might make in 


the country, either now or in the autumn, they 


might utter a note of warning on this point, so 


as to start educating public opinion. 




JNITED KINGDOM -
AUSTRALIAVGREEMENTT  TRADE, 


REV ision of. 


Discussion with 

Australian Dele
gation. 


(Previous Ref
erence: Cabinet 

32(38), conclu
sion 13). 


7. The Secretary of State for Dominion Affairs 


reported that, since this matter hed been discussed 


at the previous meeting of the Cabinet, he had seen 


Sir Earle Page and had persuaded him to return to 


the principles, of the original draft statement. 


Mr. Menzies had prepared a revise of the draft state

ment which, while not so suitable from our point of 


view, could be made acceptable subject to amendments. 


After discussions, agreement had been reached 


between the negotiating Ministers. The draft 


statement had been approved by the Prime Minister on 


Monday night, and the Australian Ministers had 


communicated it to Canberra. It had been arranged 


that the document should be signed that morning and 


a private notice question W 3 S to be asked in the 


afternoon. This would be answered to the effect that 


agreed conclusions have been reached and would be 


published later in the day as a V/hite Paper. 


The statement was in substance in accord with 


the principle? set out in the memorandum which he had 


circulated to the previous meeting of the Cabinet 


( C P . 152(38)). The main points in the statement 


were as follows:-


First, the statement recognised that economic 


progress in Australia cannot depend on the expansion 


of primary industries alone, and acknowledged the 


desirability/", on broad grounds, of tbe maintenance 


and development of the secondary industries in 


Australia, subject to their being economically 


sound. 




Secondly, the statement recognised the 


special position of United Kingdom agriculture, 


and the dependence of the United Kingdom as a 


purchaser of Australian produce upon the maintenance 


of the United Kingdom export trade. 


Thirdly, the Australians had undertaken to 


consider a schedule of maximum duties. 


The President of the Board of Trade added 


that perhaps the main point in the statement was 


in Clause 9, which stated that the present 


agreement should continue in force. 


The Prime Minister said that he thought the 


Secretary of State for Dominion Affairs was to he 


congratulated on the success of the negotiations. 




8. The Cabinet had before them a Most Secret Memo

randum by the Minister for Co-ordination of Defence 


(CP.-170 (38)) dealing in the main -with Naval Expendl

ture but also reminding his colleagues of the position 


reached in respect of the other two Services. A 


decision of the Cabinet was required as to the general 


policy which should, govern our Naval preparations, in 


view of the substantial additions in each category of 


ship for the larger Fleet regarded as necessary by the 


Admiralty. The Minister reviewed, the position eompre

hensively under the headings "The Navy Ration", "The 


Financial Issue", "Standard, of the Fleet", and "Other 


Items of Expenditure". After setting forth, for the 


assistance of his colleagues, the direction in which 


his mind had been moving, he recommended that the 


Cabinet should decide that, having regard to the. extent 

especially 


of the demands likely to be made/by the Air, which at 


the present time was of the utmost importance, the New 


Standard of Naval Strength was impossible of attainment 


and that we must rest content with something substanti

ally less. Assuming acceptance of this recommendation, 


with a view to facilitating discussion as to what 


standard the Admiralty should aim at within the limits 


of available resources, the Minister set out, with some 


diffidence, a number of factors on the political,, 


strategical and technical, and financial aspects, in 


the hope that discussions with his colleagues would, 


result in sufficiently definite conclusions to give 


clear guidance to the Admiralty as to the general 


lines of the policy to be pursued. He contemplated, 


that the Admiralty would then work out detailed, pro

posals, for submission to the Cabinet or Committee of 


Imperial Defence at a. later date, to give effect to 


the decisions reached. 




The Minister for Co-ordination of Defence made 


a statement summarising his memorandum,at the conclusion 


of which he said that the first decision required was as to 


whether the Cabinet were prepared to adopt the New Standard 


of Naval Strength or not, If the Hew Standard was 


adopted, it would add £88 millions to the expenditure in 


the quinquennium,, If this was not considered practicable, 


the Cabinet would have to consider whether they would adhere 


to the DoRoCc Fleet, or whether some means could be found 


for increasing it. Possibly some adjustment might be made, 


such as by reducing the number or postponing the 


construction of aircraft carriers or cruisers, which would 


enable such additions to be made. Obviously; however, 


those kinds of detail could not be settled by the Cabinet 


that day and the Admiralty would have to submit proposals. 


The Prime Minister said that if the Minister for 


Co-ordination of Defence's recommendation that the proposed 


New Standard of Naval Strength was impossible of attainment 


were to be adopted, the Admiralty could hardly be expected 


to formulate new proposals without being given a maximum 


sum. Otherwise, they would get back into the old tangle. 


He agreed that this could not be done by the Cabinet 


Itself, but he had in mind that a sum might be considered 


by a group of Ministers who would report their 


recommendations to the full Cabinet, 


In the course of subsequent discussion, several 


Members of the Cabinet attached importance to the matter 


being brought back to the Cabinet before the decision was 


taken. 


The First Lord of the Admiralty said that the 


statement of the situation in C P . 170 (38) was a fair one. 


It was perhaps hardly necessary for him to impress on the 


Cabinet the importance of sea-power from an Imperial point 


of view 0 Reference had been made in the discussion to the 




importance of air-power, but the Empire could survive 


a defeat in the air as it had survived defeats to the 


Army in the past. If, however, we lost command of the 


sea, the Empire would collapse like a pacirof cards. 


No Air Force or Army could retrieve the position, nor 


would it be necessary for an enemy commanding the sea 


to strike another blow in order to reduce the Empire 


to complete submission. The importance of sea-power, 


therefore, was as great as ever and he thought that this 


was realised by the public. Owing, perhaps, to the 


good administration of his predecessors, the Admiralty 


had been less in the public eye than the other Service 


Departments. If, however, it was believed that all was 


not going well and that, owing to financial considerations, 


the Government were rejecting the advice of their Naval 


experts as to the minimum needed for security, there would be 


such a storm in the House of Commons that the Government 


could not hope to survive  His own view was that the 
e


system of rationing the Defence Departments over a long

period of years was a mistake0 The right course was 


to decide first upon the policy and then to ask the 


experts what was necessary to carry out that policy and 


then to find the money. If the latter was impossible, 


it would be necessary either to change the 


policy or to reduce other items of expenditure. 


If the country was in danger, it was difficult to defend 


the maintenance of all the Social Serviceso If there 


were indications that tl..e financial system was breaking 


down, desperate measures might be necessary, but, since 


February when the rationing system was adopted, the 


country had been presented with a Budget surplus of 


£20 millions, and, following upon that, the Chancellor 


of the Exchequer had courageously increased taxation to 




the extent of 6d. on the Income Tax 0 This was taken in 


the City of London without a shudder and no evil effects 


had followed. 


The First Lord, continuing, said that the 


rationing system had already broken down. The War Office 


had made great sacrifices which would be severely 


criticised if they were known to the public, but even the 


War Office had been authorised to spend £12 millions more 


than their ration0 There seemed little doubt that the 


Air Ministry also were no longer confined within the 


terms of their ration.-. He felt, however, that the 


whole principle of rationing was wrongo A Minister in 


charge of a Defence Department convinced of the vital 


importance, from an Imperial point of view, o£ taking 


certain steps would go to the Treasury for approval. 


The Treasury might be convinced by his argument that the 


matter was both vital and urgent and authorise him to 


incur the expenditure, but, at the same time, they would 


shake a warning finger and remind him that the money would 


have to come out of his ration, For exampleP the Navy 


depended on a single cordite factory. If they asked for 


a second one, they were told that it must come out of 


their ration, and they had to choose between a cordite 


factory and, say, a destroyer flotilla0 He recalled 


that in paragraph 58 of Cop. 170 (38), the Minister for 


Co-ordination of Defence had said that if the Gabinet 


decided on a course which involved the adoption of a 


smaller Fleet than was recommended by their Technical 


Advisers as necessary to give adequate security on the 


basis of a given policy, the responsibility for the 


decision must rest upon the shoulders of His Majesty's 


Ministerso He agreed with that, but it would be a fearful 


responsibility for Ministers to take for, at some future 




date, they would have to be prepared to state on a 


public platform that so desperate v/as the financial 


position of this country in the Summer of 1938 that 


they had felt justified in rejecting the advice of a 


singularly strong, efficient and experienced body of 


Sea Lords thereby risking the security of the Empire. 


He recalled that the Minister for Co-ordination had 


suggested that one way of dealing with the situation 


would be to reshape our foreign policy. To some 


extent, this had been done already. No-one, however, 


could seriously suggest that we were so confident of 


peace as to be able to reduce our forces. In 


discussing an earlier item on the Agenda Paper, it had 


been suggested that relations with the United States .of 


America were better. He agreed that real co-operation 


with the United States would make all the difference, 


but there was no prospect of that in the next 12 months.. 


It was reallj'- no use asking the Admiralty to work out a 


fresh Programme. They would have to be given a 


completely new Terms of Reference. They had been asked 


to work out plans on the assumption of having to meet an 


enemy in the Par East and to hold the situation in 


Europe. If the Cabinet wanted a new Programme, they 


must give the Admiralty different assumptions. For his 


part, he was not prepared to suggest an alternative. 


The gravity of the situation was shown by the Appendix 


to C P . 170 (38). Except in capital ships, we were in 


the position of numerical inferiority to Japan. Over 


Germany, we only showed a small margin. Italy was 


left out of the calculation altogether. For the first 


time, we were relying on a possible ally (France) to 


do al" with- the Italian-aavy. The position with the 


Dominions in this matter must be borne in mind. He 
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recalled that during the Imperial Conference a year ago, 


the Dominions had "been given a memorandum by the Chiefs 


of Staff Sub-Committee which had been based on the 


assumption that we could send a Fleet to the Far East. 


There had been no suggestion of lack of money. The 


Dominions had been told nothing of the policy of 


rationing. As to Japan, he could not accept the 


suggestion of the Minister for Co-ordination in 


paragraph 62 of C,Pt. 170 (38) that because Japan "may 


be somewhat exhausted" we should be justified in reducing 


our Naval Standard, If the Dictator Powers were to hear 


rumours of our weakening, it would not alter the 


situation to our advantage. In general, the exhaustion 


and difficulties of potential aggressors wore a double 


aspect. A lean dog was perhaps more dangerous than a 


fat one, and there were many examples in history of 


Governments, especially Dictator Governments, embarking 


on foreign wars in order to divert attention from troubles 


at home. He recalled that 14 months ago  his 
r


predecessor had brought the question of the New Standard 


of Naval Strength before the Defence Plans (Policy) 


Committee and that the Prime Minister had then thanked 


him for not pressing for a decision Since that time, 


the situation had deteriorated. Germany was more 


powerful and Japan more hostile than at that time. 


The First Lord then offered the following 


suggestions;

(l)	 That the Cabinet should adopt the New Standard 


of Naval Strength, but that no time limit 


should be fixed, and the matter should be dealt 


with as in the past, year by year, in accordance 


with the financial issues and the international 


situation at the times 




That the New Standard of Naval Strength 


should he adopted, but should be slowed 


down. He had had worked out a scheme of 


construction over the next four years to 


effect a saving of some £30 millions, and, 


if the Foreign Secretary thought it safe 


to slow down progress and if the Chancellor 


of the Exchequer thought it essential from 


the financial point of view, the Admiralty 


might be prepared to acquiesce. If that 


course were adopted, it would have to be 


made quite clear in fairness both to the 


Naval Advisers and to the public that we 


were slowing down for financial reasons: 

neither 


If/plan (l) or plan (2) was acceptable, the 


whole question should be referred once 


more to the Defence Requirements Committee. 


He ^recalled that that Committee had not 


been told to hold up their recommendations 


for reasons of finance, and, although the 


Permanent Secretary to the Treasury had 


been a member, "the Committee had submitted 


its Programme irrespective of financial 


considerations. Since that time, 


decisions had been taken piece-meal at 


Cabinet Meetings. This was unsound and 


he suggested that the whole question of 


our Defence Expenditure should be referred 


back to the Defence Requirements Committee 


to consider how our available resources 


could best be distributed. 
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The Chancellor of the Exchequer, after thanking the 


First Lord for the moderation with which he had put his case, 


suggested that he had not stated quite correctly the position 


as to the construction of the D.R.C. Fleet Programme. In the 


last two years, owing to the gravity of the international 


situation, the Cabinet had agreed to accelerate the D.R.C 


programme, and it was for that reason that his predecessor 


and himself had provided additional money. On each occasion 


the proposals of the Admiralty had been put forward, not as 


an increase, but as an anticipation of the Programme. He 


took a strong view that this was a responsibility for the 


Cabinet and for no-one else. Admittedly, as the First Lord 


had said, it was a grave responsibility, but it was 


inescapable. The Board of Admiralty were not concerned with 


finance. That was the affair of the Treasury and the 


Cabinet, who must take the responsibility. He did not 


differ from the First Lord as to the importance of the Navy, 


but he recalled that last February, when the Cabinet had 


referred the task of rationing to the Minister for 


Co-ordination of Defence, it had been by a unanimous 


decision. It was impossible to say that rationing was 


right for the War Office cr the Air Ministry, but not 


applicable to the Navy. If it should prove that the 


Admiralty programme could not be carried out in full, it 


was for the Cabinet to take the responsibility. Up to the 


present time the Defence programmes had been implemented 


in comparatively favourable circumstances. If, however, 


there were, say, a million or two more unemployed, the 


situation would be very different. The Government would not 


be able to refuse public assistance more or less on the 


present scales, and if they did, it might create a 


revolution. He said this in no departmental spirit, but 




as a member of the Cabinet.. Even though it might be possible 


somehow or other to find money to build a larger Fleet, the 


difficulty still presented itself of how to pay for its 


maintenance. In this connection he quoted the following 


extract from paragraph 59 of C.K 170 (38):

"Further, it would be wrong to build up the 

Navy at great expense over the re-armament period 

to such a size that it would be clearly beyond 

our means to maintain the Fleet once it had been 

built up to the new level." 


He was reminded that this aspect was also referred to 


in paragraph 24, where the stabilised annual cost of the 


D.R.C Fleet and the New Standard Fleet respectively were 


given as £88 millions and £104 millionsy 


"These figures may be and probably are now considerably 


higher, and show the immense burden which even the D.R.C. 


will throw permanently upon our resources". He then made 


suggestions very similar to the Conclusions set forth 


at the end of this summary, , t . * J 


 The Home Secretary wan agrrrnblti) thafr ^ho^Wow^Standftwd. 


NaTfP—st.rongth ohould not yot bo approved. Since the 


Imperial Conference, however, it had become clear that a 


decision on the question could not long be delayed and that 


the country and the Empire wanted to know the position. 


He himself had always wished to postpone the decision as 


long as possible. Accordingly at the last Imperial 


Conference he had put the position very frankly, and had 


emphasised the enormous cost of the New Standard, but had kept 


the Conference guessing as to what was intended. He had 


hoped to get some assistance from the Dominions. For many 


reasons, he would have preferred to keep the situation 


fluid. He was told, however, that every month the matter 


was more difficult, e.g., from the point of view of the 


g




training of the Navy, next year's Programme, and more 


especially because under the Anglo-German Treaty, we had 


very shortly to inform the German Government what the strength 


of the Pleet would be a few years hence. With great 


reluctance, therefore, he feared that a decision could not 


be avoided. If that was the case, he found the recommendation 


of the Minister for Co-ordination of Defence in paragraph 


60 of C P . 170 (38) very difficult to accept. He did not 


believe that the New Standard Pleet was impossible of 


attainment. After all, that Pleet was only strong 


enough to hold the situation in the Par East and in Home 


Waters at the same time. If it was impossible of attainment, 


that would be a terrible shock for the Dominions. He 


deprecated, therefore, a decision leading to that issue. 


He would like to say that the New Standard Fleet as a 


Standard was inevitable. But having settled that, it 


should be considered year by year how far we could give 


effect to it. The attainment of the Standard might take 


years. He suggested also that the Admiralty might look 


into the question of slowing down their expenditure, e.g., 


on capital ships, in which he understood that Germany was 


slowing down, or aircraft carriers. To repudiate the 


Standard, however, would be dangerous, It would be very 


difficult to explain a sudden cessation of the Haval 


Construction programme. He thought also that the Admiralty 


might look seriously into the cost of maintenance of the 


Fleet, e.g., might it not be possible to keep fewer ships 


in commission in order to avoid reducing the construction 


Programme? pressure might also be renewed on the 


Dominions. Eighteen months ago the Government of the 


Commonwealth of Australia had been very friendly towards the idea 


of building a capital ship. There were hopes that they 




might still construct one, but it was not likely that they 


would do so if they felt that we could not hold the position 


in the Far East. 


The President of the Board of Education thought the 


time was approaching when strong pressure ought to be put on 


the Dominions to take a fair share in Irmoerial Defence. 


He did not think we ought to abandon the idea of the New 


Standard Fleet, but we might make it clear to the Dominions 


that progress must be slowed down for financial reasons, in 


order to try arid get their assistance.  .
A P 6
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The gg^64Jdon-wof- tho -Board, of -Tiiade thought it 


would be a great shock to the Dominions if we abandoned^ 


the New Standard. Only a short time ago discussions had 


taken place with a view to the construction by Australia of 


a capital ship. Those conversations had all been on the 


understanding that the United Kingdom Fleet would go to the 


Far East in the event of war, and that in the interval the 


Australian battleship could be used very effectively for the 


protection of trade. He suggested, therefore, that the 


New Standard should not be rejected, but that the Programme 


should be settled each year on the merits of the situation. 


The Prime Minister agreed that it was unnecessary to 


discard the New Standard Programme and say that it would 


never be adopted, but that was not the same as saying that 


it must be adopted now. He could not bring himself to agree 


with the suggestions of the First Lord as to how co-ordination 


of Defence expenditure should be arranged, fio would profor

-fc-e reverse/the process and ooy that first the Cabinet 


should lay down what resources were available, then ask their 


experts as to how theycould be spent with the best results, 




and then W^raSec a dooioioa. Tha d o o i o i o j O j howovoiij ..w.ouikdU ^ 

huyu b o b e lurilinmtlly rovioad fen Llm liglitruf an L^UAJ. 

eteaatgiiig bllrmt-iL-on. Referring to the First Lord's 


suggestion that the rationing principle had broken down, 


he pointed out that nevertheless it had produced considerable 


results. In this respect it resembled the Non-intervention 


Committee. It was not a perfect weapon, but it was an 


effective one. The idea, therefore, ought not to be 


abandoned. He agreed that the Navy should have some 


decision to work to. He therefore repeated the proposals 


which he had made earlier in the discussion and which had 


been supported by the Chanceller of the Exchequer (see Con
clusions). 


The Secretary of State for Air, referring to paragraph 


60 of C.P. 170 (33), agreed that increased demands for the 


Air Force would be probable. The Cabinet ought to bear in 


mind, however, pledges made as to our Air strength. He did 


not wish to contest the rationing principle in the 


manner in which it was worked - that is to say with a plus 


figure.
 -
I-!, was good
 that the Service Departments 


should have a figure to aim at. 


The Secretary of State for War said that it would be 


easier for the Service Ministers if the country were told 


that there were limits to the expenditure on defence. At 


present there was a tendancy to think that their expenditure 


was unlimited. He referred to a letter he had received from 


Mr. Winston Churchill, who had suggested that 20 Divisions 


were necessary. 


The Secretary of State for Air said he would 


rather put up with the discomfort of criticism than have 


it announced at the present time that our defences 


were being checked for financial reasons. 




The Chancellor of the Duchy of Lancaster foresaw 


that a very difficult situation would arise if Parliament 


v/ere informed that the Service Departments v/ere being 


rationed, unless the ration v/as extended to Civil Departments 


as well. 


The Minister for Co-ordination of Defence said that 


in making the recommendation in paragraph 60 he did not 


wish to imply that the rvoposeu. New Standard of Naval 


strength was wrong i\ principle. He only wanted to suggest 


that when convert d into terms of ships, its implementation 


was at present beyond our strength, He had not intended to 


reject the standard altogether, but to take something less 


as an immediate goal. 


The Cabinet agreed;

(i) That in determining the total scope of our 

naval preparations and the naval standard to 

be adopted and aimed at, regard must be had to 

the financial provision available, bearing 

in mind the plan adopted by the Cabinet in 

February last and the distribution of the total 

available resources between the different 

Services, 


(ii) That the decision as to the standard of the 

Fleet is a matter of Ministerial responsibility 

after duly considering the views and advice 

of the Board of Admiralty? 


(iii) That having regard to the above considerations, 

the Cabinet must decide that in present 

circumstances we cannot commit ourselves 

to the standard known as the New Standard 

Fleet, 


(iv) That in the light of the above decisions, the 

Minister for Co-ordination of Defence, the 

First Lord of the Admiralty and the Chancellor 

of the Exchequer should at once consult 

together- with a view to agreement as to the 

total sum to be allocated to the Admiralty 

for the remainder of the quinquennium for 

all purposeso The Prime Minister is prepared 

to be available to assist in reaching 

agreement so far as necessary.- The Conclusion 

is to be reported to the Cabinet at the 

earliest opportunity. 




9. The Cabinet had under consideration a Memorandum 


by the President of the Board of Trade (H.A.-25 (38)) 


covering the draft Prevention of Fraud (investments) 


Bill, the object of which was to give general effect 


to the recommendations of the Departmental Committee 


appointed, under the Chairmanship of Sir Archibald 


Bodkin, to consider the operations commonly known as 


share-pushing and share-hawking, arid similar activi

ties: together with the following recommendations 


by the Committee of Home Affairs thereon (H.A.C. 13th 


Conclusions (38)):

"(l) To approve the Prevention of Fraud 

(investments) Bill in the form of the 

draft annexed, to H.A.-25 (38). subject 

to the amendments adopted, at the meeting 

and. summarised in this Minute, and 

subject also to any drafting or other 

minor alterations that may be found 


- necessary or desirable: 


(2) To authorise the introduction of the 

Bill in the House of Commons before 

the Recess, with a view to its con
sideration by the financial and. 

commercial interests concerned and 

its reintroduction, as early as 

practiea.ble, next Session." 


The Cabinet approved the recommendations of the 


Committee of Home Affairs as set forth above. 




jjjXT 10. The Cabinet adjourned until 5.30 p.m. the same day 

MEETING 

OP THE in the Prime Minister's Room at the House of Commons. 

CABINET-


The Secretary of State for Scotland said he would 


probably be unable to attend as he would be engaged in the 


House of Commons. 


The Prime Minister said he hoped to give the 


Cabinet particulars as to the dates of the adjournment of 


the House of Commons and the date on which the House would 


reassemble. 


2, Whitehall Gardens, S-W.1. 


20th July, 1938. 




APPENDIX. 


Captain .Viedemann called at my house by arrangement 


at 10 o'clock this morning, and I had two hours conversation 


v/ith him. Sir Alexander Cadogan was also present. 


Captain wiedemann confirmed that he had come with 


Herr Hitler's knowledge, and that his mission was to 


explore the possibility of some important German personage 


coming over here in the near future, v/ith the idea of 


full discussion of Anglo-German relations. He indicated 


that the personage contemplated was Eield Marshal Goering. 


I said that His Majesty1s Government would, sincerely 


welcome any procedure that gave prospect of improving 


relations between the two countries, though the moment for 


such discussion must obviously be chosen with great care. 


Any visit of the kind indicated would inevitably attract 


public attention, and if there v/ere no concrete result it 


might do more harm than good. 


Captain r/iedemann said that he ought perhaps to say 


a word in general in regard to Herr Hitler's attitude 


towards England. That had always been one of admiration 


and friendship, but Herr Hitler felt that he had on various 


occasions been rebuffed, or at any rate that his advances 


had not been well received. He cited two instances: in 


the first place there had been some disappointment at our 


failure to produce any concrete proposals at the time of 


my visit to Berlin last November. Before that visit the 


German Government had understood from His Majesty's 


Ambassador that I should be coming with definite proposals, 


and when it became clear that this was not so Herr Hitler 


had experienced a degree of disappointment. In the 


second place Herr Hitler felt that he had made a great 


effort in negotiating the Naval Treaty with Great Dritain: 




in-that...Tj?eat-y--he had definitely acknowledged British naval 


superiority, hut there seemed little appreciation in this 


country of the effort which he had made. He had, moreover, 


been resentful of the credence given in England to rumours 


on 21st May of German troop movements. 


I interjected that there had of course been rumours and 


counter-rumours .-.t the time; but that in justice to the 


attitude His tar jesty's Government had felt bound to adopt, X 


thought I might point out that the denials of troop move

ments would heve had great weight if similar denials at 


the time of Au -tria had not proved mistaken. 


Captain W.edemann admitted that von Ribbentrop had been 


badly informed and had not managed that business well. 


Nevertheless, Herr Hitler was still inspired with the 


desire to be friends with England, and was still prepared 


to make an effort to that end, 


I said that His Majesty"s Government would welcome 


anything that rave ho;nes of leading to better relations 


between the twe countries, but I must warn Captain Wiedemann 


that the presert moment might not be altogether favourable. 


It was impossible to deny that the existing tension caused 


by the Czechoslovak ] roblern would militate against the 


restoration of complete confidence, which was essential to 


success. If that problem had received a peaceful and 


satisfactory solution evidently that might afford a good 


opportunity for attempting a settlement of many other 


questions. Perhaps even if a solution had not actually 


been reached, the situation might be rendered more 


favourable if the Geruan Government could give some 


assurance of their resolve to assist in a peaceful settle

men t of the question and to refrain from any form of direct 


action or use of force. Did Captain Wiedernann think 




it would be possible for his Government to give any such 


assurance or to make any such pronouncement? As he well 


knew, any precipitate action might involve a conflict in 


which the French would be bound to honour their obligations 


and into which it was impossible, as pointed out by the 


Prime Minister, for His Majesty's Government to be aire 


they would not be drawn. 


Captain Wiedemann said that he was not himself charged 


with a political mission on this occasion, and was hardly 


in a position to d-iscuss such a question. He could, however? 


give me the most binding assurance - in fact, he was 


authorised to do so - that in present circumstances the 


German Government were planning no kind of forcible action, 


and so far as one could see into the future, had no 


intention of resorting to such methods. His Government 


might be able to give an assurance of the kind suggested 


limited to a definite period. He doubted whether they 


could give it for all time. There were long delays in 


the settlement of the Czechoslovak crisis, and so 


long as that state of suspense continued, there might 


any moment occur incidents which a great State like 


Germany would be unable to overlook. If a number of the 


Sudeten Deutsch were massacred it was impossible to say 


that the German Government would not feel called upon to 


intervene. 


I asked Captain Wiedemann whether the exchange of views 


now contemplated, was to be regarded as a continuation of the 


conversations which I had had in Berlin, and which had been 


continued early this year through His Majesty's Ambassador. 




Captain Wiedemann gave no direct answer to chis question, 


but he indicated that the aim of his Government would be to 


obtain a comprehensive agreement.. He thought that his Government 


would wish to discuss all outstanding questions, and he hoped 


that through friendly negotiations a satisfactory settlement 


might be reached. He said that in the past Germany had on 


various occasions put forward claims which the German Govern

ment considered to be moderate: these had on nearly all occasions 


been rejected, and the result had been that in the end 


Germany had taken more than she had originally demanded, AS 


an instance he quoted the fact that in 1933 Herr Hitler had 


discussed with him the question of the Reichswehr and had said 


that he ivould ask for the numbers to be raised to 300,000, 


though he indicated to Captain V/iedemarm that he would be pre

pared to accept 200,000. This demand had been rejected, and 


the result was that Germany had introduced universal military 


service. 


I again put it to Captain V/iedemann that the prospect 


of any conversations would be greatly enhanced if the German 


Government could see their way to declare in some form that 


they were resolved in co-operation with us to seek a peaceful 


and satisfactory settlement of the Czechoslovak question. 


I asked Captain Wiedemami what procedure he thought 


Herr Hitler would favour, if and when the negotiations failed. 


Captain Wiedemann answered very readily that in such an event 


the German Government would wish to get the negotiations 


resumed in whatever way this could best be managed, I then 


asked whether I was right in thinking that the German Government 




had not regretted the fact that we had been endeavouring 


in Prague to assist in the discovery of a peaceful solution. 


Captain Wiedemann replied that Herr Hitler recognised 


that we had made an effort, but regretted that we had not been 


able to do yet more. Vith regard to the suggestion that the 


German Government should make some such declaration as I indi

cated, he again repeated most emphatically that the German 


Government was planning no resort to force. If matters con

tinued on the present basis there was no idea of Germany edopt

ing such a line: she might only be forced into taking it by some 


unforeseen and serious incident. He recurred to the undue 


delay, which might be misunderstood in Germany. He instanced 


the grant by His Majesty's Government of autonomy to Ireland, 


and the acceptance by the French Government of the Saar plebiscite 


and he asked why the Czechoslovak Government could not follow 


those examples. I had to point out that the examples he had 


quoted were not ouite on the same footing as the problem with 


which we were now confronted. Further, I observed that this 


problem was one that had presented continual difficulty now for 


several centuries, and it could never be easy of solution. 


It was therefore surely unreasonable to expect that it could 


be satisfactorily solved in a few weeks or months. 


In regard to procedure, I encuired of Captain Wiedemann 


whether he thought his Government would agree that any further 


discussion of these arrangements should be continued through 


official channels. 


Captain Wiedemann agreed, but he said that in order that 


there should be no misunderstanding, he must explain the 




situation. He said that Field Marshal Goering v/as strongly 


in favour of the idea. The Field Marshal was very anxious 


to see agreement between Great Britain and Germany, and to 


settle amicably all questions that might be at issue between 


the two countries, and believed that this could be done by 


friendly negotiation. Herr Hitler was not against the pro

ject, but both recognised the need for preparation and to 


ascertain our reactions before committing himself to a 


definite and final opinion. Herr von Ribbentrop at present 


knew nothing about it. In the circumstances he suggested 


that the channel of communication for further exchange of 


views would be either through Herr von Dirksen, whom he 


would take into his confidence, to Captain V/iedemann himself, 


or through Sir Hevile Henderson to Ilerr von Neurath, 


I enquired whether any difficulty would be caused by 


negotiating with Herr von Heurath behind the back, as it were, 


of Herr von Ribbentrop, and I asked whether Herr von Ribben

trop would not now be brought into the matter. Captain 


Wiedemann said quite emphatically that Herr von Ribbentrop 


would not be apprised of the matter until that became abso

lutely unavoidable. He added in confidence that Hcrr von 


Ribbentrop's position with the Fuehrer was no longer what 


it had been. 


I also raised the question of the form in which any 


announcement of a visit to London might be made. I presvxmed 


that it might be said that the German Government had desired 


that such a visit should take place, and that His Majesty^ 


Government had indicated their assent, and had invited field 


Marshal Goering. Captain Viedemann referred to the fact that 


I myself on leaving Berlin had said that I hoped that we 


should see Field Marshal Goering in London, and he -thought it better 




to take that as a starting point; and to say that His 


nlajesty's Government haa now issued the invitation which 


Field Marshal Goering gladly accepted. 


I aid not pursue this subject further, ana we 


agreed that that was really a matter that could be 


considered later- on, when we agreed on the principle of the 


visit. I told Captain Wiedemann that I should feel 


obliged to tell the French Government that we had received 


certain approaches from the German Government, with the 


purpose of exploring the possibilities of conversations 


at a later date, and that if and when this matured, we should 


of course keep them informed. He at once said that there 


could of course be no possible objection: that would be 


quite understood. I also told him that in view of the 


report of his arrival in the Daily Express, I should probably 


have to tell the French that I had seen him. This also 


he readily accepted. 


I also asked him about what time Herr Hitler or 


Field Marshal Goering would have in mind for the visit if 


it took place, to which he replied that he supposed it might 


not be possible before the autumn. 


I at this point, thought it well to read to Captain 


Wiedemann the message which I had originally drafted with 


the idea that it might be sent through His Majesty's 


Ambassador in Berlin. I subsequently gave instructions 


for the text of this message to be sent to Captain Y/iedemann, 


and he should have received it by luncheon time. 


I then summed up the upshot of our conversation and 


this summing up was repeated by Captain Wiedemann himself. 


It was to the effect that the idea of an exchange of views 


and a visit of the nature indicated was welcomed in principle 


by His Majesty's Government. But it was agreed that it would

be important to prepare the ground carefully and to try to 




ensure a favourable atmosphere. At present the chief 


obstacle consisted in the state of tension produced by the 


continued crisis over Czechoslovakia and His Majesty's 


Government hoped that a peaceful and satisfactory settlement 


of that Question might open the way to a fruitful exchange 


of views. 


Before talcing leave of him I had some private conversa

tion with Captain Wiedemann, and it may be of interest to 


note one or two points that emerged from it. I asked him 


whether he had enjoyed Herr Hitler's friendship for a long 


time; I understood that he had been with him in the War. 


Captain Wiedeaann said that he had served with Herr Hitler 


for two and a half years during the War; during that time 


he himself was Regimental Adjutant and Herr Hitler was what 


he described as "despatch bearer". Captain Wiedemann added 


that his friends had often asked him whether, in those days, 


he had detected the great qualities that Herr Hitler 


possessed and whether he had had any inkling of the future 


that was in store for him, ana he had always been bound to 


tell his friends that he had not notieed anything of the kind. 


Herr Hitler had been a brave, reliable and cool soldier, 


the sort of man on whom one could rely and whom one v/as glad 


to have in reserve to put into any post of difficulty or 


danger. But he had had no idea of the capabilities which 


Herr Hitler had subsequently given proof. Captain Wiedemann 


added that he did not enter the party or Herr Hitler's service 


until 1934; after the War and until that date he had been 


farming in Germany. 


Captain Wiedemann told me that he would return to 


Germany either this evening or to-morrow morning and he 


assured me that he would looe no time in giving Herr Hitler 


an account of our conversation. He would also report to 




Herr von Neurath and possibly to certain other officials, 


and before he left London he would inform the German 


Ambassador of what had passed. 


A copy of the written communication to Captain 


Y/iedemann is annexed. 


(Intld.) H. 


16th July. 1938. 




ANNEX TO APPENDIX. 


Foreign Office, 


18th July, 1938. 


Dear Captain V/iedemann, 


The following is the text of the message which 


Lord Halifax read to you this morning:

"On the other hand, it might defeat the 


purpose we both have in view to embark on conversations 


that, even on a non-official basis, were bound, if 


they became public, to attract much attention, unless 


we could both feel reasonablv sure that such 


conversations were likely to lead to good result. 


It is obvious that if normal relations had been 


re-established between the German and Czechoslovak 


Governments, such conversations would be held under 


the most favourable circumstances. Short of the 


realisation of the above conditions, it would, however, 


be the opinion of His Majesty's Government that an 


undertaking given to each other by both Governments 


to co-operate in promoting the achievement of a 


peaceful settlement in Czechoslovakia would be valuable 


and would offer better prospect of successful issue 


to any conversations than might otherwise be expected 


in the state of uncertainty which necessarily at 


present prevails. 


His Majesty's Government would welcome the 


views of the German Government upon these observations, 


and if thereafter it should be decided to pursue 


the suggestion of direct conversations on matters 


of interest to both countries./His Majesty's 


Captain Wiedemann, 

'0. Brook Street, 




Government would welcome that decision. In that 


event, it would doubtless be convenient that the 


suggestion should at the appropriate moment be 


confidentially conveyed through the official channels. 


His Majesty'e Government . ould anticipate 


that it might be impossible to keep any stich visit, 


especially if it were of an important personage, 


secret, and it would perhapo be right to add that 


His Majesty's Government could not guarantee that 


there might not be some outward manifestation in 


the Press or elsewhere of the hostility of certain 


sections here to the political i.;eas of the German 


Government, and to some of their actions. They 


would, of course, do their best to induce moderation 


in the Press and to see that any other- activities 


were strictly restrained.1' 


with kind regards, and with best wishes to you 


for your journey, 


Yours sincerely, 


(Signed) ALEXANDER CADOGAN. 
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I N D I A . 

Defence 

Quee tions 

Interim 

Report of 

Cabinet 

Committee 


(Previous 

Reference: 

Cabinet 30 

(38), Con
olusion 6.) 


F.R.35(S$)L. 


1* The Cabinet hod. before them an Interim Report 


4
( C P . - 1 7   (38)) by the Cabinet Committee appointed at 


the Meeting referred to in the margin to consider and 


report on the results of the conversations between the 


War Office and the India Office on the subject of the 


Defence of India. The Interim Report stated, that it 


had become clear that the Committee's investigation 


would occupy some considerable time, and that the 


issues referred to them would have to be considered 


from a number of aspects — military, financial, consti

tutional and political — before they were in a. position 


to submit final recommendations. There were, however, 


two matters capable of being settled at the outset on 


their own merits and without prejudice to the ultimate 


main decisions of policy, upon which the Committee 


submitted the following recommendations:
n (i) That the War Office should be authorised 


to arrange for the transfer of four 

British infantry battalions from the 

Indian to the British establishment as 

soon as the necessary barrack aecommo
dation is ready. According to our present 

information, accommodation for two of the 

battalions will be available in April, 1939, 

and. for the other two during the trooping 

season 1939-40. 


(ii) That a Committee of Inquiry should proceed 

to India, at an early date to consider and 

report whether savings can be made in 

existing Indian Defence expenditure to 

set against the cost of modernisation of 

the Defence Forces in India, and in parti
eular to meet increased future maintenance 


The Secretary of State for India said 

that while he did not wish to be unduly alarmist 

he thought it right to inform the Cabinet that as 

a result of the deliberations of the Cabinet 

Committee so far as they had at present gone, he 

was convinced that there was a serious risk of 

the Cabinet being faced with political difficulties 

of a grave nature in India in the not very far 

distant future in connection with expenditure on 

defence. He did not wish to deal with the major 

issue which was not included in the interim report 

and with this warning would turn to the report 

itself. 


a.nu. j.uunc) it was open to strong objections from the 
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Defence 

Questions . 


Interim 

Report of 

Cabinet 

Commit "'.ee. 


(Previous 

Reference: 

Cabinet 30 

(38) , Con
olusion 6.) 


1* The Cabinet had. before them an Interim Report 


(C.P.-174 (38)) by the Cabinet Committee appointed at 


the Meeting referred to in the margin to consider and 


report on the results of the conversations between the 


War Office and the India Office on the subject of the 


Defence of India. The Interim Report stated, that it 


had. become clear that the Commit tee's investigation 


would occupy some considerable time, and that the 


issues referred to them would have to be considered 


from a number of aspects — military, financial, consti

tutional and political — before they were in a position 


to submit final recommendations. There were, however, 


two matters capable of being settled, at the outset on 


their own merits and without prejudice to the ultimate 


main decisions of policy, upon which the Committee 


submitted the following recommend.a.tions :

"(i) That the War Office should be authorised 

to arrange for the transfer of four 

British infantry battalions from the 

Indian to the British establishment as 

soon as the necessary bar-rack accommo
dation is ready. According to our present 

information, accommodation for two of the 

battalions will be available in April, 1939, 

and. for the other two during the trooping 

season 1939-40. 


(ii) That a Committee of Inquiry should proceed 

to India at an early date to consider and 

report whether savings can be made in 

existing Indian Defence expenditure to 

set against the cost of modernisation of 

the Defence Forces in India, and in parti
cular to meet increased future maintenance 

charges involved in that modernisation, 

and. in the improved conditions of service. 


(iii) That the terras of reference and the precise 

composition of the proposed Committee of 

Inquiry should be left to the present 


------^-^^ Cabinet Committee to determine." 


The Secretary of State for India, while accepting 


the first re commend ation, said that the second recom

mendation had come up at very short notice at the 


Cabinet Committee. He had since examined it carefully 


and found it was open to strong objections from the 


- 1 
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1* The Cabinet had before them an Interim Report 


(CP.-174 (38)) by the Cabinet Committee appointed, at 


the Meeting referred to in the margin to consider and. 


report on the results of the conversations between the 


War Office and the India Office on the subject of the 


Defence of India. The Interim Report stated, that it 


had. become clear that the Committee's investigation 


would occupy some considerable time, and. that the 


issues referred to them would, have to be considered 


from a number of aspects — military, financial, consti

tutional and political — before they were in a position 


to submit final recommendations. There were, however, 


two matters capable of being settled, at the outset on 


their own merits and without prejudice to the ultimate 


main decisions of policy, upon which the Committee 


submitted the following recomraend.a.tions :
"(i) That the War Office should be authorised 


to arrange for the transfer of four 

British infantry battalions from the 

Indian to the British establishment as 

soon as the necessary barrack aecommo
dation is rea.dy. According to our present 

information, accommodation for two of the 

battalions will be available in April, 1939, 

and. for the other two during the trooping 

season 1939-40. 


(ii) That a Committee of Inquiry should, proceed 

to India, at an early date to consider and 

report whether savings can be made in 

existing Indian Defence expenditure to 

set against the cost of modernisation of 

the Defence Forces in India, and in parti
eular to meet increased future maintenance 

charges involved, in that modernisation, 

and. in the improved conditions of service. 


m
(ili) hat the terms of reference and the precise 

composition of the proposed Committee of 

Inquiry should be left to the present 

Cabinet Committee to determine." 


The Secretary of State for India, while accepting 


the first re commend a.t ion, said that the second, recom

mendation had come up at very short notice at the 


Cabinet Committee. He had since examined, it carefully 


and found it was open to strong objections from the 
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political point of view in India. The mere fact of 


sending a Committee of Inquiry .to examine into the 


Defence Budget with a view to economies would, weaken 


the position of the Government of India, and more 


especially the Finance Member and. Commander-in-Chief. 


It would make it more difficult for the Government to 


resist the demand for a more rapid Ind.ianisa.tion of 


the forces, more especially as an Indian soldier 


cost one-fifth of a British soldier. It would, also 


cause trouble in the development of federation^ One 


of the main objections in India to federation was that 


the Federal Government would, have no control over 


Defence expenditure. Without that, many people said. 


that its adoption was not worth while. If they could. 


say that the Government of the United. Kingdom had so 


little faith in the Tndian Government as to send a. 


special Committee to examine the military budget, it. 


would, give a handle to the objectors . If, however, the 


United Kingdom Government were prepared to admit that 


by altering the terms of service in the British Army 


they had. imposed, budget charges for which no provisioriH 


had. been made in India and that for the first year they 


were willing to render temporary assistance by way of . 


a grant, and were to justify the desiatch of the 


Committee on the ground that it was necessary to 


satisfy them that due economy was being practised in 


India, it would ease the situation. This was the more 


important because the present financial year was a very 

budget 


bad one for India; the^he-d only just balanced, and. 


revenue was falling off. They were faced with a 


deficit largely due to the improved, conditions of the 


British soldier at a time when public opinion in India 


thought that the British soldier already cost too much

http://Ind.ianisa.tion


The Chancellor of the Exchequer said that he had 


discussed the matter with the Secretary of State for 


India on the previous evening and had since thought 


the matter over. He found, the greatest difficulty in 


the plan proposed, by the Secretary of State for India. 


The two points of view were set forth in paragraphs 6 


and 7 of CP--174 (38), which he quoted. If we were 


to agree to the Secretary of State's proposal we should 


be conceding the principle of paying maintenance charges, 


which would involve us in great difficulties and. make 

it impossible to get right with Indian opinion. In 


the circumstances he thought thai the first proposal 


should be adopted but that no decision should, be taken 


on the second. He understood, -thai- in any event the 


Committee, if it were decided on, would, not sail for 


India before October, 


After some further discussion the Cabinet agreed. — 


(a) To approve proposal ( i ) , namely:

"(i) That the War Office should be authorised, 

to arrange for the transfer of four 

British tnfantry Battalions from the 

Indian to the British establishment as 

soon as the necessary barrack accommo
dation is ready, According to our 

present information^ accommodation for 

two of the Battalions will be available 

in April, 1939, and for the other two 

during the trooping season 1939-40". 


(b) That the proposal in recommendation (ii), 

in favour of the despatch of a Committee 

of Inquiry to India should be referred ba.ck 

to the Cabinet Committee, which was in any 

event due to meet in the following week. 




2. The Cabinet had before them a Memorandum by the 


iet President of the Board of Trade (CP.-173 (38)) 

on 


and circulating a Memorandum by the Secretary for Mines on 


the inter-related problems of the inter-district co

ordination of coal prices and the future of the coal 


export trade. Tn his Memorandum the President stated 


that the Central Council of Colliery Owners had 

.) 


resolved, subject to certain provisos concerning the 


adequacy of the levy and. the "expectation" of a 


contribution by the Government, to seek statutory 


powers by an Order under the Coal Mines Act to collect 


a levy of 3d. a ton on all coal produced and to use the 


fund, so obtained for reducing, as might be necessary, 


the price of British coal in contested markets abroad. 


Certain difficulties presented themselves in this 


matter, and in the Presidents view action must wait 


until Parliament reassembled after the Recess. Never
theless he recognised that something must be done to 


check the failing off and to recover ground already 


lost in our coal markets abroad through the competition 


of subsidised German coal. Tn his judgment an inter
national coal cartel was the only satisfactory solution. 


Conversations on this aspect had. been proceeding between 


the producers in the principal European countries, and a 


further meeting was to take place on July 29th. He 


proposed to urge the coal-owners to make the fullest 


possible use, in discussion with their European colleagues, 


of their decision as an industry to create a fund to 


comba-t the competition of subsidised, foreign coal; to 


allow'the industry's representatives to say that they 


had. been in constant consultation with His Majesty's 


Government, who sympathised, with their efforts to pro-* 


tect the interests of the British coal export tra.de; 

and. to add, in his forthcoming talk with the coal owners,., 

that the Government was continuing to pursue vigorously 

-a policy of negotiation with Prance and, as opportunity 

offered, with other countries, to secure by agreement 

the greatest possible scope for the export of British 

coal. 
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The President of the Board, of Trade explained 


that the Secretary for Mines had. been in attendance 


ready to advise the Cabinet at the Meeting the same 


morning but that he had important engagements that 


afternoon, so he had excused his presence. 


After some discussion as to the precise degree 


of encouragement that it was intended to give the 


representatives of the coal industry, and of the 


possible reactions of a collapse of the export trade 


upon both internal coal prices and manufacture. 


generally, the Cabinet agreed — 


To approve the proposals of the 

President of the Board.of Trade 

as set forth in CP.-173 (38) and 

summarised above, but only on the 

understanding that, he should exercise 

the utmost care to ensure that the 

representatives of the coal industry 

were not given any encoura-gement 


, , whatsoever to think that the Govern
Uy^l^u.^ $^*^t^^^l ment were/pledgod to giv-e them 


fimncial support. This decision, 

however, as to the attitude to be 

adopted, towards the coal industry 

should, not be treated as a decision 

that, in no circumstances would the 

Government consider financial assist
ance to the coal industry if the 

apprehended, threats to that industry, 

should mature. 




*M A 


BRITISH 

NATIONALITY 

AND STATUS 

OF ALIENS 

BILL. 


(Previous 

Reference: 

Cabinet 43 

(85)-, Con
elusion 5,) 


g. The Cabinet had before them a Memorandum by the 


Home Secretary (CP.-159 (38)) stating that the British 


Nationality and Status of Aliens Bill ( a Private 


Member's Bill down for Second Reading in the House of 


Lords on July 21st) would effect drastic alterations 


in the existing law by providing that a British-born 


woman on marriage to an alien should retain her 


British nationality; that an alien woman should not 


acquire British nationality by reason of her marriage 


to a British subject; and that a. married woman might 


apply for naturalisation in her own right. The 


question of the nationality of married women had been 


the subject of consultations with the Dominions at 


Imperial Conferences and otherwise, but, apart from 


certain modifications concurred in by the Dominions, 


it had not been found possible to arrive at any 


agreement with them, for a. change in the existing law. 


The Home Secretary therefore suggested that the proper 


line for the Government Spokesman would, be to summarise' 


the history of the question; to emphasize the import

ance of maintaining proper uniformity in the law 


throughout the British Commonwealth affecting the 


"common status"; to refer sympathetically to the 


cases of hardship resulting from loss of British 


nationality on marriage; to say that the Government 


recognised, as indicated by the last Resolution of the 


Imperial Conference, that the subject was one for still 


further consideration; but to point out that in the 


circumstances the Government could offer no facilities 


for the Bill. 


In the course of a short discussion it was 


recalled that this question gave rise to a good i 

many difficulties; for example, in relation to 


alien enemies in time of war. 




The Home Secretary said that he was fully 


apprised on that aspect of the question. At this 


period of the Parliamentary Session, however, he 


felt that there was no alternative but. to adopt a 


temporising l i n e 


The Cabinet agreed — 


To approve the proposals of the 

Home Sfcretary as set forth in 

C*Po-159 (38) and summarised 

above o 




4. The Cabinet had before them a. Memorandum by the 


President of the Board of Trade (.CUP.-1.73 (38)) seeking 


authority to proceed, with the preparation of a short 


Bill, with a view to its introduction as soon as the 

in order 


Parliamentary programme allowed.,/to remedy an unsatis
factory state of affairs relating to the statutory time 


limits within which certain actions precedent to the 


grant or maintenance of a patent must be performed, at 


the Patent Office under the Patents and. Designs Acts, 


1907 to 1932. After explaining the provisions of the 

proposed. Bill the President stated, that it was limited, 


to validating old-established, practices of the Patent 


Office and should be non-controversial. 


The President of the Board of Trade, after 


summarising the proposals, said that he had discussed 


them with Sir Stafford. Cripps, the principal authority 


on the subject on the Front Opposition Bench, who had 

agreed, that they were desirable. 


The Cabinet agreed.	 — 


(a.) To approve the proposals of the 

President of the Board, of Tra.de 

as set forth in CP.-172 (38): 


(b) That	 the President of the Board of 

Trade should, have authority,, if he 

felt that this was desirable, to. 

announce that the Government 

intended to introduce a Bill on 

this subject. 
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5 . The Cabinet took note of a Memorandum by the 


Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs (C.P.-171 (38)) 


relating, to the translation of General von Reichenau's 


alleged lecture at Leipzig on the subject of the German 


attitude towards events in Spain and Portugal (CP.-163 


(38) , which had. been under consideration at the Meeting 


mentioned in the margin. Publication of the lecture 


in a British newspaper and. references to it in several 


French newspapers had resulted, in the German Ambassador 


calling at the Foreign Office to deny the authenticity 


of the document. The Ambassador had. telegraphed the 


gist of it to his Government and. had received a reply 


from Berlin to the effect, that the whole thing could 


be categorically denied and. that the German Government 


were issuing a formal dementi. 




ARLIAMENTARY 6. The Prime Minister said that the following 

FJSIKTESS . 


dates would, be announced shortly in Parliament:-

Summer 


ecess . 
 Adjournment of the present Session: FRIDAY,29th JULY 


Parliament to meet ... ... TUESDAY, 1st"NOVEMBER. 

Pr evious 

Reference: This would, allow for 

Cabinet 46 a Debate on Foreign 

(37), Con- Affairs and. a Debate 

elusion 18.) on the Report of the 


Select Committee on 

^he Sandys case. 


Pro rp gat, inn FRIDAY, 4th NOVEMBER. 


Opening of New Session TUESDAY,8th NOVEMBER. 


* Whitehall Gardens, S.W.1 


SOth July, 193 8. 
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C A B I N E T . 35 (58) 


Meeting of the Cabinet to be held at No. 10 Downing 

Street, S 0Wolo, on WEDNESDAY, 27th JULY, 1938, 


at lloO  a 0 m
a 


AGENDA. 


1,. FOREIGN AFFAIRS c 


2 * INDIAN FEDERATION; NEGOTIATIONS WITH THE INDIAN STATES 

!
AS TO THE TERMS OF THEIR ACCESSION.  ' " 


(Reference Cabinet 14 (35) Conclusion 4) 


Memorandum by the Secretary of State for India. 

C P c	 180 (38) - circulated herewith. 


3 * INDIA: DEFENCE QUESTIONS - (if required) 


(Reference Cabinet 34 (38) Conclusion 1) 


4.	 FURTHER DEFENCE MEASURES: NAVAL EXPENDITURE. 


(Reference Cabinet 33 (38) Conclusion 8) 


Statement by the Minister for Co-ordination of Defence 


5. DEFENCE .0F MERCHANT SHIPPING. 


(Reference Cabinet 2 (38) Conclusion 11) 


Memorandum by the First Lord of the Admiralty, 

CoPo	 182 (38) - circulated herewith. 


6, NAVAL. BRIGADES, 

Memorandum by the First Lord of the Admiralty. 


CePo 183 (38) - circulated herewith. 




7. MEDITERRANEAN. MIDDLE EAST AMD NORTH EAST AFRICA. 


(Reference Cabinet 9 (38) Conclusion 4) 


Note by the Minister for Co-ordination of Defence., 

covering extract from draft Minutes of the 329th 

Meeting of the Committee of Imperial Defence, 

together with Report by the Standing Official Sub-

Committee for Questions concerning the Middle East. 


C P . 178 (38) - circulated herewith. 


8. UNITED STATES; NEGOTIATIONS FOR A TRADE AGREEMENT. 


(Reference Cabinet 39 (37) Conclusion 7) 


Report by the Committee on Trade and Agriculture. 

C P o 184 (38) - to be circulated. 


Memorandum by the President of the Board of Trade on 
the .q;i0 3tior'. of bringing the Agreement into force 
during the Recess c 


C P . 185 (38) - circulated herewith. 


9.	 MALTA CONSTITUTION. 


(Reference Cabinet 28 (38) Conclusion 7) 


Memorandum by the Secretary of State for the Colonies. 

C P , 179 (38) - circulated herewith. 


10. ROYAL COMMISSION ON THE WEST INDIES. 


(Reference Cabinet 23 (38) Conclusion 8 ) 


Statement by the Secretary of State- for the Colonies.. 


11. BROADCASTING IN TIME OF WAR. 


(Reference Cabinet 29 (38) Conclusion 10) 


Report by Cabinet Committee on Overseas Broadcasting. 

C P . 175 (38) - to be circulated. 


Memorandum by the Postmaster General. 

C P , 132 (38) - already circulated. 


12, CALCIUM CARBIDE; THE PORT TALBOT SCHEME, 


(Reference Cabinet 11 (33) Conclusion 9) 


Statement by the Minister for Co-ordination of Defence. 


13. SCOTTISH- ADMINISTRATION, 


Memorandum by the Secretary of State for Scotland. 

C P . 176 (38) - already circulated. 




14.. MINERS WELFARE FUND: PITHEAD BATHS PROGRAMME. 


Memorandum by the President of the Board of Trade 

C P . 177 (38) - circulated herewith. 


15. ARRANGEMENTS FOR THE RECESS 


(Signed) M.P.A. HANKEY 


Secretary to the Cabinet. 


2, Whitehall Gardens, S.W.I. 


22nd July, 1938. 
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CONCLUSIONS of a Meeting of the Cabinet held 

at 10 Downing Street, S.W.I.. on WEDNESDAY, 


the 27th JULY, 1958, at 11.0 a.m. 


PRESENT: 

The Right Hon. Neville Chamberlain, M.P-* 


Prime Minister. (in the Chair). 


Right Hon. The Right Hon. 

Sir John Simon, G.C.S.I., The Viscount Hailsham, 

G.C.V.O., O.B.E., K.C., M.P. , Lord president of the Council. 

Chancellor of the Exchequer. 


Right Hon. The Right Hon. 

Lord Maugham, Sir Samuel Hoare, Bt. , G.C.S.I., 

Lord Chancellor. G.B.E., C.M.G., M.P., Secretary 


of State for Home Affairs. 


Right Hon. The Right Hon. 

The Viscount Halifax, K.G., The Earl De La Warr, 

G.C.S.I., G.G.I.E., Secretary Lord Privy Seal. 

of State for Foreign Affairs. 


Right Hon. The Most Hon 0 


Lord Stanley, M.C., M.P. ,. The Marquess of Zetland, 

Secretary of State for Dominion G . C  . S t I . , G. C . I * E*. * 


Affairs. Secretary of State for India. 


Right Hon. The Right Hon. 

Malcolm MacDonald, M.P. , Sir Thomas Inskip, C.B.E., K.C.., 

Secretary of State for the M.P., Minister for Co-ordination 

Colonies. of Defence. 


Right Hon. The Right Hon. 

A. Duff Cooper, D.S.O., M.P. t L. Hore-Belisha, M. P. , 

First Lord of the Admiralty. Secretary of State for War. 


Right Hon. The Right Hon. 

John Colville, M.P., 
Sir Kingsley Wood, M.P. * 
 Secretary of State fcr Scotland. 
Secretary of State for Air-


Right Hon. The Right Hon. 

W.S. Morrison, M.C., K.C., M.P. , 
Oliver Stanley, M.C., M.P. * 
 Minister of Agriculture and 
President of the Board of Trade. 
 Fisheries, 


Right Hon. The Right Hon. 

The Earl Stanhopes K.G.* D.S.O., Walter Elliot, M . C , M.p. ,

M.C., president of the Board of Minister of Health. 

Education. 


Right Hon. The Right Hon. 

Ernest Brown, M.C., M.P. , E.L. Burgin, M.P. , 

Minister of Labour. Minister of Transport. 


The Right Hon. 

rnvî  tpnrl Winterton, M.P. * 
Chanclllor S the Duchy of Lancaster. 


THE FOLLOWING- WERE AT.R0 PRESENT: 


Sir Walter J. Womersley, M.P.. ' ,* , ^r^vision 11). 
n r 
Assistant Postmaster General (for Conclusion ii) 


^ n v n ..... Secretary. T E . 'MH?^?f: .  G :? : B .* .G . *  ' - ' - - ' "secretary (designate). 



FRANCE. 


The Royal 

Vis it to. 


(previous 

Reference: 

Cabinet 17 

(38), Con
clus ion 1.) 


SPAIN. 


Non-Inter
vent ion 

Agreement. 


(Previous 

Reference: 

Cabinet 32 

(38), Con
clusion 4.) 


1. The Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs 


commented on the notable success of the Royal Visit 


to France and the remarkable enthusiasm with which 


Their Majesties were received. The French had 


displayed a fine combination of taste, quality and 


strength as witnessed by the Military Review. He 


was impressed by the high standard that had been set, 


which His Majesty's Government would have to keep in 


mind on the occasion of President Lebrun's return 


visit. The Police precautions had been somewhat 


over-elaborate from the point of view of British 


standards. He had. no doubt at all about the valuable 


political effect that the visit had exercised abroad.. 


He had. ha.d discussions with French Ministers, as well 


as with French statesmen such as M. Herriot, M. Blum 


and M. Flandin. 


On the question of Spain the French Ministers 


displayed no feeling that they had been pushed, by us 


into action. They said that in closing the French 


frontier they had acted on their own responsibility 


in the interests of non-intervention. 


The Foreign Secretary added that the German 


Ambassadorjf^discussing the Spanish question, had said 


that Germany and. Italy had done a great deal for Spain 


but that after the war what Spain would, want was money, 


and. the United Kingdom was the only country that had 


that. Consequently they would be the only gainers 


from the war. 




gjPRAL EUROPE. 


aeehoslovakia. 


(Previous 

Reference: 

Cabinet 33 

(38), Oon
clus ion 3 .) 


2-. The Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs said 


that on his return from France on the previous 


Saturday he had found a deadlock setting in over 


Czechoslovakia. After consulting the Prime Minister 


he had. sent a telegram to the Czechoslovak Government 


containing the suggestion of a British mediator. 


He was glad, that the Prime Minister, in his Speech in 


the House of Commons on the previous day, ;had made it 


clear that Lord. Runciman would be acting on his own 


responsibility and not under instructions from His 


Majesty's Government or any other Government. That 


was a matter of some concern to Lord Runciman himself, 


who had suggested that this was "putting me out in a 


dinghy in mid-Atlantic". 


Later in the Meeting the Secretary of State for 


Foreign Affairs read, a telegram that he had just 


received from Prague stating that the British Minister 


had. had a long and friendly talk with Herr Kundt, the 


representative of the Sudeten-Deutsch Party, who had 


seemed quite well-disposed, to Lord. Runciman's proposed 


mission. (For further details see Prague, Telegram 


No. 407. of the 26th July.) "' - -.. 


The Foreign Secretary thought the Cabinet would be 


interested to know that some of his advisers who had. 


been inclined, to take rather a gra.ve view of the 


outlook over Czechoslovakia now thought that the war 


party in Germany had. received, a. check at the end. of 


May; and. perhaps x^ere receiving a further check by 


what was happening now, and. that for that reason there 


might be a. better prospect of a peaceful issue to the 


affair. 




The Foreign Secretary then stated that Lord 


Runciman., who had invited an official from the Royal 


Institute of International Affairs to accompany him ? had 


also asked for the services of M r  Ashton-Gwatkin, of 
n


the Foreign Office^ He himself had no doubt as to the 


great assistance that Mr  Ashton-Gwatkin could render, 
c


which would not necessarily he confined to those economic 


matters in which he was an experts The Foreign 


Secretary wished to know, however, whether his colleagues 


thought that this would associate His Majesty1s 


Government too obviously with Lord RuncimanTs mission, 


or whether they shared his own view that Mr, Ashton

Gwatkin's attachment to Lord Runciman was prudent and 


could be justified to public opinion on the grounds 


of his expert knowledge of economic matters. 


The Cabinet agreed -


That Lord Runciman should be given all 

possible assistance and that there was 

no objection to the proposal that Mr. 

Ashton-Gwatkin, of the. Foreign Office, 

should accompany Lord Runciman on his 

Mission, 




29 9 


3 . The Secretary of State for F orrs^grLj^ffâ trvs

said. that in his talks with the Egyptian Prime-Minister

the latter had. raised, the question of the cost of the 


proposed, barracks in the Canal Zone. This was working 


out much higher than he had. expected, and he had drawn 


a doleful picture of expenditure of £12 millions on 


barracks in the Canal Zone, £5 millions on strategic 


roads and bridges, and £3 millions on Alexandria Harbour. 


This would, leave ve:^y little money available for the 


equipment of the Egyptian Army and. might lead, to the 


Treaty becoming unpopular. He had. suggested, sharing 


the cost fifty-fifty. 


On broad politic').1 grounds the Secretary of State 


was in favour of moving on the lines suggested by the . 


Egyptian Prime Minister, subject to the latter agreeing 


to carry out the improvement of Alexandria. Harbour as 


the responsibility of the Egyptian Government, and. to 


their agreeing to three or four British officials being 


attached to the Egyptian Works Department to help them 


build, the barracks . 


The Prime Minister said that there were two points 


to be cleared up: first, what would be the extra cost 


of accepting, the Egyptian Prime Minister's suggestion? 


Secondly, was it a satis fa. ctory arrangement that the 


Egyptian Government should, be responsible for building 


the barracks? 


Some,diseussion took place as to the extra cost 

involved. . v . It was pointed, out that the origihal idea' 

had been that Egypt should, pay the whole cost of r e m o A r a l 

to the Canal Zone, which was made at their request. 

. ' ... i ... 


Later, it had. come about that the number of our troops 


was increase^ by 25 per cent., and this was the reason 


w h y , under the Treaty, we h a d accepted the liability 

to pay 25 per cent, of the cost of the ba.rra.ck and 
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technical accommodation in the Canal Zone * At the 


time of the Treaty it had been -estimated that the total 


cost would-be some £10 millions. It was -true that 


during the Treaty negotiations we had. offered, to erect 


the barracks ourselves and. to pay the cost, in eon

sideration for a grant of £5 millions from the 


Egyptian Government, but this offer had. been refused. 


The Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs said, 


that the latest estimate of the total cost of the 


barracks, including R.A.F. requirements, was £13.7 


millions. If we paid, half, our share would, therefore 


f-)'TN*- ft. fy ft £s- i 

be about £6.8 millions, as compared w i t h - S j g t m e - ^ ^ s ^ 

millions if -we paid -25 per centy^ He felt, however, 

that when the matter was examined it would be found 

that the only two practiea.ble alternatives at the 

present day were: first, that we should, revert to the 

idea, of building the barracks and should, receive a 

grant of £5 millions from the Egyptian Government: 

secondly, that we should, accept the Egyptian Prime 

Minister's plan. He thought that there would, be very 

little difference in cost between these two plans, and 

that there was a good deal to be said for accepting 

the latter, which would, please Egyptian public opinion... 

The Secretary of State thought that if-we imde no 

concession there was a danger that the Egyptians - would 

not build the barracks in the Canal Zone, in which 

event we should, have to spend a large sum of money 

in repairing the existing barra eks in Cairo and 

Alexandria-


In regard to the second, question, namely, whether 


it was a satisfactory arrangement that the Egyptian 


Government should, be responsible for building the 


barracks, both the Secretary of State for ,Var and the 


Secretary of" State for Air said that in the view of 




their Departments they doubted whether the Egyptian 


G-overnment was capable of carrying out the work. 


The Chancellor of the Exchequer said that he. 


appreciated, the desirability, on political grounds, of 


reaching a settlement on this matter which would? be 


acceptable in Egypt, but he felt bound to point out 


that it was proposed, that this should, be done at the 


expense of the British taxpayer. He thought that if 


this concession were to be made we should at least 


make certain that Egypt carried out the Alexandria 


Harbour works. 


The Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs agreed. 


The Egyptian Prime Minister intended to do this, 


although the cost of the works had now risen to £32 


millions. 


The President of the Board of Trade referred, to the 


fact that negotiations were now being carried on with 


Egypt on cotton. On this matter it was in Egypt rs power 


to make a. concession which would be very valuable to us . 


He thought that it would be disastrous if we were to 


fail to use the opportunity afforded by negotiations 


over the cost of the barracks,to secure what we wanted, 


over the cotton .negotiations ... 


The Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs said 


that he agreed that it would be necessary to ensure 


that,if we made a concession on the barracks^we got 


what we wanted out of Egypt over the cotton negotiations 


and. over Alexandria Harbour. At the same time, care 


would, have to be used as to how this matter was 


expressed, in order to avoid making undue political 


difficulties for the Egyptian Prime Minister. 


The Chancellor of the Exchequer thought that it would

be desirable to get the Egyptian Prime Minister to enter 


into as binding a commitment as possible on Alexandria 




Harbour, before we made any concession on the cost of the 


barracks. 


The Secretary of State for War pointed out that 


the Treaty had been negotiated with an all-Party Government, 


If we made this concession it would be said that we had 


given the present Egyptian Government better terms than 


Nahas Pasha had got out of us. Would not every succeeding 


Egyptian Government try to wring further concessions out 


of us? 


The Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs said 


that if the present Egyptian Prime Minister fell from 


office, he thought that his most likely successor was 


a man who could probably be relied upon to honour undertakinga 


entered into by his predecessor. 


Continuing, the Secretary of State said that the 


Egyptian Prime Minister was leaving on the 2nd August 


and wanted to know how matters stood. He would like the 


assent of his colleagues in general terms to tell him that 


we would agree in principle to a fifty-fifty settlement of 


the cost of the barracks, subject to an agreement on 


subsidiary questions, such as the satellite civil town and 


to our being satisfied with the Egyptian Prime Minister1s 


assurance on Alexandria Harbour. The Secretary of State 


would also press the Egyptian Prime Minister again on the 


question of the cotton negotiations. He suggested that if 


the broad decision of tfce Cabinet might be on the general 


lines suggested above, the Prime Minister, the Chancellor of 


the Exchequer, the three Service Ministers and himself might 


be empowered to settle any other questions that might arise 


without further reference to the Cabinet. 


The Prime Minister thought that, in view of the 


political advantages to be derived from a settlement 


acceptable to the Egyptian Government, the course 




proposed by the Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs 


was the right oneQ 


The Cabinet agreed 


(a)	 That the Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs 

should have authority to tell the Egyptian Prime 

Minister that we would agree in principle to a 

fifty-fifty settlement of the cost of the 

barracks, etc*, subject to an agreement on 

subsidiary questions such as the satellite 

civilian town and to our being satisfied with 

the Egyptian Prime Minister's assurance on 

Alexandria Harbour and the cotton negotiations! 


(b)	 That the Prime Minister, the Chancellor of the 

Exchequer, the Service Ministers and the Foreign 

Secretary should be empowered to settle any other 

questions that might arise without further 

reference to the Cabineto 




4 . The Secretary of State for the Colonies reported 
PALEST INS 
that there had been deplorably heavy loss of life in 


(previous 

Referencet Palestine during the last few days. This, however, 

Cabinet 33 

(38), Con- " w a s not due so much to an increase in the number of 

elusion 


5", incidents as to the very heavy casualties sustained 


.L^(36)'0. in a single incident where a bomb had. been thrown in 


the Haifa market-place. He feared, that it was neces

sary for his colleagues to reconcile themselves to the 


fact that these disorders were liable to continue for 


some time to come with varying intensity. HE hoped 


the situation would improve, but it was unsafe to 


prophesy. HE had had conversations with Sir Charles 


Tegart and others on the question as to whether it was 


necessary to declare martial law or to alter the 


present REGIME in Palestine. The result of these 


conversations wa.s that the right course appeared to be 


to continue the present regime.; that is to say, to 


maintain the authority of the Civil Administration, 


acting in full co-operation with the Military Authori

ties to whom certain powers had been delegated. HE 


felt that the main object was to maintain the prestige 


of the Civil Administration, which, in the long run, 


would have to control the country. Consequently, 


unless there was an emergency of an extreme character, 


HE advised that the ordinary Civil Administration 


should remain in control. This was the view of 


Sir Charles Tegart and of the War Office, and of the 


General Officer Commanding in Palestine. Owing to the 


excellent co-operation between the General Officer 


Commandi^ng^a^i^the High Commissioner there was little 


or no /)bB-^u^titMa by .the -M4^a?**a^-fee--%h^-,!;&ivil Adminis

tratiory^ There might be points where, if the Military 


w^re in control, thejr would, do some things that were not 




considered advisable by the present Administration, 


e.g., the use of the Jewish Supernumerary Police in 


.cases where the present High Commissioner thought this 


inadvisable. He was satisfied, however, that the High 


Commissioner was using the Jewish Supernumerary Polica 


to the grestest, extent possible, aad 4aAc own y.&&ejat- . 


^ee-^^^gBa^^thi-c^mafcbcr * 

The question remained for consideration as to 


whether the present forces were adequate. General 


Haining was, he understood, at present satisfied. The 


Director of Military Operations and Intelligence was 


writing privately to General Haining on the subject. 


At the moment, however, he understood that no reinforce

ments were available except in case of a real emergency. 


In that event it might be possible to speed up the 


despatch of the new Middle East Brigade which was at 


present due in the last half of September. He gave 


particula.rs of the forthcoming despatch of additional 


Police, and. added, that the Middle East Administration 


was being scoured, with a view to providing some 


additional Officers for service in Palestine. He was 


satisfied that the matter was being dealt with on the 


right lines, but no Army, however large, could stop 


the occasional throwing of bombs, which, there was 


little doubt, were being manufactured in Palestine. 


^he Colonial Secretary added that the Technical 


Commission were due to return early in August and. 


intended to start taking evidence in London on the 


ISth August, when they would be in touch with the 


Chiefs of Staff Sub-Committee, ^hey would report as 


soon as possible, 




m 

The Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs, while 


supporting the policy of the Secretary of State for 


the Colonies, hoped that there would be no great delay 


in his making his permanent proposals. The effect of 


events in Palestine on the general position caused him 


great anxiety . He had heard, a good deal from the Prime 


Minister of Egypt during his visit to London. Ibn Saud 


was notoriously restive, and. the present High Commis

sioner of India had warned him as to the risks from a 


Mohammedan point of view. If trouble should, arise in 


Europe the position in the Middle East arising out of 


the Palestine situation might be one of great embarrass

ment. 


m h e Secretary of State for the Colonies agreed in 


the importance of an early settlement. He could not 


give a definite programme until the return of the 


Royal Commission, but the kind of programme in his mind, 


was that as soon as the general trend, of the Royal 


Commissions views was known. Departmental representa

tives should, get together and prepare material on which 


Ministers could, work with a view to a. decision the.t 


could be announced early in the new Session of Farlia

ment. It had to be remembered, that the approval of the 


League of Nations would have to be obtained, to the new 


policy. The first normal Meeting at v/hich the matter 


could, be discussed, would be in January, though it might 


be possible to get an ea.rlier Meeting. 




5-The Cabinet had before them a Memorandum by the 


Secretary of State for India ( CP.-180 (38)) on the 


subject of the Indian Federation and the Negotiations 


with the Indian States as to the Terms of their 


Accession. In his discussions with the Governor-


General, on leave from India,, the latter had impressed 


upon him the importance of early initiation of steps 


to secure the accession to Federation of the requisite 


number and proportion of the Indian States, in order 


that the Government might be in a position to invite 


Parliament to proceed with the measures prescribed, by 


the Act for the inauguration of Federation. The 


Governor-General considered that further delay in 


approaching the States would merely facilitate the 


development of the organised opposition to Federation 


now in progress, and that there was no immediate 


prospect of opinion among the Princes becoming more 


favourable to accession than it was at present.. 


After describing the problem, as a whole, the Secretary 


of State dealt with particular matters of difficulty,. 


e.g., Customs, Federal Excises, etc., and sought the 


authority of his collea.gues to authorise the Governor-


General to initiate action with a view to. the early 


communication to the States of an offer of terms of 


accession on the lines explained, in his Memorandum. 


He attached thereto as Annexure I the form of Instru

raent of Accession which he proposed, for adoption,, 


subject to final drafting changes. Annexure n get 


out the releva/nt entries in the Federal Legislative 


List showing the matters for which the States would be 


required to accede either unconditionally or subject

to limitations 




The Secretary of State for India apologised, for 


having to trouble the Cabinet with a Memorandum 


including Annexures of great technical complexity just 


before the Parliamentary Recess. He had, however, felt 


bound, to bring the matter up because he was satisfied, 


that the time had. come to put to the Indian Princes the 


conditions on which His Majesty's Government were 


prepared, to accept their accession to Federation. 


There were no less than 49 categories of subjects in 


respect of which the Princes had. to consider the 


conditions of their accession, all of which were set 


out in Annexure II. It was only necessary, however, 


to mention to the Cabinet the two cases of Customs and. 


Excise. As to Customs, most of the Maritime States 


at present had. Treaties or Agreements enabling them to 


retain a. part of the proceeds of the Customs duties. 


These the Princes were unwilling to forgo. In these 


circumstances he proposed, in agreement with the 


Governor-General, that in the case of the Maritime 


States accession to the entries relating to sea customs 


should not be allowed on the terms which the States 


were demanding, but that, the present Agreements should, 


continue and should, be enforced after Inspection, if 


need be by sanctions imposed by the Paramount Power. 


In the case of Excise the position was somewhat similar. 


The Viceroy was emphatic that no State that had 


benefited under the present. Agreements would, be willing 


to accede for Federal excise except subject to a 


limitation which would ensure to the States as a 


maximum the amount which they got in the year 193S-3 7. 


He agreed with Lord Linlithgow that the accession' 


of the States in question for Federal Excises should 


be subject to limitations which would secure for them 


this position. 




He mentioned the above two points because the 


decision was one which might be open to criticism in 


Parliament. He emphasised that the various items in 


f
Annexure IT were the result  o  continuous consultation 


between the Viceroy and himself over the last two 


years. The whole situation had been explained to the 


Princes two years ago, and since then they had. been 


considering the matter. A promise had been given to 


them of a detailed statement of the conditions for 


Federation, and. he was being pressed, now with the 


importance of proceeding without delay. One reason 


was that the Provincial Governments were becoming 


established, and. if they remained free from any co

ordinating Authority it might before long create a 


difficult situation for the future and. the bringing of 


them together would become more and more difficult. 


He asked, therefore, for the agreement of his 


colleagues to authorise the Viceroy to communicate to 


the Princes the final terms as set forth in Annexure III; 


then to give them six months for reply; and then, 


subject to a sufficient number being willing to accede, 


to put Federation into operation. 


The Home Secretary, a former Secretary of State for 


India, advised, acceptance of these proposals . He warned, 


his colleagues, however, to keep in mind, the danger 


that the Princes might refuse. If that happened, the 


Government would be confronted, with a difficult situa

tion which he himself had always wanted, to defer as 


long- as possi^le^ He agreed, that there were some 

arguments in favour of going further now, ^ut he felt 


that difficulties might result. He was in favour of 


putting the position to the Princes and. of giving them 


what might be represented, as a final offer. He doubted, 


however, whether a "Yes" or "No" answer could be obtained, 




and further negotiation would probably be necessary. 


He agreed in the proposals as to Customs, but he 


regretted having to make a concession to the Princes 


on Excise. Looking to the future, he did not want to 


give the impression that we were making terms with the 


Princes,which would strengthen the extremists in 


Congress. While supporting the policy of the Secretary 


of State for India, therefore, he urged caution and not 


proceeding too rapidly. 


The Prime Minister said that he had. had. a talk with 


the Viceroy, who was clearly very anxious to bring 


Federation forward as soon as possible and. had been 


more optimistic than the Home Secretary. 


The Chancellor of the Exchequer di* not dissent from 


the proposed, policy, which was an attempt to remove the 


objections of the Princes to Federation by conceding 


some matters that ought, not to be given to them under 


Federation. He thought this might well be the beginning 


of further demands. 


The Secretary Of State for India. said that he was 


conscious o^ the iropbrtance of the Home Secretary's 


views. He pointed out, however, that Federation 


depended upon the accession o^ a. certain number of the 


States, without which it could not take place at all. 


As to the suggestion of further negotiations with the 


Princes, he pointed, out that they had already received. 


two years ago an outline of the conditions which they 


would, be asked to agree to ^or Federation. This had. 


been explained to them by special emissaries from the 


Viceroy. The Princes, therefore, were perfectly 


familiar with the conditions, and. the present offer 


took into account to some extent the representations 


they had made. It ought to be made clear, therefore, 


that the present conditions ^ere final. 

-IS



The Cabinet agreed — 


That the Secretary of State for India 

should authorise the Viceroy to 

initiate action with a view to the 

early communication to the States 

of an offer of terms of accession 

oh the lines explained in CP.-180 

(38) . 




I 
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INDIA. 6. The Minister for Co-ordination of Defence reminded 


his colleagues that at their last meeting the Cabinet had 


h a d b e : f o r e
Questions.  them a Report from the Cabinet Committee on 


Indian Defence Questions. That Report had contained two 
(previous 

r e c o r a r a e n d a t i 
Cabinet06'' o n s . The first - that the War Office should be 


a u t h o : r i s e d  t o  a r r a n e  f o r t n e
C o n c l u s i o n l ) S  transfer of four British 


Infantry Battalions from the Indian to the British 


establishment - had been accepted. The second recommen 


dation - that a Committee of Enquiry should proceed to 


India at an early date - had been referred back for further 


consideration. 


In the last week considerable progress had been made. 


The position reached could be summarised under five heads. 

-

In the first place, the Chancellor of the Exchequer had 


agreed to provide a sum not exceeding £5 millions to meet 


the capital cost of the equipment required for the 


modernisation of the Imperial Reserve Division. 


Secondly, the Chancellor had agreed to increase the 


grant-in-aid paid under the Garran Award from £l-g- millions 


to £2 millions. This would help the Indian Government 


in meeting the recurring maintenance costs of the Imperial 


Reserve Division. 


Thirdly, the Chancellor had agreed to find the 


capital cost of the new aircraft required to re-equip four 


of the existing R.A-F. squadrons in India as Comber 


Scpuadrons. 


Fourthly, as regards the modernisation of units 


not forming part of the Imperial Reserve Division, the 


Chancellor had not felt able to suggest any financial 


contribution until a detailed enquiry had taken place to 


show whether it was practicable for savings to be 


effected, possibly by reductions in the establishment of 


the present defence forces in India. 




Fifthly, it had been agreed that a Committee of 


Enquiry should go out to India in the early Autumn to report 


whether savings could be made in Indian defence expenditure. 


It had been agreed that this Committee should comprise an 


independent Chairman with representatives of the Army, 


Air Force and Treasury. It had also been agreed that the 


i nvitation to this Committee of Enquiry should come from 


the Government of India. A settlement of these matters 


had only been reached late the previous evening and it was 


for this reason that an oral report was now made to the 


Cabinet. 


The Secretary of State for India said that in view 


of the offer made by the Chancellor of the Exchequer, and 


of the proposal that the invitation to the Committee of 


Enquiry should come from India, the objections which he had 


raised at the previous meeting of the Cabinet no longer 


held. He agreed with the recommendation made by the 


Cabinet Committee, as summarised by the Minister for 


Co-ordination of Defence. 


The Chancellor of the Exchequer said that the 


concessions which he had agreed to, had only been made after 


the most careful consideration. It would impose a consider

able burden on the United Kingdom taxpayer. On the Other 


hand the concessions which he had made wduld not do more 


than meet the most urgent items in the somewhat extensive 


programme which had been submitted by Indian authorities. 


The Cabinet approved the proposals 

of the Cabinet Committee, as outlined 

by the Minister for Co-ordination of 

Defence, and set forth above, 




7. The Minister for Co-ordination of Defence 


said that since the last meeting of the Cabinet, 


discussions had taken place between the Chancellor 


of the Exchequer


and himself, as a result of which a settlement had 


been reached as to the total sum to be allocated 


to the Admiralty for the remainder of the 


quinquennium for all purposes. He had orginally 


proposed a total of £355 millions for the three 


years April, 1939 - March, 1942. The First 


Lord, on the basis of the New Standard Fleet, 


had asked for £88 millions more, or a total of 


£443 millions. Settlement had now been reached 


on the basis of £410 millions, and it had been 


agreed that the Admiralty should apportion this 


sum between the three financial years. The First 


Lord had furnished particulars as to the size of 


the proposed programmes on the basis of this 


figure. 


The First Lord of the Admiralty said that he 


was grateful to the Chancellor of the Exchequer 


for the extent to which he had met him over the sum 


to be allocated to the Admiralty over the next three 


years. He wished to point out, however, that the 


New Standard still represented the standard which 


the Board of Admiralty thought we should aim at, 


and that if we were to continue with programmes 


of the size now proposed for a number of years, we 


should ultimately reach the New Standard. He 


thought it was a mistake to lend colour to a 


suggestion that the expert advice of the Board of 


Admiralty was being rejected. For this reason he 


?
 the First Lord of the Admiralty 




was not altogether satisfied with conclusion H (iii) 

recorded in the Cabinet Minutes of the 20th July? 1938 

(33(58)1? and he would prefer to substitute for this 

conclusion the following.

"In these circumstances? while not 

rejecting the advice of the Board 

of Admiralty on the strength of the 

Fleet, the Cabinet must decide that 

for financial reasons it is not 

practicable to lay down or order 

during the remaining years of the 

re-armament quinquennium sufficient 

naval tonnage to achieve the New-

Standard." 


The Chancellor of. the Exchequer said that he 


hoped that the Cabinet would not make any alteration 


in the Cabinet conclusions of the previous meeting, 


which he thought recorded precisely what had been 


agreed. 


The Prime Minister read out the conclusions 


reached by the Cabinet the previous week. He said 


that he thought the effect of the First Lord's 


alternative was that the Cabinet did really accept 


the New Standards although they did not commit 


themselves to obtain that standard at any particular 


date. He himself would have difficulty in accepting 


that conclusion? and he was reluctant to modify the 


conclusion set out in the Minutfes of last week*s 


Cabinet. This conclusion had been framed to meet 


the First Lord1 s point of view, and made it deal? 


that the New Standard was not rejected. 


The First Lord said that he thought there 


might be some difficulty with the representatives of 


New Zealand and Australia. The former? at any rate? 


were under the impression *hat we had adopted the 


New Standard. 




The Secretary of State for the Colonies said 


that the impression he received from discussions with 


Mr. Menzies was that if we pressed Australia hard5 


they would build a battle-cruiser. Mr. Menzies had 


informed him that Mr. Parkhill  the Australian 
s


Minister for Defence., had never informed his 


colleagues last year as to the strong representations 


which had been made to members of the Australian 


Government in favour of their building a capital ship. 


The Secretary cf State for the Dominions said 


that his information was to the same effect. 


The Cabinet approved the agreement 

reached that the total sum to be 

allocated to the Admiralty for 

the remainder of the quinquennium 

for all purposes should be 

£410 millions 




MERCHANT 
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8. The Cabinet had before them a Memorandum by the 


First Lord of the Admiralty ( CP.-182 (38)) drawing 


attention to an important question Of policy which 


arose in connection with the arming of merchant ships 


at the outbreak of war, namely, the effect that such 


arming, and the use of the armament when fitted., might 


have on the tactics pursued by the enemy in attacking 


our trade. In the light of the arguments adduced in 


his Memorandum the First Lord invited, his colleagues 


to approve the following proposals:

(i) That the recognised, policy should be 

to commence the defensive arming of 

merchant ships immediately upon the 

outbreak of war: 


(ii) That the instructions to masters	 of 

ships with an armament should, be to 

the effect that they should use their 

guns to resist any attack or attempt 

at capture by an enemy warship, 

submarine or aircraft, whether made 

in accordance with the rules of war or 

not, as long as there appears t;o be a 

reasonable chance of escape. 


The First Lord of the Admiralty said that 


the reason why he asked for a decision as a matter of 


urgency was that this was required to enable the 


Admiralty to complete a book of instructions for the 


use of the Merchant Service in time of war which, in 


other respects, was ready. In reply to a question, 


he said it would not be necessary to announce the 


decision, but only to include it in the dormant 


instructions to be issued to Merchant Captains in time 


of war. 


The president of the Board of Trade said 


that this made the arming of merchant ships more 


urgent than ever before. According to his 


information, this was proceeding rather slowly. For 


example, in the case of the stiffening of ships, the 


programme provided for only 800 out of 2,000 merchant 


ships to be ready by 1941 6 
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The First Lord of the Admiralty said that 


ships were coming in for stiffening in larger numbers 


than had been anticipated., 


It was suggested that this was due to the 


falling off of freights and the Cabinet were informed 


that the numbers available might be even greater in the 


Autumn. 


The Cabinet agreed; 


(a)	 That the recognised policy should be 

to commence the defensive arming of 

merchant ships immediately upon the 

outbreak of wars 


(b)	 That the instructions to masters of 

ships with an armament should be to 

the effect that they should use their 

guns to resist any attack or attempt 

at capture by an enemy warship, 

submarine or aircraft, whether made 

in accordance with the rules of war 

or not, as long as there appears to 

be a reasonable change of escape. 




9, The Cabinet had before them a Memorandum by the 


First Lord, of the Admiralty -(CP.-183 (38)) describing 


a proposal that had been put forward for the formation 


of Naval Erigad.es with a view to creating an outlet for 


the large resources in this country of volunteers for 


sea service for whom the Royal Naval Volunteer Reserve 


could make no provision. The Naval Brigades would, be 


formed under the control of recognised, bodies and 


would be subject to Admiralty inspection. Their 


members would, undertake to serve in the Navy in the 


event of war, and. would thus form a nucleus of the 


50,000 men whom the Navy would, require to enter and 


train during the first year of war. It was proposed 


that. Admiralty recognition should, be limited, in the 


first year to ten units and. to 1,000 men in all. The 


maximum cost for the first year woulr" be £2,000, 


including a non-recurrent expenditure of £1,000.. 


The First Lord desired. Cabinet approval of the principle 


involved, namely, that full use should, be made in peace

time of the voluntary material available, and. that no 


opportunity should be missed of increasing the number

of trained, and. disciplined men, even though the services 


of all of them might not be required, at the outbreak of 


hostilities. All details of schemes a.d.opted. would, 


of course be subject to Treasury approval. 


The Minister for Co-ordination of Defence said 


that he had been consulted by the First Lord of the 


Admiralty and had agreed to the circulation of his 


memorandum. Since then, however, various alternative 


u s e s for our man-power had come to light such as the 


creation of an Air Guard, new Air Raid Precaution 


Services, etc. In these circumstances, he suggested 


that the memorandum should be examined in the first 


instance by the Man-Power Committee0 


http://Erigad.es


The Cabinet agreed: 


That the memorandum of the First Lord of 

the Admiralty ( C P . 185 (38)) should be 

referred to the Committee of Imperial 

Defence and that, at the discretion of 

the MihiBter for Co-ordination of Defence, 

it should be examined in the first 

instance by the Man-Power Committee. 




10. The Cabinet had before them a Note by the 


Minister for Co-ordination of Defence (CP.-178 (38)) 


circulating for the information of his colleagues, at 


the request of the Committee of Imperial Defence, a 


Report by the Standing (Official) Sub-Committee for 


Questions concerning the Middle East (C.I.D. Paper 


No.	 1447-B) on the measures -which might, be taken to 


influence those minor Powers and Arab States whose 


assistance or even benevolent neutrality might be of 


value to us in time of war: together with the 


relevant extra.ct from the draft Minutes of the 329th 


meeting of the Committee of Imperial Defence (Minute 


The Conclusions reached by the Committee of Imperial 


Defence were a.s follows :-


General. 


(a) That the good, will of ron Saud and other 

Arab rulers is particularly important at 

this juncture, in view of the situation 

in Palestine. 


The Saudi Arabia Section of the Hedjaz Railway. 


(b) To authorise the Foreign Office to inform 

His Majesty's Minister at Jedda. that His 

Majesty's Government agree to the holding 

of a Conference at Jedda, to be attended. 

by representatives of Great Britain, France, 

Syria and. Saudi Arabia, with a view to reaeh
ing an agreement as to the repair of the 

damaged, portion of the Hedjaz Railway. 


( c) That at the Jedda Conference the British 

representative should be authorised to 

inform the representative of the Saudi 

Arabian Government that His Majesty's 

Government were prepared to contribute 

£30,000 towards the reconstruction of the 

Saudi Arabian section of the Hedjaz Railway 

provided, that the Saudi Arabian Government 

were able to make satisfactory arrangements 

for obtaining the remainder of the estimated 

cost (i.e., some £300,000) of this section 

from other sources. 


(d) To note that the	 contribution of His 

Majesty's Government could not stop at 

£30,000, since the restoration of the 

Maan-Mudawara Section (without which the 

restoration o^ the Saudi Arabian Section 

would be useless) would, necessitate further 

expenditure, tentatively estimated at 

£100,000. 




Proposal for the provision of an All-Arab Port 

on^the; Mediterranean Coast. 


(e) To take note that no action on the proposal 

for the provision of an All-Arab Port on the 

Mediterranean Coast could be taken pending 

receipt of the Report of the Palestine 

Partition Commission. 


South-Eastern Frontiers of Saudi Arabia. 


(f) That, with a view to the settlement of the 

South-Eastern frontiers of Saudi Arabia on 

lines acceptable to Ibn Saud, the Foreign 

Office and India Office should: be authorised 

to take up the question of the cession by 

the Sheikh of Abu Dhabi of a strip of 

territory in the Persian Gulf known as the 

Khor-el-Od.eid; and that, should compensa
tion in the form of a cash payment prove 

necessary, the expenditure of a sum tenta
tively estimated at £25,000 for this purpose 

should be provisionally authorised, subject 

to the usual arrangements for obtaining 

Treasury sanction. 


The King of the Yemen and Shabwa. 


(g) To authorise the Government	 Departments 

concerned to continue to examine the 

possibility of finding a solution accept
able to the King of the Yemen in respect 

of the Shabwa area. 


The Supply of Arms to Ibn Saud and other Arab 

St at eg. 


(h)	 (i) That requests for the supply of arms to 

Arab Rulers should be considered by the 

Service Departments as and when they 

arose. 


(li) That the Foreign Office and	 India Office 

should, be authorised to make arrangements 

for the investigation by the local British 

Authorities of the question of consoli
dating our relations with the minor Arab 

Sheikhdoms . 


(i) That the Report by the Standing (Official) 

Sub-Committee on Questions Concerning the 

Middle East (C.I.D. Paper Wo. 1447-B), 

together with the above Minutes and. Gonclu
sions, should be forwarded, to the Cabinet 


by the Minister for Co-ordination of Defence. 


In the course of the discussion, some doubts 


were	 expressed as to conclusion (c). Questions were 


asked as to whether Ibn Saud realised that the 


contribution of £30.000 was only to be given on 


condition that he was able to find the remainder of the 


£300,000 required for the reconstruction of the 8audi 


Arabia Section of the Hedjaz Railway? Was it likely 




that Ibn Saud would he able to raise so large a sum? 


If not, was this proposal likely to be of much help? 


If, as stated in paragraph 11 of Enclosure No, I to 


C P  . 178 (38), the railway was likely to prove an 


economic burden, would not Ibn Saud's satisfaction be 


converted into resentment? 


The Cabinet were informed that what had 


influenced the Committee of Imperial Defence was that 


the proposal was reported to have originated with Ibn 


Saud himself,, The Committee had been influenced to a 


considerable extent by the immediate situation in 


Palestineo Ibn Saud might prove a very important factor 


in that situation so that the present proposals were 


perhaps more important from a short than from a long 


point of view. The idea of the Committee of Imperial 


Defence had been that someone should go to Jedda to talk 


with Ibn Saud with authority, if he found it advisable, to 


make this offer of £30,000. 


The Cabinet were informed that Sir Reader 


Bullard, His Majesty's Minister at Jedda, on whose 


judgment the Foreign Office relied, had been immensely 


pleased to hear of this proposal and had said that it 


would be most helpfulo 


The Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs said, 


however, that if the matter could be placed on the Agenda 


again on the following day, he would like the opportunity 


to make sure that Sir Reader Bullard had realised that 


the promise of £30,000 was conditional on Ibn Saud being 


able to raise the larger sum. 


Referring to conclusion (f) of the Committee of 


Imperial Defence on the South-Eastern Frontiers of Saudi 


Arabia, the Secretary of State for India warned the 


Cabinet that the Government of India saw strong objections 
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to the proposal to take up the question of the cession 


by the Sheikh of Abu Dhabi of a strip of territory in the 


Persian Gulf known as the Khor-el-Odeid, as they thought 


that	 this would have a serious effect on the Trucial , 


Chiefs, He was prepared, however, to pu-t-presour-e^-on 


the Government of India in the matter. 


The Minister for Co-ordination of Defence, in 


reply to the Prime Minister, said that apart from 


conclusion (c) which had been reserved, the Cabinet need 


only take note of the remaining conclusions of the 


Committee of Imperial Defence. 


The Cabinet agreed: 


(a)	 To take note of the conclusions of the 

Committee of Imperial Defence at the 

329th Meeting as set forth above, 

subject to 

(b)	 The reservation of conclusion (c) on 

the subject of a proposed contribution 

of £30,000 towards the reconstruction 

of the Saudi Arabia Section of the 

Hedjaz Railway until a meeting to be 

held on the following day: 


(c)	 That in the interval the Secretary of 

State for Foreign Affairs should 

ascertain whether His Majesty's 

Minister at Jedda, who is now in 

London, realised the conditions 

attached to the proposed contribution 

of £30 000 0
p
 



OAD CASTING 

WAR. 


eport of 

abinet 

ommittee * 


revious 

eference: 

abinet 29 (38) 

nclusion 10) 


in 


11. The Cabinet had before them the Report of 


the Cabinet Committee on Overseas Broadcasting 


( C P . 175 (38)), who had given consideration to the 


Memorandum by the Postmaster-General relating to the 


operation of Relay Services and Wire Broadcasting 


( C P . 132 (38)). The Conclusions and Recommendations 


of the Cabinet Committee, as summarised in paragraph 27 


of their Report, are reproduced as an A.ppendix to 


these Minutes. 


The Assistant Postmaster-General explained 


the main issues from the point of view of the Post 


Office. His Department thought that a synchronised 


service could be safely carried out without danger 


of guiding enemy aircrafto It should also be 


possible to have announcements at irregular intervals, 


even though aircraft might come within 50 miles of 


the synchronised stations. 


The Minister for Co-ordination of Defence 


said that two main questions had been before the 


Cabinet Committee. The first was to what extent it 


would be safe to utilise wireless broadcasting in 


time of war. The Cabinet Committee reached the 


conclusion that Empire broadcasting on short wave

lengths should be allowed to continue, but that 


continuance of long and medium wave broadcasting 


would afford assistance to the enemy. The second 


question was whether it was desirable to establish 


some form of wire relay service. The answer was 


that this could only be done as part of a long-term 


progranmie and would cost about £100,000,000. For 


a short-term policy the Government, were, therefore, 


relying on a synchronised scheme of fixed stations. 


These stations could operate unless aircraft approached 


within 50 miles. In this event they would have to 




close down, but it would be possible to arrange for 


announcements of varying length at irregular intervals. 


As regards long-term policy, the Cabinet Committee thought 


that there should be a thorough investigation into a . 


number of matters, including the development of wire 


broadcasting (a highly technical matter) and also into the 


possibility of two or three high-power stations situated 


away from the vulnerable areas. 


The Home Secretary said that this was a much more 


important matter than the communications of any particular 


Department, for which the telephone could be made to serve. 


The real question was whether, in certain circumstances, 


broadcasting should be shut down in an emergency, which 


would make it virtually impossible for the Prime Minister to 


speak to the nation. He was afraid that in war, there 


might well be a number of simultaneous air raids, in which 


case the synchronised stations would, ^e^-the^es-^-pa-r-b, 


be closed down. In his view, all this was very serious. 


Nevertheless, he was prepared to accept the compromise 


proposed for a period of 6 months, provided that it was 


understood that enquiries would proceed in the meantime 


with the utmost urgency to find a more satisfactory solution 


of the problem. 


The Secretary of State for Scotland agreed with the 


Home Secretary^ views. From the point of view of the 


Ministry of Information, he regarded it as of the utmost 


importance that broadcasting should continue in war-time. 


Nevertheless, he was prepared to accept the present 


proposal". 


The Secretary of State for Air said that he was 


in agreement with the views already expressed. 


The Prime Minister said that this matter presented 


a dilemma, for which no really satisfactory solution had yet 


been found. He thought that there was no alternative but to 




accept the proposals submitted in the report of the 


Cabinet Committee on Overseas Broadcasting. This 


oourse. was agreed to. 


The Cabinet approved the Report of the 

Cabinet Committee on Overseas Broadcasting 

( C P . 175 (38)) as summarised in paragraph 87 

of their Report and reproduced as an Appendix 

to these Minutes. 




1 2 . The Minister for Co-ordination of 


Defence recalled that an undertaking was given by 


the British Oxygen Company to proceed with the 


Port Talbot part of their scheme for the 


manufacture of calcium without awaiting the 


decision of Parliament on the Caledonian Power 


Bills In pursuance of this undertaking, they 


actually acquired a site at Port Talbot and set on 


foot various negotiations for the supply of the 


necessary limestone and other materials. The 


Corpach part of the scheme, however, was rejected 


by the House of Commons and this decision was 


regarded by the British Oxygen Company as creating 


a new situation. He was now advised by the 


Company that, after full consideration of that 


situation and especially of the present commercial 


possibilities for the production of calcium carbide, 


they did not feel justified in proceeding with the 


Port Talbot part of the scheme. He proposed to 


give an answer to this effect to a Question in the 


House of Commons the same afternoon. 


The Cabinet took note of the proposed ' 

reply by the Minister for Co-ordination 

of Defence., 




NEXT MEETING 13. The Cabinet agreed: 

OP THE 

CABINET. 
 To complete consi^e-s-ati^n of their" 


Agenda Paper at a further meeting 

to foe held on the following day, 

Thursday the 28th July, at 10 'Downing 

Street, at 11.45 sum. 


2 Whitehall Gardens, S.W.1. 
r


27th July, 1938. 




APPENDIX. 


REPORT OF CABINET COMMITT.JE ON OV.-JRd^S BROADCAST INC 

( C P . 175(38)) 


Conclusions and Recommendations. 


(l) As regards the question to what extent it would 


he safe to utilize,, wireless broadcasting in 


time of war. 


Short y/ave (a) Fe recommend that Empire broadcasting 

lengths. 	 from the United Kingdom on short 


wave.lengths should be allowed, to 

continue in war time but that this 

conclusion should be kept under close 

and constant expert review in the 

light of the development of wireless 

navigational technique. 


Long a n d (b) We are of opinion that continuance of long 
Medium and medium wave length broadcasting 
fave l e n g ; t h s . on the peace-time scale would afford 

navigational assistance to enemy air
craft of the highest value and would 

gravely impede our active defence 

operations. Accordingly we endorse the 


Sub-Committee!s recommendation that 

wireless broadcasting on long and 

medium wave lengths under the existing 

peacetime arrangements should be 

discontinued from the first moment of 

the war or in the precautionary stage 

if there are grounds for expecting 

enemy air attack before the declaration 

of war,. 




As regards the question  1 o r whether, from the 


point of view of national defence,, it IS 


necessary or desirable to establish, some form 


of wire  relay, service' .
i


(a)	 We think that to close down all 

broadcasting stations for the whole' 

period of the war as the only sure 

and effective way of denying all 

navigational aid to enemy aircraft 

would be inconsistent with the 

minimum essential requirements of the 

passive defence services^ 


( b )	 We recommend the adoption in. pr-esent 

circumstances of a short-"term policy 

coveringj sey  the next six months. 
s


By so doing provision will be made 

to meet any sudden emergency that may 


- arise within that period and more time 

will be provided for the formulation 

by the experts and the consideration 

by Ministers of a permanent long-term 

policy. 


(c)	 Assuming that it is decided not to 

discontinue altogether wireless 

broadcasting in war-time we are 

satisfied that the only practicable 

short-term policy that can at once 

be brought into operation is the 

synchronised scheme of fixed! stations 

in the two groups of four stations 

each outlined'in Annex I to Appendix I. 

We recomnend the adoption of that scheme 
s 


which can be brought into existence 

in 48 hours ? as a short-term expedient 

but subject to the condition that a 

station must close down an the approach 

of enemy aircraft within 50 miles of it. 

To this condition must in.the interests 

of passive defence be added the 

stipulation author!sing9when all. 

stations in a group are closed down? 

the broadcasting from all stations 

in the group at irregular intervals 

of announcements of varying length 

but not exceeding two minutes in 

duration; the first announcement 

not to be made until at least half ah 

hour after the stations have closed 

down and subsequent announcements at 

the rate of not more than one per half 

hour measured from the time of the 

first announcement. 


In the opinion of the Air Ministry that 

department should be authorised to 

postpone the issue of an announcement 

should the circumstances justify such 

action. 




(d)	 It will be clearly understood that, one 

Home Secretsry;s acceptance of our 

recommendation in regard to the short
term policy is conditional on his 

being satisfied that the arrangements 

now proposed will meet the requirements 

of passive defence, while the short
term policy is in operation. 


-term Policy. -(e) We recommend that a thorough investigation 

into the possibility and implications of 

developing a system of wire broadcasting, 

to such an extent in peacetime as would 

justify complete reliance upon it in war 

for passive defence purposes should be 
s


undertaken and that the investigation 

should cover inter alia the proposals 

for a service to "telephone subscribers? 


etc. j, contained in Appendix jl to this 

Reporte We further recommend that 
this inquiry should be carried out by 
some ad hoc body' with an independent 
Chairman. 


(£) We also recommend in connection with the 

long-term policy3 that the Sub-Committee 

should make further inquiry into all 

other possible alternative solutions 
s 


including  as proposed by them in 
s


paragraph SI of Appendix I  the 
9


possibilities of (i) 2 or 3 high power 

synchronised fixed stations situated 

well away from the vulnerable areas; 

and (ii) high power mobile stations (a) 

synchronised., or (b) unsynchronised 
s 


located away from vulnerable areas. 


(g)	 We further recommend that the Home Office 

and the Post Office should consider 

together ways and. means of providing^ 

otherwise than by some form of broads
castings for the requirements of passive 

defence in connection with the 

dissemination of Government announcements 


(h)	 We draw attention to the Sub-Committee's 

warning about progress in'wireless 

navigation contained in paragraph 28 

of Appendix I.-, viz: that they may 

find it necessary at some future date 

to advise that further restrictions should 

be placed on transmissions from v/ireless 

stations in time of war in view of the 

advances which continue to be made in 

the development of wireless navigation 

technique and that therefore any 

solution based on the methods of 

wireless broadcasting so far considered 

may prove to have only a passing value 

and should not be allowed to delay the 

development of some practicable 

alternative arrangement of a permanent 

and more satisfactory character. 

- 3 



Our investigation into the question of 

sponsored programmes referred to us 

by the Cabinet" on 22nd June last 

has been postponed and we hope to bo
in a position to report to the 

Cabinet on this question soon 

after the Recess. 
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C A B I IT E T. 56 (56). 


Meeting of the Cabinet to he held at No. 10 Downing 

Street, S.W.I., on THURSDAY, 28th JULY, 1938, 


at 11.4-5 a.m. 


AGENDA. 


1. MEDITERRANEAN, MIDDLE EAST AND NORTH EAST AFRICA. 


(Reference Cabinet 9 (38) Conclusion 4 and 

Cabinet 35(58) Conclusion ). 


Note by the Minister for Co-ordination of Defence, 

covering extract from draft Minutes of the 529th 

Meeting of the Committee of Imperial Defence, 

together with Report by the Standing Official Sub-

Committee for Questions concerning the Middle East. 


C P . 178 (38) - already circulated. 


2- UNITED STATES: NEGOTIATIONS FOR A TRADE AGREEMENT. 


(Reference Cabinet 39 (37) Conclusion 7) 


Report by the Committee on Trade and Agriculture . 

C P . 184 (38) - already circulated. 


Memorandum by the President of the Board of Trade on 

the question of bringing the Agreement into force 

during the Recess. 


C P . 185 (58) - already circulated. 


5. UNITED KINGDOM - INDIA: TRADE NEGOTIATIONS. 


Memorandum by the President of the Board of Trade, 

C P . 186 (38) - circulated herewith. 


4. MALTA CONSTITUTION, 


(Reference Cabinet- 28 (38) Conclusion 7) 

- . " , \ 


Memorandum by the. Secretary of State for the Colonies 

C P . 179 (38) *- already circulated. 


S. ROYAL COMMISSION ON THE WEST INDIES. 


(Reference Cabinet 28 (38) Conclusion 8) 


Statement by the Secretary of State for the Colonies. 




6  SCOTTISH ADMINISTRATION. 
a


Memorandum by the Secretary o;.? State for Scotland. 

C P . 176 (33) - already circulated. 


7. MINERS WELFARE FUND; PI THE, J) BATHS PROGRAMS. 


Memorandum hy the President of the Board of Trade. 

C P . 177 (38) - already circulated. 


8 * ARRANGEMENTS FOR THE RECESS. 


(Signed) M.P.A, HANKEY. 


Secretary to the Cabinet, 


2, Whitehall Gardens, S.W.1. 


27th July, 1938, 




C A B I N E T 56 (58), COPY No, 


CONCLUSIONS of a Meeting of the Cabinet held 

at 10 Downing Street, S.W.I., on THURSDAY, 


the 28th JULY, 1958, at 11,45 a. Hi; 

PRESENT: 


The Right Hon. Neville Chamberlain, M.P. . 

Prime Minister. (In the Chair). 


Eight Hon. The Right Hon. 

Sir John Simon, G.C.S.I., The Viscount Hailsham, 

9.C.V.O., O.B.E., K.O., M.P. , Lord president of the Council. 

Chancellor of the Exchequer. 


Eight Hono The Right Hon. 

Lord Maugham, Sir Samuel Hoare, Bt. , G.C.S.I., 

Lord Chancellor G.B.E., C.M.G,, M.P., Secretary 


of State for Home Affairs. 


Right Hon. The Right Hon. 

rhe Viscount Halifax, K.G., The Earl De La Warr, 

3.C.S.I., G.C.I.E., Secretary Lord privy Seal. 

of State for Foreign Affairs. 


Right Hon. The Most Hon. 

Lord Stanley, M.C., M.P. , The Marquess, of Zetland, 

Secretary of State for Dominion G. C. S^ I.,. G. C .-I o-E*...--


Secretary of State for India. 

;
 

Affairs o 


Right Hon. 

Ualcolm MacDonald, M.P. ,

Secretary of State for the 

Colonies. 


Right Hon. 

k- Duff Cooper, D.S.O., M.P. ,

?irst Lord of the Admiralty,, 


*ight Hon. . 

Dliver Stanley, M.C., M.P. ,

?resident of the Board of Trade. 


*ight Hon. 

The Earl Stanhope,. K.G., D.S.O., 

J.C., President of the Board of 

Sducation. 


*ight Hon. 

Srnest Brown, M.C., M.P. ,

Minister of Labour. 


The Right Hon. 


The Right Hon. 

Sir Thomas Inskip, C.B.E., K.C., 

M.P*, Minister for-Co-ordination 

of Defence. 


The Right Hon. 

L. Hore-Belisha, M. p.., 

Secretary of State for War. 


The Right Hon. 

John Colville, M.P., 

Secretary of State fcr Scotland. 


The Right Hon. 

W.S. Morrison, M.C. , K-.C-.,, M.P. ,

Minister of Agriculture and -

Fisheries. 


The Right Hon. 

Walter Elliot,, M . C , M. P.,

Minister of Health. 


The Right Hon. 

E.L. Burgin, M.P. \ 

Minister of Transport. 


Thp THarl Winterton, M.P.* 

Chancellor of the Duchy of Lancaster. 


THE FOLLOWING; WJERE^AJ^O-P^ESENT-: 

Gefptairn- H" Crookshank, M-P'* 


Secretary for Mines (f5r conclusion 8). 

lei Sir M.P. A. Hankey, G.C.B.,. G f C.M.G., G.C.VcO Secretary. 


Bridges, M.C Secretary (designate).' 




CENTRAL' EUROPE 

Czechoslovakia. 


(Previous 

Reference: 

Cabinet 35 

(38), Con
ol us ion 2.) 


^ 30. 3. itf. 


1, The Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs 


reported that he had seen Lord Runeiman, who had 


made arrangements to start for Prague on Tuesday 


next, August 2nd. Lord. Runciman had "been slightly 


disturbed at a telegram from Berlin reporting Herr von 


Ribbentrop's attitude. The Foreign Secretary there

fore proposed to write to Herr von Ribbentrop asking 


him to adopt a less frigid, attitude. He also pror

posed to send a telegram to His Majesty's Ambassador 

requesting 


in Rome / him to communicate with Count Ciano and 


to agk for Signor Mussolini's support to Lord 


Runciman's mission. Finally he proposed to try and. 


obtain some commendation from President Roosevelt. 




MEDITERRANEAN, 

MIDDLE EAST AND 

NORTH-EAST 

AFRICA. 


(Previous 

References: 

Cabinet 9 

(58), Con
elusion 4, 


and. 

Cabinet 35 

(38), Con
clusion 10,) 


2* The Cabinet resumed their consideration of 


Conclusion 7 (c) of the draft Minutes of the 329th 


Meeting of the Committee of Imperial Defence, on the 


subject of a proposed, contribution of £30,000 towards 


the reconstruction of the Saudi-Arabia Section of the 


Hedjaz Railway, On which a decision had been reserved, 


by the Cabinet at their previous Meeting pending the 


Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs ascertaining 


whether His Majesty's Minister at Jedda,, who was now 


in London, realised the conditions attached to the 


proposed contribution. 


The Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs said 


that the Foreign Office had. communicated by telephone 


with Sir R, Bullard, who was at Oxford. He adhered, 


to his opinion that the £30,000 proposal would be 


most helpful. Both the possible difficulty for 


Ibn Saud of raising the larger sum (roughly estimated, 


at £300,000) and the risk of the Railway being useless 


were present to his mind, but he felt strongly that 


those points had best be brought out at the meeting 


at Jed da and explained to Tbn Saud. In the meantime 


Sir R. Bullard much hoped that the £30,000 proposal 


might be approved, 


The Cabinet agreed. — 


To approve the following recommendations 

made by the Committee of Imperial Defence 

at their 329th Meeting on the 19th July:

"(b) To authorise the Foreign Office to 

inform His Majesty's Minister at 

Jedda that His Majesty's Government 
agree to the holding of a Conference 

at Jedda, to be attended, by repre
sentatives of Great Britain, France, 

Syria and Saudi Arabia, with a view 

to reaching a.n agreement as to the 

repair of the damaged, portion of 

the Hed jaz Railway: 


m hat at the Jedda Conference the 

British representative should, be 

authorised, to inform the repre
sentative of the Saudi Arabian 




Government that His Majesty's Government 

were prepared, to contribute £30,000 

towards the reconstruction of the 

Saudi Arabian section of the Hedjaz 

Railway, provided that the Saudi 

Arabian Government were able to make 

satis fa.ctory arrangements for obtain
ing the remainder of the estimated 

cost (i.e., some £300,000) of this 

section from other sources: 


To note that the contribution of His 

Majesty's Government could not stop 

at £30,000, since the restoration of 

the Maan-Mudawara Section (without 

which the restoration of the Saudi 

Arabian Section would be useless) 

would, necessitate further expenditure, 

tentatively estimated at £100,000." 




UNITED STATES 

OP AMERICA .. 


Negotiations 

for a Trade 

Agreement. -


Report of 

Cabinet 

Committee 

on Trade and 

Agriculture. 


(Previous 

Reference: 

Cabinet 39 

(37), Con
olusion 7.) 


3. The Cabinet had before them the following docu

ments on the subject of the United Kingdom-United States 


Trade Agreement:-


A Report by the Cabinet Committee on Trade 

and. Agriculture (CoP.-l.84 (38)), to which 

were attached Memoranda by the President of 

the Board, of Trade setting out the position 

reached in the negotiations . The Report 

stated, that the American negotiators were 

now maintaining that "our offers, ta.ken as 

a whole, were inadequate and. involved little 

direct sacrifice on the part of United. 

Kingdom industry or agriculture, and. that 

they must press: us until we are ready to 

make sacrifices corresponding to those which 

they are prepared to make". The British 

Delegation were of opinion that, while there 

might be considerable elements of bluff in 

the American attitude, the Americans genuinely 

considered, our offers inadequate. The Delega
tion accordingly recommended, that we should 

now decide definitely how far we were pre
pared. to go, subject to an agreement satis fa c
tory as a whole, and. then to be firm even at 

the risk of a breakdown. The Report then set 

forth the position as to the more important 

items in respect of which the Americans were 

specially pressing for further and better 

concessions. In the opinion of the majority 

of the Committee it was highly desirable from 

various points of view, including the improve
ment of international relations and. of the 

furthering of general economic appeasement, 

that an Agreement with the United States 

should, be concluded. They accordingly 

recommended the Cabinet to authorise the 

President of the Board, of Trade to proceed, 

should he find it necessary or desirable to 

do so during the Recess, with the signature 

of an Agreement with the United. States on the 

general basis indicated in the "Memorandum 

Summarising the Position of the Negotiations" 

(Appendix I to CP,-184 ( 3 8 ) s u b j e c t to his 

being satisfied, that a fair settlement had. 

been reached on the questions still outstand
ing, and subject also to the Cabinet's 

decision on the question whether any, and. if 

so what, further concessions might be offered, 


f
in respect o   lard. — a matter upon which, in 

view,of its great importance, the Committee 

felt unable to reach any conclusions or to' 

make any recommendations to the Cabinet. 

The objections to the proposal to offer a 

substantial reduction in the duty on lard, 

were dealt with in paragraphs 4 to 10 of 

the Memorandum by the Minister of Agriculture 

and Fisheries attached, as Appendix IV: 


A Memorandum by the President of the Poard. 

of ^rade (CP.-185 (38)) pointing out that an 

Agreement with the United. States might be 

obtained during the Recess; that, in view 

of its importance, it would, be better not to 

allow any appreciable interval to pass before 


http://CoP.-l.84


bringing the Agreement into force; that 

legislation in this country would be required 

only in regard to two minor items, as to 

which it would be necessary to make special 

provision in the Agreement, leaving the new 

duties in respect of them to be brought into 

effect at a. later date; and asking authority 

to be given for the necessary Orders to be 

ma.de and. for the Agreement to be brought 

into effect, as soon as possible after 

signature, on the authority of the Prime 

Minister, the Chancellor of the Exchequer, 

the Foreign Secretary and himself, or as 

many of those Ministers as it might be 

possible to consult when the Agreement, was 

concluded.. 


The President of the Board, of Trade explained, the 


situation as set forth in his Memorandum.. (C.P.-184 (38).) 


During the week-end the position of the negotia

tions had. become rather acute.  m h e American Ambassador 


had. called on him as he wanted to see the Prime 


Minister and had. conveyed a somewhat gloomy message 


from Mr Cordell Hull, the American Secretary of State. 


As a result of that interview he had sent, a. long tele

gram to the United Kingdom Delagation at Washington 


(No. 4 8 3 ) , and. the position for the moment was a. 


little easier. Nevertheless he was satisfied that no 


Agreement could be reached unless we were prepared, to 


go a little further on certain items. The four 


outstanding points were Lumber, Tobacco, Bacon and 


Ham, and. Lard. 


On LUMBER nothing could be done because the proposal 


conflicted, with the principle of the Most-favoured-


Nation Clause. Seven nations could take us to the 


Hague Court, with the result that we should have to 


pay heavy damages. He had given to Mr Kennedy a 


wri+ten statement which had already been given to 


Mr Cordell Hull, 


On TOBACCO also no further concession could, be 


made owing to the Ottawa Agreement with Rhodesia, 


which did not expire until 1942.  m h e American 


http://ma.de


negotiators had suggested that we might offer a 2 8 5 
concession after 1943, hut as by that time the 


Agreement now in cont emplat ion would, have expired, 


this was hardly practicable. 


On BACON AND HAM we were able to offer a substan

tial advantage by separating the two items and. by 


giving a large quota on ham. The agreement of 


Denmark and Poland would be required . 


Before coming to the difficult question of LARD 


he dealt with demands made by the American negotiators 


on industrial items. 


On IRON AND STEEL most of the American manufactur

ers had agreed with the European Cartel not to import, 


and consequently only "pirate" firms would use an 


Agreement, which would tend, to upset the Cartel and. 


to bring confusion into the iron and. steel industry. 


On MA.CHINE ^00LS he had had to explain their vital 


importance from the point of view of national security. 


On MOTOR CARS a concession had. been made, and we 


had. agreed to consolidate the rates on high-powered 


cars, and to some preferences in the Colonial Empire, 


e.g., the Malay States. 


There were some industrial matters in which it was 


possible to make some advance. On AGRICULTURAL 


m
 RACT0RS the difficulty ha^ been that they were ma^e 


m
by only one firm,- namely, in Leeds. o secure their 


position a Duty had been imposed, on the advice of the 


Import Duties Advisory Committee. The National 


Farmers' TT ion had applied for a reduction on the 
n


ground that this firm had not carried out their part. 


The I.D.A.G., however, had refused and had said that 


they would not entertain a proposal for a further 


reduction for some years. On the strength of that 


the firm in question had extended their works . To 


eoneede a Duty would be represented, if not as a 




breach of faith, at least as rather sharp practice. 


He thought, however, it would be necessary to make a 


concession on this point. The Company might be 


compensated by the placing of orders for Tanks or 


other war material . 


On the question of TURPENTINE, which was a Revenue 


Duty, the Chancellor of the Exchequer had agreed to a 


concession. It was hoped also- to- make some concession 


on STLTC STOCKINGS, but. there were difficulties with 


the French, who, although a lowering of the Duty would 


help them, were refusing to agree unless some additional 


compensation were offered, on the technical ground 


that the terms of the Treaty were not allowed to be 


altered, without their consent. There were also various 


items of a. lesser cha.ra.cter on which concessions were 

possible. 


Everything turned, however, on a decision on LARD. 


He could not guarantee that even with a concession 


on lard we could obtain an Agreement, but he could 


guarantee that without some such concession no Agree

ment was possible. This washisvery decided and. 


determined view. 


fflhe Minister o^ Agriculture and Fisheries asked, 


the Cabinet to realise the difficulties in concluding 


this Agreement. One such difficulty was that from 


time to time the American negotiators elevated, new 


items into essentials. Lard was the latest example. 


Bearing in mind the concessions already made on WHEAT 


he was doub+ful whether the American Delegates would 


, agree to break on lard.  m h e reason why he himself 


had had to adopt rather an intractable attitude on 


lard was due to the effect that a further concession 


on this item would have on the narrow margin allowed 


to curers under the Bacon Industry Bill. This margin 


depended, mainly on the return on offals, of which lard 


- 7 
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was the most important and had. already been muoh . - 

reduced, owing to the fall in lard, prices since the 


Bill was drafted . He pointed, out that apart from the 


concession that the President of the Board o^ Trade 


had. announced, on Agricultural Tractors, for which he 


thanked him., nothing was bein^ done for agriculture. 


The neglect of agriculture would be contrasted, with 


the provision made for the motor industry, which by 


comparison was very nourishing, 


The Chancellor of the Exchequer said, that if the 


Cabinet, accepted the view that it was of the very first 


importance to obtain an Agreement with the United. States 


of America, it was essential to get over the difficulty 


of the Minister o^ Agriculture and Fisheries * He 


recognised that the Treasury might be able to contribute 


to .a. solution. He suggested, therefore, that, if the 


Duty on lard, was reduced, to 2/6 per cwt. the bacon 


curers should be given a. price guarantee for lard, in 


return. The Treasury would lose doubly, both from 


the price guarantee and. from the reduction of the lard. 


Duty by 2/- per cwt. In view, however, of the great 


political importance of reaching agreement with the 


United States, he felt justified, in facing that. 


The Minister of Agriculture and. Fisheries accepted, 


the proposal of the Chancellor of the Exchequer in 


principle, and. undertook to place officials of his 


Department in touch with the Treasury on the subject 


with a view to considering the nature of the legislation 


that would be required. 


The Prime Minister- thanked, the Chancellor of the 


Exchequer -for his generous and. practical contribution. 


He himself had. discussed the matter with the American 


Ambassador, who took a. sensible view of the situation, 




realising that the practical results of the Agreement 


misht not he very great, hut that the psychological 


effect on the world was of great importance. The more 


the impression could he created in Europe that the 


United. Kingdom and the United. States were getting 


together, the less would, have to he spent on armaments 


When the conclusion of the Agreement was announced, a 


statement would, also have to he issued, that the 


difficulty arising for the ha.con curers would, have 

to he corrected, 


The President of the Board of Tra.de thanked the 


Chancellor of the Exchequer and. the Minister of 


Agriculture and Fisheries for all the help they had 


given. He was not unhopeful that the revised offer 


would, help to secure agreement. He presumed, however, 


that the Cabinet would not want him to permit a 


breakdown in the arrangements without having an 


opportunity to consider the matter. Consequently, if 


a breakdown threatened, he proposed to temporize until 


the Cabinet, could meet. 


Some discussion also took place on the issues 


raised in CPo-lS 1^ (38) . 


The Cabinet agreed — 


(a) To place on record the importance that 

they attached, from a political and. 

international point of view, to the 

conclusion of a Trade Agreement with 

the United. States of America: 


(b) To authorise the President of the Board 

of Trade to proceed, should, he find, it 

necessary or desirable to do so during 

the Recess, with the signature of an 

Agreement with the United States on the 

general basis indicated in the Summarised 

Memorandum (CeP.-184 (38), Appendix I ) , 

subject to his being satisfied that a 

fair settlement had been reached on the 

questions still outstanding: 


( c) That the British Delegates should, be 

authorised to offer to reduce the Duty 

on Lard to 3/- or, in the last resort, 

3/6 per cwt. In return for the 

reduction of the Duty, the bacon curers 


http://Tra.de


should be given a price guarantee for 

lard: 


(d) That the Treasury and. the Ministry	 of 

Agriculture and Fisheries should confer 

as to the nature of the legislation 

required to enable the price guarantee 

for lard to be given: 


( e) That if the President of the Board, of 

Tra.de should find, himself in a dilemma 

between having to make a concession 

which he felt went beyond his authority 

and. a. breakdown of the negotiations, he 

should do his best to spin out the 

negotiations until it was convenient to 

the Cabinet to meet. In any event he 

should keep the Prime Minister informed, 

of the posi+ion, in case a. Special 

Meeting of the Cabinet might have to 

be summoned, during the Recess : 


(f) That if and. when an announcement was 

ma.de of the conclusion of an Agreement, 

a statement, should, also be issued, to 

the effect that- action would, be taken 

to alleviate the difficulties that would, 

result to bacon curers: 


(g) That in the event of an Agreement being 

reached, during the Recess, the President 

of the Board of Trade should be authorised 

to take the necessary action to bring it 

into force and to make the necessary'' 

Orders as soon as possible after signature 

on the authority of the Prime Minister, 

the Cha.ncellor of the Exchequer, the 

Foreign Secreta.ry and himself, or as 

t&any of those Ministers as it might 

be possible to consult ^hen the Agreement 

was concluded: 


th) That the President of the Board of Trade 

should take such action jas-he might deem 

advisable with a view to the adoption of 

a Ratification Clause that would, facilitate 

the ac-c_eptan.ce by Parliament, of the action 

taken. 


http://Tra.de
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4. The Cabinet had before them a Memorandum by 


the President of the Board of Trade ( CP.-186 (38)) 


recalling that at the Meeting mentioned in the margin 


the Cabinet had decided that they were prepared to 


accept a Trade Agreement with India on the lines 


suggested by the Government of India subject to a 


satisfactory settlement of the cotton issue. Subse

quently a mission representing the cotton trade had. 


visited India to negotiate with representatives of 


the Indian industry and of the producers of raw 


cotton,, but their efforts to find, a basis for an 


agreement had. failed. The Governments had then 


attempted, to reach agreement. The Memorandum 


proceeded to describe the latest proposals of the 


Indian representative relating to cotton piece goods 


and. raw cotton. These proposals, however, were less 


favourable than the Lancashire representatives had 


hoped, for, and it was improbable that they would 


approve (and. promise to support) an agreement on the 


lines suggested. Their attitude now seemed to be that 


the Government must take the decision, leaving them 


free to approve or to criticise as they might subse

quently decide. The President of the Board of Trade 


himself felt that a pledge of Lancashire's approval 


and support was essential. 


The President of the Board of Trade 


reminded his colleagues that when the negotiations for 


a new trade agreement with India had been discussed 


in February last, he had thought that the price 


demanded was too high. The Cabinet had, however, 


decided that, subject to a satisfactory settlement 


of the cotton issue, they were prepared to accept 




an agreement on the lines suggested by the-Government 


of India. There had been some difficulty in persuading 


the Lancashire traders to go out to India. On 


arrival they had been met with a complete stone-wall^ 


Negotiations had been broken off rapidly and they 


had returned home, The terms now offered by Sir 


Muhammed Zafrulla Khan were better than those 


previously offered, but they were below what 


Lancashire had expected and would, he thought, be 


regarded ao a satisfactory agreement. 


The President of the Board of Trade added 


that he was seeing some of the Lancashire 


representatives that afternoon.. The chances were 


that they would not,regard the terms offered as 


satisfactory. The position as he saw it might be 


summarised as follows:-


As a result of the present negotiations, we 


were asked to give up half the preferences which we 


enjoyed under the Ottawa Agreements. Further, the 


jute industry was suffering severely from imports 


from IndiaP and the carpet and leather goods 


industries were apprehensive,, Against this, the 


only United Kingdom industry to benefit would be 


Lancashire cotton, and if the Lancashire cotton 


manufacturers were not satisfied, we were in an 


Impossible Parliamentary position. The decision of 


the Cabinet in February last had been that we should 


make a new trade agreement, provided we could get a 


satisfactory settlement of the cotton issue0 He 


thought that.the Cabinet should adhere to their previous 


decision, and that we should not go on with the 


negotiations unless we could get the support of 


Lancashiree 




The Prime Minister pointed, out that the paper before 


the Cabinet spoke of Lancashire's approval and support, 

h H e% 


and not merely of its support. He thought the ... * 


distinction might be of importance. It was contemplated 


that our exports might be increased to somewhere between 


350 million yards and 500 million yards. Some years 


ago they had reached 2,000 million yards. Gould it 


be said that Lancashire would apruoove the condition of 


affairs which was envisaged? 


On the other hand, what was the alternative? He 


had been informed that Sir Zafrulla had received formal 


confirmation of his offer from the Government of India, 


and that was the extreme limit to which they would go 


to get agreement. 


He understood that Sir Zafrulla attached great 


importance to reaching an agreement which the Legislature 


would accept; otherwise it was likely that they would 


actively oppose any trade agreement whatever with this 


country. Already a notice of adjournment had been handed 


in on the ground that the Legislature had decided two years 


ago to terminate the Cttcwa Agreement and this had not been 


done. If a new Agreement was not made now, there was a 


risk that, not merely should we fail to get the reduction 


offered in the cotton duties but that the existing duties 


might be increased. 


Continuing, the Prime Minister said that on 


political grounds we should be glad to reach an Agreement 


provided of course that it was an agreement which could be 


defended. At the same time-; it would, be a bleak 


Parliamentary prospect to go to the House of Commons to 


defend an Agreement if no single interest derived any real 


benefit from it. 


The Secretary of State for India said that he had 


little to add to what the Prime Minister had stated. The 




alternative to acceptance of the present proposals was no 


agreement at all. If that happened, we should no longer 


enjoy any preference in the Indian market and the cotton 


industry would lose the benefit of the present proposal. 


He thought, therefore, that acceptance of the present offer 


was in Lancashire's interest. 


The Secretary of State for Scotland said that Dundee 


was very worried about the jute position. Out of 25,000 


workers in the industry, 10,000 were unemployed. In the 


city unemployment averaged 25.V'/.-- as compared with 13'/. 


for the United Kingdom as a whole 0 About 9,000,000 more yards 


of jute cloth had been imported into this country in the first 


four months of this year than in the same period last 


year, whereas exports of jute from India to other countries 


were declining. He was aware of the difficulties, but 


this seemed to suggest that there was here a bargaining

counter which might be used. 


The Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs said 


that in this matter of trade agreements, it was impossible 


to put back the clock in India and to impose trade 


agreements on the assembly which they would, not accept. 


He appreciated the importance of Lancashire support 


in the House of Commons, but he did not see how Lancashire 


would benefit by a refusal of this offer. 


The President of the Board of Trade said that 


if the agreement were terminated, there were a number 


of things which we could do to help our industries. Thus, 


import duties could be put on jute, carpets or leather 


goods imported, from India. In regard to the cotton 


industry,the Indian and United Kingdom quotas in the 


Colonies could he separated. 




The Secretary of btate for Home Affairs agreed 


that the British market was probably of more value to 


India than the Indian market was to us. At the same time, 


he would be very sorry to see a tariff war between the 


United Kingdom and India. The previous day, the Cabinet 

î r ***** ?l*f"7*-* 


had been discussing Federation, and :̂ 3BS--Jiiê e-rê  


wa£^x^r*y^ta\xe^^ez^^ The truth of the 


matter was that the Lancashire cotton 


^af&af^xea^ftg, and we were powerless to prevent it. 


The reduction of duties now offered was substantial 


and we should have been very glad to have obtained such 


a reduction two or three years ago. Notwithstanding the 


disadvantages, he was in favour of accepting the agreement 


offered. 


The Minister of Health agreed with what the 

Secretary of btate for Scotland had said about the creation' 

of a new Special Area in Dundee. On the general issue, 

he was in agreement with the President of the Board of 

Trade. He thought that there might be something to be 

said for terminating the present agreement and starting 

afresh on a new basis. If this were done, India might 

adopt a more realistic attitude and might better appreciate 

the advantages to be gained from trade agreements as well; 

as their.disadvantageso 

The President of the Board, of Trade said that in 


his discussion with representatives of the Lancashire 


cotton industry he had spoken of "the best settlement 


obtainable in the circumstances, and one which would bring 


real benefit to Lancashire". He thought that this 


accorded with what the Prime Minister had said about 


Lancashire's "approval and support". In February we 




had offered great concessions, and the real question 


seemed to him to he whether we were now to concede still 


more. Again, in February, it had been suggested that the 


new agreement would meet with real support from the 


assembly. Now, the idea seemed to be that the agreement 


might be got through by a majority of a few votes. He 


also pointed out that the tariff concessions offered were 


linked with the importation of specified amounts of raw 


cotton from India. The cotton industry thought that 


these amounts were in excess of what we could import, 


and to this extent the benefit of the tariff concessions 


might be lost. 


Lord Zetland said that it seemed to be assumed 


that the terms set out would be accepted by the Legislative 


Assembly. There was no certainty that the Legislature 


would accept the new agreement proposed, but the Governments 


of India had undertaken to pass the agreement if need be 


over the heads of the Legislature. The decision of the 


Legislative AS-sembly-would depend largely on the attitude 


of Mr. Jinnah, who was prepared to give the support of his 


party if sir Zafrulla considered that the terms offered 


were in the interests of India. 


The Prime Minister said that it must be left to 


the Board of Trade to see representatives of the Lancashire 


cotton industry and hear what they had to say. If they 


felt that they would rather run the risk of being worse 


off than they were at present than take the agreement, 


then it would be difficult to go against their view. 


But the President of the Board of Trade would no doubt 


put to them the alternative to this agreement as he saw 


the matter, and he thought that, when they saw the matter 


in this light, the representatives of the Lancashire cotton 


industry would, in fact, give the assurance asked for. , . 




The President of the Board of Trade asked what 


should be done if the Lancashire cotton industry were 


definitely against accepting the offer. It was"" 


suggested that in this event they should be asked to 


state what they could accept: a counter offer might 


then be made and an attempt made to continue the 


negotiations. 


There was further reference to the position of 


Dundee. The President of the Board of Trade explained 


that this was a matter whioh must be dealt with 


separately and by a voluntary agreement to limit 


production. There was a reasonable prospect that 


something could be done on these lines. 


The Cabinet agreed :

(a)	 that the President of the Board of 

Trade should put before the 

representatives of the Lancashire -;

cotton industry the Indian terms, 

and should explain to them the 

probable alternative if the 

present terms were not acceptedj 


(b)	 that if the representatives of the 

Lancashire cotton industry were in 


, favour of accepting the offer, the 

President of the Board of Trade 

should be authorised to accept it; 


(c)	 that if the representatives of the 

Lancashire cotton industry were 

against acceptance of the offer, 

they should be asked to state what 

terms they would accept: a counter 

offer might then be suggested and 

an attempt made to continue 

negotiations. 




MALTA OONSTI-

TTJTION. 


(Previous 

Reference: 

Cabinet 38 

(38), Con
olusion 7.) 


5. With, reference to the Conclusion mentioned in 


the margin, the Cabinet had. before them a Memorandum 


by the Secretary of State for the Colonies (CP.-179 


(38)) relating to constitutional issues in Malta. 


The first question, namely, the situation created, by 


the Judgment of the Court of Appeal in Malta, which 


had held that the Letters Patent establishing the 


present constitution were ultra vires, had. now been 


disposed, of, as that Judgment had been reversed on 


appeal to the Privy Council. On the second, question, 


namely, the grant of a more liberal constitution to 


Malta, which had. already received. Cabinet approval in 


principle, the Secretary of State submitted for the 


consideration of his colleagues a statement of the 


new form of Government that he propose^, with the 


full approval of the Governor, should be established. 


Although a return to self-government was not eontem
plated, the proposals described by the Secretary of 


State in his Memorandum -represented a considerable 


constitutional advance on the present Crown Colony 


Government of Malta., for which he thought the time was 


ripe. He added that it would, not be possible to bring 


the new constitution"into effect for some time, b u t 
r 


in order to forestall political agitation,,, it was 


important that the main outlines of the new eonstitu
tion should, be announced, at an early date. He there
fore asked for the authority of the Cabinet -

( i) to proceed with the necessary steps to 

introduce a. new constitution in Malta 

on the lines indicated in paragraphs 

6-11 of C P o - 1 7 9 ( 3 8 ) : 


(ii) to announce in Parliament the	 intention 

of His Majesty's Government to introduce 

a constitution on these lines. 
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The Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs, 


referring to the prohibition of the Italian language 


in Malta, said that he would he glad if this point 


could he omitted from the announcement in Parliament 


leaving it to emerge when the documents were 


published. If that proposal was not acceptable to the 


Secretary of State for the Colonies, he hoped that he 


might make the announcement as to the languages in 


general terms of all languages other than English 


without mentioning Italian. 


The Secretary of State for the Colonies 


said that, if after consideration he found it 


impossible to adopt the first proposal, he would 


certainly accept the second. 


Subject to this, the Cabinet agreed: 


To approve the proposals of the 

Secretary of State for the Colonies 

as set forth in C P . 179 (38) and 

summarised above. 




6. The Cabinet took note of the following 


membership of the West Indian Royal Commission 


communicated to them by the Secretary of State for 


the Colonies:-


Chairman. The Right Hon. Lord Moyne, D.S.O, 


Vice-chairman Sir R.Eo Stubbs, 

formerly Governor of Jamaica. 

etco 


Members: Ralph As sheton, Esq M-oP. 


Dr. Mary Blacklock, Curator of 

the Museum of the Liverpool 

School of Tropical Medicine 

and a member of the Colonial 

Advisory Medical Committee. 


Sir Walter Citrine, KoBoE., 

Joint Secretary, Trades 

Union Congress0 


Dame Rachel ,Crowdy, D.B.E., 

R.R.G., Commandant of the 

v\A.D's in Prance 1914-19, 

and Head of the Social 

Questions and Opium Traffic 

Section of the League of 

Nations 1919-31. 


Professor FcLo Engledow, C.M.G., 

professor of Agriculture at 

Cambridge and a member of 

the Colonial Advisory Council 

of Agriculture and Animal 

Health. 


H.D. Henderson, Esq., Research 

Fellow of All Souls, and 

formerly Joint Secretary of 

the Economic Advisory 

Council. 


Morgan Jones, Esq., M.P, 


Sir Percy Mackinnon, several 

times Chairman of Lloyds, 




7, The Cabinet had before them a Memorandum by the 


Secretary of State for Scotland (C oP -176 (38)) seeking 
c


authority for the preparation of a Bill, for submission 


: to the Committee of Home Affairs with a view to its 


passage into law before the 31st December next, with 


the object of giving effect to certain recommendations 


of a Committee, under the Chairmanship of Sir John 


Gilmour, which had been appointed to enquire into and 


report upon the duties and organisation of certain 


Scottish Departments under the control of the Secretary 


of State and to recommend what changes, if any, should 


be made, keeping in view the prospective concentration 


of Departments in one building in Edinburgh, namely, 


the new Government building on Calton Hill. A summa.ry 


of the Committee's recommendations was attached, as an 


Appendix to the Memorandumc As the Secretary of State 


was being pressed in the House of Commons to state the 


Government's attitude towards the CommitteeTs recom
mendations , he would like to make a. statement, before 


the House rose for the Summer Recess, to the effect 


that the Government agreed generally with the pro
posals of the Committee and that it was their intention 


to submit legislation early next Session so that the 


new organisation of the Scottish Departments contem
plated, by the Committee could be in operation as soon 


as it was possible to occupy the new Government building 


on Calton Hill, Edinburgho 


The Cabinet agreed: 


(a)	 To authorise.the Secretary of 

State for Scotland to make a 


: statement to the effect that the 

Government agree generally to the 

proposals of the Committee on the 

duties and organisation of certain 

Scottish Departments,, and that it 

is their intention to submit 

legislation early next Session so 

that the new organisation of the 

Scottish Departments contemplated 

by the Committee can be in operation 

as soon as it is possible to occupy 

the new Government building on 

Calton Hill,. Edinburgh; 
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To take note that the Secretary 

of State for Scotland anticipated 

pressure on the question of the 

addition of an Under-Secretary of 

State to the Scottish Office, and 

that he might have to raise that 

question later- O R . 




SIR MAURICE

HANKEY. 


-

presentation 


t,0.


 8. The Prime Minister said that before he left the 


 Meeting he wished to say a word to Sir Maurice Hankey. 


 This was the last Meeting at which he would be among 


them, holding the post which he had. held, with so much 


distinction for so many yea.rs . Sir Ma.uriceTs Secretary

ship to the Cabinet went back to the War days, and. he 


could fairly be called the creator of the modern 


Cabinet. The members of the present Cabinet were the 


last of a. great body of statesmen who had. passed, through 


his hands, with all of whom he had been on intimate 


terms, and who had all given him the fullest confidence. 


Sir Maurice had. often been tempted to leave his post, 


and on occasions he had. been sounded as to whether he 


would, like to join a Government. He had preferred, to 


work in comparative obscurity, and. to complete the work 


which came from his own initiative and which he had. 


fostered, until he had brought it to perfection. 


Sir Maurice Hankey seemed to them all to be a. part of 


the Cabinet Room, and without him it. would be a differ

ent place. He had gained the respect and affection of 


'every one of them, and. they would miss him very greatly. 


In view of his long service and connection with the 


Cabinet, and as the first and greatest Cabinet. Secretary 


in history, they wished to give him a personal token of 


their affection and esteem. They had. conspired with 


Lady Hankey and. had chosen a clock of modest dimensions 


which would be mounted on a stand, and. which would be 


inscribed with the names of the Cabinet. He hoped 


Sir Maurice would accept this as a. token of their 


great regard and. affection, and as a remembrance of 


the happy days which they had spent with him. 




Sir Maurice Hankey said that he was so unused to 


speaking in the Cabinet Room that he hardly knew the 


sound of his own voice there. He found it difficult 


to-find adequate words to thank the Prime Minister and 


the Cabinet. He had many memories, not only of the 


present Cabinet but of 7 Prime Ministers and. 14 or 15 


Governments. He had taken the minutes of more than 


1,100 Meetings of the Cabinet proper, or over 1,700 


if the Var Cabinet were included. 


It was true that other posts had been offered to 


him, but he had always felt that the greatest privilege 


he could have was to serve the Cabinet, and that was his 


unfailing thought on entering the Cabinet Room. Bacon 


had. said that "The greatest, trust between man and. man 


is the trust of giving counsel". His trust had. been to 


hear members of the Cabinet giving counsel to each 


other, and to record, the results, ^hat, he felt, was 


the highest service which he could render. He was glad 


that he had. continued, to serve the Cabinet for so long. 


He regarded himself as perhaps something of a robot, 


but robots had their feelings, their criticisms and 


admirations. So far as he was concerned, since the 


present Government had been in office, criticism had. 


been lacking and admiration had been continuous. He 


would, like to end. on one word which the Prime Minister 


had used, - "affection". 




fHS MINERS' 

VfELPARE FUND. 


pithead Baths 

programme. 


(Previous 

Reference: 

Cabinet 70 

(33), Con
elusion 15.) 


9. The Cabinet had before them a Note by the 


President of the Board of Trade (CP.-177 (38)) 


circulating for the consideration of his colleagues 


a Memorandum by the Secretary for Mines on the question 


of finance for the completion of the programme for the 


provision of pithead baths which the Miners' Welfare 


Committee had. adopted in 1936. In this Memorandum 


the Secretary for Mines suggested that he should, be 


authorised to announce, before the Recess, a decision 


by the Government to introduce in the autumn a Bill to 


increase the Miners' Welfare levy on coal output from 


^d. to Id. per ton, for a period of five years 


( commencing with the levy upon the output of 1938, 


which becomes payable on 31st March, 1939), the extra 


amount to be earmarked, by Statute for the provision 


of baths accommodation. 


After hearing particulars of the proposals 


from the Secretary for Mines, the Cabinet agreed: 


(a) 	 To approve the proposals of 

the President of the Board of 

Trade and the Secretary for Mines 

as set forth in C P . 177 (38) 

abovej 


To take note that this involved 
0 0 
 legislation. 


2, Whitehall Gardens, S.W.I. 


28th July, 1938. 




S E C R E T . COPY N O . 

C A B I N E T , 


NOTES of a MEETING of MINISTERS held 

at 10 Downing ,.Street, S. W. 1, on,. 

Tuesday, 30th August, 1938 at Ilo0 a.m. 


JLILJLJLXJLT: 


The Right Hon., Neville Chamberlain, M e P . , 
Prime Ministero 


ie Right Hon. 

Sir John Simon, G.C.S.I., 

G.C.V.O., O.B.E., K,C., M P o , 
0 

Chancellor of the Exchequero 


e Right Hon. 

Sir Samuel Hoare, B t 0 , GoCcSoIo. 

G.B.E., C.M.G., HUP.., Secretary 

of State for Home Affairs. 


Right Hon 
e 


The Earl De La Warr, 

Lord Privy Seal, 


e Right Hon. 

3ir Thomas Inskip, CoB'.E.,- K 0 C o ,

SIoPo, Minister for Co-ordination 

of Defence, 


3 Right Hon. 

j. Hore-Belisha, M.P,, 

Secretary, of State for War. 


3 Right Hon. 

John Colville, Mi P., 

Secretary of State for Scotland. 


3 Right Hon. 

US. Morrison, M.C., K , C , M.P., 

Minister of Agriculture and 

?isherie&. 


s Right Hon. 

Valter Elliot, M.C., M.P., 

Minister of Health, 


The Right Hon 0 


(In the Chair). 


The Right Hon 0 


Lord Maugham, 

Lord Chancellor. 


The Right Hon 0 


The Viscount Halifax, K.G.,. 

GoCoSel., G0C.I0E0, Secretary 

of State f 0 r Foreign Affairs. 


The Right Hon 0 


Malcolm MacDonald, M.P., 

Secretary of State for the 

Colonies. 


The Right Hon 0 


A. Duff Cooper, D.S.O., M.P. , 

First Lord of the Admiralty. 


The Right Hon 
e 


Sir Kingsley Yifood, M.P.* 

Secretary of State for Ail?. 


The Right Hon 0 

Oliver Stanley, M*C.,''M .Po , 
President of the Board of Trade. 

The Right Hon 
c 


The Earl Stanhope, BUG., D.S.O., 

M.'C, President of the Board of 

Education,, 


The Right Hon. 

Ernest Brown, M o C , M.P., 

Minister of Labour^ 


The Earl. Winterton, M.P., 

Chancellor of the Duchy of Lancaster. 


THE FOLLOWING WERE . ALS^,PRESENT 

The Right Hon. 

Sir Nevile M . Henderson, K0C0J ,G, 
H c M . Ambassador at Berlin0 

* EcEo Bridges, M.C., 0 00*0000 Secretary 0 * 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 



WEWATIONAL 

ITUATION. 


entral Bar ope. 

zeohoslovakia. 

previous 

Reference: 

Cabinet 36 

(38), 

Conclusion 1) 


THE PRIME MINISTER said he had been unwilling to 


break in on his colleagues' holidays. The situation,, 


however, was so grave that members of the Cabinet should 


know how matters stood. He thought it was right that 


he and the Foreign Secretary should tell their 


colleagues what they had been doing and how they viewed 


the situation, and should hear their comments. 


Sir Nevile Henderson, His Majesty's Ambassador in 


Berlin, had been recalled to this country and he thought 


it would be a good plan that Sir Nevile should be 


present during the discussion. This was agreed to. 


(Sir Nevile Henderson then entered the meeting). 


The Prime Minister then asked the Foreign 


Secretary to give an appreciation of the situation. 


THE SECRETARY OF STATE FOR FOREIGN AFFAIRS gave a 


summary to his colleagues of the principal facts in the 


past three weeks. Just before the Recess, the 


Runciman Mission had been announced in Parliament and 


had received a chilly reception from the German Ministry 


of Foreign Affairs. On the 28th July, the Foreign 


Secretary had written to Herr von Ribbentrop asking for 


his co-operation over the Runciman Mission; On the 


3rd August* Lord Runciman had arrived in Prague. About 


the same time news had arrived of the wide extent of the 


German military manoeuvres. Our Military Attache in 
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Berlin had taken a serious view of them. The wide 


scope of the German military measures received 


confirmation from a number of apparently independent 


sources, e.g. purchase of oil fuel for reserve, the 


impressment of labour for work on fortifications, and 


the stopping of leave. 


Continuing, the Foreign Secretary said that, in 


consultation with the Prime Minister, he had thought it 


worth while to make an appeal to the German Government 


in regard to their military measures. This had taken 


the form of a memorandum in which emphasis was laid on 


the anxiety to which these measures would give rise. 


Our Ambassador in Berlin had been asked to send this 


memorandum direct to Herr Hitler. The memorandum had 


duly reached Herr Hitler, but he had sent it back to the 


Ministry for Foreign Affairs. Herr von Ribbentrop's 


answer to this memorandum and to the appeal to him to 


co-operate in the Runciman Mission had now been received 


and had been circulated to Ministers. It was entirely 


unhelpful. 


On the 17th August a deadlock had been reached in 


the negotiations between the Czechoslovakian Government 


and the Sudeten party. This deadlock had been resolved 


as a result of efforts made by Lord Runciman, and 


negotiations were resumed on the 24th August. 


The Chief of the French Air Force had recently paid 


a visit to Berlin. He had been a good deal impressed, 


in an unfavourable sense, by Field Marshal Goering. 




The latter's attitude had represented an 


attempt to split Prance and Czechoslovakia and to leave 


Germany a free hand in Central Europe. 


On the 20th August, the German Ministers in 


Yugoslavia and Roumania gave a warning that Germany 


was prepared" to intervene if necessary to obtain a 


satisfactory solution of the Sudeten problem. In the 


case of the communication made to Roumania, the German 


Minister added that if Prance intervened, she would be 


responsible for starting a general conflagration. 


A somewhat similar communication appeared to have been 


made in Moscow. 


At this stage the situation appeared very 


unpremising. On the 25th August, however, Mr. Ashton-


Gwatkin came back to London and reported that the Czech 


Government were prepared to make proposals greatly in 


advance of their previous offers. They offered three 


autonomous German districts, the removal of Czech police

from the German districts, and the exchange of German and 


Czech officials. 


THE FOREIGN SECRETARY said that he and the 


Chancellor of the Exchequer had discussed with Mr. Ashton-


Gwatkin the proposal that some eminent person should be 


sent to see Herr Hitler, in order to facilitate the 


acceptance of a reasonable solution on the German side. 


They had thought that if anyone should be sent it should be 


Lord^Runciman. Lord Runciman, however, on being consulted 


had been unwilling to visit Herr Hitler. 


The present position which had been reached was 

thus that M. Benes and Herr Kundt were engaged in 

negotiations with the assistance of Lord Runciman and 

that M. Benes was prepared to make considerably greater 

concessions than previously offered.. These concessions 

had been mentioned privately to Herr Kundt, who had taken 

them quite well. 




Meanwhile things were blowing up fast as regards 


the press in Berlin. Our Ambassador said that the 


Germans regarded it as impossible for M. Benes to run 


straight or for a peaceful solution to be reached. In 


his own view, the essential thing at the moment was that 


M. Benes latest proposals should be published at once. 


This would have the effect of tying him down definitely 


to these proposals, and would also show Germany that 


Lord Runciman was producing results. This would make 


it much harder for Germany to intervene. 


How should we view the position as a whole? 

One view - and there was a great deal of evidence in 

support of it - much of it from good sources - was that 

Herr Hitler, against the advice of the Army and of 

the moderate party, was determined to intervene by 

force. Three reasons were advanced for this suggested 

attitude. First that he believed that a solution could 

only be obtained by force5 second that' he wished to wipe 

out the flavour left by the events of 2 1 s t May? third 

that he wanted a spectacular success for internal reasons. 

It was suggested that this policy was based on an estimate 


that France could not achieve much if she were to inter

vene, and that we should do our best to prevent French 


intervention, 


The alternative view was that, while Herr Hitler 


was determined to get the Sudeten German question 


settled this year, he had not yet made up his mind to 


use force for this purpose. He was, however, determined 


to have everything ready. This attitude was perhaps a 
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mixture of bluff and reliance on force. 


The Foreign Secretary thought that this was 


the view of our Ambassador. 


The conflict of evidence was such that 


it was impossible to say which view was 


correct. He proposed, therefore, to 


examine both. 


Taking the first view, if Herr Hitler 


had made up his mind to use force, the 


Foreign Secretary did not think there was much 


use repeating what the Chancellor of the 


Exchequer had said so well at Lanark. It 


had been quite right to make that statement, 


notwithstanding that the reaction in 


Berlin had been one of annoyance. He 


himself felt that the advantages of making 


the statement outweighed any disadvantages 


from having made it; but in his view there was 


no object to be gained in repeating it. 


The only deterrent which would be likely 


to be effective would be an announcement that 


if Germany invaded Czechoslovakia we should 


declare war upon her. He thought that 


this might well prove an effective deterrent. 


Against this it was necessary to take 


into account what would be the results of 


making such a declaration. It was clear that 


a declaration in this sense could not be 


kept secret. He thought that it would 


probably have the result of dividing public 


opinionP both in this country and in the Empire. 




He was not too certain what effect it would 


produce on the Czechoslorak Government. 


-He-would feel! extremely uneasy at making any 


threat if he was not absolutely certain that 


the country would carry it out. He thought, 


that his colleagues would have to consider 


most carefully whether they were prepared 


to give effect to such a threat. 


The Foreign Secretary also pointed 


out that once our efforts at deterrent */ -i

intimidation had failed, there was nothing which 


we In this country or France, or Russia could 


do which would prevent Czechoslovakia from 


being orerrun by Germany. It would, of 


course, be possible to fight a war to make 


Germany give up Czechoslovakia, but he thought 


it was unlikely that any peace reached at the 


end of such a war would recreate 


Czechoslovakia as it existed today. It might, 


therefore, be said that there was not much 


use in fighting a war for an object which 


one could not secure. He agreed, however, 


that there was much more in the present crisis 


than the attempt to defend Czechoslovakia against 


Germany. We were, in effect, concerned with 


the attempt of the dictator countries to attain 


their ends by force. But he asked himself 


whether it was justifiable to fight a certain 


war now in order to forestall a possible war 


later. 




Again, if Germany was t o absorb part of Czecho

slovakia, the result in the long run might not all be on 


the credit side from the German point of view. He had 


in mind the gathering force of world opinion particularly 


in the United States of America. 


In the Foreign Secretary's opinion, an invasion of 


France by Germany was quite a different matter to an 


invasion of Czechoslovakia. vWhatever our precise 


commitments might be, we could not stand by and see France 


invaded without becoming involved ourselves. We were, 


therefore, directly interested in what happened to France, 


whether or not it arose out of the Czechoslovak crisis. 


It was, therefore, necessary t hat we should continue 


to remind the French that we were interested in their 


actionsc 


In reply to the question whether, if Germany 


invaded Czechoslovakia, France would be likely to 


declare war on Germany, the Secretary of State for Foreign 


Affairs said that he had put this question to the French 


Charge d'Affaires a few days ago. Ihe latter had replied 


that he thought that, in this event, the position in 


France would be confused, but that  if war started, 
s


opinion would come round to t he view that they must take 


some action. His own view was that, in such an event, 


the French would mobilize and occupy the Maginot line 


in force, and would consult us as to what action we 


proposed to take. If we were against being involved in 


war, we should, presumably, try to exercise a restraining 


influence over the French. 


In reply to a question whether, if the French 


mobilized, the Germans would refrain from air action 


against France, the Foreign Secretary said that he did 


not think that Germany would attack France unless forced 


tu do soo 
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SIR NEVILE HENDERSON, asked for hia opinion on 


this point  said that in his view Germany would certainly 
s


try to avoid attacking Prance, in order not to involve 


this country in war. This country was the one country 


of which Germany was afraid. At the present time, 


hundreds of thousands of workers were employed on the 


Siegfried line, the sole purpose of which was defensive. 


This supported the view that Germany had no intention of 


attacking Prance. 


:
 THE SECRETARY OF STATE FOR FOREIGN AFFAIRS then 


turned to t he second view, namely that Herr Hitler had 


not yet made up his mind whether to use force. 


Assuming that this was the correct diagnosis, he 


thought that there was not much we could do, except to 


continue to act on the "basis of the Prime Minister's. 


speech on the 24th March, and the Chancellor of the 


Exchequer's speech at Lanark on 27th August. In effect 


we should try to keep Herr Hitler guessing. The fact 


that the present meeting was being held and the recall of 


our Ambassador from^Berlin would all be helpful. 


The Foreign Secretary said that in the preceding 


week he had considered the possibility of asking the First 


Lord to take some rather dramatic action in regard to 


the Fleet. He had not done so, partly because the 


First Lord had been away, and partly because he felt 


that action on these lines was not quite on all fours 


with the other action which we were taking. He 


mentioned that the Prime Minister had also considered 


the possibility of inviting the Opposition Leaders 




to see hirn or summoning Parliament, but it had been 


felt that either of these courses might give rise to 


some difficulty and create the impression that we 


were on the verge of war. 


One very important point was to let it be known 


publicly that the Czechoslovak Government were 


prepared to make a generous offer* It was very 


important that M. Benes proposals should be made public 


before the Nuremberg Conference. A telegram in this 


sense had been sent to Prague on the previous day. 


The Foreign Secretary mentioned that he had had 


conversations in the previous week with Mr. Churchill, 


to whom he had indicated his general attitude; 


Mr. Churchill had expressed himself as reassured, and had 


emphasised the point that if we recognised the probable 


necessity of going to France's help if she were involved 


in war, we were entitled to give advice to the French. 


Mr. Churchill had referred to the possibility of a 


joint note to Berlin from a number of Powers. His own 


view was that, if we were to invite countries to sign 


a joint note, they would probably ask embarrassing 


questions as to our attitude in the event of Germany 


invading Czechoslovakia. 


The Foreign Secretary said he had also had some 


discussions with Lord Lloyd, who took the view that the 


country was not at present in a position to go to war. 


The Foreign Secretary added that many moderate 


Germans were pressing us to go even further than the 


Prime Minister's speech of 24th March, and said that, if 


we did so, there would be no attempt to coerce 


Czechoslovakia and the Hitler Regime would crack. 


For his part, he received these messages with some 


reserve. Further, he did not believe that the internal 


Regime of one country was destroyed as the result of 




action taken by some other countries. He therefore came 


to the conclusion that the two lines which we should 


pursue were? first, to keep Germany guessing as to our 


intention? and secondly, to do all that we could to 


forward the success of Lord Runciman^ Mission. 


There was no guarantee that this policy would be 


successful, but the only alternative was to make a direct 


threat to Germany. He wished it to be clearly understood 


that if this policy failed;, the Government would be told 


that if only they had had the courage of their convictions 


they could have stopped the trouble. They would also be 


accused of deserting the principle of collective security, 


and so forth. But these criticisms left him unmoved. 


The Prime Minister thanked the Foreign Secretary for 


his full and masterly statement. He only proposed to 


supplement it by a few words? 


A decision must be reached at the present meeting 


as to how far we were prepared to go. JVIany people in 


this country and in Germany took the view that if we made 


it clear now that, if Germany used force, we should come in 


on the side of Czechoslovakia, there would be no war. 


Many people of this way of thinking also thought that such 


a statement would probably be followed by a revolution 


which would upset Herr Hitler. 


The Prime Minister read extracts from a letter 


from Mr. Robert Boothby, M.P., which was typical of this 


point of view. This letter reported the statements of 


certain German industrialists as follows 


The Extremist Section of the Nazi Party thought 


that the present occasion was their best opportunity. The 


plan comprised the partial mobilisation measures, the armingof the" 




Sudeten Germans, a Press campaign against 


Czechoslovakia -- all working up to a climax at 


Nuremberg. Subsequently an incident would be staged 


and an invasion would take place between the middle 


and the end of September. They reckoned on a rapid 


military success and on this country persuading 


the French to remain neutral. It must be admitted 


that so far events had borne out the earlier part 


of this plan. 


In his letter3 Mr. P. Boothby said that 


he had asked his German friends whether the success 


of this plan would prove ultimately to be the 


undoing of Germany. The answer given had been 


that it would consolidate the power of the Extremists. 


The Prime Minister said that he had been 


sufficiently impressed by this repetition of the case 


for an immediate statement9 to go over in his mind 


very carefully9 the possibilities of making such a 


statement. But he always came back to the same 


conclusion as that reached by the Foreign Secretary. 


No State  certainly no democratic State 9 ought to make 
s


a threat of war unless it was both ready to carry it 


out and prepared to do so. This was a sound maxim 


and neglect of it had in the past h^d unfortunate 


results e.g. the Schleswig Holstein case. Again., 
s


although It wags possible tha^ Sucfi a statement if made 


now might avert war, it was not certain that it 


would do so. Herr Hitler was withdrawn from his 


Ministers and lived in a state of exaltation. He 
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might well take the view that the statement was 


bluff. If he did we should then have to choose 


between being shown up as bluffers and going to war. 




War might he forced on us and if so, we 


should do our best. War in present conditions X&ks not., 


he thought3 a prospect which the Defence Ministers 


would view with great confidence. The strategic 


position seemed to him to be somewhat worse than in 


May, Prance being weaker and the position vis-a-vis 


Italy having deteriorated. 


As regards opinion in this country, at the 


moment the Press showed fairly solid support for the 


attitude which the Government had adopted. But if we 


were right up against war, public opinion might well 


change suddenly. There was also the question of 


what line would be taken by the Union of South Africa. 


The policy of an immediate declaration or threat 


might well result in disunity, in this country, and 


in the Empire. 


Finally, supposing the threat was made and 


had the desired results on this occasion, would that 


be the end of the- story? The steps taken on the 


21st May had not proved the end of the story, and 


people were now saying that it had produced in 


Herr Hitler a feeling of being thwarted. 


THE CHANCELLOR OF THE EXCHEQUER said that 


he was in entire agreement with the reasoning of the 


Foreign Secretary and the Prime Minister. There 


might be occasions when the Government could take a 


certain line and make a success of it, although 


the people of this country were only half persuaded 


of its Tightness, but he felt that any idea of going 


to war for Czechoslovakia would produce conclusions ' . 


which could not be contemplated with equanimity. 


For example, there would be a strong body of opinion 


which would ask whether the Czechs had done all they 


could to meet the legitimate aims of the Sudeten 




Germans. He was "by no means -unhopeful that the 


Foreign Secretary's line would prove successful. . 


H e attached considerable importance to M. Benes' 


latest proposals, which comprised substantial 


concessions, being made public as soon as possible. 


This would make a considerable impression on 


public opinion and on Herr Hitler's mind 0 


It was impossible to know which of the two 


views or hypotheses mentioned by the Foreign 


Secretary was the correct one, but since on the first 


hypothesis war was inevitable he thought that we 


were bound to act on, the basis of the second 


hypothesis which contained an element of hope. 


No injury could be done to peace by continuing 


to act on the assumption that the second hypothesis 


was the correct one, up to the last possible 


moment. J 


THE LORD CHANCELLOR said that he was in complete 


agreement with the Foreign Secretary with the 


exception of one point, on which he thought that 


the Foreign Secretary had gone a little further 


than he intended. The Foreign Secretary had said 


that this country could not see France invaded 


and stand by without going to her support. He 


assumed that invasion included bombing. He 


asked himself whethery supposing France declared 


war on Germany Without consulting us, and 


supposing we were not satisfied that the Czechs 


had done all they could to reach a settlement, 


"we should be obliged to declare war in support 




of the French? France was hound "by Treaty 


obligations and we were noto Further, we were 


in a most difficult position in the Far East. 


If we became involved in war, Japan would treat 


us as a nonentity^ Again, if we were involved 


in war he thought that Italy would be bound to 


come in and there would be further difficulties in 


Spain,, He did not know what would be the 


reaction on India if we were engaged in a major 


war. He thought that the other members of the 


Commonwealth would be placed in a very difficult 


position and the position might lead to the break 


up of the Empire, 


The existence of these dangers did not 


necessarily lead to the conclusion that we should 


not come to the support of France, Indeed we 


might be obliged to do so both on grounds of honour 


and interest;, but he thought that these facts, 


together with the views of the General Staff as 


to our unpreparedness, were sufficient to make us 


hesitate for a long time before subscribing to the 


view that if France was at war with Germany we were 


inevitably bound to go to her assistance. 


THE HOME SECRETARY said that he drew a 


distinction between an attack by France on Germany 


and an attack by Germany on France. In the 


latter case we could not keep out of war. He 


thought, however, that in practice the situation 


which would arise would be a confused one, in 




which it would he difficult to say which party was 


the aggressor. He thought too that each side, 


would sit tight in their own fortifications, and 


in that event we might keep out of war. If, 


however, Germany started "by bombing Paris we should 


have to come to Prance1 s help. 


The Home Secretary referred to the importance 


of continuing to press the French to consult with us, 


before they took any action which might lead to war. He 


also enquired what action had teen taken to consult 


with the Dominions, 


On the main issue he accepted the Foreign 


Secretary's conclusions. He was against making 


any further declaration at the present time. He 


doubted whether, if such a declaration were made, it 


would do any good. 


He wondered whether there was any further action 


which ought to be taken at the present time by the three 


Service Ministers, or by himself as regards air raid 


precautions. 


THE MINISTER FOR GO-ORDINATION OF DEFENCE said that 


he agreed entirely with the Foreign Secretary's views. 


He thought that if Germany overran Czechoslovakia, this 


would increase Herr Hitler's Internal difficulties. 


Further, if M. Benes' latest offers could be brought into 


the open and were regarded by world opinion as the basis 


for an accommodation, this might be a deterrent to 


Herr Hitler. 


On the question whether we were ready to go to war, 


in a sense this country would never be ready owing to its 


vulnerable position. With a country as formidable as 


Germany so close to us we should be bound to go through 


a period of suffering and serious injury and loss. It 


was obvious, however, that at the present time we had 


not reached our maximum preparedness and should., not do 


so for another year or more. 
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There was a further point, that we had based our 


rearmament programme on what was necessary for our own 


defence. We.had concentrated on the Navy and the air. 


We could not put an army into the field large enough' 


to have any decisive effect for many months after the 


outbreak of war. A Naval blockade made its effects 


felt very slowly. As regards the air9 apart from doubts 


which were felt as to whether air bombardment was a 


proper use of force, its use by this country would call 


down strong retaliation against our own urban centres. 


THE SECRETARY OP STATE FOR THE COLONIES who was 


asked by the Prime Minister to deal also with the position 


vis-a-vis the Dominions (in the absence of the Secretary 


of State for Dominion Affairs), said that he had listened 


to the Foreign Secretary's statement with increasing 


assurance. He thought that it expressed exactly the 


opinion of the great majority of the people in this country. 


Two questions were involved. First, should we go to war 


Czechoslovakia was invaded by Germany. Secondly, should 


we go to war if France was invaded by Germany. 


As regards the former, looking at the matter 


first solely from the point of view of the United Kingdom,, 


we should not go to war. Apart from considerations of 


military strength, we should be hampered by the opposition 


of a very large minority in this country. Indeed^ 


before long it might be a majority and not a minority. 


It was also necessary to consider the point of view of 




the Dominions.- It was extremely doubtful whether'we had 


t h e
 political right (as contrasted with the constitutional 


right) to make a threat that in certain circumstances 


we should go to war. without consulting the other units 


of the British Commonwealth. This threat would in 


actual practice commit not only u s  but^/certain olhoif' 
s


Dominions. Australia and New Zealand would certainly 


follow our lead in declaring war. Constitutionally 


the other Dominions were bound to go to war if we did9 but 


it was rather doubtful whether in f act they woxild do so 


in the case now envisaged. 


The result of consultation with the Dominions would 


probably  therefore3 be that we should not be in a position 
s


to utter the threat. If. nevertheless  we made the 
s


threat  we should put a great strain on the loyalty of 
s


the Dominions and might break up the Commonwealth. / 


Purther 9 he was doubtful whether the threat 


would be effective in preventing Herr Hitler from going 


to war. 


As regards the Home Secretary's question  the 
s


Dominions had been kept informed of developments. Hitherto 


there had been no reaction from any of them. A telegram 


had been despatched the previous night explaining the 


seriousness of the situation  but there had not yet been 
s


time for.any answer. He had little doubt that the 


Dominions would be in favour of holding this country back. 


As regards the second questions namely if France 


was invaded by G-ermanys this might involve a direct threat 


to this country; but he thought they were not called upon 


to answer that question on the present occasion.^ 




" SIR NEVTLE HENDERSON was then asked to give 


his views, He said that the real question was whether 


or not Herr Hitler had made up his mind to use force. 


There was much evidence that he had done so but none of 


it was authoritative. In Germany important secrets 


were well kept, and it was noticeable that all the 


statements to the effect that Herr Hitler had made up 


his mind to use force came from enemies of the regime who 


would be unlikely to know the facts. No one could 


have certain knowledge of what Herr Hitler had decided. 


One must therefore be guided by judgment and instinct. 


His own view was that Herr Hitler had made up his mind 


to settle the Sudeten-German question before the winter, 


but that he had not decided what steps he should take 


to this end. 


The Nuremberg meeting took place from the 5th 

12th September. If M. Benes had not by then come out 


into the open with his revised offers., he thought that 


Herr Hitler would make some strong pronouncement at 


Nuremberg. Thus, he would demand a plebiscite, or he 


would say that he would compel M. Benes by force to 


make concessions. If things were left as they stodd 


until the Nuremberg Conference, Herr Hitler would thus 


take the initiative, and Lord Runciman's mission would 


be left in the air. He agreed very strongly with 


the point of view that one must assume that the second 


alternative was right, namely that Herr Hitler had not 


yet decided to use force. 
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Sir Nevile Henderson then replied to a number 


of questions put by various Ministers. He attached 


great importance to getting M. Benes' offers in 


writing. He thought that it would be better that this 


should be done at once rather than that Lord Runciman 


should go to Berlin. The question whether at a 


later stage Lord Runciman should go to Berlin would, 


he thought  have to depend on the immediate reactions 
s


in Germany to M. Benes 1 proposals. 


Herr Henlein was not entirely in Herr Hitler's 


pocket., although some of his followers were. 


He thought that the threat  if made, would 
s


strengthen the position of the extremists rather than 


of the moderates. The extremists would say that 


we were moving towards a preventive war. If the 


threat was made Herr Hitler might draw in his horns 


now; but that would not be the end. He would press 


on with his rearmament. 


He thought that the views expressed to Mr. 


Robert Boothby by his German friends were to some 


extent fostered by their desires. 


The orders for partial mobilisation had 


been worked out some months ago./ He himself did 


not believe that the German Army had been partially 


mobilised on account of the present crisis. On 


the other hand, the naval manoeuvres recently 


announced rather worried him. He thought that 


they had been announced in order to impress us. 




As regards the relationship "between Herr Hitler and 


Herr von Ribbentrop, the former now never saw the latter. 


The position was an impossible one. 


THE CHANCELLOR OF THE DUCHY OF LANCASTER, asked what 


would be the next move, if everything went according to 


plan and Herr Hitler marched into Czechoslovakia. Y/ould 


it be a demand for the return of the Colonies? 


SIR NEVILE HENDERSON said that if Hitler marched 


into Czechoslovakia and took the Sudeten areas, he would 


realise that he would have no possibility of getting 


colonies from us. He thought that the next move would be 


an attempt to blackmail us and that when that failed he 


would tear up the Naval Agreement, and proceed to build up 


a large Navy. 


He thought that Herr Hitler attached little import

ance to Russia except as regards aeroplanes, and that he 


would go forward against a combination of France, Russia 


and this country. 


THE FIR3T LORD OF THE ADMIRALTY said that the 


rumours were all to the same effect, namely, that only 


strong action by this country would stop Germany from 


attacking Czechoslovakia^ 


There was a story goingvround that the German Generals 


had told Herr Hitler that they were not ready for war. 


Herr Hitler's reply had been that he was banking on a 


swift invasion of Czechoslovakia which would break down 


the primary defences within 5 days before we had time 


to complete mobilisation. He then proposed to hold his 


hand and offer to make peace, and he reckoned that this 


manoeuvre was likely to come off. The story went that 




the Generals who had been strongly opposed to war against 


Czechoslovakia had gone away from the meeting saying 


that perhaps the Fuhrer was right again. 


The First Lord did. not agree with the view that if 


this coup was made and was successful, it would weaken 


Germany, On the contrary, he thought it would 


enormously strengthen it, at any rate for the time being.' 


After all the Napoleonic Empire had lasted 20 years before 


it broke up. He thought that public opinion in the 


United States of America would be much discouraged if we 


took no action in the face of aggression against 


Czechoslovakia. The view would grow that nobody did 


anything to prevent acts of aggression, and the 


Americans would only be still further encouraged to keep 


out of entanglements. 


Continuing, the First Lord said that he thought 


that, if war came, the Czechoslovaks would fight bravely 


and well and the French would go to their assistance. 


He thought there was a danger that we should consider this 


matter as though it -were a question whether we should go 


to war to help Czechoslovakia. In his view, the position 


was that if there was a European War we should inevitably 


be involved in it. On the question whether public 


opiniom i  this country would favour a statement that we 
n


should go to war with Germany if Germany invaded 


Czechoslovakia, he thought that the people,would expect 


something tangible to be done in the matter, although they 


might not have any very clear views as to what ought to 


be done. He thought taat we ought to show taat we were 


thinking of the possibilities of using force. He had 


discussed the matter that morning with the First Sea Lord 




from the point of view of what action we should 


take if we were contemplating imminent war. 


The Pleet was going to the North Sea in 14 days f 


time. This time could he advanced by 4 or 5 days. 


Likewise the "Repulse" could he brought back from 


the Mediterranean a day or so sooner and the "Hood" 


could be moved from the Eastern to the Western 


Mediterranean, Another step would be to bring 


the strength of crews up to war strength, but this 


was almost tantamount to Naval mobilisation. He 


put these measures forward somewhat tentatively, but 


he thought that the effect on public opinion of 


announcing that the Pleet was going to Scapa Plow 


4 or 5 days earlier, as an answer to the German naval 


manoeuvres, would be advantageous, 


THE SECRETARY OP STATE FOR AIR was against 


taking action on the lines proposed by the First 


Lord at the present moment. He thought that 


perhaps the Minister for Co-ordination of Defencefs 


statement as to our preparedness under-stated 


the position. Any attempts to bomb Germany 




would bring a terrible retaliation on this country and 


he would look with great apprehension at the prospect of 


war at the present time. He thought that any statement 


that w e should declare war on Germany if she invaded 


Czechoslovakia wovild divide the people of this country and 


that in a few weeks' time there would be a majority in 


this country against such a policy. He was in favour 


of every endeavour being made to secure some settlement 


of the present problem. He thought that so far 


as possible Herr Hitler should be put in the centre of 


the picture in order to make him realise his 


responsibilities. For his part he did not despair of 


a settlement being reached. 


THE SECRETARY OF STATE FOR WAR thought that a threat 


of war could only be made if there was an overwhelming 


public demand first. Such a demand did not exist. 


There was no way of preventing the Sudeten Germans from 


joining their compatriots. If a world war broke out 


then our position must be considered in the light of the 


facts. 


THE LORD PRIVY SEAL said he concurred in the view that 


no threat should be made at this moment. Such a 


policy would not have the country behind it and would 


not be right. 


He agreed, however, with the First Lord that it should 




not go out that the Cabinet had virtually decided to 


take no action if Hitler marched into Czechoslovakia. 


The importance of Czechoslovakia in the general picture 


must not be under-estimated. If this part of the front 


crumpled up, several countries in Eastern Europe which 


were trying to keep out of the German orbit would be 


absorbed in it and we would lose a number of potential 


allies. 


Apart from the military aspect, he thought that a 


successful German onslaught on Czechoslovakia would result 


in a dispersal rather than a gathering of the forces of 


moral opinion in the world. 


The Lord Privy Seal added that he was not quite 


happy about the assumption that, if Germany marched, we 


could keep out of war. Herr Hitler was still 


hesitating; we had to consider what could be done to 


stop him from going to war without having recourse to an 


open threat. One suggestion would be that we should tell 


Prance that, if Germany invaded Czechoslovakia, provided 


Prance acted in consultation with us, we would back her 


up. 


Another suggestion would be some action in regard to 


the Defence Services and Air Raid Precautions. He 


wanted to see a policy of moderate action, combined 


with a show of resolute strength. 


THE MINISTER OP AGRICULTURE AND FISHERIES said that 


he entirely concurred v/ith the Foreign Secretary?s 


"conclusions and arguments and had no comments to make. 




THE PRESIDENT OP THE BOARD OP EDUCATION said 


he agreed with the Foreign Secretary's conclusions. 


Indeed, he went somewhat further, and thought we 


should have no support if we made threats to Germany 


at the present time. A strong Government in this 


country was the best antidote to war, and in his View a 


strong Government would cease to exist if we embarked 


on a policy of threats. 


THE MINISTER OF HEALTH said that he agreed with the 


Foreign Secretary, but felt some uneasiness as to the 


action to be taken if the position developed. 


Suppose, for example, M. Benes published his terms 


and Herr Hitler brushed them aside, what should wo then 


do? He thought that the forces of moral opinion 


in the world would be weakened if it came to be thought 


that this country could not be relied upon to 


take action in a crisis. If Germany attacked France, 


then we should not be able to keep out of war. He 


thought that it was desirable to make some move to show 


that T*re were envisaging the fact that we might be drawn 


into hostilities before the year was out. 


THE PRESIDENT OF THE BOARD OF TRADE said that, 


so far as concerned the immediate point at issue, he agreed 


entirely with the view expressed by the Foreign Secretary. 




-
He was somewhat disturbed, however, by the statements of 


the Foreign Secretary and the Lord Chancellor about the 


position if France was drawn into war. He found it 


difficult to accept the view that, if Germany attacked 


Czechoslovakia, we should put pressure on France to' 


localise the conflict. He was very doubtful whether 


this was the right course, since this might be the 


last opportunity of standing up against German' aggression. 


It was true that there were grave deficiencies in 


our defence preparations, but the German Army leaders 


were also recommending that war should be postponed, and 


presumably this advice was given in their own interests. 


In a year or so Germany would be in an immeasurably 


stronger position for fighting a long war than at the 


present time. He thought that every effort should be made 


to reach a solution, but that this did not mean that if 


aggression took place it was our duty to try to stop 


France from joining in. 


THE CHANCELLOR OF THE DUCHY OF LANCASTER agreed 

that if Czechoslovakia was attacked it must not be 


assumed that we ought to attempt in any way to dissuade 


France from going to her aid. He thought we underrated 


the capacity of Czechoslovakia-to defend herself. While 


he supported the immediate proposals of the Foreign 


Secretary, he was in general agreement with the views 


expressed by the President of the Board of Trade.,:



THE MINISTER OP LABOUR agreed v/ith the Foreign 


Secretary's views.- He thought that the position 


amounted to this; that a threat to make war could 


not be made on a hypothesis. It could only be 


made on the facts of a given case when it arose. 


He agreed that our policy at the present time should 


concentrate on getting M. Benes proposals made 


public, and on keeping Germany guessing.
 y 


THE SECRETARY OF STATE FOR SCOTLAND agreed 


with the Foreign Secretary's views on the immediate 


question. He thought that the question of going to 


war on behalf of Czechoslovakia, or indeed the 


imminence of war at all at the present time, had not 


really found its way into the mind of the public. ^ 


THE SECRETARY OF STATE FOR FOREIGN AFFAIRS 


said that he did not think they were called upon to 


decide at the present meeting what action.we should 


take in regard to France, should the situation 


develop and France become involved in war. He 


had, however, been rather surprised by what had 


been said by the President of the Board of Trade 


and the Chancellor of the Duchy of Lancaster, 


His point was, not that he disagreed with their 


attitude on the general question, but that if they 


took such a clear view on the matter, he was 


surprised that they should hesitate to make this 


clear to Berlin. 




THE PRESIDENT OP THE BOARD OP TRADE said that 


if Germany' were at war with Prance we should be 


obliged to come.in. At the present time, however, 


there was no support for this view, and in 


democracy one could not leave out the intermediate 


step. 


THE SECRETARY OP STATE FOR FOREIGN AFFAIRS 


said that it would obviously be necessary to define 


our attitude further on this matter when the 


question arose, but he would not deal with the 


matter further at the present Meeting. 


As regards the First Lord's proposals as to the 


Fleet, the contrast between the care which we took 


to cut down our announcement about our naval manoe

uvres and the way in which Germany had announced 


her naval manoeuvres was distinctly irritating. 


But it would, he thought, be rather playing Germany's 


game to make an announcement that we were putting 


forward the time of our naval manoeuvres. He 


suggested that when the news of G e r m a n naval manoe

uvres was published, the press should be told that 


they Yifere at liberty to say that our Fleet also 


was going to Scapa Flow for manoeuvres. 


The Foreign Secretary then referred to 


three papers which had been handed to him in 


the course of the Meeting. One of them related 


to a rumour that Herr Henlein had been in 


communication with Herr Hitler and had stated that 




it was too dangerous to put into force the arranged plan, 


and that the plan should now he called off and he should 


he authorised to enter into negotiations with the 


Czechoslovak Government. The second was a telegram from 


Prague stating Lord Runciman saw nothing inherently 


impracticable in the acceptance as a general basis of 


the eight Carlsbad points, subject to their being defined 


on suitable lines. Lord Runciman might be prepared to, 


come out himself with the same definition should direct 


negotiations fail. This was obviously a matter which, 


required consideration. The third was a statement from 


a journalist to the effect that the German Embassy had 


received instructions to deny, that they had given the 


warnings to the Governments of Yugoslavia and Rumania on 


the 20th August, to which he had referred in his opening 


statement. These views, if confirmed, might be somewhat 


significant. 


THE PRIMS MINISTER then summed up. The Cabinet was 


unanimous in the view that we should not utter.a threat 


to Herr Hitler, that if he went into Czechoslovakia we 


should declare war upon him. It was of the utmost 


importance that this decision should be kept secret. 


He asked Ministers.to bear this in mind In private 


conversations. 


There remained the hypothetical case that, in 


spite of all our efforts to bring about a settlement, 


Herr Hitler might brush everything aside and have 


recourse to force. What we should do in that event 




' JL ^ 


could not be decided to-day0 He thought that if some 


such situation did arise, it would probably be found to 


be very different from the situation as it was envisaged 


to-day, and the Cabinet would, of course, be called 


together at once to consider the position.. 


Continuing, the Prime Minister said that his own 


view, which he held strongly, was that nothing should 


be done in the nature of pin-pricks. This conclusion, 


which he had reached independently, was reinforced 


by the messages which the Foreign Secretary had just 


received. He thought that it was very important not 


to exacerbate feeling in Berlin against us. He agreed 


that we should go on with the naval manoeuvres, but he 


was not disposed to anticipate their date or toi take 


any further action. We should, of course, continue 


to watch the position carefully. 


The Prime Minister then read out the terms of the 


draft communique which he proposed to issue to the 


Press on the conclusion of the meeting. There was 


general agreement with the terms of the communique and 


it was agreed that details should be settled by the Prime 


Minister and the Foreign Secretary in consultation. 


A copy as issued is attached to these minutes as an 


Appendix. . 


THE SECRETARY OF STATE FOR THE COLONIES said that 


it would be necessary to send a telegram to the 


Dominions. It was proposed that the telegram should 


be based on the phrasing of the communi que, but should 


not give any detail of the decisions reached at the 


meeting.. The terms of the telegram would be agreed 


with the Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs. 




In reply to a suggestion, the PRIME. MINISTER 

said that he would prefer to make no statement to the 


Leader of the Opposition as he thought that such 


a move might result in embarrassmentSO 


CONCLUSIONS. 


It was agreed:

(1)	 That no declaration should be made 

to the German Government that if 

they had recourse to war to settle 

the Sudeten German question, His 

Majesty1s Government would declare 

war upon them: 


(S)	 That the policy to be pursued 

should be that outlined by the 

Secretary of State for Foreign 

Affairs, namely, that His Majesty's 

Government should continue to act 

on the basis of the statement made 

by the Prime Minister on the 

24th March and restated by the Chancellor 

of the Exchequer in his speech on the 

27th August. In effect, we should 

try to keep Germany guessing as to 

our ultimate attitude: 


(3)	 That every endeavour should be made 

to press forward the negotiations 

in Prague for a settlement of the 

Sudeten German question: 


(4)	 That it was of the utmost importance 

that M. Benes' latest proposals 

should be made public as soon as 

possible and, in any event, before 

the Nuremberg Conference to be held 

on 5th-12th September: 


(5)	 That the question of our attitude in 
the event of Prance becoming involved 
in Y j a r with Germany as the result of 
the Sudeten German question should be 
reserved for further consideration in 
the light of the actual situation, if 
and when It arose: 



7ft- to tk?/s (6) That we should continue to impress on 

the French that they should consult us 


(?) 


(8) 


(10) 


X (11) 
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before taking any action which would 

involve them in war: 


That no step should be taken which would 

be likely to attract publicity or to 

exacerbate feeling in Germany against 

us. For example, the date for Naval 

manoeuvres should not be brought 

forward: 


That when the news of the German Naval 

manoeuvres is published, the Press 

should be informed that they are at 

liberty to state that the Fleet is 

going to Scapa Flow for manoeuvres: 


That a communiqufe should be issued, to the 

Press stating that Ministers had 

expressed their entire agreement with 

the action already taken and the policy 

to be pursued in the future, but giving 

no details of the decision reached: 


That telegrams should be despatched to 

the Dominion Governments baaed on the 

phrasing of the communique, but giving 

no details of the decision reached at 

the meeting: 


That no approach should be made at present 

to the Leader of the Opposition and that 

Parliament should not be summoned.. 




A P P E N D I X. 


PRESS COMMUNIQUE. 


A meeting of Ministers was held at 10, Downing 


Street, at 11 a.m. this morning, at which the following 


were present:-


The Right Hon. Neville Chamberlain 

The Right Hon. Sir John Simon 

The Right Hon. Lord Maugham 

The Right Hon. Sir Samuel Hoare 

The Right Hon. Viscount Halifax 

The Right Hon. Earl De La Warr 

The Right Hon. Malcolm MacDonald 

The Right Hon. Sir Thomas Inskip 

The Right Hon.. Alfred Duff Cooper 

The Right Hon. Leslie Hore-Belisha 

The Right Hon. Sir Kingsley Wood 

The Right Hon. John Colville 


' The Right Hon. Oliver Stanley 

The Right Hon. William Morrison 

The Right Hon. Earl Stanhope 

The Right Hon. Walter Elliot 

The Right Hon. Ernest Brown 

The Right Hon. Earl Winterton 


The British Ambassador in Berlin, The Right Hon. 


Sir Nevile Henderson was also in attendance. 


The Foreign Secretary made a full report of the 


international situation and at" the conclusion of the 


meeting Ministers expressed their entire agreement with 


the action already taken and the policy to be pursued 


in the future. 


No further meeting was arranged but Ministers 


will be remaining within reach of London. 


10 Downing Street, 

Whitehall, S.W.1. 


30th August, 1938. 



